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A Study of Visual lntelligence and the lnfluence of a Visual
Enrichment Program on Measures of lQ and Creativity on

Students Nominated as Gifted

Maria McCann

ABSTRACT

This thesis is a study of general intelligence, creativity, advanced intelligence and visual
thinking. The study uses narrative, creative design, literature review and empirical testing. The
wide scope of the literature review was considered necessary to this multi-faceted study of
intelligence, gift edness, creativity and visual thinking.

The study initially tested 305 subjects at the Year 5level, across L5 South Australian
Government primary schools, to assess their measured general intelligence, creativity and
visual skills. The following tests were used: a figural test of IQ, the Raven's Progressive
Matrices (RPM, Standard Form); the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT Figural
Form A) and the Figures of Sound instrument (FoS), which the author designed to identify
markers of visual thinking ability.

Following the period of testing, the author designed and taught a 30 hour visual enrichment
program/ entitled theTurningWorld, in 10 consecutive weekly sessions at the University of
Adelaide to a class of 20 students who were nominated by their teachers as students with high
intellectual potential.

A year after the initial testing, the original cohort which was available for testing (n=193),
including the subjects who had completed theTurningWorldprogram/ were re-tested with the
RPM as well as the parallel form of the TTCT (Figural Form B).

The author designed the FoS instrument around the principles of visual form which Wassily
Kandinsky designated as point, line, plane and colour. The FoS is not presented as a final
product or a standardised instrument but an original idea in progress.

This thesis presents the author's design of theTurningWorld program based on the principles
of a differentiated curriculum. This visual enrichment program resulted in changed measures
of intelligence and creativity for the students who completed it.

This thesis examines:

1) whether visual thinking is a factor in advanced intelligence and whether it can be measured
with appropriate instruments and enhanced by teaching interventions

2) current theories of intelligence, creativity, and giftedness

3) the inclusion of visual thinking in higher-order thinking programs and outlines a grammar
of universal form

4) the design and execution of an enrichment program on visual thinking for students
nominated as giftedby their teachers

5) current measures of creative thinking

6) measures on the RPM, the TTCT and the FoS and their correlates

7) results of the research and presents proposals for future areas of investigation.
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Chapter L: Visual Intelligence and the IØCreativity Interface: A

Statement of the Problem, Research Questions and Hypotheses

Clear and precise seeingbecomes as one with cleør and precise thinking

(Tufte,1997:53)

[The purpose of this chapter is to provide ttre background to the study and a
statement of the problem; outline the basic questions which prompted the
research; provide a definition of visual intelligence; and provide the
rationale for a study which updates the latest research on the relationships
between intelligence, creatívity, giftedness and visual thinking ability;
central hypotheses are statedl

L.0. Background to the study

The earliest studies on intelligence were prompted by observations of individuals who

evidenced difficulties with intellectual processing and who consequently displayed

poor adaptive or general functioning skills. The first tests designed to measure

intellectual functioning were intended primarily to help meet the special needs of

these individuals who in general are labelled as having some degree or kind of

intellectual disability. Depending on their positioning on the lower side of the Normal

Curve of intellectual ability, such individuals require special support if they are to

reach their natural intellecfual potential. Ooty in recent years have some studies

focussed on the needs of the equal number of individuals on the upper side of the

Normal Curve. These individuals do not identify themselves so readily as requiring

special identification or support, and consequently research on their characteristics

and the most appropriate methods of catering for them is relatively recent and

relatively sparse.

Although there are varying degrees andkinds of their advanced intellectual abilities,

such individuals are commonly labelled as'gifted'. Most policy and curriculum

documents in Australia and other Western countries refer to "Gifted and Talented"

children and the implications of this wider term will be discussed in this thesis. It has

been a difficult task in Australia to convey the message to educators, researchers and

politicians that "Gifted and talented children efst across all socioeconomic and ethnic

groups within Australian society (and that) they have a right to be given appropriate

educational opportunities to realise their gifted potential" (Kronborg in Vialle &

Geake, 2002: vt).IÂ[hile individuals with an intellectual disability have, during the last

century, gained the sympathy and support of the community in generaf their history

previous to this era was one of suspiciory contempt and rejection. Before the causes of

and appropriate support for individuals with intellectual disability were researched

and better understood, such individuals were alienated by society, often'locked away'
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with individuals with mental illnesses and physical disabilities and denied access to

an education appropriate to their abilities in the regular,'neighbourhood school'.

Interestingly, there has been a documented history of antagonism to meeting the

needs of gifted children. Less than twenty years ago one Australian State teachers'

union had officially'black-banned' any specialised provision for gifted students,

claiming such intervention was elitist. The statement issued to justify a rejection of

provision for gifted students stated:

"While there is one disabled child in this State, there will not be specialised provision

for gifted children"(in Start, 1983).

Very senior educational leaders and advisors in Australia have been cited with

obvious deep-seated, negative attitudes to gifted students as this public comment

from a Chief Executive of Education in the State of Victoria indicated:

I don't haae ø aisw about whøt you do t'or 1./" of the populøtion. We think øll kids should hnae

opportunities, not just those who nre definedby some probøbly suspect IQ test as høaing

special øbilities

(Morrou.t in Boag, L990:48).

The fact that'one percent' was the identified population and the means of defining it
'suspect' reveals a great deal about these deep-seated and basically ignorant

observations. Yet even in the L990's this ignorance of the nature of giftedness and its

incidence in the general population fuelled many to adhere to the belief that "helping

the gifted overlooks and devalues the excellence that is inherent in everyone" (Turner

in Boag, 1990:49).In an attempt to counter this antagonism, the Australian Senate

Enqurry into Gifted Students, released in October 2001, has highlighted as

Recommendations 2 and3 (from 20 recommendations in total), that the

Commonwealth:

should commission research into the reasons for negøtiue attitudes to high intellectunl ability

. . . (ønd thøt) .. . peak education policy documents . . . zahere they refer to special needs or

indiaidunl dffirences, should make it clear thøt'special needs' includes giftedness

(Senate Employment, WoþIace Relations,

Small Business and Education Reþrences Committee,2001: xia).

The release of this Senate Enquiry has fuelled hopes that, with the increases in training

in gifted education which will flow from it, attitudes of suspicion and negativity that

have beset appropriate provision for gifted students will eventually disappear.

The need for increased teacher education was identified by Strom in his keynote

presentation to the very first National Seminar on the Education of Gifted and
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Talented Children in Australia in L981, when he stated, "Whethet teachers favour the

gifted, reject them for behaving in non-conforming ways, or fail to notice their talent,

better training is implicated.' (Strom, 198L: L1)

It is a basic tenet of this study that gifted individuals, as human beings, are no better

than individuals who do not have advanced intellectual potentials, however they are

different in some ways, and this difference needs to be identified, understood and

accommodated, particularly in Education. That all human beings differ in intellectual

potentials and functioning has been known for a long time, yet giftedness has suffered

from the incorrect notion that it only encomPasses the genius, even the 'freak of

nature' who constitutes a fraction of the population. With knowledge comes insight

and the attendant political and wider community support, as Vialle & Geake have

stated: "It is this reconcepfualisation of giftedness as an ordinary difference that

promises to capture a wider base of political support"(2002: xxvü). While the

Australian attitudes to gifted individuals are changing to recognition and support

studies on giftedness are still few. It is a new field of educational research and

practice.

This thesis provides an examination of the advances in studies into the nature of

intelligence, creativity, and giftedness, and the unique role that visual thinking ability

plays in the determination of these characteristics.

This study reaches conclusions and recommendations, but not closure. It is a unique

glimpse, through assessments, creative design and teaching practice, at the interplay

of factors which describe thinking in general, advanced thinking specifically, and how

these abilities are determined by visual intelligence and creative production.

Early markers of intellectual development in children invariably stress verbal ability:

early language skills, reading, and early writing abiJity feature on observational

checklists and standardised testing procedures especially those that yield an

Intelligence Quotient or IQ. Visual ability, perhaps as evidenced in drawing

productions or appreciation of visual form, has only recently been suggested as a

possible insight into intellectual development but does not feature in most measures

of intelligence. Creative abilities, such as unusual thought processes, original or fluent

productions, flexible or different responses, also have not been traditional,

standardised markers of intelligence.
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The focus on visual thinking has been prompted from the research, particularly in

cognitive neuroscience, on the earþ development of visual intelligence in the brain,

the significant portion that the brain allocates to visual intelligence, and the links

between visual intelligence and higher-order, original problem solving. Of all the

senses, it is vision which is developed in the most active and complex way at birth, as

Hoffrnan (1998: L2) states:

Among the most ømøzing t'acts about tsision is that kids are øccomplished geniuses øt aision

before they can walk. Bet'ore øge one, they can construct ø aisuøI world in three dimensions,

nauigøte through it quite purposet'ulty on øll fours, organise it into obiects, ønd grasp, bite, ønd

recognise those objects ...

This thesis presents the design and implementation of a visual enrichment program,

theTurningWorld, designed for students nominated as exhibiting high intellectual

potential. The study also outlines the author's original pilot instrument called the

Eigures oJ Sound (FoS), designed to explore visual thinking and compares responses to

it with results on the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) Figural Forms A

and B. In addition, scores on the standardized IQ test, the Raven's Standard

Progressive Matrices (RPM), provide this study with new data on the creativity-

intelligence interface referred to in some studies on advanced intelligence.

An exploration of the tinks between intelligence, creativity, giftedness and visual

thinking is at the heart of this study.

It is argued that creative and visual acuity are central factors in the configuration and

measurement of general intelligence and that their failure to feature in some

definitions of intelligence and many measurements of giftedness is a result of

difficulty with identification and assessment procedures, and the pluralistic nature of

intelligence in general and giftedness specifically.

1.1. Statement of the problem

The initial prompt for the design of this study was twofold. First, the author wanted to

clanly the documented relationship between the measurement of intelligence and the

measurement of creativity and possibly explain the lack of correlation between the

two concepts which some researchers have identified at the upper levels of IQ

measurement. Second, the author wanted to identify the key markers of visual

intelligence and examine the possibte links with advanced intelligence and creativity.

It has been the observation by the author over twenty-seven years of teaching

experience in schools and universities, that education in general and schools
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specifically, do not utilise the visual mode of learning to the same degree that they

utilise the visual/linguistic mode. It is an assumption of this thesis that if schools do

not value visual learning ability, then they will not develop the means to help identify

students who may have specific talent in visual thinking ability, nor will they value

programs to train and enrich visual thinking ability. It is further proposed that

students who are intellectually gifted are also advanced in their creative and visual

thinking skills and that the experience of school can have a negative influence on the

development of these special abilities. It is also proposed that exposure to an enriched

leaming environment which features visual thinking skills will increase these skills.

While acknowledging that exposure to enriched learning environments would no

doubt increase such skills in children of all intellectual abilities, this thesis argues that

for intellectual gifted students, their difference in this respect (i.e. visual intelligence),

justifies a differentiated curriculum.

1.2. Defining visual intelligence

Before the central research questions are posed, it is important to define the nafure of

visual intelligence and identify how it differs from verbal intelligence.

The following definition of visual intelligence is proposed by the author and will be

followed by an appropriate rationale:

Visual intelligence is øn actiae andholistic ability which occupies the highest leael oJ the

sensoîy ønd pa'ceptual hierarchy and relies upon the excitation ot' both recent and long-term

memory for sense-making and problem-solaing. Visual intelligence engøges utith motor co-

ordinøtion ønd aerbøl lønguage ønd is essential to the determination of ødaanced reasoning

ability. Visual ørtistic intelligence høs its own uniaersal grømmør, relying on the principles of

point, Iine ønd colour within øbasic pløne to communicnte.

The key elements underpinning this definition are elaborated in Chapter 3 of this

thesis. In summary however, these elements are:

Visual intelligence is active. lrVhile verbal intelligence has been studied in both its

expressive (active) and receptive (passive) modes, visual intelligence appears to have

no corollary in the passive mode of thinking and learning.

Visual intelligence is holistic. Verbal intelligence relies on'piece-by-piece' or linear

thinking skills whereas visual reasoning can only occrü when a 'whole' is understood,

even if it develops from an appreciation of the sum of the parts. Because visual

thinking is non-linear it is also chaotic in the positive sense of being able to continually

develop. There is no visual equivalent of written language's use of the full-stop.
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Visual intelligence occupies a higher perceptual hierarchy than verbal ability.

The use of words, particularþ in the engagement of advanced reasoning and problem-

solving, is not as important as the urilisation of images.

Visual intelligence engages all of the senses and specifically connects with spoken

language and motor co-ordination.

Visual intelligence is essential to advanced reasoning, reþing on the excitation of

recent memory for meaning and sense-making, and long-term memory for problem-

solving.

Visual intelligence has a universal grammar which pre-dates the development of

written/verbal communication. The reason why most school systems do not rely on

visual form for communication is that most students and teachers have not learned the

grammar of universal form.

1.3. Visual intelligence is different from verbal intelligence

thoughts die the moment they are embodiedby words

(Schopenhauer in Penrose, 19 89 : 424)

Pictures preceded written words as a form of human communication and expression.

Hence it could be argued that pictures or other visual forms including colour, are

more primitive than nonpictographic language or conventional writing. Conversely, it
could be argued that visual representation and communication is a more advanced

form of expression than the alphanumeric precisely because it pre-dates the verbal

and gestural forms and helped to dictate the development of the written form.It needs

to be remembered that alphanumeric communication is a relatively recent

phenomenon and that "prior to this century the visual image was often considered to

be the crucial element of thought and it is still viewed as central to some types of

thinking" (Arnheim, 1969tn Chase, 1973:35).

Today, with the extent of the visual media's influence on our lives and the reliance on

visual representations in the forms of computers, CD roms, PowerPoint displays and

the massive assault of the visual media on communication and decision making, it is

curious that visual intelligence is not actively trained in schools. As Barry $997:3)

stated:

As the enormous impact ot' imøges on the quølity of indiaidual liaes becomes clearer, the

necessity to educate people to the implications ot' øn imøge-driaen society becomes morc critical.
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The focus on written and spoken language in schools today, with the relegation of

visual studies (e.g. Art Educatiorç Visual Media Studies) to'elective' components of

the curricula, suggest that the latter has a reduced importance. Although mathematical

and linguistic forms of reading, writing, listening and speaking are regarded as

essential to basic educatiorç this thesis will argue that because the alphanumeric forms

of expression evolved from pictographic language, "we should not infer that words

and numbers are necessarily more recent or advanced" (McKim, L980: L42). Indeed,

the research indicates that,

In deuelopmentøl experience, words not only come later than images, but they øre also often

inødequøte in communicating it, yecisely becøuse they are remoaed from experience ønd

thereþre løck the immedincy and power of the reøl world's change ønd relatiaity

(Barry, 1.997:74).

The 'real world' of regular school curricula is focussed on reading writing and

mathematical skills which are viewed asbasic and not necessarily connected with

visual intelligence. Part of the problem with promotingvisual arts training is the on-

going emphasis by governments on school efficienry in meeting these'basics' and in

Australia the Government's introduction of 'Basic Skills Testing (BST) in many States

and Territories is further evidence of this. It is interesting that the BST does not

measure visual thinking or visual artistic ability and perhaps Sylwester's (1998: 31)

observation provides the reason:

good arts progrøms øre not efficient. They're difficult to eaøluøte in øn era concerned with

measurable støndnrds. Educators høae thereþre hød to continually justify ørts gograms, but

not algebrø or spelling.

The fact that visual arts training is undervalued in schools is not surprising if we

consider the wider environment (and this is no doubt true of most Western countries)

where, ' ... Ttis generally perfectly alright to be artistically incompetent in our culture"

@enjafield, L992:307). That this dominant cultural view is reflected in the education

system is no surprise but it is the author's opinion that change is needed if students

are to be exposed to an education which reflects and enhances this aspect of their

intelligence. As Sless (1978:1) has observed:

Our education system is dominatedby two øreøs: Iita'øcy ønd numa'acy. It is time a thb'd areø

of skills was introduced into schools - that of Visual Thinking.

This thesis argues that both linguistic (including the language of mathematics) and

visual intelligence are essential to good thinking but that education values one over

the other.
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The inclusion of both tems, 'visual thinking' and 'visual intelligence', is important to

a central argument of this thesis, which is that intelligence which relies on vision is a

general feature whilst visual thinking is a more specific process. Both visual thinking

and visual intelligence can be measured, but with much greater difficulty than their

verbal intellectual counterparts. Education in general has not progressed very far in an

examination of the importance of visual representation to general intelligence, nor

have the links between visual intelligence, creativity, and giftedness been adequately

explored.

Twenty years ago Howard Gardner proposed his theory of Multiple Intelligences

MI). He was not the first to identify visual/spatial ability as a marker of intelligence

but he was the first embody it as a discrete ability within a theory of intelligence

(Gardner, 1983;1997). On the complex relationship between general intelligence and

visual thinking, he has posed a series of questions which are relevant to this thesis:

How do aarious aisual imyessions ønd images reløte to thinkingT Are they thoughts in

themselaes, do they proaide the aehicles of thought, do they reryesent the manþuløtion of

symbolic entities, or øre they but epiphenomena, aestiges that do not møterially contribute to

our ability to lorua, to learn, or to understand?

(Gar dner, 799 3 : 1.1.1 ).

Despite some advances in research on visual intelligence, it is this author's belief that,

at the beginning of the 2Lst Century, visual representation in the field of Education is

still regarded as the'vestige' of an idea, rather than the idea itself; the illustration of a

problem rather than the exploration of the problem or the solving of it. In schools this

translates into common classroom practice where students solve problems with

written or spoken language, either in words or numerals and if they have the time,

they illustrate their work with shape, colour or some other visual form. Such standard

classroom practice is the legacy of the limited research on visual thinking and its links

with intelligence in general. \Â/hile the author concedes that "we have emerged from a

period in which almost all emphasis in theories of thought has been on verbal or

linguistic processes" (Posner in Chase, 1973:67), more research is needed on visual

thinking.

Human beings have many words to describe a state of understanding or belief but few

corresponding visual prompts or markers that are easily understood by all. The image

of alightbulbflashingisthetritecaricatureof whatMartinGardner (1992) callsthe

,tthal of thinking that sudden, illuminating insight into a problem. It is interesting to

note that those great thinkers, for whom the Aha! has changed the course of history,

science, art, mathematics, or whatever field they contributed to, have often cited visual

thinking or visual imugng as being at the heart of such awakenings or discoveries.
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McKim (1980) points out that much of the language at such times of discovery is

actually of a visual kind: I s¿e it now! He reminds us that the word'idea' comes from

the Greek ldein,wlichmeans to see, and that "many words linkvision with thinking,

such as brsight foresight, hindsight and oversight ..." (McKim, L980: 1')'

The few studies within the field of Gifted Educatiory which have focused on children

who have displayed visual artistic abilities, have often marginalized such abilities,

referring to them as 'talent' and in some instances suggesting that they are not

necessarily even related to intelligence. One example here is the studies on savants,

which is raised in Chapter 3. It is only within the last few years that some convincing

research studies have gone beyond identifying the simplistic markers of visual talent,

such as early, fluent and precocious drawing ability, to a deeper analysis of the visual

intelligence underpinning such ability. It seems that the artworks of artistic savants,

(those individuals with apparent intellectual or adaptive impairment but precocious

drawing ability), display an "impaired capacity for abstraction" (Morelock & Feldman

in Heller et al, 2000: 228) which the earlier research by O'Connor & Hermelin (1987)

highlighted. It seems that the 'pocket' of outstanding ability evidenced by savants is

still impaired by this feature, along with very limited creativity in general:

Saaants appear to be incøpable of producing totøIly original work . .. €aen the prodigious

saaant does not achieae a higher order of creatirity - the inaention of new ideøs and neu) ways

of seeing things

(Morelock €¡ Feldman in HeIIer et ø1,2000:230).

The research suggests however, that children who ate very advanced in their visual

intelligence think and perform in a qualitatively different way from other children and

that correct or precise reproductions of form (which savants are capable of) are not

indicative of higher-order thinking abilities.

As the work of Winner & Martino (in Heller et al, 2000: 95). suggests:

Children who may be labelled'gftrd' in drøwing are not just more adaanced than typicøI

children in drøwing milestones. Røther, they draw in ø qualitatiaely different way ... Using

the terminology of Piaget, Milbrath (1998) ... ør"gues that artisticølly gifted children are

guidedby 't'igurøtiae' røther thøn 'operationøl' Tocesses '.. according to Milbrøth, these

childt'en actually see the world differently.

This difference in seeing (and presumably thinking) is described by Milbrath (1998) as

characteristic of children who:

(1) encode visual information more accurately, and see the world less in terms of

concepts and more in terms of shapes and visual surface features

(2) have superior visual memories
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(3) attend more to the act of drawing itself: they can see when something looks wrong,

and this leads to discoveries about how to represent the world on PaPer.

In Milbrath S tefins/ these children are "bettef at seeing, remembering and doing"

(Winner & Martino in Heller et al, 2000: 96).

Despite the lack of research into possible links between visual intelligence and

problem solving ability, it is relevant to note that acute visual memory has often been

cited as attending a cognitive breakthrough or a problem solved, even when the

problem was not necessarily of a visual nafure. Charles Darwin's heightened visual

memory and acuity is recorded as he made a breakthrough in his theory of evolution:

"I can remember the very spot in the road, whilst in my carriage, when to my joy the

solution occurred to me" (The lit'e and letters of Chnrles Darwin,1887 in

Edwards, 1986:3).

Many great scientists, musicians and artists have showed a propensity for visual

intelligence from an early age. Gertrude Stein observed of Picasso, that he " ... wrote

painting as other children wrote their a b c ... dtawing always was his only way of

talking" (in Gardneg 1993: L40). Interestingly, Picasso also treated numbers as if they

were visual patterns rather than s¡rmbols for quantities "for example seeing a pigeon

as an arrangement of 0s, wings as 2s, and the baseline as the sum of the figures ... he

anthropomorphised the numerals and was distracted by his own fantastic perceptual

abilities" (in Gardneç 1993:'J.,41).

Although many examples of visual thinking and advanced intelligence can be noted,

such as that of Picasso, it should be remembered that visual thinking is not the

exclusive (or even reclusive!) reserve of visual artists. Visual thinking is regarded as

essential thinking in many diverse fields as McKim (1980: 7) has noted:

Surgeons thinkaisually to perform øn operation; chemists to construct molecular models;

møthemøticians to consider abstract space-time relationships; engineers to design circuits,

structures, ønd mechanisms; administrators to organise and schedule worþ architects to

coordinate function withbeauty; carenters ønd mechønics to trønslate plans into things.

It has traditionally been assumed that visual thinking is not within the realm of

mathematical, scientific, or other'quantitative' explorations, unless it fulfils some

illustrative purpose. However, more recent research has confirmed the necessity of

visual explanations and the visual display of quantitative data to clear thinking and

problem solving. Indeed in the modern world the visual reasoning about data is

almost a daily activity. For this reason it is difficult to explain why visual reasoning
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and visual expression skills are given a lower priority in education than verbal or

written skills. As Tufte (1997:53) has stated:

Visual reyesentations of euidence shouldbe goaernedby principles of reøsoning about

quantitatiae euidence. For int'ormøtion displays, design reasoning must conespond to scientit'ic

reasoning. Clear and precise seeingbecomes øs one with clear and precise thinking.

It would seem from the limited research that at the highest levels of thinking,

visualization dominates over verbalisation. For example, the famous mathematician

Roger Penrose claims that visual thinking has dominated the thinking processes of the

most gifted of the mathematicians known to humankind. Penrose himself claims that

his own mathematical thinking is of a non-verbal kind, and that "almost all my

mathematical thinking is done visually and in terms of non-verbal concepts, although

the thoughts are quite often accompanied by inane and almost useless verbal

commentary, such as that thing goes with thøt thing and thnt thing goes with that ..."

(1989:424).

In addition he cites the words of other gfted mathematicians and their own

observations are worthy of consideration here:

Albert Einstein:

The words or the lønguage, as they are w'itten or spoken, do not seem to play any role in my

mechanism of thought. The physicøI entities u¡hich seem to se:e as elements of thought øre

certain signs and more or less cleør images zohich canbe 'ztoluntarily' reproduced ønd

combined ... the aboae mentioned elements are, in my case, of aisual and some musculør type

Conaentional words or other signs haoe to be sought for laboriously only in a second støge,

when the mentioned associntioe play is sufficiently established ønd canbe reproduced at wiII .

Francis Galton:

It is a serious drawback to me in writing, and still more in explaining myselt', that I do not

think øs easily in words øs otherwise. lt often happens thøt øt'ter being hørd at work, and

høuing an'iued øt results that øre pa't'ectly clear and satisþctory to myself, when I try to

expl'ess them inløngunge I t'eel that I must beginby putting myselt' upon quite another

intellectual plane. I haae to translate my thoughts into a lønguøge that does not run aay

euenly with them ...

Hadamard:

I insist that zaords are totally absent t'rom my mind when I reølly think and I shall completely

øIign myselt' with Galton's in the sense thøt euen afta'reading or hearing ø question, euay

word disøppeørs the aery moment thøt I ømbeginning to think it oaø'; and I t'ully øgree with

Schopenhaua' when he writes, 'thoughts die the moment they øre embodied by zaords'

(in Penrose, 1989: 425).
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Given such insights, it is curious that spatial intelligence and advanced mathematical

functioning have only recently been linked in the research (Geake, 2000b; Geake &

O'Boyle, 2000) and that developmentally, visual intelligence has not been regarded as

important to overall intellectual development as, for example, verbal intelligence is.

Other scientists, mathematicians and artists (Penrose, L989; Ruckeq1989; Hertjer, L986;

Perkins, 1992; Cowie,1992) have referred to the phenomenon of visual thinking as the

key to understanding creative intelligence.

Comparisons relating to the power of creative visual thinking have been made

between the two famous and gifted mathematicians, Henri Poincaré and Albert

Einstein. While both were born into relatively privileged families for the time,

Poincaré excelled early in academic pursuits while Einstein struggled through a school

and university career which he desperately described as a "comedy" (Miller, 1998: 51).

As Miller further records:

No two early liaes of highly creøtiae scientists couldhøae differed more than those of

Poincøré's ønd Einstein's. Dramøtic contrasts emergebetween their school cøreers, personal

Iiaes and early reception of their reseørch ,ff-tt ... in L905 they both possessed the same dnta

ønd møthetnatical formalism to formulate ø theory of relatiuity. Yet only Einstein succeeded.

Einstein's aisual mode of thinking, in contrast to Poincøré's nonaisual mode, møde the

dit'ference here (MiIIer, L998: 51).

Einstein claimed that visual and motor images, not words or language, served as the

elements of his creative thought. That these images were not only visual, but engaged

with notions of proportion, order and beauty, is further evidenced in the words of his

son, who once said of his father,

... he hød ø character more like that oJ øn ørtist than of a scientist as zae usually think oJ them.

For instønce, the highest yaße for a good theory or a good piece of work wøs not thøt it was

correct nor that it was exact but that it wøs beautiful

(Hans Albert Einstein in Efunørds, 1986:230).

Einstein cor¡ld see the beauty in mathematics, not just understand it.

From the time a child is borry a significant period of time is devoted to training his or

her speaking and listening language skills. Ability to communicate verbally and in

writing is considered essential to normal human development. However, as the

famous linguist Hayakawa has pointed out learning the verbal means of

communication within a culture can be as limiting to good thinking as being trained

from an earþ age to paint red flowers on a Breen stem can be limiting to visual art

abilþ. Hayakawa (in Kepes, 1969:8) claims that how we are'taught to see'in either

words or images can extend or limit our thinking skills:
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Whøteoer may be the language one høppens to inherit, it is øt once a tool and a trap. lt is a tool

because tpith it we order our experience, matching the dnta abstracted from the flux about us

zaith linguistic units: words, phrøses, sentences. Whnt is true of aerbal lønguages is also true ot'

aisuøl 'Iønguøges': we match the data from the flux of aisual experience with image-clichês,

with stereotypes of one kind or ønother, according to the way we høue been taught to see,

Kepes (1969) used the term, the'Language of Vision' to describe the principles of clear

conununication through visual form. Kepes argued that visual form itself is a

language, albeit one that most human beings do not understand.

The Russian artist, Wassily Kandinsky (1866 - lg44), believed passionately in the

power of visual language to communicate and express emotions. Kandinsky claimed

that this process relied on the two major principles of colour and form, but he stressed

that "form can stand alone. . . " (Kandinsky, 1926 ln 1979: 28). It is a central argument in

this thesis that knowledge of, and appreciation of form is linked with intelligence and

specifically helps to explain giftedness.

1.4. The pur?ose of this study and key research questions

The purpose of this study is to research the links between visual thinking ability,

creativity, general intelligence and giftedness; to determine the stability of

standardised and non-standardised measures of such abilities over the period of one

year; and to propose guidelines for alternative assessments of such abilities as well as

provide guidelines for differentiated currictila in visual thinking skills.

Both qualitative and quantitative methodologies underpin this study.

The qualitative aspects of the study update the links between general intelligence,

creativity, giftedness, and visual thinking and present the design of an original

instrument (FoS) to explore visual thinking as well as the design of a visual

enrichment program (the TurningWorld). This qualitative exploration is made through

narrative, literafure review, and creative design.

The quantitative aspects of this study present research findings comparing the

performance of children at the year 5 /61evel of schooling on a measure of figural

intelligence (the RPM), and measures of visual creativity (the TTCT Figural forms A

and B). In additiory the study presents the design of the FoS, an instrument to identify

visual thinking ability and compares results on this instrument with restilts on the

standardised tests of visual creativity and visual IQ. This thesis also reports on the

effects of the visual enrichment program on measures of intelligence and creativity.
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The thesis examines the stability of IQ and creativity testing over a period of one year

In addition it sheds new light on the little known asymptotic relationship between

standardised tests of IQ and creativity. It proposes that visual thinking ability has its

own gfammar or universal language in the same way that verbal ability has.

Key questions addressed in this thesis are:

(1) what is the nature of intelligence, creativity, and giftedness?

(2) what is the nature of visual intelligence and what are its links with general

intelligence, creativity and giftedness?

(3) how have our conceptions of, and measurements of intelligence and creativity

changed over the past century?

(4) how can we design and teach visual enrichment programs, suitably differentiated

for gifted students?

(5) how can we measure creativity with the kind of accuracy normally afforded the

measurement of IQ and can we measure visual intelligence?

(6) what are the correlates of intelligence, creativity and visual thinking and are there

gender or environmental influences which need to be considered?

(7) how stable are standardised scores of IQ and creativity over the period of one year

and how reliable is teacher nomination in comparison with such scores?

(8) what are the new directions in the measurement of and enrichment of visual

thinking, creativity and differentiated Proglams for gifted students?

The central hypotheses posed from these questions are:

L. visual intelligence is a central component of advanced creativity and intellectual

giftedness

2.the RPM and TTCT are stable measures of figural IQ and figural creativity

3. the RPM and TTCT will correlate asymptotically, i.e. at the low to above average

IQ/Creativity interface but not at the highest levels of performance
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4. teacher nomination is a sound indicator of giftedness as measured by IQ scores but

not necessarily as measured by creativity or visual thinking tests

5. training in visual thinking can enhance visual intelligence

6. a universal language or graÍunar of visual intelligence efsts and can be identified

and measured.

This chapter has provided the backgtound to the study and posed the central research

questions.

The Literature Review in the next chapter of this thesis explores the parameters of

intelligence, creativity and the varying definitions of giftedness or advanced

intellectual potentials. Some definitions of giftedness include the concepts of creativity

as well as psychometric intelligence (Getzels & jackson, 1962;Wallace & Wing, 1965;

Guilford, 1967,1988; Renzulli, 1974,1986; Torrance, L989; Sternbetg1988,1990;

Sternberg & Lubart, 1991). Other definitions separate advanced intelligence into

giftedness (assuming an innate abitity) and talent (assuming some evident, specific

skill or performance) and conclude that creativity may be just one domain of ability

(Gagné, 1985;1998).

The debate on the lQ-creativity interface is relevant to this research because the

studies which have examined the correlations of creativity measures with

psychometric measures of intelligence have generally found only a moderate to low

correlation (MacKinnon,1978; Reis and Renzulli, 1982;Davis and Rimm, 1.989;

Phillipson, 1999; CropIey,200"l.; Heller et al, 2000). Conversely, whilst advanced

measures of psychometric intelligence do not guarantee advanced creativity measures,

low creativity scores generally attend low IQ scores (McNemar, 1964n Khatena,

1992). The research consistently raises deficiencies in both IQ testing and creativity

testing, in particular identifying problems with content validity and standardisation.

Torrance (1962,1970,1989) has defended creativity testing, claiming that the Torrance

Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) identify the gifted population more reliably than IQ

tests. Although the TTCT are generally recognised as the best available tests of

creativifi and the most often cited in Gifted Education research (Colangelo &Davis,

2003; Cropley,2001,; Heller et al, 2000), the shortfalls of the TTCT and other tests of

creativity have been noted (Wallace and Kogan,1965; Wallace, 1.970; SimontorU L988;

Lubart, 1990; lJrban & ]ellen, l993iBaer, 1994; F{eller et al, 2000; CropIey,Z}}L) and are
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outlined in this thesis. In particular, the fact that creativity measurements fail to

identify subjects at the highest levels of IQ (Khatena,1992) is explored.

This study proposes to clarify the concept of visual intelligence and visual creativity

and to offer an assessment of such abilities within a context which has greater

usefulness and ease of scoring for teachers than any previous designs. The active,

practical dimension to this study is presented in the design and implementation of the

university-based enrichment program for sfudents nominated by their teachers as

g,ft"d. This thesis was designed as a qualitative study, providing an exploration of the

links between intelligence, creativity and visual thinking but it also provides the

quantitative data on these links. Currently there are not the instruments accurate

enough to definitively and quantitatively measure this interface.In this study,

empirical measures have been obtained from the whole initial group (n=305),

including the measurements of IQ, creativity and visual thinking which were taken

while the subjects were in Year 5. The group was then re-tested on IQ and creativity

one year later when they were in Year 6.

The enrichment program was not designed to'change' IQ, creativity, or visual

thinking abilities in the students who participated in it. However, the results, as

detailed in Chapter 7, do suggest that there were changes in the measurements of IQ

and creativity following the enrichment progtam.

The Literature Review which follows in Chapter 2 provides much of the rationale for

this study and highlights the research and the lack of research underpinning the key

questions and the hypotheses raised in this chapter.

As T.S. Eliot has so aptly put it,

To make an end is to møke a beginning ...the end is where we begin .,.

and like any rigorous academic work, the completion of this study raises as many

new questions as it addresses.
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the path to the future lies through the corpus cøllosum ...

(Cørl Søgan in Clørk, L997: 392)

[The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed literature review of
current conceptions of intelligence in general, creativity, and giftedness]

Section A: Intelligence

2.1. General Intelligence

The 17th Century philosophical and mathematical viewpoint of dualism espoused by

Réné Déscartes asserts, "there are two separate kinds of substance: mind-stut'f and

ordinøry mntter" (Pemose,L989: 21). Since Spearman's (1927) proposal that intelligence

consists of a general ability, labelled g, and specific, non-generalisable abilities,

researchers have sought to discover the nature of this g, the 'mind-sfuff', and to find a

method of accurately measuring and enriching it. A century ago, the pioneering work

of the French psychologist Alfred Binet, supported by Théophile Simory resulted in

the first measures of what was considered to constitute intelligence, and the birth of

the Intelligence Quotient, or IQ, ushered in the studies aimed at measuring this

hitherto elusive concept of human behaviour. Binet's work (1905), in collaboration

with Stanford University's Lewis Termary resulted in the Stanford-Binet IQ Test and

the famous Terman study froml9'J,6 which was the first significant empirical study of

individuals who scored highly on an IQ measure.

The Terman study provided a great insight into the nature of giftedness and the

measurement of such ability, yet questions remain regarding the nature of intelligence

itself and whether conceptions of intelligence change as researchers' views on what it
is to be an intelligent person change. The questions which this chapter addresses are

complex and underpin this multi-faceted study: can the complex phenomenon of

human intelligence ever be explained as ]ensen (1927) asserted, simply by a number, a

score achieved after a detailed question and answer interview lasting approximately

one hour with a stranger? What was the popular notion of intelligence a century ago

and is it the same today? Is the measurement of intelligence a reliable science, or an

ongoing debate? Can intelligence be increased by environmental enrichment or

genetic endowment? Do the reported increases in IQ (Ftynn,1987a; Stough, Nettelbeck

& Cooper, L993) suggest that human beings, even from one generation to the next, are

becoming more intelligent?
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Flynn (1987b:3) argued that "IQ tests measure something close to the primitive

concept of intelligence and attempt to match test scores with popular assessments of

intelligence and popular expectations about intelligent behaviour".

These 'popular assessments' of how human intelligent behaviour should be defined,

are largely driven by social and cultural mores. Sternberg (L999b) has argued that, in

the same way that beauty is regarded as 'in the eye of the beholder', intelligence, in a

culfural context is also a relative phenomenon. Yet when it comes to standardised

methods of measuring intelligence, a strict set of culturally and universally'good' or

desirable behaviours (such as speed of mental processing) are put forward for

examination.

'Intelligence' is a commonly used term yet research on what constitutes it is a

relatively recent phenomenory with the majority of research projects taking place

during the last fifty years. The studies have yielded conflicting results and varying

points of view. Intelligence has been variously regarded as, on the one hand, a fixed,

biologically determined function of the brain, and on the other, a malleable, complex

set of characteristics, incorporating emotional and social skills, and relying for

development on environmental enrichment as well as genetic endowment. It is clear

that at the end of the 20th Century, no universally accepted theory of what constitutes

intelligence, nor how to measure it, existed.

Any theory of knowledge should be based on a sound understanding of its component

parts and its origins. The Iroquois Indians of Native North America held the theory

that the world rested on the back of a giant turtle. The vexing question asked ever

since is, what is the giant turtle standing on? Another turtle, ad int'initum? Is the basis

of the origin of the world, as Flinton has suggested, Turtles øll the way down? (in

Rucker, 1985:200). Jonathan Swift described an infinite regress of fleas in a poem,

which the mathematician Augustus de Morgan rewrote tn ABudget of Paradoxes:

Greøt fleas høae little fleøs upon their backs to bite 'em

And little fleas haae lesser fleas ønd so ad infinitum.

Is there a regressive component to the theory of intelligence indicating that some

abilities underpin others? And what of this 'miîd stuff ? How much of what we

'thinK with is even conscious and how much is subconscious?

It is interesting that an IQ measure reflects conscious responses to problems, yet most

of our thinking and learning is subconscious. As we continue to debate the origin and

nafure of our intellect, perhaps Prospero's claim thatwe are such stut'f as dreøms are møde

on (Shakespeare,TheTempest) makes as much sense as many of the more scientific
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theories which abound. Plato believed that the source of our thinking abilities resides

within our hearts. As the heart is traditionally linked with our emotions, it is

interesting that some of the most recent additions to theories of intelligence have

stressed the essential inclusion of feelings and beliefs, including advanced spiritual

awareness, in any configuration of intelligence (Silverman ,1993; Goleman, 1996; Sisk

& Torrance,2001; Sisk, 2002).

Many theories have been put forward to explain the origin and nature of intelligence,

but which ones can best instruct us in our research? IMhat does intelligence rest on or

rely upon forbedrock foundation and development? Is intelligence aneck-up concept,

primarily the result of genetically acquired neural functioning? Is intelligence the

same as cognition? Does creative ability form the basis of intelligence or is it a lucky

by-product if the environment has been conducive? Is intelligence illuminated by

emotional acuity and sensitivity, or muddied by il? Is intelligence primarily linguistic,

conceptual, kinesthetic or visual, or a complex interaction of these and other variables?

Is it primarily a neck-doutn concept, assuming that only by our actions, or by what we

produce or how we perform, ffiaY we be judged as 'intelligent' or not?

There has been a well-documented lack of agreement, even among the experts, about

what constitutes intelligence .hL921, the editor of the ]ournøl of EducationøI Psychology

asked several specialists in the fields of education and psychology what they thought

intelligence was. All gave different answers with very little overlap. Two examples of

what the specialists thought constituted intelligence were the 'ability to carry on

abstract thinking: and the'capacity to acquire capacTty'.It would not take training in

cognitive processes to appreciate that these are two vastly differing abilities.

Sixty-five years later, Sternberg & Detterman (1986 in Ffoward, 1991,:27) repeated the

exercise with twenty-four'experts', defined as such because they were engaged in

professions which required them to research or teach about the intellect at a tertiary

level. There were twenty-four different replies, and the four examples below reveal

the disparate nature of the definitions put forward. Intelligence was regarded as a:

. differential ability to solve problems

' proficiency in cognitive performance

' repettoire of knowledge and skills available at a single time

. set of independent abilities operating as a complex system.

With such a diversity of definitions and opinions relating to intelligence, is it possible

to propose any one theory relating to its origin and development?
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Eysenck (in Croptey et al, L986: 96) points out that intelligence is not one'thing' but "it

is a concepû it is just an idea in scientists' heads". He likens intelligence to gravity,

energy, time, and heat. Gravity in particular is an interesting analogy as it can be both

a scientifically observed phenomenon and a behaviour ([ewell, 2000). Eysenck reminds

us that in physics there is srill no unified theory of gravity, after three hundred years

with the most brilliant minds devoted to its solution. In comparisory the study of

intelligence has a much shorter history. Eysenck stressed that intelligence/ as a concept,

could take at least three different forms:

Intelligence A - the biological basis of intelligence: that which is genetically Fven,

which underlies all cognitive processes, and all differences in cognitive processes

Intelligence B - social intelligence: the application of intelligence to social problems,

educational problems or general survival problems, and

lntelligence C - simply a number, or the IQ measurement of intelligence: the figure

generated through psychometric testing which can vary a great deal from one

individual to another (Eysenck in Cropley et aI,1986:97).

That intelligence can be defined as quite different constructs is not a new

phenomenon. Earlier workby Hebb (1949 nBiggs, 1993:154) had proposed that

intelligence is made up of:

Intelligence A: a biological or innate capacity that is never measured directly,

Intelligence B: the capacity lor øcting intelligently, a function of A, and learning.

Vernon (L969) agreed with Hebb's theory but twenty years later added

Intelligence C: the figure generated by psychometric testing or what intelligence tests

measule.

It is clear that the researchers in this new field of study need to state their particular

convictions about the nature of intelligence at the outset, as each could be talking

about quite different concepts or abilities without this clarification.

2.2. Intelligence as brain function

Intelligence has been recognised as a physical state of being or a condition for many

centuries, and we know that the ancient Greek and Roman philosophers discussed it

at length. Prior to these records, it can only be assumed that human beings noticed
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differences amongst each other in certain processing and behavioural characteristics.

Observations of the fact that human beings do exhibit differences tnkinds andleaels of

abilities led to the very first explorations into intelligence. Some of the earliest studies

linked intelligence with head shape and size, skin sensitivities, height, and even length

of nose, (the goodnews being, "Madam, you must be aerybight". '.)' The majority of

these earþ studies progressed to a focus on the size of the brain, regarded at the time

as the surest indicator of intellectual functioning. The work of these earþ

phrenologists "mapped the functions and capacities of the brain by observing and

measuring the bumps on the human cranium" (Baldwin & Vialle, 1999: xü). The early

'macro' measurements of brain size were replaced by more scientific and precise

studies which researched the EQ or'encephalization quotient' (Jerison inDawkins &

Ridtey, L985) which is calculated "taking logarithms of brain weight and body weight,

and standardising them against the average figures for a major grouP such as the

mammals as a whole" (Dawkins, 1988: 189).

The term EQ should not be confused with the other EQ or'emotional quotient'

(Goleman, 1996) which will be referred to later in this chapter. At this stage however it

is a reasonable assumption that the early studies on brain size and make-up, and

possible correlates with IQ, have significantly contributed to the current focus in

education on mind/brain learning (Diamond & Hopson,1998; fensery 1998a,1998b;

Sousa, L995; Geake,2000,2002). Indeed research into the biological basis of

intelligence, including the size of brains, is a very active field of investigation in

Educational Psychology today. Such studies exploring the anatomical structures of the

brairç with their documented gender differences, are proposing some very

controversial findings, as the following indicates:

On an anatomical leuel, a lnot'e efficient informøtion yocessing is thought tobe associnted

with an increøsed cortical surface ørea in the brain . . . ønd the relationshþ between brain size

(adjusted for weight and height) and intelligence, reuealed that lQ scores coryelated with

increøsed brain size

(Willerman, Schultz, Rutledge t Bigler, L991- in Phillipson,2000: 43).

We could dismiss studies of brain size as primitive or low-level, ignoring other more

sophisticated or higher-order variables, however species-wise, tesearch supporting the

theory that links between brain size and intelligent behaviour as measured by IQ tests,

is reasonably well-documented. As Dawkins (L988: 190) has succinctly proposed,

"whatever the reasorç it seems to be fact".

Earþ studies on the brain were limited in what they could tell us about the 'black box'

or the'engine room' which seemingly determines everything we know and do. The

intricate wonders of the braþ " an apparahrs with which we think that we think"
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@ierce, 1968:76), are becoming clearer to us through the scientific advances of

neuroscience. That the brairu this most amazing of all aspects of our bodies and

consciousness, should resemble "nothing so much as a bowl of cold porridge" (Turing

in Penrose, 1989:374) has been pointed out by researchers who have been privileged

enough to study it at first hand.

The terms 'brain' and'mind' are often used interchangeably. fensen elegantly points

out that the former is the physical or steady-state embodiment of the latter, stating

that, "Our brain is what we have; the mind is what it does. hr other words, the'mind'

is not a thing; it's a process" (Jensen,L998a: L5).

In a similar way, Eisner views the brain as basically fixed by genetic endowment as

opposed to the mind when he states:

Brains, in contrast to minds, are biological - they are giaen by nature . . . Minds øre culturøl -
they are the result of experience ., . Minds, then, in ø curious ønd profound wøy are møde

(Eisner, 1997: 350).

The physical properties of the brain have been the cause of much debate, particularly

with the advent of neuroscience. An analogy with a computer was a common

conception of the brain, based on its facility for speed of information processing and

storage. FIowever, what is now known about the brain places it far ahead of the

computer in higher-order functioning. úr particular it appears to be in the field of

visual functioning (as opposed to the verbal/linguistic) where the brain is elevated to

the higher status, as:

Computers cønnot see or dream nor can they create,

They nr e Iøn gua ge boun d.

Thinkers u¡ho cønnot escøpe the stuucture of languøge are often utilising only thøt smøII part of

their brøin u¡hich is indeed like a computer .. .

Verbal ønd møthematical thinking tends tobe "pieceby piece".

VisuøI thinking isholistic and spatial

(McKim,1.980:27).

The quest to measure the capabilities of the brain has fascinated yet largely eluded

researchers for centuries. Studies in more recent years have moved from a focus on IQ

measures of intelligence (although these are still widely used) to results from

Encephalograms (EEG) and brain i*ug*g techniques such as Evoked Potentials

involving Inspection Time (IT), Averaged Evoked Potentials (AEP) and Event Related

Potentials (ERP) and other techniques like Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and

functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI).
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Most of these studies have taken place within the field of psychology and cognitive

neuroscience. Ffowever, the neurologist Zeki used PET and fMRI techniques to

examine the functions of the brain and links with visual art.

Although conceding flrrat all of the senses contribute to our ability, "to be able to

acquire knowledge about this world", which is Zeki's (1999:4) definition of

intelligence, "vision just happens to be the most efficient mechanism for acquiring

knowledge and it extends our capacity to do so almost infinitely."

Zel<'s view of intelligence, as it is illuminated by brain studies, is a new field of

research which "unites neurology and art and finds a common thread linking the

workings of the brain to visual art, which is itself one of the products of the brain"

(Zekcr,1999:5).

The importance of understanding the biological makeup and functions of the brain

itself has also been raised by Hoffrnan (L998: xi), who also regarded visual thinking as

of a higher order than other forms such as linguistic, noting that "behind the swift ease

of vision is an intelligence so gteat that it occupies nearly half of the brain's cortex".

Neuroscientific studies which have been conducted over the last twenty years have

confirmed Floffman's observations.

Chapter 3 further examines the links between vision and visual intelligence as the

highest form of thinking.

Studies on the EEG have explored correlations with IQ. These studies in general are

called'Evoked Potentials' or'Averaged Evoked Potentials' (AEP) and have focussed

on the speed of mental processing as measured by Inspection Time (IT) and Reaction

Time (RT) experiments. These studies, which are often called 'string length' studies,

showed clear correlations between EEG and IQ measures. One example is reproduced

below in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: AEP/IQ (Eysenck in Cropley, L986)

Eysenck (1986:112) called such studies "a revolution in our concePtion of

intelligence".

Speed of processing has been the focus of many studies which have proposed it as a

key marker of intellectual processing (Vernorç L987; Neubauer & Bucik, \996;

Nettelbeck & Young, L989; McCann & Stough,199"L; Deary & Stouglu 1996). Anderson

(1992:5L) concluded that, "the most obvious parameter of neutonal functioning that

might be related to intelligence is speed of conductivrry" .

Evoked Potential studies have been in use for more than twenty years but the most

recent forms have changed the nafure of measurement, and predictions are that they

will continue to instruct us in the specific workings of the braþ in particular the

pivotal functions of speed and visual information processing.

Theorists who adhere to a fixed, biological basis of intelligence have argued that

'general abtllty' or g is, in its simplest form, a measure of the basic efficienry of neural

transmission, and that neural efficienry is usually synonymous with speed (Bates &

Stough, 1997,1998).

Inspection Time is the minimum time required to make a single inspection from

sensory input. Studies have concluded that IQ and IT have a significant negative
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correlation - the higher the IQ the shorter the IT: " ... the Inspection Time approach is

thought to represent the greatest potential for understanding the basis of individual

differences in cognitive ability related to intelligence" (Deary & Stough, 1997 in

Phillipson, 2000: 39).

Deary & Stough (1996:599) reiterate the substantial problems with IQ testing and

predict that IT type of experiments may be more accurate, as "Differential

psychologists are now searching for the underlying causes of differences in

intelligence. As a result, reductionism is in vogue". The term'reductionism' suggests a

reducing or percolating down to the essence of understanding differences in human

intellecfual abilities, although they caution that "the search for the 'true' single

information-processing function underlying intelligence is as likely to be as successfuI

as the search for the Holy Grail" (Hun! 1980 in Deary & Stough,1996:599).

Studies on IT represent what has been called the next 'wave' of research. In particular

the practical aspects of IT experiments are evident:

Inspection Time may prove to be an important pørameter to monitor in child deuelopment and

in old øge ... (it) møy ølso find øpplicøtion in specific disorders where aisual or more genø'al

int'ormation yocessing høs been mooted as a key drfr"it, such øs dyslexin . . . in øddition,

Inspection Time is more obaiously culturally fair thøn other forms of cognitiae testing (Deary

€t Stough,1.996: 606).

Most studies agree that IQ and IT develop with age and peakin mid to late

adolescence. Other researchers have been critical of the 'compartmentalisation' of

intellectual markers such as speed- While Anderson uses the term'module'to describe

an essential marker of intelligence within the brain, Pinker (1997:30) is critical of such

terminology:

... the word'module'brings to mind detøchable, snøp-in components, and thøt is misleading.

Mental modules are not likely tobe aisfuIe to the naked eye as circumscribed ten'itories on the

surføce of thebrøin, like the rump roast on the supermørket displøy. A mental module probably

Iooks more like roadkill, spr'øwling messily oaer the bulges ønd creaøsses ot' the brain ...

(Pinker, 1.997:30).

Approaches such as Anderson's have led to a debate on intelligence and cognition as

possibly discrete properties. Anderson's (1990: 27) stady defends the psychometric

concept of gbut proposes that this g is a propetty of a low-level information

processing mechanism: in short, "the day of the intelligent synapse is upon us".

Anderson argues that while this basic processing mechanism is fixed and does not

develop with age or other factors, cognitive abiJities, in their myriad forms (verbal,

spatiaf mathematical, reasoning, memory) reveal a "clear developmental pattern"

(Anderson, 1990:5).
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Despite the range of viewpoints regarding the nature of cognition and psychometric

intelligence, "most research sfudies relyrng on stringent laboratory experiments,

conclude that subject response times for elementary cognitive tasks (ECTs) are

significantly correlated to g-factor scores obtained from conventional psychometric

tests" (Bjorklund,L989:219). There is a greater degree of variance attributable to g in

higher ability and lower ability groups (Andersorç 1990). At all ability levels, the

asymptotic development of psychometric intelligence with age is well established.

These studies are now challenging traditional insights into the nature of g and the

attendant role of cognitive strategies and non-intellectiae properties.

Speed of functioning (such as reaction time, inspection time, storage and recall) has

emerged as a fundamental consideration to the assessment of g and the relative ease of

assessing such functioning has reinforced the viewpoint of many psychometricians

that IQ results, based on strictly timed, standardised tests, are a reliable indicator of

intelligence.

The role of the environment, while of limited significance to neuroscientists in the

past, has become central to the brain-based view of intelligence'

According to Jensen (1998a:4) neuroscientists have discovered that,

students tpith more challenging and demanding school liaes hød more dendriticbranching

thøn those who didn't. In other words their brains had physically changed and were more

enriched ønd complex.

Researchers in Australia are proposing that understanding the brain should have

direct relevance to our teaching programs. Many studies are yielding up data

confirming "different neural wiring" as differentiating between different intellectual

functioning, as Geake (2000:2) states:

..cognitiae neuroscience, shouldbe of yofessional interest to yincþals, teachers ønd

educøtion academics becøuse cognitiae neut'oscience inaolues studies oJ learning, memory,

Iønguøge, literacy, numeracy - especially in young children - areas in which education høs

øIways claimed experiential ønd conceptual supremacy. Interestingly, many of the findings of

cognitiae neuroscience underscore whnt has longbeen regørded as best teaching yactice.

The biological basis of intelligence, including genetic studies and brain studies, are

new fields of research and interpretations of the data need to avoid simplistic

conclusions. The bridge between the researcher and the interpreter of such scholarship

is sometimes rather flimsy. Bruer (1997) cautions that the connection between

education and neuroscience is a "bridge too far". He argues that because this is such a
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new field of science, superficial educational interpretations of brain research should be

avoided.

Amidst the research suggesting strong links between brain science and educational

practice, Bruer's is a strong cautionary voice (1997: 7) with his claim that the research

to date in this youngest of fields means that we:

cannot look to neuroscience as a guide to improoe educøtional qøctice ønd policy ... The

danelopment of aision, tactile discriminøtion, mouement, and working memory øre

danelopmentally significant. Howeae¡ these are not abilities ønd skills childrenlearn in school

or go to preschool to øcquire ... we haae no idea, certainly no ideøbøsed on neuroscientific

reseørch, how the emsrgence of those capacities relates to later school learning or to the

acquisition of culturally trønsmitted knøwledge and skills'

Bruer cites the term "complex environments" as more aPPropriate than "enriched"

environments, and argues very convincingly that there is a "chasm" between

neuroscience and education, and that current teachers' resoutce materials based on

brain research attempt to bridge this chasm,

by drøwing educøtionally releaønt conclusions from correlationsbetween gross, unanølysed

behaaiours - Iearning to reød, learning math, Ieørning languøges - and poorly understood

changes in h'øin structure øt the synaptic leuel. This is the bridge too før
(Bruer, 1.997: L0).

In additiorç further caution has been raised in linking findings of neuroscience and

advanced intellectual potentials. Van Tassel-Baska (1999:63) has argued that

"applications of brain-based research to gifted education are premature, given that

research on complex operations of the brain is not yet clear enough to establish sound

educational inferences".

Others have argued that brain sfudies are essential to the revolution in education

which is needed to keep pace with the knowledge explosion which has come with

increased technological advances. As the most recent OECD publication has obsewed,

"The more we leam about the human brain, especially in the early years, the less

comfortable we find ourselves with the traditional classroom model and imposed

curriculum of formal education" (OECD, 2002:1,4).

One of the simplest interpretations of cognitive neuroscience which has entered the

realm of teaching has been cerebral hemisphericity or left-brain versus right-brain

research. It is well documented that the brain has two separate yet connected

hemispheres. The conduit between the two hemispheres is the corpus callosum.

According to Shlairç (1998:17):
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The human brøin lobes, while øppearing symmetricø\, are functionølly dit't'erent. This

specialisøtion is cølledhemisphericløterslisøtion. Abridge of neuronal ffures cøIled the corpus

callosum connects ønd integrøtes the two corticøI lobes so that each side knorns what the other

is thinking.

This interpretation of hemispheric specific abilities and the role of the corpus callosum

is rather simplistic however, as Sperry's (1965) original work did confirm that even

when the corpus callosum is severed, the hemispheres manage to communicate.

It is clear that there are functions which are relatively specific to each hemisphere, yet

it is now believed that the brain is also incredibly flefble and malleable in crossing

over hemispheres or compensating when one or both spheres is damaged. Battro

(1997) reported on a young boy who had his right hemisphere surgically removed, yet

detailed developmental tracking of his progress proved that the left hemisphere was

dearly fulfilfing functions traditionally reserved for the right. Battro's presentation of

his research at the 7th International Conference on Thinking included a video

coverage of the boy who, at the age of nine, was functioning very well academically

and socially. A slight'spasticity' on the left side of his body was the only physical sign

of any trauma. The title of Battro's paper, 'Half a brain is enough', served as a

discomforting prod to all teachers and parents, who at some stage in their careers or

parenting have accused students or progeny of only fifty percent usage.

Sousa's (1995) text details the common understanding about left/right hemispheres.

Cognitive neuroscience has documented well that the left hemisphere is

predominantly responsible for speecþ analysis, time and sequence, all of which allow

people to recognise words, letters and numbers. The right side is responsible for

creativity, patterns, spatial response and context, which allow people to recognise

faces, places and objects (Sousa, 1995:87).

Teachers need to understand the specific sites of language on the left and spatial

response on the right, however, trite educational interpretations of hemispheric

lateralisation may lead to equally naive classroom practice, as Geake (2000: 3) has

stated:

To dioide ø curriculum between so-cølled left-brain ønd right-brøin actiaities is ø complete

nonsense, ønd a gross ooer-simplit'ication and misunderstanding of what has been learned

øbout cerebral modulør orgønisøtion ønd its hemispheric distribution.

Another area where 'gross oversimplifications and misunderstandings' may be

occurring in brain research is that of gender implications.
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Woody Allen once commented, " My brain? lt's my second t'øaourite organ" (in OECD,

2002:27). However, today the brain is likened more to a gland than to an organ. A

gland is receptive and responsive to differing chemicaf hormonal and other influences

whereas an organ is more stable and fixed in its functions.It should follow therefore,

that gender differences are to be expected in brain functioning, just as gender-based

hormonal diÉferences are well documented. One of the particularly interesting

findings appears to be in the corpus callosum in which gender differences have been

identified, as Shlain (1998:23) reports:

.., women høae between 10 - 33% more neuronal t'fures in the fonaørd part of their corpus

cøllosum than do men. The higher the number of connecting neuronq the greater the

integrationbetween the two sides. The extrø connecting neurons in women seem to enhønce

the communicøtion of emotions and increase globøI øwareness, t'ield perception, and

understanding the moods of offspring. Generally, Tnomen cnn pert'orm multþle tasks

simultaneously better thøn men.

While this research is too young to provide universally-accepted theories, it does help

explain the well-documented earlier development of language in females. Conversely,

studies on males and mathematical development (Alexander, O'Boyle & Benbow,

1996; Geake, L997; Geake & O'Boyle, 2000) suggest gender differences:

... Haier and Benbow (1995) haae tested the notion thøt mqthematicølly talented children think

dit'ferently from othersby compøring the Positron Emission Tomogrøphy (PET) prot'iles of

møthemøtically gifted 13 yeør-olds uith those ot' ability-matched college students (members of

both groups scoring 1.L00 or more out of L400 on the Scholastic AptitudeTest - Møth (SAT-

M). The reseørchers found that the extremely mnthematically gifted 13- yeør olds hød similør

PET yofiles to 2)-year-old møth-møjor college students despite their mørked differences in øge

ønd experience.

(Geøke,2000b:2).

These differences were also reflected in the PET scans of mathematically talented boys

as compared to girls. Haier and Benbow (1995:4L2) speculate that "boys who haae high

SAT-M scores haue ø different way of møthematical reasoning from eoeryone else".The

notion of sex differences in mathematics ability, while controversial in some circles,

might be expected given the hormonal make-up of the two groups. In particular, it
now seems that differential prenatal testosterone exposure may influence underlying

brain organisation (O'Boyle, Benbow & Alexander,1995) specifically by enhancing the

development of the non-dominant (usually the right) cerebral hemisphere (Geschwind

& Galaburda,1987) while concomitantly slowing the maturation of the dominant

(usually the left) cerebral hemisphere. Because males and females differ in testosterone

levels, it may follow that male and female brains differ in terms of a predisposed

affinity for mathematics. Such theorising stems from the idea that it is the right
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cerebral hemisphere that plays a major role in mediating successful high-level

mathematics performance (Springer & Deutscþ 1998).

Gender differences in intelligence and the links with cerebral hemisphericity could be,

as Bruer argued, the bridge too far, yet many texts are now evident in classroom

planning and curriculum differentiation which advocate separate Ieft and right brain

activities.

jensen's (1998) research is worth presenting as one which could cause concem on the

issue of gender differences and intelligence as depicted in current research. According

to Jensen, the gender differences in brain make-up are, in summary:

Female brains:

. Ieft hemisphere deuelops eørlier thnn the right

. has a lørger corpus callosum (3 - 1.0% more fibres) than the male

. has monthly fluctuøtions in hormones, progesterone and oestrogen which cøuse

shifiing scores on spatial, math, aerbal, and t'ine motor skills tests
. hns 20 - 30 percent more serotonin zt:hich is linked to t'eørfulness, shyness, low

self-confidence, obsessiae-compulsiae behøaiour, ønd unduly dampened
ø88ressþn

. spreød thinking function oaer a wider areø of the brain zphich translates to

fewer learning disabilities
. lrypothalømus uses positiue internøl t'eedbnck which maximises hormonal

fluctuations

Male brains:

. right hemisphere deuelops earliø than in femøles which impacts cløssroom
discipline and pret'erences in sport

. moderate testosterone leael aids skill in abstract manipuløtion, spatial, science,

math, sport, business, computers
. is more compørtmentalised in usage thnn in females due to nør'rower corpus

callosum
. has 20 - 30 percent less serotonin. This leael is linked to impulsiae øggression,

suicide, alcoholism, depression, impulsiae øggression, and explosiae rnge
. hypothalamus uses negøtiae internøI feedback which minimises hormonøl

fluctuøtions
. testosterone linked to øggression and competitiaeness

Uensen, 1998: 29-30)

Is there some cause for concern in this rather alarming set of gender-based

characteristics, set out as the 'facfual basis' upon which teachers design curriculum? If

fensen's interpretations of data on brain research is to be accepted, then it would seem

that education is returning to gender stereotypes which for both males and females it
has worked hard to escape. Paraphrasing )ensen's list above, girls are verbal,

thoughtful, co-operative, not good at maths, good at languages, shy, low in self-

confidence, able to do many things at once and, although it is unclear what "unduly

dampened aggression" is,lt seems to indicate low levels of competitiveness. Boys, on
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the other hand, are destined by their brains to be mathematical and spatial, sporty,

aggressive, impulsive, natrow in their fields of interests and alcoholic depressives who

are likely to suicide.

This'hard-wired', gender-based stereotype of behaviour, personality and cognitive

correlates, has been lampooned by the Australian comedian, AndrewDentor! who

took part in an ABC debate (2000), on the topic that "Males are not as sensitive as

Females". At a pivotal stage in the debate, Denton slammed the podium with his fist,

proclaiming, in defence of all males that "I, and most of the men I know, do actually

experience thefull range of human emotions:/eør,lust andanger!"

More research in the exciting field of neuroscience needs to be encouraged, but we

also need to avoid hasty and shallow interpretations of the findings. This field must

not replace the other fields of research which have confirmed the importance of

equitable access to and challenge in all academic areas for males and females.

Left and right hemispheres, along with their documented differences, conhibute to

whole brain functioning. As Carl Sagan's prophetic words (in Clarþ 7997:392)

indicate, "The path to the future lies through the corpus callosum."

Educators need to avoid the packaged notions of what each hemisphere can or cannot

do. The power of the integrated brairç along with the focus on the positive

characteristics emerging from brain science (rather than a litany of fixed and doomed

behaviours) must surely be the path to the future.

One of the other gender-based views of differing brain make-up is evidenced in the

often-cited co-operation versus competition debate. According to Wertheim (1997) the

consequences of such perceived gender differences have been profound for human

evolution:

One of the most impor"tønt changes womert haue wrought in the biological sciences is that

øcross the spectrum, from the leael of cells to the biosphere øs a whole, Tnomen scientists haae

focused on cooperation røther than competition between orgønisms, World-renowned cell

biologist Lynn Mørgulisbelisaes it hasbeen the major t'actor driuing eaolution . . . the aery

cells of which ønimalbodies are composed øre an eaolutionary ødnptøtion of seueral yímitiae

kinds of cells working together symbiotically (Wet'theim, 1997 : 243).

All of the research on the makeup of the human brain suggests that humans might be

doser to replicating these processes in more sophisticated forms of Artificial

Intelligence. Our knowledge of hemispheres of the brain suggest that if verbal and

mathematical thinking is learnt "piece by piece" as a language then it will mimic left

brain functioning. Visual thinking is holistic and spatial which is closer to right brain

functioning. l,1y'hen mathematics is taught as a language, such as algebraic notation
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rather than as a spatial or relational concept, it will be a predominantþ'left-brain'

Process.

Penrose (1989) claims that all forms of Artificial Intelligence are "language bound"

and as such will always be limited in output compared to human brain potential.

McKim (1980: 27)has also confirmed the holistic, visual nature of the brain's workings

as opposed to the limitations of the computer, when he said that, "Computers cannot

see or dream, nor can they create. They are language bound."

The mystery of the'dreaming' which seems to be at the centre of human intellechral

'creatiorf has fascinated those who have mapped the singular and multiple tracks

leading to a definition of intelligence.

2.3. Intelligence as a unitary or multiple concept

In Spearman's (1927) determination of what constitutes intelligence, the most critical

factor was viewed as the general one, or g, which influences performance on all

intellectual tasks. The other kinds of factors were called specific, and they were not

regarded as generalisable. As such these highly specific abilities, sometimes called

'talents', have traditionally been of little interest to psychologists tÐ¡ing to construct

theories to explain individual differences among people (Eysenck 1986,1998; Jensen

1927, 1987 ; Anderson L992; G ottfredson, 1997 a) .

From Spearman's point of view, general intelligence or g is viewed as existing on a

single dimension and not as being some multi-faceted phenomenon. This g is

supposed to be generalisable, in other words, people who behave intelligently in one

situation should behave intelligently in other situations.

Despite the diversity of theories, most psychometricians and other researchers into the

nature of intelligence agree that a general factor of intelligence, g, does exist, but that

there are also 'lower-level' factors, reflective of more specific skills. These skills may be

defined as specific talents in culturally acknowledged fields such as dance or visual art

or in other areas not traditionally recognised by society as evidence of intellectual

performance, for example, the skills exhibited in the games halls by the'the pin-ball

wizards' . Although pin-ball wizardry may rely upon advanced hand-eye co-

ordination and speed of reaction time, unless it is recognised as a culturally relevant

and useful skill it is unlikely to be identified as a marker of intellectual performance.

The g factor has been referred to in terms of a central or Basic Processing Mechanism

(BPM) (Andersory l99Z;DettermarL 1987). Anderson's theory of intelligence and

development is a provocative one, purporting that "intelligence does not
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develop"(L992:1) but is a fixed entity. Drawing primarily on Fodor's (1983) research,

Anderson proposes that the part of our processing that does or cøn develop, our

cognition, is made up of three distinct processing mechanisms. The first is the Basic

Processing Mechanism (BPM) and the other two are the Specific Processors and the

Modules. Anderson's is very much a'systems theory'approach to explaining

intelligence and speed of processing in particular. Anderson (L992) based his theory of

intelligence around the concept of three Modules, each one drawing on the research

on ecological visual perception (Marr, lg9z),language (Chomsky, 1986), and aspects of

speech perception (Fodor, 1983).

It is interesting that both Marr's'visual perception' and Chomsky's'language

universals' are included in Anderson's theory as they both feature in this thesis, with

one of this author's central hypotheses that visual intelligence has its own universal

grammar.

Anderson suggests a fixed concept of g, unaffected by age, whilst acknowledging that

cognition does develop in accordance with age and a supportive environment.

A central, unitary view of g has not always been assumed. Multiple notions of

intelligence, as opposed to g, have generated the most debate.

The last twenty years have witnessed enhanced and heated debate on the nature of

intelligence since Gardner published his controversial theory of Multiple Intelligences

(MI) (1983), initially arguing that there are seven specific abilities underpinning what

we call intelligence. The original seven intelligences, or Frames of Mind, proposed at

the heart of the MI theory were:

1. Linguistic 5. Bodily-kinesthetic

2. Logical-mathematical 6.Interpersonal

3. Spatial 7. Intrapersonal

4. Musical

Gardner himself admitted that only the first two, "fall comfortably within the usual

definitions of intelligence" (Gardner, L998: 113). In additiorç educators have agreed

that "schools focus significantly on but two frames: logico-mathematical and

linguistic" (Biggs, 1993: 150).

Gardner more recentty (1998) added an eighth intelligence to the MI Theory, which is

the naturølisf intelligence, epitomised by Charles Darwin in Gardner's view. Gardner

has argued that this intelligence is evidenced by an individual who,

demonstrøtes expertise in the recognition and classification of the numerous species - the florø

ønd føuna - of her or his enaironment. Eaay culture places ø premium on those indiaiduals
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who can recognise members of ø species thnt are especially aalunble or notably dangerous ønd

who can approprintely cntegorise neu) or unt'amilinr organisms

(Gar dner, L9 9 I : 1'1'5 )'

A ninth intelligence, the spiritu al or existentiøl rntelJtgence, has also been proPosed (in

Colangelo & Davis, 2003) but Gardner has formally declined to ratify this as part of

the MI theory until further research is completed. Others (Sisk & Torrance, 2001) have

argued that the ninth intelligence does exist and that it, "integrates all of the othets"

(Sisþ 2002).

How did Gardner arrive at this theory which has caused such controversy and debate

over the past twenty years? Gardner established his criteria for the multiplicity of

abilities which constitutes intelligence as: having:

identit'iable core operation(s) ;
eaolutionøry history ønd eaolutionary plausibility;

recognisøble end-støte ønd distinctiae deoelopmentøl trajectory;

existence of snaants, yodigieq and other indiaiduøIs distinguishedby the
presence or øbsence of specrfu abilities;

potentiøl isolation by brain damage;

support from experimental psychological tasks;

support from psychometric findings; ønd

susceptib,ity to encoding in a symbor system 
(Gørdnet, Lgg3).

Gardner's theory is contentious, not only because it is based on a multiplicity of

abilities, most of which cannot be measured in an IQ test, but also because it is one of

the first to recognise social and cultural constructs within a view of intelligence. The

MI theory is usually presented in the literature as in direct opposition to the views of

researchers who believe that intelligence is a biological, genetic inheritance. Gardner

himself does not reject the biological basis of intelligence, or the essential g, but he:

questions only the explanatory puaer of g ønd does not belieoe that his theory is incompøtible

znith the concept, Instead, Gørdner belieues in the usefulness of g to expløin certain theoretical

ideøs, but he rejects outright the notion thøt all of intelligence cønbe explainedby g it is
simply toobroad a concept

(Phillipson, 200 0 : 27 ).

The MI theory has been criticised as lacking in empirical basis (Anderson, 1992;

Gottfredson,l99Tb; Stough, Nettelbeck & Cooper, 1993) and merely relying on case

studies or detailed observations of eminent human behaviours which have been

judged as representative of specific intelligences. Critics of the MI Theory have argued

that not only does it lack an empirical research basis but also that it relies on

descriptions of intelligent behaviours rather than explønations of intelligent behaviours

(Anderson, 1992; D eary, McCrimmon & Bradsh aw, 1997 ; G ottfredso n, 1997 a;

Plucker etal,1996; Klein, I997;Phllipsorç 2000). This is an important distinction and

has established a demarcation in research and debate between educators and
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psychologists. In addition, criticism of the MI theory has indicated that "attempts to

measure these intelligences in order to predict future achievement have not achieved

consensus" (Phillipsorç 2000: 36).

With such a dichotomy evident, it is reasonable to ask where this research is leading. If

human intellectual ability is fixed and biologically determined, should we be engaged

in research aimed at discovering and isolating th"'8 spot' oÍintelligence (Menz,L997)

or, if MI theory is correct should we be identifying a myriad of complex and

interacting factors? The implications for education are massive. For instance, if the g

spot îs fixed and determined solely by genetic inheritance then what is the role of

enriched or enhanced learning environments? If, on the other hand, intelligence is

primarily developmental and trainable then educators and psychologists need to at

least agree on what constifutes it, how it can be measured and how it is best

developed.

Although Gardney's (1983; 1987;1998) theory of Multþle Intelligences is most often

cited in more recent studies, Thurstone had proposed, as earþ as 1938, a theory of

multiple intelligences comprising what he believed to be the seven primary mental

abilities:
'1,. Verbøl Comprehensioz: including vocabulary and reading comprehension

2. Verbøl Fluency: as measured by tests that require rapid production of words

3. Numbø Ability: as reflected by arithmetic word problems

4. SpatialVisualisatior: as measured by the mental manipulation of symbols

5. Memory: evaluated by tests of recall for lists of words or the ability to associate

names with pictures of people

6. Reøsoning. as exemplitied in verbal analogies, and

7. Perceptuøl Speed: involving the rapid recognition of symbols, such as crossing out

all the 3s that are embedded in a string of numbers.

It is pertinent to note that all of these factors except number 4 require language,

including mathematical language. Neat the end of his career, Thurstone conceded that

his seven primary mental abilities typically correlate with each other, thus suggesting

a generøl factor of intelligence, or a basic g.

Doppelt (1950) agreed with the concept of Spearman's 3'but contended that the g

factor is actually made up of various competencies which include: Reasoning abtlity,

Speed, Memory, Perceptiorç and Rote skills (in Tannenbaum,1983:97).Doppelt also

researched the importance of an age factor in these competencies, arguing that as a

person mafures, some specific competencies, such as rote skills and memory seem to
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detach themselves from the general mass and may be identified as distinct abilities or

factors

Theories such as Doppelt's, which supported the concept of a primary abfltty,

responsible for individual differences amongst people, yet with specific competencies,

set the scene for the plethora of research studies which followed. Most notable as an

extension of Doppelt's theory was Cattell's (1963) theory which argued that the g

factor, while existing as the key determiner of intelligence, is actually represented by

two kinds of ability, Fluid abldtty andCrystallised abldtty

2.4.Intelligence as a developmental concept

Cattell's Fluid ability is defined as the inherited ability which a person has and is

relatively fixed in its potential for development. Fluid ability predominantly takes the

form of inductive problem solving, figural thinking, and general reasoning. It accounts

for success in adapting to new situations in which previously learned skills are of no

advantage. Crystallised abitity by comparison, is described as the breadth of

knowledge which a human being can acquire, the level of sophistication, the

intelligence of experience, and the appropriation of the noÍns of the culture within

which one efsts (Bjorklund 1989).

Cattell's theory, along with the length-of-nose theory, is like the 'good news/bad

news' view of intelligence. The good news is that Crystallised intelligence conti¡ues to

grow with experience, especially if it is challenged and enriched throughout life. The

more it is used, the richer it develops. The bad news is that Fluid intelligence declines

gradually, and according to some studies, this decline starts before adulthood. In

terms of speed of mental processing, for example, which is regarded as a key marker

of fluid intelligence, human beings appear to reach peak perforrnance at mid to late

adolescence. By comparisorç the crystallised ability to learn new skills may continue

well into old age. Picasso would be a prime example of crystallised intelligence as he

formulated new ideas, new geffes and 'turned corners' in his thinking well into old

age. If Cattell's theory is correct, however, Picasso did not get any faster in his

thinking skills, and probably experienced less accuracy of thought, such as diminished

storage and retention, or memory, which is typical of the ageing process and its

proposed basis in Fluid intelligence.

Cropley (2001: 78) has cautioned against a simplistic interpretation of Cattell's theory,

indicating that:
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the relationshþ between age ønd intellectual pert'ormønce is complex. The leuel ot' intellectuøI

performønce øt øny age results t'rom ø comyomise between two øge-related aspects of

cognition: the 'mechanics' on the one hand, the'pragmatics' on the othq.

Cropley's notion of mechanics stems from the 'biologically-based' Fluid intelligence,

while the pragmatics are the "skills acquired as a result of experience with a particular

environment" and related closely to the Crystallised intelligence (Cropley, 2001' 79).

While the studies since the 1980s have variously denounced and supported the theory

that biological aspects of intelligence decline with age, the more recent research in

cognitive neuroscience, has supported the significance of enriched learning

environments to brain development.

J.P. Guilford (1980) was critical of the concepts of Fluid and Crystallised intelligence,

arguing that they lacked any theoretical or empirical basis and represented only a

vague, timited approach to intellectual functioning. Guilford's (1967) Structure of the

Intellect model (SOI) comprised 180 unique cognitive factors which varied as a

function of the type of mental operation, the type of content, and the product that

results from applying a given operation to a particular content (Guilford, 1988 in

Bjorklund, 1989:202). Within the Operations factors, Guilford included both

Conuergent production and Diaergenf productiory the latter embodying the

fundamental principles of what was then thought to be creative thinking skills. It is

interesting to note that the other five mental operations - evaluation, convergent

production, memory retention, memory recording and cognition - can allbe

measured with the use of an IQ test. Guilford regarded the Crystallised intelligence as

basic forms of specific talent and the Fluid intelligence as separate intellectual and

specifically cognitive functions.

It is proposed that it is in these early studies, which proposed unitary or multiple,

Fluid and Crystallised intelligence, that we find the origrn of the terms gifted and

talented. Gifted ability traditionally reflects the concept of Fluid or fixed intelligence,

while talented ability represents the Crystallised intelligence, reliant on environmental

chance and enrichment for growth. Through the latter part of the 20th Century, the

terms gifted and tølented have been commonly used, assuming that those children

labelled as gifted are bright 'from the neck up'. Such children typically exhibit classic

high g with its attendant levels of advanced speed, memory, coding or language skills.

If tested, they would no doubt perform well on a standardised IQ test, such as the

Weschler Intelligence Scales or the Raven's Progressive Matrices, which identify such

abilities well in populations for whom the tests are appropnate.Tølented children, on

the other hand, are those with specific areas of abilities, usually in visual arts, dance or

other traditionally viewed or culturally recognised creative pursuits. The traditional
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view was that one could be tølentedbut not necessarily gtÍted, as giftedness demanded

a high IQ and people with specific talents do not always score highly on IQ tests. A

recent interpretation of this dichotomy (Gagné in Colangelo &Davis,2003) is

discussed in the final section of this chapter, which focusses on giftedness.

2.5. Intelligence as a factor of heredity or envitonment

Fluid and Crystallised intelligence have been debated as Explicit and Implicit theories

of intelligence respectively.

Expticit or'low-level' theorists regard intelligence as a biological, genetically

determined attribute of our nervous system. Explicit theorists initially relied on IQ

tests but now often use brain scan and brain imaging techniques as a possible culture-

free way of estimating intelligence. Standardised psychometric measures such as IQ

tests are still favoured. Advances in brain studies have become a focus of sfudy for

Explicit theorists.

A classic 1920's view of intelligence, as an example of the explicit theorists' view is

reproduced below:

The chief determiner of humøn conduct is a unitary mental process which we caII intelligence:

this process is conditionedby ø nø'aous mechanism which is inborn: the degree of et't'iciency to

be attainedby that neroous mechanism ønd the consequent grade of intellectuøl or mentøl leuel

for each indiaiduøI is determinedW the kind ot' chromosomes that come together with the

union of the germ cells: thøt it is but little øffected W ony later influences except such serious

accidents as may destroy pørt of the mechønism

(in Perkins, L995:13).

Ún comparisory lmplicit or'high-level'theorists regard intelligence as culturally

determined and experientially driven. IQ tests are criticised by Implicit theorists as

being very narrow in the range of abilities they measure and culturally determined in

favour of white, high socio-economic SrouPS (Andersory 1992).

From the pioneering work of researchers like Spearman and Cattell, the author

acknowledges the importance of understanding g in the essential makeup of

intelligence but rejects the fixed concept of its importance as set out in the 1920's view

above. The core of the debate between educators and psychologists is this: can

intelligence be increased, or is intellectual potential hardwired from birth? The studies

have argued that on the one hand intelligence is genetically acquired and developed,

relatively unaltered by the environment and essentially fixed in our brains. On the

other hand, studies have argued that intelligence is a multiplicity of varying

characteristics which result from a complex interaction between an individual and his

or her environment. The argument which is inclusive of both debates is exemplified by
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studies which maintain an inherited 'coding' for potentials which may or may not be

realised depending on cultural and environmental factors.

Since Guilford's SOI model, research introduced more'creative constructs' and

Sternberg and Gardney's research introduced more'social constructs' into the

determination of intelligence. The creative constructs of intelligence are a major focus

of this thesis and Section B of this chapter is devoted to a review of the importance of

understanding the role of creativity in the determination of intelligence. The issue of

social constructs, along with the more recent notion of intrapersonal' or emotional

constructs of intelligence will be addressed next.

2.6. Intelligence as a factor of Social Constructs

While many early theorists of intelligence recognised social skills as contributing to

overall intelligence, the majority tended to view such skills as personality correlates

rather than an intrinsic part of intelligence. In the earþ L980's the research of

Sternberg and others advanced the study of intelligence by initially proposing that

intelligence itself is far more of a social construct than ever thought before.

The term non-intellectiae funcÍtoning has been used to describe characteristics such as

social/emotional and personality characteristics which must be considered in the

determination of intelligence. The issue of these so-called non-intellective functions as

a determining factor in intelligence has been debated (Tannenbaum, 1983; Piechowsþ

7979;Renzulh,1986;) with factors such as motivation or task commitment (Renzulli,

1978) and personality variables (Eysencþ 1986) included in profiles of general

intelligence.

Sternberg, Conway, Ketron and Bernstein (L981 in Bjorklund,l9S9:200) proposed that

intelligence involves three main sets of skills:

1. Practical problem-solving ability; these skills include getting to the heart of ø yoblern,

seeing aII aspects of a problem, and reøsoning logicøIly

2. Y erbal abitity; these skills inaolae speaking and writing clearly ønd øccurøtely, deøling

effectiaely with people, haaing detailed knoutledge øbout a pørticular t'ield, reading raidely and

with good comyehension, ønd høaing a good aocabulary

3. Social competence : these skills include displaying curiosity, being sensitiae to the needs

qnd desires of others, being on time for øppointments, høaing a social conscience, and making

caret'ully considered ønd fair judgements

Sternberg's (1982,1985a,1988b, L990) research supports multiple strategies rather than

øbilities, and his TriarchicTheory of Intelligence (1985b) emerged as a cornerstone theory

of intelligence, and one of the few, following Gardner's (L983) Frømes of Mind,to
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include social and emotional constructs. These theorists were the first to formaþ

propose that environmental or cultural factors need to be considered in the

determination of intelligence. The Triarchic Theory included the components of

intelligence, levels of experience and the context.

It is clear from the work of Guilford's SOI Model, Sternberg's Triarchic Model and

Gardner's MI Theory that previous, fixed views of intelligence, and the primary role of

g, have been significantly challenged. Despite the obvious differences between these

pluralistic theories, they all support the views that intelligence:

is not ø single or fixed trøit

is'tenchøble'

is culture-dependnnt

inaolaesboth internal and external factors.

(In other words, the indiaiduøl's inherited intellectuøl potentinl ß actiaøted, enhnnced, or

hinderedby their interaction zpith the enaironment).

(Baldzpin €¡ Vialle,1.999: xia).

One of the theories which perhaps best reflects ablend of unitary and multiple

intelligences is that of Perkins (1995). Perkins' inclusion of 'meta' components, or what

he calls Reflectiae intelligence, blends the theory of g with social determinants. Perkins

daims that there are three broad views of intelligence:

Neural intelligence: the contribution of the efficiency and precision of the nervous

system to intelligent behaviour

Experientiøl intelligence: the contribution of intuitively applied prior experience to

intellectual functioning and

Reflectiae intelligence: the contribution of mindful self-management and strategic

deployment of one's intellectual resources to intelligent behaviour. The relationship

and differences between the three are summarised by Perkins (1995: 13):

Neurøl theorists ørgue thøt in large part intelligence is inborn and unchønging. Adaocates of

experiential intelligence note thøt intelligent behaaiour grows with leørning. Champions of

reflectiae intelligence not only hold thnt we can leørn to behaae more intelligently but hold out

for the possibility of generøI imyoaement through strøtegies ønd øttitudes thøt cut øcross

many dit't'erent øreas of experienca

If intelligence can be studied as a social construct then identifying it and being able to

measure it is a complex exercise.

2.7. Testing for Intelligence and the use of the IQ measure

"Thehistory of intelligence 'testing' is replete with gross misrepresentations ot' the datø,

shødy scientific practice, ønd, Jrankly, ftightening ønd spurious politicøI ønalysis"

(Anderson, 1.992: 12).
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Jensen (L927) and others have claimed that an IQ score is a reliable measure of

intelligence. Gardner, while critical of the measurement of intelligence which most

standardised tests provide, has offered no viable options, although he has provided a

description of the general form of a test for each intelligence comprising the MI theory

(Chen & Gardner, 1997). Gardner has argued that actual testing for MI abilities is often

not possible and that,

by definition, pencil ønd pøper tests t'or most ot' these intelligences øre inøpproyiate, ønd

bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, t'or exømple, shouldbe assessed in ø raay thøt reflects the nøture

of the intelligence

(in Phillþson, 2000 : 22).

Sternberg is equally critical of the standardised tests for IQ currently in use, claiming

that "the tests used today are little better than tests used three decades ago and are, in

many cases, the same tests ... the weakness of these tests is not the kind of items they

contain, but rather their lack of a viable theory base" (in Ctark, 1992:204). Sternberg

questions'information'items from the Weschler Intelligence Test for Children (IMSC)

for example, as completely lacking in theoretical basis or real-world validity.

Anderson (1992:2LL), while acknowledging the predictive and comparative value of

IQ testing, recognises its limitations but suggests that its main strength lies in testing

the efficiency of a "knowledge-acquisition mechanism". Anderson views knowledge

acquisition as the core ability within the basic processing mechanism which defines

intelligence, and as such he supports the use of the mainstream IQ tests such as the

Raven's Progressive Matrices, the \MSC and the Stanford-Binet.

A key argument against the use of the IQ measure as a marker of intelligence in

general is the fact that, although most of the tests (particularly the WISC and the

Stanford-Binet) rely on a language base, much of this base is 'knowledge-poor'

(Sternberg, 1990b). For example, the sub-tests on'Information'and'Language' are

culture specific and become dated very quickly. Criticism has been levelled against the

Raven's Progressive Matrices as measuring an ability which has nothing to do with

the context (according to Stemberg's Triarchic Theory for example) within which any

intelligent human being is required to function. Anderson defends this aspect of the

IQ measure, arguing that:

... psychometric intelligence is not synonymous with knowledge. lntelligence tests work, by

andlarge, by meøsuring aqrintions in the quality and qunntity of the knunledgebase.

Howeaer, the p"imøry cøuse of these dit't'erences is the speed of the basic processing mechønism.

This is why 'intelligence' is gena'øL, but knoutledge itself is domøin-specit'ic. It also expløins

why 'intelligence' cøn be measuredby reløtiuely knowledge-fuee information-pt'ocessing

tasks

(Anderson, 1992: 709).
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Cattell (1963 in Flynn, 1987b:8) identified two different forms of IQ tests : those that

test fluid intelligence well and those that favour crystallised intelligence. Fluid tests

were those that "have little informational content but demand the ability to see

relationships between relatively simple elements ... while tests of crystallised

intelligence emphasise already acquired knowledge, such as vocabulary, general

information, and arithmetic."

Despite the range of criticisms of the IQ test, and claims that it discriminates against

children from impoverished, disabled and isolated groupings as well as those in

cultural minority groups, the IQ test has served research into intelligence very well

and is a sound measure of the cognitive abilities it purports to measure, within the

populations for which it is appropriate. What we now understand to be the full range

of intelligence in human beings howevet, is not able to be measured by the IQ test

alone. Many observable behaviours have emerged which correlate with IQ.

Sternberg's (1999b) research compared results on IQ tests and tests of "high creative

and high practical" ability. He found that the bright group from "white, upper-

middle-class and well-regarded high schools" performed best on the high-analytic, IQ

measures while students from "minority groups, diverse socio-economic-class

backgrounds and less well-regarded high schools" performed better on the high

creative, practical measures (Sternberg, 1999b:151). Although Sternberg claims that

his own measurement, the Sternberg Triarchic Abilities Test (STAT) is a better

measure of intelligence than other standardised tests, he admits it is still not culfure-

free, observing that: " no test is or can be culture fair ... intelligence is always embedded

in a cultural context" (Sternberg,1999b,150). Because of this, Sternberg suggests that

"rather than analyse and reanalyse the conventional tests, the time has come to create

new tests to supplement the conventional ones" (Sternberg, 7999b:157).

The Sternberg Triarchic Abilities Test (STAT) involves L2 tasks:

1-. Analytícnl-Verbøl (artificial words). Students see a novel word embedded in a

paragraph, and have to infer its meaning from the context.

2. Analyticøl-Qualitøtiue (number series). Students have to say what number shotild

come next in a series of numbers.

3. AnalyticøI-Figural (Matrices). Students see a figural matrix with the lower right entry

missing and have to say which of the options fits into the missing space.

4. PrøcticøI-Verbal (everyday reasoning). Students have to solve a set of everyday

problems in the life of an adolescent (eg. what to do about a friend who seems to have

a substance-abuse problem).
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5. Prøcticnl-Quantitøtiue (everyday math). Students have to solve math problems based

on scenarios requiring the use of math in everyday life (eg. buytng tickets for a

ballgame or making chocolate chip cookies).

6. Practical-Figurøl (route planning). Students are presented with a maP of an area (eg.

an entertainment par$, and have to answer questions about navigating effectively

through the area depicted by the map.

7. Creøtiue-Verbal (novelanalogies). Students are presented with verbal analogies

preceded by counterfactual premises (eg. money falls off trees), and must solve the

analogies as though the counterfactual premises were true'

8. Creøtiae-Quøntitatiae (novel number operations). Students are presented with rules

for novel number operations (eg. flix, for which numerical manipulations differ

depending upon whether the first of two operands is greater than, equal to, or less

than the second). Students have to use the novel number operations to solve presented

math problems.

9. Creatiae-Figurøl (novel series completions). Students are first presented with a

figural series that involves one or more transformations; then they must aPPly the rule

of the original series to a new figure with a different appearance, to complete a new

series.

There were also three essay items, one each stressing analytical, creative and practical

thinking (examples here are from the high school level):

1,0. AnøIytical Essay, Students have to analyse the advantages and disadvantages of

having police or security guards in a school building.

LL. Creatiae Essay, Students have to describe how they would reform their school to

create an ideal school.

12. Practicøl Essay. Students have to specify a problem in their life, and to state three

practical solutions for solving it.
(Sternberg, L999b:1.49 - 150).

Significantly, the STAT relies on scores for: componential i¡formation processing

(analytical ability), coping with novelty (synthetic ability) and automatization and

practical-intellectual skills.

The IQ is regarded as a sound measure of g, yetit would be true to say that the

majority of studies since the 1920's, including those which support a centralised notion

of g, include 'other' abilities as necessary in any determination of intelligence:

High IQ is generally a ye-requisite t'or high achieaement in møthemøtics, science, ønd other

øreas dependent on øcademic learning, but it is not ø sut'ficient condition. Aside from the

obaious need t'or non-intellectual trøits such as motiaøtion, persistence, good health, there is
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clearly a special talent for things like møthematics and music, a creøtiae imøgination that IQ

tests cannot identit'y

(Flynn, 1987b:3).

It is significant to note here that IQ, as a measure, appears to be increasing on a global

scale. Flynn's research highlighted the fact that, across the fourteen countries which

comprised his study, IQ gains ranging from between 5 to 25 points were found in a

single generation. Flynn concludes that "IQ tests do not measure intelligence but

rather a correlate with a weak link to intelligence" (Flynn, 1987a:171).

One of the recommendations from Flynn s sfudy was that researchers should favour

'culturally reduced tests' such as the Raven's Progressive Matrices. Kline (1991: 137)

has also argued that the "Raven's Matrices and other culfure fair tests are good tests of

fluid ability".

Anderson summarises the debate saying that:

A theory of intelligence is ø theory of thinking. Although intelligence tests are the best

measures of humøn thinking that we høae, this does not commit us to belieaing that curent

intelligence tests are good measures ot' the theoreticøI construct 'intelligence'. lntelligence tests

øre imperfect instruments

(Anderson, L992:1,6).

1n1996, at the 6th Australian National Conference in Adelaide, Abraham Tannenbaum

suggested that researchers impose a moratorium on the IQ as a means of measuring

and defining intelligence. This suggestion was in the midst of the provocative debates

surrounding the publication of Hermstein and Murray's (1994) book, The Bell Curae,

with its claim that society is directing its support to the sectors of society which are

least likely to provide a return. In addition it was argued in this text that the most

intellectually advanced children were actively discriminated against and locked into

schools with'dumbed-down' curricula within which'everyone succeeds'. Not since

)ensen's provocative racial interpretation of the IQ measure had there been such

controversy.

Tannenbaum's argument in 1996was strongly influenced by the sociological/cultural

debate at the time. However other researchers have been critical of the use of the IQ

measure for reasons of validity and reliability, particularly at the upper levels of IQ.

Spearman himself had noted that the correlations among the differing cognitive

abilities measured by the IQ test were lower for the higher ability SrouPs. Many

subsequent studies (LeGree, Pifer & Graftory 1996;Deary etal,1996) have confirmed

this "differentiation hypothesis". As Detterman (in Deary et aI,1996:121) explains:
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... the difføences in correlation auoss lQleaels øre consistent with the systems theory ot'

intelligettce ... in this theory,Iuaer lQ's result from det'icits in importønt cognitiae Wocesses.

Becøuse these yocesses are part of ø system, they affect the functioning of other parts ot' the

system. If these importønt processes are deficient, the parts dependent upon them will also be

impøired. Essentially, a deficit in øn important process will put øn uryer ceiling or limit on the

efficiency ot' the operøtion of othr parts ot' the system. This meøns thøt all pørts ot' the system

utitt be more similar if there is ø deficiency in an importønt process. This forced similørity in

øbitities is whnt causes a higher conelation ømong lQ subtests for low lQ subjects'

Given the belief in the "durability" of gby the proponents of the biological theories of

intelligence, the differentiation hypothesis "would in part exPlain why the testing of

single IQ and g factors has often seemed an unduly limited way of assessing

intellectual abilities of people of above average IQ" (Deary et aL,1996: 106).

So, is the IQ test redundant for current studies on intelligence? The author would

argue that it is not. White researchers believe other more reliable methods are being

sought and found, the IQ remains a correlational benchmark in many of these sfudies

on individual differences. However it is reasonable to postulate at this stage in the

assessment of intelligence that the field has rejected a predominøntly lQ-based

definition of what constitutes intellectual abilities. Science has progressed past the

design of IQ tests and alternative methods are now available which may help to

identify a much wider range of intellectual functioning, more reliably and well beyond

the verbal and performance-bound measures of IQ. The Raven's Progressive Matrices

test was used in this study primarily because it is spatial /hgxalrather than verbal in

design.

2.8. The Raven's Progressive Matrices

The Raven's Progressive Matrices (RPM) test is available in three different forms. The

first, the ColouredMatrices, is suitable for testing very young children or older people

with an intellectual disability. The most popular form is designed for regular

populations and is called the Standard Progtessive Matrices. The third form, the

Advanced Progressive Matrices, is specifically designed for advanced groups. The

Standard Progressive Matrices was the instrument used in this study as a basic

measure of g. This test deviates from other measures of IQ, such as the WISC and the

Stanford-Binet test because it is totally visual in content. There is no language involved

except the simple directions which are read out by the person administering the test.

As the name of the test suggests, the subjects are given a series of matrices with a

pattern and the subject has to determine which piece of the matrix is missing.

Figure 2.1 below is an example of one of the items:
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Figure 2,2: Example of test item from the Rauen's Progressiae Møtrices (Stqndard Form)

The Raven's Progressive Matrices (RPM) is generally regarded as a sound measure of

basic g. Indeed, many studies have reported that the RPM is a more reliable measure

of g than any other psychometric test (Snow, Kyllonen & Marshalek,l9B4; Roberts &

Stevenson, 1996). Because it is nonverbal and free of domain knowledge, it has been

argued that the RPM is possibly the only reliable measure of g, or fluid intelligence

that is available for research.

The components of the MI Theory which are measured by the RPM are the

logical/mathematical intelligence which involves" recognising and exploring patterns,

categories or relationships using objects or symbols" , and spatial intelligence, defined

as "the ability to perceive and manipulate three-dimensional objects or visual

materials in the head" (Vialle & Perry, 2002:12).

As Sternberg has previously stated, no test is culture free, however one could argue that

the RPM is possibly the closest current measurement of a basic, general intellectual

ablllty, which is not influenced by cultural knowledge or language:

... perþrmønce øt the test primarily depends upon domøin-free reasoning processes, i.e.,

cognitive processes which function in the sarne way irrespectiue of the actuøl meøning of the

møteriøl that is being processed.

(Roberts €¡ Steaenson,1996: 519).

The RPM was selected for this study because of its ease in delivery, particularly to

whole groups at the one time, and because many studies have confirmed its reliability

and validity as probably "the best or only measure of intelligence in current research,"

and that it "is consensually accepted as the quintessential test of inductive reasoning"

(Alderton & Larson, 1990: BB7). Many studies have reported the RPM, involving

LI
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inductive reasoning and "abstract" figural content as having "the highest g-Ioading and

thus to be the purest measures of intelligence ... and that scores on various similar tests

suggest that Raven-type tests lie near the 'centre of gtavlty' of intelligence" (in

Richardson, 1991': 129).

The RPM has consistently shown significant correlations with other markers of

general intelligence, specifically those elementary cognitive tasks (ECTs) which can be

measured under laboratory conditions (Stough, Nettelbeck & Cooper, 1993).

Confirming status of the RPM as a measure of Fluid ability, Bors and Stokes

(1998: 382) have argued:

Not only are such tests considered to be measures of specific forms of higher cognitiae øbilities,

but these tests are also considered to be &mong the best single indexes of general intelligence . '.

of such tests, Røaen's Progressiae Mqtrices tests hnaebeen among the most populør.

Some studies have argued that the RPM measures a multiplicity of abilities however

the majority have concluded that it is an essential measure of g or unitary ability:

Whnt rne do wønt to ørgue is thnt underlying this medley of diuerse ønd unique items is ø

singular øbility construct, nlong zahich indiaiduals cønbe rank-ordered, ønd this rank-ordering

can predict who is most likely to succeed at solaing øny pørticular item. This øbility construct,

whether it is cnlled g, education or correlates ønd relntions, or fluid intelligence, or whether it

is øttributed to mentøI enerry limits or working rnemory cøpøcity, it is fundamentøIly singulør

(Alderton €t Lørson,1990: 899).

In addition, Arthur and Woehr (1993) researched the dimensionality of the Advanced

Progressive Matrices, and confirmed a unidimensional measure of the APM rather

than a multidimensional one and they concluded that their results were consistent

with the development and use of the APM as a unidimensional measure (Arthur &

Woehr 1993,476). Other studies focussing on the APM have confirmed the stability of

it as a measure of g, even when shortened versions of the test are given (Bors & Stokes,

lrggï).In addition, significant correlations have been reported with both the full

version and the shortened version with measures of lrspection Time (IT) "although, as

expected, the correlations between the short form APM and IT was weaker than that

with between the full-length APM and IT, it remained moderately strong and

statistically significant" (Bors & Stokes, 1998: 395).

In sumrnary, the majority of researchers argue that because of its avoidance of a

language base it has a 'centrality' within testing for IQ as Carpenter, Just & Shell,

(1990:405) indicate:

The centrøIity of the Raaen tests indicqtes not only thst it is ø good meøsure of intelligence, but

ølso that a theory of the processing in the Raaen test should nccount for a good deøl of the

reøsoning in the othu tests.
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While this 'centrality' is regarded as the gleatest strength of the RPM by most, it is

regarded by others as its essential weakness. The fact that it is based on patterns

arranged in a figural matrix renders it 'knowledge or domain poor'. Richardson (1991)

argued that there is no such thing as domain-free reasoning processes and

experimented with the form of the RPM by substituting meaningful content for the

standard matrix boxes. He called his items, Socio-Cognitiae Ttems and an example of

one is reproduced below:

Figure 2.3: Socio-Cognitiae aøriøtion on the RPM (Roberts €¡ Steaenson,1996: 520)

Richardson found that "performance was considerably better for the Socio-Cognitive

items than the Standard items, and that there was no correlation in performance

between them" (Roberts & Stevenson, 1996: 521).

Richardson's basic argument is that psychometric tests in general, even the RPM

which is specifically regarded as culture-fair, are not able to predict success in real-life

reasoning or problem solving and therefore should not be used. Without 'reasoning

schemas' that have some real world validity, Richardson argued that IQ tests,

including the RPM, are not reliable indicators of g.

In later research (Richardson & Webster,1996) the concept of schemas was replaced

with the term,knowledge, as an explanation for reasoning performance. These studies

claim that IQ tests in general, including the RPM, cannot test intelligence in a

knowledge-poor environment. Other studies have cautioned against any measure of g

that is embedded in context as this automatically corrupts the validity of the measure

ffi$
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according to the amount of cultural commentary or cultural knowledge which must,

of necessity, accompany such a test.

There have been convincing criticisms of Richardson's (L99L, 1996) attempts to infuse

context and meaning into tests such as the RPM. Roberts and Stevenson (L996) and

Roberts (1996: 539) have argued that Richardson:

høs not supplied eaidence that disyoaes the existence of domøin-free reasoning Wocesses ...

reasoning depends onboth context-specific lomnledge and domain-free reøsoning processes

depending on the problem ... knualedge will neuer be øuailable for eoay task and so domain-

t'ree processes will sometimes be required.

In general the weight of research in favour of the RPM as a sound measure of g (e.g.

Jensen, Saccuzzo & LarsorL L988; Alderton & Larson,1990; Arthur & Woehr, L993;

Roberts & Stevenson,1996; Bors & Stokes, L998; Heller et al, 2000; Colangelo &

Davis 2003) is more convitt.ing than Richardson's research.

The increases in IQ found by Flynn (1987a) focussed mainly on the Standard version

of the RPM. Stough, Nettelbeck & Cooper, (1993) have researched any possible

increases in IQ as evidenced in the Advanced RPM. Citing the data from Yates and

Forbes (1967), based on Australian University students Stough, Nettelbeck and Cooper

found the mean score of 23.17 fotnd on the APM in 1967 had only increased to a mean

score of 24.4.They concluded (1993:104) that, "at least in university samples, the mean

IQ measured by the APM has not increased greatly over the last2i years". The

stability of APM scores across the two samples may reflect that the APM is not prone

to the same large increases reported by Flynn for the RPM (Standard) test.

The RPM has a robust record for use with populations who are minority groupings or

other traditionally under-represented groups. Being able to identify intellectual

abilities in culturally and linguistically diverse students, many of whom may not be

performing well in the school system, has been regarded as a problem ever since IQ

tests were designed. It is well documented that Terman's (1921) subjects came

predominantly from the middle to upper white sections of society, which is precisely

the group most likely to score well on the Stanford-Binet IQ test. Torrance was one of

the first to recognise that economically disadvantaged students as well as those in

cultural minority groups are less often identified as gifted and placed into advanced

level programs. As he noted, "there is a great deal of giftedness among the culfurally

different, and the waste or underuse of these resources is tragic" (Torrance, 1981a).

Torrance himself designed a checklist of "Creative positives for the culturally

different" as a means of helping to train teachers to identify abilities which may not be
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evident using more traditional measures. It is recognised that if the traditional tests

are biased against certain groups then such tests should be abandoned. Mills and

Tissot (1995:209) researched the value of the RPM in under-represented populations,

comparing scores on it with scores on the traditional measures of academic aptitude

(The School and College Ability test). They found that,

ø significantly higher proportion of minority children scored at ø high leael on the RPM than

on the trøditionøI meøsure .. . and thnt in addition . . . the KPM does øppeør to be a uset'ul

instrument for identifying acødemic potential in students with limited English prot'iciency.

This section has presented an overview of intelligence in general and attempts to

measure it. The following section will focus on the notion of creativity and the role it

plays in any configuration of intelligence.
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Section B: Creativity

2.9. Creativity

"l haue the trick of it now ... ølI it needs is beliet''

(D aaid MøIout', An Imøginøry Life)

In Malouf s novel,'An ImaginaryLrle' the poet Ovid is banished to a foreign country

where neither the landscape nor the language is familiar to him. He is socially and

emotionally destitute, as a poet without words is like an artist without form or colour.

At a pivotal point in the novel the poet sights a single poppy, waving and bouncing in

a desolate and flat landscape, a red poppy, and suddenly th" grft of language is

restored to him, as words, represented by a profusion of flowers,

. ..burst into bud, they click open, they syead their frøgrønce in my mind, opening out of the

secret syllables øs I pløce them like seeds upon my tongue. I øm Flora. I am Persephone. I haae

the trick ot' it now. AII it needs is belief . . .

Ovid is represented in this novel as the archetypal 'cÍeakoÍ' , the poet who is dislocated

from society and seemingly incapable of forming and maintaining normal human

relationships. Yet this character, with the creative muse restored, is also capable of the

extremes of emotion, not only of depression, but also of exultatiory as the closing lines

of the novel witress:

It is summer. It is sp'ing. I øm immeasurøbly, unbeørøbly høppy. I am three years old. I am

sixty. I am six. I øm there.

Belief in the positive power of the creative intellect is a relatively recent phenomenon.

Traditionally, creativity has been viewed with suspiciorç with profiles of creative

individuals from the time of Aristotle assuming "an association with madness and

frenzied inspiration" (Albert & Runco in Sternberg,lggga:1.8). Even the 20th Century

has linked creativity with mysticism (Sternberg & Lubart, 1991), madness ([amisory

1995; Neihart,1999), self-abuse, isolation (Silvermary L993; Greenspon,2000) and

depression (Pürto, 1999; |acksorç 1998).

Although the 21st Century has ushered in a veneration of the artistic or creative

producer, the traditional caricature of a highly creative person sfill prevails as

someone so taken up in the hiatus of invention that everyday details, like wearing

shoes or eating, are forgotten. The term'creativity' conjures up images of behaviour

which may be unconventional, unusu al,'feet-off-the-ground' thinking and 'hanging

loose' to open up new ideas. Yet the Latin root of the word is ueatus which means:
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to make or produce', or literølly, 'to grow'... creatiaity as a wordhas its roots in the earth.

Other similar deriaed words are cereal, crescent, creøture, concrete, crescendo, decreøse,

increøse, ønd recruit

(Pürto, 1.992:7).

Despite this origin of the term as'rooted' in practical outcomes, creativity has

traditionally been viewed as outside the realm of everyday thinking and the

prerogative of just a few, possibly unstable, individuals.

The necessrty for creative thinking is "becoming a coÍunon purpose throughout the

world" (Strom, 2002:183) and countries with traditionally disparate views on

education have highlighted the need for education for creative thinking. Strom's

Q002) research has indicated that japan's National Commission on Educational

Reform criticised universities (Charç 2000) for not fostering nor educating for

creativity. Similarly, in China, Kuo's (2000) research concluded, "the Education

Ministry for the Republic of China wants reforms that enable colleges to educate

students more broadly and reward creativþ instead of rote memory (in Strom,

2002:183). Research from the business sector in the United States of America has made

similar recommendations (Senge, Cambron-McCabe, Lucas, Smith, Dutton, &

Kleiner,2000).

Research on creativity is more recent than research on intelligence in general and

arrives at as many differing conclusions, if not more.

According to Cropley (1999) the "modern era of creativity research" only began in

L950 when Guilford addressed the American Psychological Association with his

proposal that creativity, or'Divergent Productiory' must be taken into account in any

determination of intelligence.

Since the middle of the 20th Century, vague notions of creative abilþ had been linked

with intellectual functioning however Guilford was the first to formalise the inclusion

of 'divergent' thinking skills into a map, or structure of the intellect (SOD. It is only

since the SOI model that the terms 'creativit¡l' and'intelligence'became, not

synonymous, but linked.

Finke, Ward & Smith (1992) used the term creøtiue cognition to argue that the capacity

for creative thought is "the rule rather than the exception in human cognitive

functioning" (in Sternberg,l999a189). A generative view of creativity has been

proposed by their Genplore model, which is based on a fusion of the generatiae and

explorøtory processes. They viewed creativþ as a cognitive construct and hence within

reach of all thinking beings.
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]ust as the 1980s ushered in the age of Cognitiae Science, so too the same era gave birth

to the first cognitively based explorations of creativity. The researcþ as opposed to

simple observations and collations of creative behaviours, began in earnest, although

it has rarely focussed on Information Processing (IP) or laboratory based studies on

creativity as Phillipson (2002: 83) has observed:

... in one of the most comprehensiae treøtises of crentiaity (Sternberg, 1'999), informøtion

processing models of human creøtioity aryeør not to hapebeen extensiuely explored.

This could be explained by the diversþ of theories, including implicit and explicit

views, about what constitutes creativity. Creativity has never been envisaged as a

single characteristic, although the studies have in general isolated the common

elementof 'noveþ'ororiginality(Morgan,1953; Cropley, 1999)as centraltomost

theories. The majority of theorists have attributed multiple components, generally

from four to six core characteristics, to creative ability (Guilford, 1967;Tonance,L966;

Clark, 1,989; Nickerson, Perkins & Smitb L985; Sternberg, 1.988a; Sternberg &

Lubart, 1.99L; Khatena,1992; Pürto, 1999). These components usually stem from

external factors as well as intrinsic abilities and, as Sternberg (1990a) has indicated, are

formulated as explicit as well as implicit theories. The implicit and explicit theories of

creativity, which probably account for the measurement of creativftyby both tests and

rating scales respectively, have been described by Plucker & Runco (1998:2) as:

Perhaps the most exciting deaelopment in recent years ... in contrast to trøditional studies that

rely on expø'ts' definitions ønd theories of creatiaity (i.e. explicit theories), these researchers

øssess indiaiduøIs' personøl definitions of creøtiaity (i.e. implicit theories). From a prøctical

aiewpoint, when people engøge in creatiae øctiuity, they do not haue explicit theories in mind.

Their thoughts ønd actions are guidedby personal definitions of creøtiaity andbeliefs about

how to foster and eaøIuøte creøtiaity thøt møy be different ft'om the theories deuelopedby the

experts.

Flowever exciting these developments are, research on creativity is still not an exact

science and the explorations have been fraught with difficulty. Rothenberg (in Austin,

1977:97) summed up the problems regarding researching creativity, arguing that it is

"beset with mysticism, confused definitions, value judgements, psychoanalytic

admonitions, and the crushing weight of phlosophical speculation dating from

ancient times."

It is the author's view that creativity, with youth on its side in terms of researcþ is still

the 'wild child' of intelligence and the'poor relation' of giftedness, in both schools and

research settings.
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\Â/hy is creativity awildchild? There is not one accepted definition of creativity and it

has been argued that creativity is a form of human behaviour which has been

postulated in such a variety of ways that "it nearly defies definition" (Clarþ 1997:65)

This lack of agreement is evidenced in "the number and variety of definitions and

tests for creativity and their weak real-world predictive validities" (Sternberg, 1984 in

Albert, 1990: 15). The only consensus among researchers of creativity is that it is a

highly complex concept which is central to intelligence, but which is difficult to define,

to observe and to measure.

It follows that research on creativity has been thwarted by the inability of the

researchers to agree on a precise definition of it. Just as the early canvassing of

definitions of intelligence by Stemberg and Detterman (1986) yielded such differing

views, so too creativity, as a term or as a concept, has never been established or

verified. Gardner (1993: L9) observed that:

...Like intelligence, the term creativity has been øpplied oaer the years as an honorific løbel

to ø wide range of indiaiduals, situøtions, ønd yoducts. Such lay use of the terms creative,

creativity, or creating, may haae sufficed on the streets; but as happened with the term

intelligence, the aarinnt forms of crealivity haae seemed in need of more precise formulation.

These'variant forms' of creativity have engendered a range of definitions.

Mednick (1962) defined creativity as a bringing together of events that are remotely

associated with each other. Mednick championed the'Associative Theories' view of

creativity and designed the Remote Associates Tesf which has its basis in the abiJity to

form associations between similar and dissimilar items. Baer (1993: 18) noted that

MednicKs work relied on the assumption of a "general, domain-transcending theory

that would account equally well for creativity no matter what the task domain".

Rogers (1976:301) defined creativity as an open-ended, game-like abúrty, "the ability

to play spontaneously with ideas, colours, shapes, relationships - to juggle elements

into impossible juxtapositions". This view has persisted and is raised in Chapter 5 of

this thesis which reports that some formalised tests of creativþ request a'fun, game-

like' atmosphere for the testing process.

Nickerson, Perkins & Smith (1985: 88) define creativity in accordance with the need to

create a product, indicating that, "creativity is that collection of abilities and

dispositions that lead to a person frequently producing creative products."
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Sternberg (L991) also stressed the need for a practical outcome in the form of a

product. Sternberg has indicated that his'Investmenf theory focuses on creative

performance rather than creative potential and that "given a substantive product, such

as an artist's painting, the evaluation of creativity can proceed" (Sternberg & Lubart,

1991:3). This idea of the necessity for a producf has been refened to in many theories

of creativity which rely on a cognitive, associative basis of creativity as opposed to

theories which place the origrn for creative behaviour in the unconsciousness.

The views of social psychologists also reflected the need for a product. Simonton

(1988a: 394) observed that "the offered creative product must succeed in the domain of

interpersonal influence; that is, it must be accepted by others with an active

involvement in the same area of creative endeavour."

Definitions relying on the notion of a product may sound almost trite in their

perceptions of creativlty, e.g., "creative Persons make creative ptoducts", yet this

contextual view of creativity is more popular in the current research than the other

views of creativity which regard it in more cognitive, low level terms (e.g. Guilford,

L950; Finke etal,1992; Phillipsorç 2000).

Cohen-Shatev (1.993: 106) affirmed the "complex and ambiguous" nature of creativity

yet proposed one necessary condition for it which is currently accepted: "that it be

publicly acknowledged to have made a meaningful contribution in its field".

Interestingly, this notion places the definition of creativity within an adult sphere

only, as "children, for all their ingenuity and inventiveness have rarely, if ever,

produced outstanding contributions in any field."

Cohen-shalev's overview of literary or verbal creativity highlights the necessity for

"conflict or enduring dilemma" as central to the notion of creativity and this is

explored in more detail in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

The necessity for creative intelligence to be judged as 'useful' in some way is at the

heart of Gardnef s (1993:35) definition of a creative individual:

... a person who regulørly solaes pt'oblems, fashions products, or defines new questions in n

domøin in ø wøy that is initially considered nwel but thøt ultimøtely becomes øccepted in a

par ticular cultw'øl settin g.

The necessity for novelty or originality is also essential to this definition but, as

Cropley (1999:253) reminds us:
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, . ..Merely nooel structures displøy suryisingness and incongruity, to be sure, but they must

also be meaningful ønd yacticøble to be et'fectiae.

Debate on the need for a creative product is similar to the Gagné (1998) model of

giftedness and talen! the latter dependant on the necessity to produce the evidence of

the assumed trnderlying abilities (or gifts). This model is reproduced in the next

section and has been criticised as requiring a definition of talent which requires, for

recognitiorç some product or some'return' to the society that fostered it.

Cropley (2001: 6) has argued that there is a "common core" to what constitutes

creativity and this core has three elements. The first is the classic marker of noaelty: " a

creative produc! course of action or idea which departs from the familiar". The

second is effectiueness: in other words "it worþ in the sense that it achieves some

end," and the third is ethicality which interprets creativity in the true generative nature

of the word as, "not selfish or destructive behaviour, crimes, warrnongering and the

like."

All of the known attempts to define creativity have included some central notion of

norselty or uniqueness, a feature which has no doubt often set creativity itself apart as

different from other intellectual, cultural or personality traits. Different as it may be,

creativity is also inherently linked to intelligence, cognitive style, personality and

culture. As Sternberg (1988a: 126) observed,

. . . creøtiaity is unlikely to be understood merely øs an ødjunct of some other cognitiae or

personality phenomenon. Creatiaity userlaps with other psychological phenomena, such øs

intelligence, cognitive style, and personality, but it is not identical with any of them.

The themes of creativity as an altruistic characteristic of providing value or giving

back to the society is a feature of some of the more recent definitions.

The inclusion of community or cultural notions of creativity is evident in

Csikszentmihalyi & Wolfe's definition (2000: 81):

" Creatioity can be defined øs øn idea or yoduct that is original, aølued, and implemented . . .

whateaer indiaidwl mentnl Wocess is inaolaed in creatiaity, it must be one thøt takes place in

ø context of preaious cultural and socinl achisuements, and is inseparøble from them".

The influence of Sternberg's Triarchic Theory of Intelligence, comprisingcomponents of

intelligence, levels of experience and contexf, are evident in this definition.

Definitions of creativity which have been influenced by differing theoretical views of

creative intelligence tend to fall into three major categories:
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Divergent Thinking theories, Associative and Connectionist theories and

Cognitive/Cultural theories, although all of these overlap to some degree.

Guilford's divergent production and Torrance's divergent thinking theories have been

most influential in the first category, MednicKs associative theories in the second, and

Gardner, Stemberg, Sternberg & Lubart's theories have largely instructed the third.

Guilford was responsible for the divergent thinking theories of creativity, based as

they are on his original notion of divergent production. The work of Torrance, who

built upon Guilford's model to develop, "the most influential divergent-thinking

theory of creativity" @aeÍ,1993:1,5), also adheres to the divergent thinking theory.

Guilford's original (1967) Structure of the Intellect Model (SOI) specified 180 unique

cognitive factors identified under three types of function: mental operations, contents,

and products. Divergent thinking is identified as one of the six mental operations. It is

interesting to note that the remaining five mental operations: evaluatiory convergent

production, memory retention, memory recording and cognition can all be measured

with the use of an IQ test.

Brown's research (1989, in Glover et aL,1989:3) states that the divergent thinking

approach to the study of the creative process is the most reliable channel of

exploration as it, "has the most explicitly developed theoretical base, underlies most

creativity tests, and has generated the most research."

At a time wherL despite the publication of Guilford's SOI there was no presumed

acceptance of divergent thinking principles into the profile of intelligence, tesearchers

such as Torrance (1962) put forward his theory that the posits of creativity were

essential to any determination of general intelligence. Torrance has emerged, since the

early 1960's as one of the foremost researchers on creativity. He based much of his

work on the proposal of four major categories of creative thinking abtlity, originally

identified within Guilford's divergent-production. The factors are:

Fluency - Related to the generating of a quantity of ideas, on the premise that the

more ideas generated the greater the likelihood of originality.

Flexibility - Examining a problem from different perspectives: seeking varieÇ in

responses.

Originølity - Coming up with new or unique solutions to given problems or

questions; putting two known ideas together to make a third original one.

Eløboration - Adding to what is already apparent to make an idea more

interesting or exciting, seeing relationships to the given idea.
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Torrance (1962;1966) and later Williams (1970) merged Guilford's concept of creativity

into a dual process: firstly the teachable cognitive strategies of fluency, flexibility,

originality and elaboration, and secondly the personality or affective strategies of risk-

taking, curiosity, imagination, complexity, independence, humour and strong self-

concept. They believed that both processes were central to any determination of

intelligence.

In an era when intelligence was defined by an IQ test, Torrance was very critical of the

limitations of such standardised testing, claiming that testing for creative behaviours

is a more reliable measure of intelligence and particularly giftedness. Torrance's Tests

of Creative Thinking (TTCT) which were used for this study, are possibly the most

often used tests in research projects and the "most widely validated test of creative

thinking" (McCabe, 1997: 1.1.6).

Associative theories of creativity are probably best epitomised in the earþ research of

Mednick (1962) and in particular with the design of the Remote Associates Test which

has its basis in the ability to form associations between similar and dissimilar items.

MednicKs work relied on the assumptíon of a "general, domain-transcending theory

that would account equally well for creativity no matter what the task domain"

@aer, 1993:18).

Connectionist theories have features similar to the associative theories but with

essential differences. In its simplest form, connectionism relies upon the fact that

"information can be broken into elemenfs, and that there ate connectionsbetween those

elements ... connectionist models allow for parallel processing (many connections can

be active at once), rather than just serial processing (only one connection can operate

at a time). In additiory there are hidden units that mediate between input and output"

(McClelland & Rumelhart, 1988 in Benjafield,1992:38).

The Cognitive/Cultural theories maintain a cognitive base to the development of

creativity but indicate that this must always be viewed as within a cultural context or a

domain. This theory probably became most well established with the publication of

Sternberg & Lubart's (1991) Inuestment Theory which reinforced the message that

society will only invest in creative ability if it values such abilþ. The six major

components of this theory of creativity are:

. intellectual processes

. knowledge

. intellectual style
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. personali$z

. motivation

. environmental context

Sternberg & Lubart (1991) found that the component with the strongest link to

creativþ was the "intellectual processes" one, which further strengthened the view

that intelligence and creativity are essentially linked.

It is relevant to note here that the divergent, associative, and cognitive/culfural

theories of creativity have all instructed the design of the differentiated curiculum for

theTurningWorld program outlined in Chapter 4.

It is argued that a fourth theory is the'purely' cognitive or'low-level' approach to

defining and conceptualising creativity (Finke et aL,1992; Phillipson, 2000). This

approach has not dominated the research, as Cropley (1999:253) has explained:

The cognitiae øpproach tøkes little account of personality, the social enaironment or

motiuøtion, but it proaides a prøctical definition of some nspects of creatiaity, ønd some

insights into whøt yomotes it.

Although this thesis does not have its focus on this aspect of creativity, it is clear from

the dearth of research that more work needs to be done in this important field.

2.10. Creative intelligence and links with social and emotional development

The strong influence of MI theory since L983 has focussed much research on

identifying the many and varied characteristics of creativity, arguing that it is central

to understanding the make-up of intelligence and essential to any definition of higher

intelligence.

Many sfudies on creativity have concentrated on its "noncognitive" (Cropley,1999)

aspects such as motivation (Amabile, 1983), personality (Helsorç 1996), creative

attitude (Schank, 1988) and the social environment (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990a). These

sfudies have focussed on the case sfudies, especially with a focus on personality, of

people who have proved through their products that they are creative and have

tended to reveal the following characteristics:

self-azaare regørding their own creatiaity; independent; risk-tøking; energetic; curious; sense ot'

humour; perceptiae; ørtistic; originøllimøginatiae; need for yiaacy/øIone time; open-minded;

and attrøcted to complexity ønd noaelty

(Døais in Colangelo €t Døois,2003: 373).
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Dellas & Gaier (L970) reviewed creativity research within the cognitive and

personological investigative orientations of five parameters of creativity as they affect

the individual. They identified the following five parameters necessary to

understanding creative intelligence:

L. intellectual factors and cognitive styles associated with creativity

2. creativity as related/unrelated to intelligence

3. personality aspects of creativity

4. potential creativity

5. motivational aspects associated with creativity

This study set the framework for the later development of theories of creative

intelligence.

Davis (in Cotangelo & Davis, 2003) summarised the characteristics of creative

intelligence which he claimed can be seen as paradoxes:

1-. Individuals can be creative in any part - or all parts - of their personal, educational,

and adult professional lives

2. Cognitive and non-cognitive traits must combine to orient students toward

creativity thinking

3. Some persons are high in self-actualised creativity whilst others show special-talent

creativity and may not even be mentally healthy

4. Some have small-scale creative insights: others large-scale

5. Creativity can be forced for some but it also happens suddenly and unpredictably

6. Creative innovation may stem from hard work and planning it may also be sudden

inspiration and insight

7. Creativity involves logical thinking and analysis as well as irrational and

unrestrained fantasy

8. Creative talent will remain repressed and hidden without a psychologically safe

social and cultural environment that supplies opportunities and reinforcement for

creativity.

Davis also identified the last paradox which is that:

9. Problem t'indingis a hallmark of creative accomplishment.

The highest level of this problem finding is "true creativit¡2" which leads to "open

problem finding and open solutions".

Cropley (1997) also used the framework of parødoxes underpinning creativity to

explore creative intelligence. As an example, two of Cropley's twelve paradoxes are:

. .. creøtiae yoduction requires deep knualedge but, simultaneously, freedom f'om the

constrøints imposed by such knualedge . ..(8)
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. , . creatiaity implies bringing something naa into existence, but ueatiaity can be studied

without reference to products at aIL..(1.0).

Cropley's seminal publication on creativity as " øbundle of pøradoxes" summarises the

various paradoxes as cognitive, serendipitous (relying on chance factors), product,

personality, motivation and social factors. His twelfth paradox takes a'macro'view of

creativity, claiming it:

... møy haae more to do with characteristics of the society thøn with the psychologicøl

processes ønd personality chøracteristics (1997: 1.2),

The term, 'divergent thinking' is often used interchangeably with the term'lateral

thinking: and indeed both have a basis in the creative thinking principles. Guilford's

original conception of diaergent production relied on the generation of a multiplicity of

ideas. The term Løteral thinking which has perhaps best been described by de Bono, is

viewed as the opposite of aertical thinkingwhere "one moves forward by sequential

steps ... to prove or develop concept pattems ... Lateral thinking however is not

necessarily sequential but may jump from relevant to irrelevant ideas and is concemed

with restrucfuring concept patterns ... and provoking new ones" (de Bono, 1970:11).

Vertical thinking is epitomised by the learner who can'follow a good patK in

thinking, who can pick up leads and clues towards finding a solution. Lateral thinking

is epitomised by learners who'turn corners'in their thinking, to find a new patþ or a

new way to the solution. Artificial intelligence, because it is'language bound' is very

good at vertical thinking but is limited in lateral thinking which relies on novelty or

originality of ideas. It would be a mistake to view vertical and lateral thinking as

separate functions, just as the previous section cautioned against trite Ieft brain/right

brain thinking. Similarly divergent and convergent abilities are best conceptualised as

working together and in the field of gifted education for example, it has generally

been assumed that,

diaa'gent thinking (yoduction ot' aariability) ønd conaergent thinking (production of

singulørity) are separate, more or less competing, or eaen mutually exclusiae øspects of

giftedness ... hozaeuer, in studies of achieaement at school or uniaersity leael, it høs been

shown thøt the most gifted students yoduce both singulør and aøried informøtion

(Cropley 1992 in Cropley L999:255).

Brown (1989, in Glover etal,1989:4) has indicated that most theorists study creativity

as both aninteraening uøriable, used to explain relations between stimuli and

responses, and a trøit. Crealvity itself, according to Browry consists of at least four

components:
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(1) the creative process,

(2) the creative product,

(3) the creative person, and

(a) the creative situation.

Although Cropley (1997) has hypothesised that the situation, or society, might be the

defining factor in the development of creativity, the nature of the creative person,has

dominated much of the research. The focus on what is perceived as the'social and

emotional' aspects of creative intelligence has developed in a similar way to the

interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligences proposed by Gardner (1983) and others.

Once again the issue of degrees of intellectual ability have been highlighted in the

literature as critical to understanding the relation between intelligence, creativity and

social / emotional maturities:

IJsing the notion of IQ as a threshold aøriøble, researchers haae concluded that among highJQ

personÐ pø'sonality chøracteristics are rnorehighly related to creatiaity than lQ

(Roe, L963 inWeinstein €¡ Bobko, L980:1'62).

The profile has already been raised of the wild child of intelligence and seems to be

most evident in studies which have highlighted these social and emotional

characteristics. As Kurtzman (19 67 :1,62) observed:

More creatiae indk¡iduals tend to be more øduenturous ønd haae a g'eatø' tolø'ance t'or

ambiguity than less creøtiz¡e indioiduals . . .more creatizte indft¡idwls tend to be more

extrooerted than their less creatiae countetarts.

However, as Daniels argues/ it is precisely these social and emotional constructs which

determine creative intelligence, as,

Particularly creøtioe people øre recognised most oftenby their creative øccomplishments within

a particulør t'ield or domain, but creatiae indiaiduøls do not just ct'eate external things. They

also liae creøtiaely ønd in møny wnys create their ou¡n selaes. The a'eatiae pø'sonality

puryosefully seeks out experiences ønd ideas which yomote psychological growth ønd

expønsion (L998: L54).

Personalities of creative people, according to Tardif & Sternberg (1988 in

Pärto, 1994:155) have been summarised as comprising a generally high intelligence,

the ability to be original, advanced verbal ability and the ability to imagine. The latter

characteristic is explored in detail in the following chapter of this thesis as it is argued

that it is possibly the most powerful yet least understood aspect of the creative

intellect.
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Pärto's (1994:156) more detailed outline of some of the most often cited personality

characteristics of creative people reveal characteristics such as:

. can encounter antagonism and take mental risks

. tenacity

. propensity for questioning and interest

. operìness and naiveté

. drive and absorption

. concentration and dedication to creative work

. high intrinsic motivation

. focus on tasks

. free-spirited rejection of outside limits

. ability to set personal rules rather than follow others'rules

. sometimes introverted, taciturn, contemplative and bemused

. effect on people around them

. acceptance of ambiguity

. respect for originality and creativity

. unorthodox in behaviour

. experience intense emotions

. intuitiveness

. look for fascinating situations

. often experience conflict: both self-critical and self-confiden! both socially

withdrawn and socially acceptable, depending on peer group.

It is argued that such characteristics may not contribute to a positive experience of

schooling and may in part explain the research which indicates that teachers in

general dislike students who score highly on tests of creativity (Getzels & ]ackson in

Csikszentmihalyl & Wolfe, 2000).

Colangelo & Davis (2003: 3L3) viewed the positive traits of high creativity as:

having original ideas; being aware of their creativeness; independen! risk-taking

motivated; curious; sense of humour; attracted to complexity; artistic; open-minded;

needing time alone; and intuitive. It is argued that each one of these characteristics

could be viewed as negative traits within certain educational settings. Their profile of

the aspects of high creativity which the research indicates can lead to negative profiles

of highly creative individuals are summarised as:

oaeractiae physicølly ønd mentally; temperømentøl; indift'erent to conaentions and courtesies;

chøllenges rules ønd øuthority; resists domination; rebellious, uncooperatiue; capricious,

cøreless, disorderly; øbsentminded, forgetful; ørgumentatiue, cynicø\, sarcøstic; ønd sloppy

with details ønd unimportønt møtters.
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Gender differences have been observed in the social and emotional maturity of

creative individuals suggesting that:

"highly creøtiaeboys øre more self confident ønd mature than less creativeboys, but there k no

dffirence between more ønd less creatiae girls on these hao personality characteristics ... ønd

more creatiue boys tend to receiae greøtu øcceptønce t'rom peers than less creatiae boys but

more creøtiae girls øre less accepted by their cløssmates"

(Kurtzman, 1-9 67 :1 62).

Bern(L974) study of highly creative individuals coined the term'androgynous' to refer

to those individuals whose characteristics 'crossed ovef stereotypical profiles of

male/female characteristics. The inability to access both profiles may lead to

individuals who "suppress their opposite sex traits and interests and may stifle their

creativit¡r" (Hall, l9T9 tnWeinstein & Bobko, 1980: 163).

It is Bern's belief that "society has traditionally not encouraged the development of

these positive masculine and feminine traits within the same individual" (in Weinstein

&Bobko, 1980:1,62).

The consensus from the few studies in this field suggest that "highly creative males

appear to be more feminine/sensitive than other males while highly creative females

appear to be more masculine/independent than other females" (in Weinstein &

Bobko, 1980: 163). It is interesting that in this study, feminine/sensitive criteria

applied opposite masculine/independent rather then masculine/insensitive or

feminine/dependent. Torrance (1962:111) had earlier observed that "creativity, by its

very nature, requires both sensitivity and independence".

Clark proposed that creative intelligence, including its affective aspects, is a higher

order set of abilities than the more observable characteristics embodied in notions of

cognitive intelligence. Clark (1997:64) presents her model, in figure 2.11,.1, below, of

creativity as "the highest expression of giftedness". This model shows the integration

of the four areas of thinking (being rational or reasoning), feeling, intuition and

sensing as necessary for creative intelligence to develop:
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Figure 2.4: Clark's Creatiaity Circle

It is pertinent to this section to note that three quarters of her construct of creativity is

devoted to intuition, sensing and feeling, further stressing an essentially affective view

of creativity.

2.11. Creativity and identified links with intelligence

"Because it denotes røre ønd aaluedhumøn øccomplishment, creøtiuity shouldbe

considered interchangeable utith giftedness"

(Tnnnenbnum, 1983).

The previous section of this chapter highlighted the differing notions of intelligence in

general as a relatively fixed, general capacity as opposed to a dynamic, multiple set of

talents. In a similar way, the research on creativity has also presented a bi-focal view,

with researchers on the one hand claiming it is a general capacity "that influences an

individual's performance across many domains ... and on the other hand ... a widely

diverse collection of skills and knowledge, each contributing to creative performance

in only a single domain" (Bamberger,1990 in Baer, 1993:1).

Eysenck (1995: 222) l;ras argued that "creativity is not identical with 9," which is in

keeping with the earlier research of Weinstein & Bobko (1980), Wallach & Kogan
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(1965), and Getzels and Jackson (1963) who all claimed that creativity is independent

of standard notions of intelligence as measured by IQ tests.

In general an asymptotic relationship between measured intelligence and measured

creativity is supported by the research. In essence this means that intelligence and

creativity correlate with each other, up until a point, usually IQ 120, beyond which

there is no observable relationship. As Phillipson (2002:98) has indicated, "a threshold

effect appeared where the low correlation between creativity and intelligence seemed

to disappear entirely when the IQ score reached120".

The early researchers of creativity, Getzels and fackson (1962) and Torrance (1962,

1972), found creative skills to be different from intelligence and that on the basis of IQ

and creativity tests, "these researchers claimed that above a certain minimum level of

intelligence, being more intelligent does not guarantee a corresponding increase in

creativitSz" (McCabe, 1991,: 1,1).

Other researchers (in Kurtzman,l967: L62) argued a direct linkbetween creativity and

intelligence, maintaining that the degree of advanced intelligence is not a deciding

factor:

The more intelligent a person, the morc creatiae he is likely to be. This holds true eoen r,phen

dealing with ø select sømple of indiaiduals who are in the top L5 per"cent of the population in

terms of intelligence.

If creativity is a general ability then training in the techniques of creative thinking is

surely justified. However Baer, (7994) provides convincing arguments to challenge the

existence of any general creative-thinking skill, claiming that creativity is entirely

'task-specific', and that "creative performance on one task is not predictive of creative

performance on other tasks, including those that might be considered to fall into the

same domain such as writing poetry and writing short stories" (Baer, 1994:81).

When testing for intelligence, creativity measures are rarely utilised.

The role of creativity in determining general intelligence has traditionally been of

secondary consideration to the observable and quantifiable primary cognitive traits

which are more easily identified in psychometric intelligence testing. In genera| the

earlier studies concluded that intelligence rather than creativity contributed to

successful academic achievement. High scores on intelligence tests were claimed to be

surer predictors of school success than high scores on creativity tests (Edwards &

Tyler, 1965lrlMcCabe, 1991). Countering these findings, Torrance's research (L989)

concluded that high scores on his tests of creativity were a surer indicator of academic

achievement than high scores on an IQ test.
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Even at the highest levels of intellectual functioning creativity has not necessarily

been identified as necessary to the configuration as Gallagher & Courtright observed,

"One of the strangest results of the current educational definition of 'giftedness' is the

separation of the concept of creativity from intellectual superiorLty" (in Sternberg &

Davidsorç 1986: 103). Although most researchers agree that the 'lack of fit' between

creativity and intelligence lies in the instruments used to measure them, others believe

that "giftedness and creativity are different capacities" (Winner, t997 :18).

Any attempt to measure creativity has depended on percolating its myriad definitions

and characteristics down to an essence or core ability.

fust as g has feafured in research on intelligence, so too a'monolithic' view of

creativity has been favoured by researchers who wish to be able to construct a neat,

general theory in order to explain creative thought processes, predict creative

behaviour and "demonstrate an underlying unity among diverse creative activities

and productions" (Baer, 1993:1).

Phillipson (2000: 5L) also argues that if any neat, general theories or definitions of

creativity are to be posited then a separate view of intelligence and creativity is likely

to be the most useful:

lf thø'e is no consensus øs to the nature of intelligence, hr¡w cøn there be any agreement øs to

the nature of creatiaity especially if creathtity is an øspect of intelligence? It would seem

fruitful to consider creatiaity as separøte to intelligence and to generate sepørate testable

hypotheses until the precise nøture of eøch cønbe established

(Phillipson, 20 00 : 5 L ).

Even at this early stage it is clear that the studies which explore the relationship

between intelligence, creativity, and academic performance have produced conflicting

results.

The earlier section presented research on knowledge of the brain and specifically the

roles of the two hemispheres in mediating intellectual functioning. McKim (1980: 25)

has argued that creativity and intelligence could not possibly be separate constructs,

as the highest form of creative thinking is "ambidextrous thinking" which engages

whole brain activity. He cites the work of Abraham Maslow who identified'primary'

and'secondary' creativity as essential to this debate:

primary creatiaity emanates f'om the unconsciousftess; it is the result of the øbility to

fantasise, let loose, be crazy, qiaately . ..

secondary creøtiaity stands on the shoulders of those who høae gone before; is logicøl ønd

orderly but lost intimøte contact with senses, t'eelings, and inner føntasy life.
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Incorporating Newton's famous hne " lf I haae seen t'urther than others it is because I hnue

stood on the shoulders of giants" , Maslow argues that the superior intelligence is the

primary, creative one and its link with the ability to 'see furthey' is relevant to this

thesis, and is discussed in more detail in the following chapter. McKim (1980: 25)

views arguments of left brain versus right brain determinants of thinking as trite,

because, "the most creative thinkers are those who have achieved psychological

integration."

Educational practice which separates out notions of creativity from general

intelligence, or which'packages' left-brain (logical) and right-brain (fantasy) as the

academic and creative aspects of learning respectively, may overlook the needs of the

most creative learners.
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Section C: Giftedness

" Equal opportunity for the gifted ønd talcnted is nothing less than a mqtter of human rights. It

is nothingless thøn the right ot' people who,by genetic chance, haae skills and gifts to malce the

most oJ their yecious life ... Llnless we are lifud in our spirit, ønd in our opportunity, then we

øre stunted as people . . . Nof only is that bad for us, it is bad t'or our fellun citizens"

(Kirby,L99L in Eyre €t Geake,2002:1-5).

2.12. Giftedness

This thesis has referred to gifted individuals yet not indicated what constitutes

giftedness nor how it might be linked to creativity and visual intelligence. The issue of

'rights' referred to by ]ustice Michael Kirby in the opening quotation for this sectiorL

was raised in Chapter 1, with the recommendation from the National Senate Enquiry

(2001) that gifted students be included the category of 'special needs'. Similarly,

Kirby's explanation of giftedness as'genetic chance' is at the heart of much debate

about the origins and development of giftedness.

It is proposed that if educators, researchers and the wider community understood the

nafure of giftedness, its incidence within the general population and the best means of

enhancing it, then the benefits would flow to individuals of all abilities. Kirby's

warning that we are 'stunted as people' if we do not nurture and foster even the most

extreme intellectual abilities, is a harsh yet accurate observation.

Nurturing the special abilities of gifted children should be a goal of all societies which

value excellence.

Kenneth ClarKs credo inCiailisation (1969:346) is a timely reminder in a world of

disharmony, that if wisdom is bred of civilised societies then it needs to be nurtured:

, . . I belieae that order is better than chnos, creation better than destruction. I prefer gentleness

to uiolence, forgiaeness to aendetta. On the whole I think that knowledge is preføable to

ignorance, ønd I am sure thøt humsn sympathy is more aølusble than ideology. Aboae all, I
belieue in the God-giaen genius of certøin indiaiduøls, and I aalue ø society that mølces their

existence possible.

\,l/hether belief in a divinely bestowed genius or the more biologically-based genetic

chance is at the heart of such belief, the fact of a 'given' underpins traditional notions

of very advanced intelligence or giftedness.

The term giftedness implies that a state of being has been given and that the recipient

has not had to work hard to receive it nor to bring it to fruition. If a purely genetic

view of giftedness is proposed then the analogy with ø present or a gift is reasonable as

genes are passed on, not earned.
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This thesis has provided a review of the literature on intelligence in general and

creativity specifically. How have these studies instructed our understanding of

gíftedness? There is currently not one accepted definition of either intelligence or

creativity and it should come as no surprise that there is not one definition of

giftedness. Indeed, the diversity of definitions of giftedness attest to the fact that

giftedness is still a very new field of specialised study within Education in general.

The singular and multiple theories of intelligence have already been outlined. At the

level of giftedness and where t}lre degree andkind of giftedness are significant to

successful outcomes, these theories present as even more complex, as Monks, Heller &

Passow (2000: 84L) queried:

Can ø single theoty expløin the rare Einsteins, Shakespeøres, Nijinsleys and similør tøIented

indiaidwls as well øs the child whose 'giftedness' appeørs to be achieaing unusually well

academically as measured by støndardised øchisaement tests?

Plato believed that giftedness was bestowed by The Muse when he claimed: "The great

poets, have their genius by inspiratiorz, thus they utter all their admirable poems ..."

(in McCann et al, L998).

The belief that genius is inspired and outside the conscious control of the individual is

evident in the stereotype of the genius as'other-worldly' and has no doubt fed the

common adage that there is a fine line betzueen genius ønd insønity.

Galton's (1898) hereditary studies concluded that giftedness is essentially a matter of

genetic endowment. The contemporaneous research of his equally gifted cousir¡

Charles Darwin no doubt helped to sustain this theory. Genes replaced the Muse in

this era of research into giftedness.

Terman's major research in the 1920's on the largest population of identified gifted

subjects ever studied, added the dimension of meøsuremenf, in the form of a number, to

the identification of giftedness. Terman dispelled many of the cruel myths regarding

Stft.d students as bespectacled, unsociable and physically weakindividuals who

would rather read a book than play sport. Terman's subjects, who became known as

the'Termites', presented, in comparison with the population on the whole, as fitter,

more socially confident, and they scored more highly on measures of moral reasoning.

The later studies showed they had lower incidence of maladaptive behaviours such as

crime and lower frequenry of divorce rates and suicide. It needs to be remembered

however that because Terman used the Stanford-Binet IQ test to initially select the

subjects, groups such as white middle/upper class individuals were over-represented

in his sample. This was a selected groupr as Gallagher (2003: 13), nearly eighty years

later, has stressed when he makes an analogy with his own'Talent Search Program':
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we wiII not røndomly pick t'rom the gifted populøtion; rather, ute will pick the aery best and

most effectizte of those students. This would tend to make these particular git'ted populøtions

Iook slightly better adjusted than any unselected gifted populøtion'

Termanls study plovided an inestimable contribution to the field of gtft"d education

but its one major drawback was tha! because it relied on IQ for selection, the research

throughout the 20th Century tended to trap researchers into the belief that giftedness

is high IQ. The ease of the score, the miraculous number, was seductive for researchers

who were seeking to encapsulate the complex nafure of human intelligence into an

easily defined category. Yet as Pürto (1999:28) has cautioned, we need to look hard if
precious material is to be found, and gifted children:

. . . cøn be t'ound in all socio-economic ønd ethnic groups by those who look hard enough.

Standardized testing is ø good taay to find thembut not the only way, especiøIly for

disødaantaged groups where obseruation, portJolio assessment, and other methods shouldbe

utilized.

The allure of the IQ score has been supplemented by theories of Gardner (1983,1997)

with a multiple construct of intelligence, Stemberg (1985, 2000) with a social/cultural

construct, and Guilford and Torrance with their creative constructs. This research has

expanded the view of intelligence and giftedness but not weakened it. Many early

views still prevail as Braggett (1997: L6) observed:

While it may not be openly støted, there is usuølly .. . an . . . assumption thnt gifted students

were born gifted and thøt their giftedness is bestowed on them by the diaine, by one or both of

their parents or by chance.

The mediating role of the environment in determining giftedness is criticised by those

who believe solely in the genetic inheritability of basic g as Miller (1998:5L) reflects,

It has anenbeen suggested in a post-modernist aein thøt giftedness is a socinl construction! In

todny's society whø'e elitism is frowned upon, dcxanplaying giftedness is pa'høps

understandnble.

The more socially constructed views of intelligence claim that giftedness is not fixed,

but developmental and directly affected by environmental influences.

This is in accordance with Braggett's (1997:16) definition that giftedness is a

"developmental concept ... teachers and administrators may positively or negatively

i¡fluence the expression of a student's giftedness over time."

Monks et al (2000: 851) have further confirmed that the role of the environment is

critical in developing or hindering the innate coding for potentials which a gifted child

might be born witþ arguing that "classroom curriculum and instruction can be boring
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and unchallenging or the classroom climate and school environment can influence

student behaviour and learning positively or negatively".

2.13. Defining giftedness

"Behind the wall ot' my bøckyard you can see tztto ttees: one is a date tree,

the other is nlso a date tree."

(Lu Hsun, L93L:5)

From a plethora of vastly differing definitions of giftedness, Gina Ginsburg s is a

simple yet insightful one. Ginsburg (in Education Deparhnent of Victoria,1987: 4)

states that "Gifted children do things a little earlier, a little faster, a little better and a

little differently."

Most parents and teachers have some strategies to manage the children who are earlier,

faster andbetter thantheir chronological peers, if only to accelerate the content of their

work. Flowever the child who is 'dit'ferent'poses quite another challenge. It is the

authoy's view that this 'difference' is predominantly the outcome of enhanced levels of

creative intelligence as well as differences in social and emotional acuity which attend

advanced intelligence. Monks et al(2000: 851) have commented on this difference

when they observed that "by virtue of their being'different', the gifted often

encounter socio-emotional problems which can become serious".

The South Australian Policy Statement launched i-r:.1996, defines gifted students as

follows:

A 'gifted' child or student will possess, to an outstanding degree, demonstrated øbility or

potential in one or more ot' the follotning areas:

. generøl intelligence

. specific academic areas

. aisual and performing ørts

' psychomotor ability
. Ieødership

. creøtiae thinking

. interpersonal and intrøpersonal skills.

Appropriøte intentention by the fømily, community, schools and Children's Seraices can help ø

gifted child or student to reøch t'ull potential.

(DECS,1996)

This definition has its basis in the multiple nature of intelligence, while still retaining

the basic g and acknowledging the role of the environment.
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Renzulli (L978) defined very high intellectual functioning as consisting of an

interaction, which he presented as a Venn diagram, between three clusters of human

traits: above average general ability or g, creativity, and motivation or task

commitment. The links between these three traits will be referred to at the conclusion

of this chapter when the author proposes that, it is the degree of overlap or interaction

between intelligence, creativity and social/emotional constructs which define

giftedness. These three characteristics supported the model of enrichment and

extension in the design of the TurningWorldProgfam in this study, outlined in

Chapter 4.

The notions of high g and creativity underpin the main characteristics of academically

talented children as outlined by Pürto (1999). Such students:

. learn at a faster rate

. tlúnk abstractly about content that is challenging

. think productively, critically, creatively, and analytically

. have the ability to increase constantly and rapidly their store of knowledge, of both

facts and processes.

Traditional markers of giftedness, particularly when lQ-driven, tend to be limited to

abilities identified by white, middle to upper class cultures. It is also interesting to

note that such traditional markers are also dominated by notions of childhood and most

definitions of giftedness tend to have children in mind. Yet'lifelong conceptions of

what it is to be gifted have instructed other observations such as, "Giftedness in

children is linked to potential, in adults to achievement ..." (Noble, Subotnik &

Arnold, 1999 inMcCann, 2000b). This is an interesting notion as Gagné has provided

the view of giftedness as domains of inherited abiliües which are massively influenced

by both internal and extemal factors. The ensuing talents that a successfully

functioning gifted individual may evidence are proof of giftedness but if those

domains of ability are not developed then an individual's giftedness may never be

evidenced as talent. Figure 2.15.'1. below details Gagné's Differentiated Model of

Giftedness and Talent:
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CAfALYSTS

GIFTEDNESS = top 10 "/"

TALENT = top tO o/"

Gagné does differentiate between the notions of 'giftedness' and 'talent'with the

followírg definitions:

Giftedness designates the possession and use of untrained and spontaneously expressed natural

abilities (cøIled aptitttdes or gifts), in at least one øbility domain, to ø degree that pløces øn

indiaidual at leøst arnong the top 10 percent of age peers.

TøIent designates the superior mastery of systematicnlly deaeloped øbilities (or skills) and

knozuledge in øt least one field of humøn actiaity to ø degree thnt places øn indiaidrLøl qt leost

among the top 10 percent of age peers roho are or høue been actiae in that field or fields
(Gøgné in Colangelo I Daais,2003: 60)

Definitions and models of giftedness which differentiate between abilities and

achievements such as Gagné's, have been criticised by researchers such as Grant and

Piechowski (1999: B) who claim that such researchers are:

Trapped by the metaphor of 'gifts', they belieae that the most inrportant aspect of being gifted is

the ability to turn gifts into recognisable nnd uah'Led accomplishments.

Gagné's model was criticised by Stemberg (2000:237), who argues that:

all abilities represent forms of deaeloping expertise that øre the result of interactions betzoeen

genes and enaironments. From this løtter point of uiew, it is dffiuLlt and tLsuølly inryossible to

s ep ar at e p ur ely g en etic fr om enair onm entøl co ntr ibutio ns .

Rather than follow the 'gifts verslrs talents' approach to defining giftedness, Sternberg

has moved beyond Gardner's theory of types of intelligence, to patterns of ir-rtelligence,

based on his Triarchic Theory model. Sternberg's 'patterns of giftedness' assumes that

FigtLre 2 5: Gøgné's (2003) Differentiated Model of Giftedness nnd Talent
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an individual is not purely in one category or another but that there are variations on

patterns of abilities which go beyond MI's eight or nine types. According to Sternberg

(2000: 232) $ftedindividuals whose contributions have been historically enduring

have demonstrated three common attributes:

Analytical; the abilifu to anølyse and eaøIuate one's own ideas and those ot' others

Creative: the ability to generøte one or more major ideøs thøt øre nouel and ot' high qwlity

Practical: the abilifu to conaince people of the ualue of ideas ønd to render the ideøs, yøcticøL

It is interesting to reflect upon the findings outlined in Chapter L of the socio-cultural

links with students who do well on the analytical and those who do well on the

creative and practical measures of intelligence.

Sternberg has argued that the differing combinations of these three basic skills lead to

the pøtterns of giftedness, which may take nine forms of the:

AnøIyst

Creøtor

Practitioner

Analytic Creator

AnøIytic Practitioner

Creatiae practitioner

Consummøte Baløncer

The Consummøte Balancer is described as having "the good fortune to have developed

extremely far in analytical, creative and practical abilities ... and hence is in the best

position to make a gifted contribution" (Sternberg,2000:233).

With the current diversity of definitions of Giftedness, from g-driven to multiple

talents within a cultural milieu; from fixed at birth or in childhood to developing

possibly into old age; perhaps a new definition and a new word should be found. Any

new term would need to reflect the complexity of giftedness, as Monks et al(2000: 843)

state:

At the beginning of the 21st Century, it would øWeør that et'forts to deuelop better theories and

conceptions of giftedness and talent in order to imyoae progrøm ønd practice wiII continue

but the focus will no longer be on deuising a single, comyehensiae conception or construct of

giftedness.

In addition, defining gft"d individuals according to their accomplishments still needs

to be addressed in the definitions/ as Piirto (1999:28) so rightly points out:

These children høue no greøter obligøtion than any other children to be future leaders or world-

class geniuses. They should just be ghten a chqnce to be themselaes ... ønd to hsae an education

that appreciates qnd seraes these behaaiours.
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A chance 'to be themselves' is often difficult for gifted children and this diffictrlty is

compounded when their abilities do not mesh with those defined as 'gifted'by the

dominant culture.

2.14. Cultural conceptions of giftedness

Giftedness does not just exist within an individual, it exists within a cultural miïeu.

Although this thesis argues that universals do exist, there are obvious differences in

the determinants of giftedness and the consequent markers for identification across

different cultures.

Baldwin and Vialle (7999: xxi), whilst agreeing that giftedness is a'hard-to-define'

quality, stress the role of the environment in nurturing and developing (or conversely

hindering) such potential. Their work has focussed on specific sub-groups in society

such as those with disabilities or from impoverished cultural minority groupings.

They believe that giftedness is the ability to:

... pt'ocess information, acquire skills, and produce products tpithin specit'ic domains øt ø much

higher leoel than those of the aaerage populøtion. We also belieue that these abilities cøn øIso be

t'ound in all ethnic ønd racial groups and thøt enaironment, socinl mores, ønd physical and

emotional chøllenges, as usell as politicøI restrictions, can influence the display of this øbility.

This cultural view of giftedness is in keeping with Braggett's and Gagne's

'developmental'one which argues that the environment may or may not facilitate

gift"d development. The Australian view of 'mateship', with its documented love of

'lopping the tall poppies' (McCann, 1998), has no doubt contributed to the relatively

sparse number of Australian studies in this field.

Australian research into giftedness within both urban and traditional Aboriginal

communities has expanded the view of giftedness well beyond the fixed concept of g.

Gibson's research outlines eleven markers of giftedness which her findings suggest are

relevant to urban Aboriginal children:

Communication: highly expressiae ønd effectiae use of zaords, numbers, symbols

Humour: conaeys ønd picks up on humour

lmøgination/ creatioity : yoduces møny ideas; highly originøI

lnquiry : questions, expa'iments, explores

lnsight: quickly grøsps neut insights ønd makes connections; senses deeper meanings

Intø'ests: lntense (sometimes unusuøl) interests

Memory: Iarge storehouse ot' information on school or nonschool topics

Motiaøtion: eoidence ot' desire to leørn
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Problem-solaing øbility: effectiae, often inaentiue, strategics t'or recognising ønd solaing

yoblems

Reøsoning: Iogical øpproaches to figuring out solutions

IntrøpersonøIilnterpersonal øbility: øn unusually heightened understønding of self and others

(Gibson, L995 inBalfupin €¡ VinIIe,1999:59).

The research of Day (1992) and Haslett (1992) (in McCann & Bailey, L994) reported

similar findings in Australia and it is interesting to note how common such

characteristics of giftedness are, as reported within cultural minority grouPs/ not just

in the Australasian region but also within American cultural minority groupings.

Studies in the USA on the ctiltural profiles of gifted children in Hawaüan, Afücan

AmericarL Hispanic and native American populations identify similar characteristics

(Gibson, 1992 inVialle & Geake, 2002).

The New ZealandMaori compilation of 'gifted characteristics' includes such markers

as service to Maoridom, spirituality and ability to cook. The inclusion of 'pakeha

knowledge' or knowledge of 'white' skills, which are likely to feature on standardised

IQ tests, is rated very low on the scale of gift"d Maori characteristics. As Bevan-Brown

(1996:96) points out:

One of the most noticeable differences between the New ZeøIand Department of Education's

definition of special øbilities and the Maori concept ... is the greøt importance the latter places

on 'intangible' qualities, møinly in the øuectiae, interperconal ønd intrøpersonøl domain*

The greatest number of studies on cultural notions of giftedness have been done

specifically with African Americans. The following characteristics outlined by Boykin

(1994:rr:. Colangelo & Davis, 2003: 508) built upon the work of Torrance who identified

'creative positives' in this cultural minority grouping. The characteristics of giftedness

in African American culfures is summarised as:

Spirituality

Harmony

Mooement

Vet'oe

Aft'ect

Communicøtion

Oral trødition

E xy essia e in diaidunlism

S o cial time per spect ia e.

Many of the children who were the subjects for the American, New Zealand, and

Australian research would not have performed well on standard psychometric tests of
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intelligence such as the \MSC or the Stanford-Binet with their narrow interpretation of

what high intelligence entails. Researchers have used such findings to propagate the

'cultural deficit' theory of giftedness, arguing that there is some inherent deficiency in

the culture rather than a difference between the abilities measured on the test and

those valued by or developed in the minodty culture.

In terms of the Australian Aboriginal population, the practice of subordinating the

individual's personal achievement goals to group harmony is standard.

For many Aborigines the curricula offered by the education system are irrelevant and

have been cited as the reason for the high drop-out rate (Partingtorç 1996tn

Frencþ 1997).

The deficit view argues that the concept of Aboriginal learning styles is inherently a

weakness in the culture itself in that:

AboriginøI students øre always behind the eight-ball in educational situations, always høaing

to møke up for some inherent deficiency, thnt there is some lack in the way they think.

(McCann, H., 1-995 : 45).

Callahan & Mclntry $994inBaldwin & Vialle, 1999:55) urged educators to consider

giftedness in cultural minority groupings in terms of "a modelof potential rather than

deficiency" . Braggett (1985 in Baldwin & Vialle, 1999:55) described an environment

which is conducive to the expression of gifts and talents as one that "is tolerant of

difference, accepting of diversity ... free from value judgements about the worth of

different cultures ... and promotes self-esteem and pride in excellence regardless of

the area of study".

2.15. Social and emotional constructs of giftedness

" lu)asbornwitha g-tft ... andit is øaay precious thing, it's økindof incredible

permission ønd my biograpLry is that I utøs born with this infliction ønd I hope to get

møture and protectiae and to tune and enlarge it and share it ønd that's the only

purpose of my existence"

(Brett Witely, 1990: AustrøIinn artist, diedby drug oaa'dose in 1995)

The'infliction' that lAtrhitely identifies and which the Australian arts community

daims contributed to his earþ deatþ is referred to at length in the research into

giftedness. The relative social and emotional stabilþ of Terman's subjects is not an

observation reported in studies which have now identified giftedness in a wider range

of abilities than those measurable by an IQ test.

Shakespeare's 'fine frenzy' has been researched in gifted education particularly where

links with visual art intelligence and gifted writers have been identified. Gallagher

(2003: L3) has synthesised the research to date by observing that "thete is some
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indication that youngsters who are extremely creative artistically have more

vulnerability to mental illness than their academically gift"d classmates".

The Polish researcher Dabrowski, working in the mid 1.930's, proposed the argument

that highly gift"d individuals are also highly sensitive in a range of areas. Dabrowski

identified the characteristic of 'overexcitabitity' (OE) which in the original Polish

translated as'superstimulatability', and which he claimed "is an intense visceral

reaction to experience that exPresses itself in five forms :

psychomotor; a surplus of energy, psychomotor expression of emotional tension

sensuøl: sensory pleasure, sensual expression of emotional tension, aesthetic pleasures

intellectual: probing questions, problem solving, curiosity, theoretical thinking

imøginøtional: fueeplay of the imagination, spontaneous imagery as an exPression of

emotional tension

emotional: intensity of feeling, somatic expressions, strong affective memory, fears and

anxieties, feelings of guilt, relationship feelings, feelings towards self."

(in Silaermøn, 1993 : 1'4).

It needs to be remembered that the characteristics of the'overexcitabilities' as they

have been identified in gifted individuals , may not be a negative or disabling aspect of

their intelligence. In the example of visually artistic individuals it seems that some

degree of OE may be a contributing factor to their craft:

Numerous indiaiduals in the fields of psychology and gifted educøtion høae studied the mental

health and deuelopmentøI potentinl of intellectually, creøtiaely, ønd ørtisticøIly git'ted

indiaiduals (Piechowski, 1997). Aware that highly creatiae indiaiduals tend to liae more

intensely, Døbroutski (1967, L972) aiswed this sensitiztity ønd emotionøI intensity as øn

integral part of their psychotogicøI deaelopment. In the intensified feeling, thinking, and

imagining of these persons, Dabrunski found great potential for unusuølly high leaels ot'

psychological g'owth ønd indiaiduøl deaelopment.

(Døniels,1998: L55).

The following chapter in this thesis explores visual intelligence and it is argued that

the very active nature of visual thinking is linked with high levels of sensitivities.

Clark (1997) has argued that the OEs are a natural Part of being gifted:

The characteristic most readily identit'inble in giÍted childrett, aøryingboth inkind ønd degree,

is sensitiuity. Whether the sensitiaity is to one ot' more particular areas ot' leørning, sensitiaity

to discwering or solaing ptoblems, or sensitiuity to the t'eelings of one's fellow man, it is so

much a charqcteristic of giftedness thøt it cøn almost be said that the two terms øre

synonymous

(Barbe in Clørk, 1.997 : 14L).
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However, as the literature on visual and literary artists also confirms, there can be a

'down side' to these high levels of sensitivities, as Gross (1998:169) has observed:

the gifted child is likely to become øu)øre, øt an eørly age, that she is dift'erent t'rom the children

aroundher. Contrøry to popular myth, huteuer, this awareness rarely leads to t'eelings ot'

conceit or superiority. Rather, gifted children are likely toblame themselaes t'or the discrepancy

between themseloes and their øge peers,

The 'blaming for this'difference' or asynchrony (Silverman, \993) can lead to low self-

concept which has been cited in the literature (DECS, L996; Delisle,1991) as the single

most evident characteristic which separates a gifted achieving student from a gtft.d

underachiever. Because giftedness creates asynchrony between the individual and

others who are not so gifted, it has been argued that'self-knowledge' or'self-

experience' is more difficult to attain for gifted individuals, as Greenspon (2000: 179)

indicates:

The self-experience of the git'ted person ... reþrs to the expericnced world of ø person who is

gifted. This is different from the self-experience of non-gifted people becøuse of what giftedness

entøils in terms ot' capøbilities and reactions from others. AII oJ the qualities thøt det'ine

giftedness, such as high intelligence, broødness ønd depth of thought, multi potentiality,

diaergent thinking, ønd profound emotional sensitiaity contribute to ø particular selt'

experience. Others møy reøct to the git'ted person's exqession of these qualities with pride,

acceptønce and support, or with jeølousy, meanness and rejection. Combinations of these ønd

other reløted qualities ønd social reøctions contribute to øaariety of gifted self experiences. For

exømple, the child who is ø talented møthematician will haae a strong sense of øgency, based on

her ability to do mnth well. If others øroundher prize ønd ffirm this, her self esteem ønd sense

of self cohesion will be high. If she is instend ridiculed or ignored, the opposite zoíIlbe true.

For gifted childrery the experience of school is not always positive. In particular for

highly gifted and creatively gifted students, whose interests and abilities may be

manifested in areas not supported by mainstream school progÍams, their talents may

be unrecognised and not catered for by the school. This can lead to a sense of isolation

and disengagement with the school system. As Olenchak(1999:297) obsewed:

These non-traditionally gifted youth ot'ten feel øs if they do not belong to any group, ønd the

school itself is often oiewedby such students øs t'oreign, cold, and aloof. Wheneaer indiaiduals,

gifted or not, feel separøted from the møinstream of society, they risk deaelopment ot' a wide

anay of social ønd emotional yoblems. Behøaioural issues, denial of talent, and euen deninl of

self ørebut ø few of the concø'ns ørising from students whose unusual talents go unnoticed

ønd unseraed.

Educational 'fit' is one of the factors Neihart (1999) identifies as having a strong

impact on gifted students' psychological well-being, along with their personal

characteristics and the nature (and degree) of their giftedness.
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]ackson (1998:48) identifies what he calls the 'Tripartite Needs System of the Gifted

Adolescent' which he summarised as the need:

'I.. for Knowledge: to know and comprehend the nature or meaning of phenomena as

opposed to simply inferring or believing

2.1or Communion: to be able to exchange thoughts and emotions or share something in

common involving strong emotional or spiritual exchange, and

3.1or Expression: to be able to transform into words or manifest an emotion or feeling

without words through music or art or some other nonverbal means.

It is relevant to note the links between knowledge, communion and expression and the

design of the TurningWorld program with its Types \,2 and 3 guidelines and activities

as outlined in Chapter 4.

This thesis argues that gifted students do have a'right' to an education which is

appropriate to their advanced intellectual abilities and that the methods of

differentiating their curricula need to be clearly articulated.

Pärto (1999:28) affirmed this right when she stated that:

,.. the ' gif ted' , t'or the pul?oses of the schools, are those indbiduals who by way ot' leørning

characteristics such as superior memory, obseraational powerq curiosity, creatiaity, ønd the

ability to leørn school-reløted subject matters rapidly and accurately with ø minimum of drill

and repetition, haue a right to an education that is dffirentiated according to these

charøcteristics.

The question arises as to the responsibility of the school to cater for students whose

giftedness and interests lie outside the realm of traditional and "school-related subject

matter". How can schools become more relevant for these sfudents? How can the

curriculum be extended to cater for their different needs and support and affirm their

diversity of talents?

The Columbus Group (1991, nJacksory 1998:21.6) acknowledged the need for a

differentiated curriculum to support the different needs of the Sift"d student, defining

giftedness as:

øsynchr"onous deoelopment in which adaanced cognitiae abilities andheightened intensity

combine to creøte inner experiences that øre qualitatiuely different ft'om the norm.
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These 'inner experiences', especially those of isolation or being different, if kept

trapped within, can place the gifted adolescent "at risk for a depressive experience"

$acksoru 1998:2LB).

Silverman (1993: L) expressed it succinctly when she stated that "gifted children not

only think differently, they feel differently". The confluence of cultural differences, a

sense of isolation and being different from the others, combined with higher

sensitivities and insights can mean that:

While the physicøl deaelopment of acadernically talented children is most often similør to those

of their age, their cognitiae ønd emotionøl deuelopment often t'ar outstrþ their age mates. As a

result, these stuilents often experience greøt stress that cøn lead to such phenomena øs

disabling pert'ectionism, underachieaement, øcting out behauiour, and depression" '

(Pürto, L999:468

It is significant to note that gifted visual and literary artists in particular have been

identified (Jamison, L985; Pürto,1992) as having a higher than normal incidence of

depression and introversion. The implications for education are massive if the

cognitive, creative and social/emotional abilities of gifted sfudents are to be nurtured.

2.16. Implications for gifted education

The abundance of resource materials based on Gardner's Multiple Intelligences

Theory $983;1997) is evidence that the field of grft"d education has embraced this

theory. Despite the fact that "broad theories of giftedness are still largely untested"

(Phillipson, 1999:11) specialised gft"d programs continue to proliferate, and "the

distinct lack of empirical support for any of the multifaceted models ... has not

diminished their substantial influence in directing pedagogy (Hong & Milgram, 1996

in Phillipso n, 2000: 12).

Planning curricula around seven or eight "ways of learning and teaching" has become

common practice in gifted education. Flowever, many of the MI resources have been a

superficial interpretation of the MI theory and not necessarily related to enriching,

extending or accelerating gifted students. Proponents of the biological basis of ability

have been critical of the success enjoyed by the educational behaviourists (many of

whom would prefer to call themselves cognitive scientists) claiming that training

behaviours is not necessarily enriching learning as Brand (1996:322) observed:

For the past gena'øtion, the English-speøking world has largely abandoned the recognition of

lasting ønd gena'alhumøn dffirences to which ødaptøtion mustbe madeby educators.

lnsteød, despite the decline of behnaiourist ideøs in øcødemic psychology, educøtion has been

grtppedby a philosophical insistence on treating aII children as similarly conditionøble.

Supposedly, all differences in øchieaement are superficial and ephemø'øl: they cøn easily be
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reducedby the employment of suitøbly enlightenedbehaaiourist educators. Yet ,.',' anen

Skinner has since argued ...we would double the et'ficiency of education with one change alone -

by letting eøch student moae at his or her Ø)n pøce.

Lefting each child move at'his or her own pace' is a simplistic view of the

innumerable theories and models of classroom practice which have been fed by the

various debates on the nature of giftedness. The practice of teachers altering, adjusting

or differentiating a curriculum (usually by enrichment, extension and acceleration) to

allow for different abilities has been tempered by poslnodernist views which

recommend student-centred education and'constructivist classrooms' (Perkins,1999)

where students have an active participation in their education.

Belief in the 'trainability' of intelligence is evident in the burgeoning programs in

Multiple Intelligences, the revised Bloom's Taxonomy, the Question Matrices,

Thinkers Hats, Thinkers Keys, CoRT programs and others (e.g. de Bono, 1970,1992;

Ryurr, 1990; PohL 2000). These programs generally have their focus on enriching and

extending grft"d students rather than accelerating them.

In addition the evidence from cognitive neuroscience has indicated that the make-up

of the gtfted brain is different from others and that:

the implication for education is clear - due to their different neural wiring, git'ted students haae

different leørning needs, and rcquire an øpproyiately adaønced cun'iculum, deliaered zpith øn

appr oyiately higher-or der pedngogy

(Geake,2000:1).

In particular in the field of mathematics, Geake and O'Boyle (2000) claim that "a

differential pedagogy for the mathematically talented, especially males, "is

"justifiable" (Geake & O'Boyle, 2000: 4). The contentious nature of these studies,

especially with tÌìeir gender-based implications suggest that the 21st Century is poised

to bring new views of intelligence, creativity and giftedness and possibly new

pedagogies. Rather than adhere to severy nine or any number of discrete intelligences,

this thesis argues that the multiplicity of human intellectual abilities percolates down

to three major categories which encapsulate the essence of both g and MI theories.

2.17. Cnttcal, Creative, and Caring: a view of intelligence for the future

At the International Conference on Thinking Skills in Boston in1994, Gardner

confirmed his (then) seven intelligences, and indicated that teachers should test for the

seven intelligences in a classroom setting and design their teaching programs

according to the MI guidelines. According to Gardner, students who are more spatial

or visual in their learning, should be allowed to leam in this mode; students who are

more kinesthetic in their abilities should not be forced to sit still and listen. Following
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Gardner's presentation, Matthew Lipman, the author of 'Harry Stotelmier'sDiscoaery'

þased on Aristotelian discourse) and other Philosophy for Children Programs, presented

his paper which countered Gardner's by claiming that'individualising instruction for

each child according to his or her specific intelligences was neither didactically

possible nor socially sustainable, as"today, the need for community outweighs the

need for individuality" (Lipman, 1994). Such a view could be equally countered by

].S. Mill's famous observation that "In the long run, the worth of the State is the worth

of the individual". However the two perspectives, in the author's opinion are not

exclusive of each other and both have instructed the view of giftedness which this

section proposes.

According to Lipman, too much emphasis in gifted education has been given to the

analytic and creative intelligences and not enough to what he called the 'caring

intelligences'. Social and emotional thinking is more important to good thinking than

any combination of the other two, according to Lipman, who also cited the research

outlined in the previous section on the links between advanced intelligence and

advanced levels of sensitivities and moral reasoning. Lipman claimed that if g,ft"d

students were to have an education differentiated according to their abilities then the

social/emotional intelligences must be included. Lipman outlined an'Inventory of

Caring Thinking:, suitable as a guideline for differentiated curriculum within gtft"d

education. This Inventory has been used as a guideline for the design of some aspects

of the Turning Worldprogram. It has also been incorporated into popular classroom

practice through Pohl's (2000a; 2000b) teacher resource publications.

In summary the Caring Thinking inventory (in PohI, 2000a) is comprised of:

. valuational thinking:

This involves training chjldren to value or appreciate.

. affective thinking:

This involve tions more
acutely, e.g. innocent is
being hurt. I

. active thinking:

This involves training children to act on their beliefs. Languages, gesture, all
are involved in active thinking. There is ambiguity in the terms "need caring
for" (affective thinking) and "caring about" (active thinking), and

. nonnative thinking:

This involves training children to appreciate the ideal, what could be
desired, and to link it to what is desired. It is the conjunction of the
normative with the actual: what is and what ideally shouldbe.
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Lipman claimed that gifted education had focussed on critical thinking and creative

thinking skills, yet had given little time to what he claimed was the most powerful of

intelligences, the caring thinking skills. Lipman indicated, however, that training in all

three are essential to gifted educatíon:

By ødding cøring thinking to critical and creatiae thinking we can teøch childrsn not just

morøI rules and culturnl empathy, but how to engøge inhigher-order ethical thinking

(Lþman,L994)

The author has identified the following three aspects of Lipman's work and translated

them into practical training programs (in McCann,2000a,2000b, 2002a,2002b;

McCann et al, L998) which theTurningWorld utilised:

Critical thinking: the need to train speed, recall,Iogic

Creative thinking: the need to train original, fluent and flexible thinking and

Caring thinking: the need to train moral reasoning and ethics.

In addition, the author has summarised these three categories as essential to defining

intelligence in general and giftedness specifically:

Gifted indiuiduals haae enhønced ability to be criticøI (anølyticø\, eaøIuatiae, t'ast), cteøtìae

(fluent, flexible, original, eløboratit¡e), and cartng þmpathetic ønd sympathetic) in thinking

skills. These øbilities aary in degree andkind within the git'ted populøtion'

The critical, creatiae, and caring abilities are uniuercal to humøn intelligence but different

cultures place different aalues on recognising ønd daxloping them. A genetic coding t'or these

abitities is inherited andpløys ø signit'icant role in their determination. The role of the

enaironment is critical to the fulfiIment of inherited potentials.

It is argued that IQ tests, when appropriately used, are useful for identifying the

critical abilities and creativity tests may help in identifying the creative abilities.

Flowever wider measures such as checklists or rating scales should supplement such

measures, particularly to help identify those gifted in the social/emotional, or caring

thinking abilities. An example of such a checklist is presented in Figure 2.6below:
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CRITICALT'HINKING

Learns quickly

Wide generølknowledge

Large uocabulnry, fluent lønguage, aaid reader/writer

V isuøl / holis t ic in pr obl em s ola in g

Adaønced in at leøst one subiect øreø

Adaønced analvsis of problems or situations

CREATIVETHINKING

Cøn generate mønv ideøs quicklv €¡ easilv

Keen sense of humour

Good at noael /originøI ideøs

Adaanced curiosity/ questioning

Likes inaenting, constructing: can aisualise outcomes

Willing to tøke risks/experiment

CÁRTÀTG T¿TINKTNG

Shouts concern/ sensitit¡itv to others

Exhibits personøl intensitv of feelings

Deep apyeciation of aesthetic/ artistic pursuits

Strong sense of justice

ls ø perfectionist

Shows leødership - good at orgønising

Figure 2.6: A Checklist of Critical, Creatiae and Cøring Thinking skills (McCønn, 2003)

At the conclusion of this chapter it is important to note that the exploration of

intelligence, creativity and giftedness is far from complete. This thesis proposes that

visual thinking plays a special role in the determination of intelligence yet one which

has not been researched at lengÉtu as Hoffrnan (1998: XL) observed:

We haae long known about IQ and rational intelligence. And, in part becøuse of recent

adoances in new'oscience and psychology, we hqaebegun to øpgeciøte the importance of

emotionøl intelligence. But ue are largely ignorønt thøt there is eoen such ø thing as aisual

intelligence...
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The real aoAøge of discoaery consists not in seeking nan løndscapes

but inhøaíng ncu) eyes

(Marcel Proust).

[The purpose of this chapter is to examine the nature of visual intelligence
and make the links between visual imagery, perception, depiction and the
design of differentiated curriculum. It outlines a gtammar of visual thinking
and provides examples in the fonns of analogue drawings and visual
language universalsl

3.0. Introduction

Richard Wagner once said of his brilliant operas that people should not worry if they

did not understand the libretto because "the music will make everything perfectly

clea{' (rn Zeki, 1999: 2\.It would seem that through the language of music Wagner

and other great composers are able to communicate feelings and ideas that most of us

would find difficult to express in words. In a similar way, visual artists who

communicate in non-objective or abstract art works rely on the interplay of form, light

and colour to express their beliefs or to convey their messages. The Figures of Sound

instrument which was designed for this sfudy, is based onthe form of visual art, as set

out by Kandinsky, who claimed that all visual form is essentially the interplay

between the use of a point and a line within a basic plane (or frame) to communicate."

While he conceded that colour was an important element in this communication,

Kandinsky maintained that form was superior and that it develops as a universal

'language' in the same way that Noam Chomsky postulated that spoken language

develops.

A definition of visual intelligence has been proposed in this thesis.

The purpose of this chapter is to clarify the nature of this intelligence and to provide

the rationale for the design of the Figures of Sound instrument which is presented in

Chapter 5. In addition, this chapter details the principles of visual intelligence and

higher-order interpretation of visual art and links with visual arts curricula which

directed the design of the visual enrichment program, theTurningWorld, which is

outlined in Chapter 4.

3.1. Vision as an active, infotmation-processing activity
"Vision is not merely ø møtter of passive perception, it is an intelligent process of øctioe

construction. Whøt you see is, inaørinbly, what your aisuøI intelligence constructs"

(Hoffmnn, 1- 9 9 I : X1.1. ).

In most instances throughout this chapter the word'visual' could be replaced with the

word'vision', the latter interpreted as providing the receptive or sensory uptake of
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information through the eyes. Yet vision itself is a very active process, engagir-rg far

more than just the vision centres of the brain. The fact that vision is, in terms of the

evolution and make-up of the brain, "the last of our sellses to evolve and the most

sophisticated" (Barry,1997 75) has been corroborated by much research. The cited

advances in PET ar-rd fMRI techniques have confirmed that visual intelligence is "an

intelligence so great that it occupies nearly half of the brain's cortex"

(Hoffman, 1998: X1). The total engagement of the brain ir visual uptake or stimulus is

out of proportion to that which is required for the other senses to furction.

Although specific areas of receptive and expressive language have been identified and

str-rdied in the brain, particularly in the left cerebral hemisphere, the equivalent

functions in visual intelligence seemingly engage the entire brain. The mecliating role

of the corpus callosum is critical in visual thinking. As the diagram reproduced below

in Figure 3.1 illustrates, for visual thinking to occur left retinal stimulus crosses

thror.rgh the corpus callosum to the right palietal ancl occipital lobes to the visual

cortex, arrd the right retinal stimulus crosses over to the left side. Visual uptake

literally engages the brain from back to front ancl left to right:

lrìs

nucleus

ch asma Primary visual
cortex (Vl)

nerve

FigtLre 3.1: VistLal Futtctions of the Brain (Greenfield,2000: 68)

As Penrose (7989: 37 4) l:ras explainecl:

In the case of the oinnl cortex, it is not thøt the right side is qssociated zoith the left side,bú

with the left-hand field of vision of both eyes. Sinilarly the left aistnl cortex is øssocinted

ruith the right-hønd field of uision of both eyes ... a zuell-defined nrap of the left-hand uivnl

Visual lntelligence and a Visual [nrichment Program s inflqglqqq tg^ures of IQ and Creativily þ!01qf 359
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fietd is formed on the right oisual cortex anil ønother map of the right-hand aisual t'ield on the

Ieft aisual cortex.

It seems fitting that the massive activity that initial retinal stimulus engenders in the

brain is matched by the active, information-processing outcome which is visual

thinking. Some of the visual processing takes place in the retina itself, "and indeed the

retina is actually considered to be part of the brain" (Penrose, 1989:387).

This initial visual stimulus, or the retinal image, which Hoffrnan called "the image at

the eye", has "countless possible interpretations" and combined with the massive

engagement of the brain's cortex, results in an active kind and degree of visual thinking

whereby "we create what we see" (Hoffrnan,1998:13).

This active, complex process is what makes vision different from the other senses and

as this chapter argues, more closely linked to higher-order creative thinking. Without

the role of 'envisioning solutions to problems or new inventions (including those in

words), the ahø! does not take place.

The sensory uptake of information by the eyes has been compared to the workings of a

camera. Yet knowledge about the eye and vision is now precise enough to confirm

that analogy with a camera is misleading. A camera, according to the way it is

programmed, will faithfully record what it'sees'. Human beings, however, do not see

as a camera does, as Myers (1989:223) states:

The eye is not øn objectizte, impørtial mechønism thøt obseraes or records images like a

suraeillønce cømera ... the eye does not record discrete imøges at øII. h simply responds to the

stimulus prouidedby waaes of light wíth nertte impulses ... which it transmits ølong an optic

nente often to different pørts of the brain. These trønsitory bits of sensory data øre sorted,

restructured, and then modifiedby memories of past experiences.

In other words, simply to 'see' something involves a slice of past experiences,

engaging short and long term memory and the active recall of relevant data to this

experience. Although a basic visual acuity is required for the initial uptake of the

stimulus, it needs to be stressed that:

t¡ision is .. . an information-processing task . . . we cannot think of it just øs a yocess. For if we

are cøpable of knowing whøt is ushere in the world, our brains must somehow be cøpable of

reyesenting this int'ormøtion - in all its yofusion of colour ønd form, beøuty, motion, ønd

detail (Mary,1.982:3).

Úrterpretation of the research in this field suggests that rather than being just an

'informationprocessing tasK vision is an'information seeking'process and the role of

the eye is certainly not a passive, receptive one. Terms such as ' in the mind's eye'

should serve to remind us that:
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the world of imøges does not simply imprint itself upon a faithful, sensitiae organ. Røther, in

Iooking at nn object, we reach out for it. With an inuisible finger, we moae through the spøce

øround us, go out to the distønt plnces where things øre found, touch them, catch them, scøn

their surføces, trøce their borders, explore their texture. Perceiaing shnpes is an eminently

acthse occupøtion

(Arnheim, 1974: 43)

There have been many models proposed to explain the information-processing which

takes place in visual processing. The model by Haber and Hershenson (L973: L60)

reproduced below in Figure 3.2,provides a visual explanation of the visual processing

paradigm:

Figure 3.2: TheVisualprocessing pørødigm (Høber t Hershenson,1973: 160)

From this model it is evident that the visual image, unlike the auditory one/ can

directly access long term memory and is interactive with both long and short term

memory in a way that auditory sensory uptake is not. It is relevant to note here that

artistically gifted children have been found to have "superior visual memories"

(Rosenblatt & Winner L988 in Colangelo & Davis,2003: 336).

Because both long term and short term memory/ incorporating a significant

knowledge base, are involved in making sense of the world visually, the process is an

active, information-processing one. It should come as no surprise that this process

should engage such a large section of the brain:

Neither the perceiaer's uisuøl experience nor his ouert responses nre immediate results of

stimuløtion. They nre consequences of processes, or a sequence of processes, each of which tøkes

ø finite ømount of time

LonB-tcrm
rnenlory

Visu¡l
rmãgc

ßric f
visrr¡l

storaBc
( iconic )

Rc tinrl
ProJcclron

Short-tcrnr
nrcmory

Rcspónse
ofg¡nlzer

Au ditory
rnrrgcstofrgc

(cchoic)

BricI
auditory Otrtput

resPonsc
Audirory

s¡i¡nularion

(Høber û Hershenson,1973: L58).
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Tlre Turning World program invested much time in training the students to see

artworks rather than just look at them. As so much memory and past knowledge are

involved in the uptake of visual perception and visual imaging, it could be argued that

no two people see the same object in exactly the same way, despite the fact that they

both might be looking alit, at the same time, and under the same conditions.

Examples of this phenomenon have been found in famous experiments such as

Wittgenstein's'rabbit-duck' drawing (McKim, 1980; Hoffman, 1998) which is seen

either as a duck going in one direction or a rabbit going in the opposite direction.

Other examples provide an image of either an old woman or a young woman and

Rubin's famous vase-face, figure-ground illusion, which is seen either as a white vase

against a black background or as two silhouetted faces looking at each other (see

Figure 3.3 as an example).

Figure 3.3: The aøse-føce imøge (McKim, 1980: 65)

Images like these can be disturbing to human beings who perceive an ambiguity of

meaning in a single, visual form. It is a normal human condition to look for wholeness

and meaning in visual form.

The ambiguity in examples such as the one in Figure 3.3 occurs, "despite the fact that

the same pattern of contours, Iines, and angles strikes the eye under both

interpretations ... although the stimulus itself does not change, the interpretation

given that pattern does" (Clark, Carpenter & Just in Chase, 1973:313).In the case of

the vase-face pattern, it is almost impossible to perceive both shapes actively at the

same time. Visual perception is so strong in its quest for wholeness and meaning that

it actively dictates one shape or the other only: "pattern-seeking nature, in its quest for

meaning, craves unity in a single figure-ground relationship" (McKim, 1980: 65).

Clearly, the active role of prior knowledge and memory dominate the image we are

likely to see.
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F{offman's experiments on this phenomenon have shown that by varying the

face/goblet illusion, different responses can be observed. For example in Figure 3.4

below, his research showed that subjects are three times more likely to see the face on

the right and the goblet on the left:

Figure 3.4: The aase-face imøge (Hofftnnn, 1998: 99))

This is an example of what Hoffman calls" the fundamental problem of vision", which

he sets apart from sensory uptake in other areas claiming that the brain 'intervenes

more' with vision and "the image at the eye has countless possible interpretations"

(1998: 13). Hoffman viewed this 'problem' in a positive sense/ proposing that it
allowed for visual intelligence to have almost unlimited development and training

potential. This thesis argues that the problem of vision helps to explain the links

between visual thinking and higher-order, creative problem-solving.

The 'intervention' of the brain is so powerful that, as the example in Figure 3.5

illustrates, that the 'evidence' of our eyes is called into question. Each image of the

men on the station is exactly the same size yet the vast majority of viewers will argue

that the man on the left is much smaller than the others and particularly the man on

the far right:

Figure 3.5: The men on theplatþrm (Edraards,1986: L79)
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Try as we might, it is almost impossible to override the brain with the evidence of our

eyes, to convince ourselves that each man is, in reality, the same size. Most viewers

will only accept this after physically measuring the figures.

The schemas, developed from memory and experience of the world are so powerful in

visual thinking that they are hard to escape. As Bouma has lightheartedly put it,

human beings in this positiae respect "suffer from a hardening of the categories"

(Bouma in Edwards, L986: 181),

As knowledge and memory are largely responsible for the determination of what we

see, the need to make sense of our visual environment is paramount. We actively look

for meaning in everything we see. The image depicted in Figure 3.6 below is

disturbing because the viewer is not able to locate visually the source or the origin of

the central trouser leg, nor intellectually deal with (i.e. in knowledge or memory) the

concept of three-legged trousers: the quest for sense-making and wholeness is so

strong.

Figure 3.6: Three-legged trouser image (McKm,1980)

Images such as this one are a further indication of the active nature of our visual

intelligence, as Khatena (1992:335) has noted:

An indiaiduøl perceiaes the external world throughhis or her senses ønd records messøges

about the world in the brøin as imøges thnt are later retrieoed from storøge in the absence of the

originøl stimulus eoent. These imøges cønbe photographic, without the mediøtion of emotiae-

motiaøtionnl processes unique to eøch indiaidual, but this is unlikely. lmøges cøn be expected

to dffir from one person to the next wen when the originøl stimulus ezrcnts are the same.

It is argued in this thesis that this quest for wholeness and 'making sense of the world'

is more than just the gestalt phenomenon (which is discussed later in this chapter) but

is linked to the principles of a universal grammar of form in much the same way that

Chomsky proposed a universal grammar of verbal and linguistic form.
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The difference between Chomsky's theory and this theory of visual intelligence

however, might be the 'active' aspect of visual uptake of information which does

allow us to 'create what we see'. Hoffman (1998) has called the 'minima' rule of visual

thinking one which dictates that often minimal cues are needed for active construction

of an image. For example, in Figure 3.7 below he presents three sets of images with

exactly the same amount of contour deleted from the images on either side of the

central drawings:

l)
tt 1r-

( 'F)

) /-\
4 \t
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Figure 3.7: Visuøl Closure (Hoffman,1998: 97)

Most subjects can identify the images on the right more easily than those on the left.

The preservation of boundaries is more important than just preserving lines:

You create pørts øccording to the minimø rule, but ... you do so 'preattentiuely': you create

pørts quickly ønd in pørøllel all ouer the uisuøI field, and you cøn't stop yourself. Eaidently

pørts are importønt to you. You deaote substnntinl resources to creøting them (Hoffmøn,

1998:97).

The need to preserve boundaries rather than just lines is presented as further evidence

of 'universals' in visual language and the links between this phenomenon and verbal

clozure are made in the next section of this chapter.

Visual 'universals' do not just occur in aspects of form, but according to some researcþ

in aspects of light and shading. For example, when it comes to lightness and colour,

there is no 'absolute' in terms of how the eye sees but that context, including

illumination and surface reflections, are visually processed by what is called, "retinex

computation" (Land & McCann ,1971in Marr, 1982: 255). Marr reports on the research

of Land & McCann which:

shoros the imøge of ø monochromntic Mondrinn lit from øboae ... two patches mqrked with

arrows hnae exactly the søme intensity, yet one appears to be dørker thøn the other ... the

ørgument is thnt this is essentially rnhat our oisual systems do, ønd it is cqlled retinex

computation (in Mørr,1982: 255).
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As this research indicates, even at the time of sensory input or retinal uptake, it is clear

that in form and context the visual process is a comple& active and multi-processing

one. Just as Piaget's theory claimed that we establish cognitive 'schemas' through the

process of assimilation and accommodation, so too vision and visual intelligence rely

on an inner conceptual development of form which also influences how we see light

and colour. What we acfually see depends as much upon the inner stimulus of our

visual schema within us as from the outside stimuli of the world:

Visual perceptions do not necessørily only come fromlight pøtterns reaching the retina fi'om

without. The føscinating thing øbout uision ß thøt the retina and the brain cøn be induced to

generate pøtterns and aisuøI images by a aøriety ot' non-optical stimuli ... we really cannot

deny thøt some of whøt we see originates from within us rather than t'rom the enaironment

around us

(Monis,1986:9).

Warrington (1973 n Marr, 1982:35) was one of the fust to note the different functions

that vision and verbal language play in making sense of the world and her postulation

that vision is possibly the 'stronger' is exemplified in her findings. Her study with

patients who had suffered either left or right parietal lesions revealed that a patient

with a right lesion could recognise a common object, as long as it was presented in a

conventional way. For example, a water bucket seen from the side was clearly a water

bucket. Flowever when such subjects were presented with the image of the bucket

from above or below, unconventional viewpoints, such subjects would not only "fail

to recognise it, but they would vehemently deny that it could be a view of aparl" .

Subjects with left parietal lesions behaved differently:

Often these patients hød no language, so they were unable to name the aieued object or state

its purpose and semantics. But they could conaey that they conectly perceiaed its geometry -
that is its shøpe - eoen fi'om the uncowentional aieut

(Marr,1982:35).

These studies conclude that even in the absence of conventional spoken words, the

language of form can still communicate. Research on visual uptake of informatiorç in

particular the measurement of the speed of such uptake (usually measured as

Inspection Time or IT experiments) has shown some interesting correlations with

basic g as reflected in IQ scores. Traditionally, psychometric tests such as the Stanford-

Binet and the Weschler Intelligence Scales have concentrated on verbal skills

assessment, with even the method of delivery for the Performance sub-tests being

predominantly verbal, relying on question-and-answer formats. However, some of the

Elementary Cognitive tasks (ECTs) referred to previousty in Chapter 2 of. this thesis,

have suggested very strong correlations between powerful markers of g, such as speed

of mental processing and visual processing. Deary $993) (in Phillipsoru 2000: 40).

found evidence that "Using a test of visual lnspection Time and the WAIS -& IT
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correlates more strongly with Performance IQ scores than with Verbal IQ scores" It is

argued that the non-verbal or visual aspects of such measures of g might be even more

reliable indicators of intelligence than the verbal markers.

3.2. Visual Imagery and Perception: Links with Language Development

" ,,, u)hen I eøt ø tomøto then I look at it the wøy anyone else usould.

But when I paint a tomøto, then I see it differently ..." .

(Picøsso talking to Gertrude Stein, in Edwards, 1.986)

The theme of the TurningWorld enrichment program was'Perception' and both visual

perception and visual imagery were trained as a part of this program. In this section, it
is important to differentiate between visual perception and visual imagery which are

terms that are often used interchangeably. Both involve assimilation of the external

and the internal stimuli into a visual whole or a schemata, yet perception is literally

perceiving what the eye tells, whereas imagery is perceiving what the brain

remembers and creates in a new form. One involves the ability to'see well' and the

other the ability to visually'imagine' as Khatena (1992:337) has observed:

... indiaiduals møy paint rahat they see, Iike a tree ... in this case they rely on perception. Or

they møy paint by memory rather than by looking at uhat they see. In the løtter cøse, they

resort to imagery ...

Although it would be simplistic to suggest that perception is passive while imagery is

active, comparisons with similar processes in language development, specifically

reading and writing, þoth of which rely on decoding and encoding data) will be

relevant at this stage. The simple act of writing out a list of requirements prior to

shopping at a supermarket will stimulate the vision centres of the brain. What this

study proposes is that visual intelligence is active from such elementary writing

experiences through to the very advanced abilities, including advanced writing such

as poetry. As Barry (1997:75) has claimed, "it is images, not words that communicate

most deeply". Even a master of words, the poet T.S. Eliot, has claimed that even poets

"strain, crack and sometimes break under the burden of communication ..."
(in Barry, 1997:75).

In the field of reading there is a great difference between the decoding (or

passive/receptive) and encoding (or active/expressive) aspects of language

acquisition and that although visual information is passed through the eyes, the

process relies or¡ "information which is already stored inside the reader's head"

@urnes & Page, 1985: 31). The simple act of decoding was earlier reported in Smith's

(1978) research which claimed that this is the information which is no longer available
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to the reader'if the lights go out'. Even in the dark, however, a proficient reader can

encode the information or data previously stored, retrieve it, elaborate upon it, and

even predict future directions, such as the ending of a story.

In a similar way, recent sfudies on vision and visual perceptiory suggest that visual

processors are not just the passive 'receptors' of information but are active in the

development of visual schemas. A further example from the research on learning to

read will illustrate this.

This chapter documents the need for gestalt, or wholeness and meaning in the

determination of visual form. It has been well documented that reading, rather than

being a passive, receptive process is also a very active one. In seeking to make

meaning from the visual print in front of them, competent readers tend to look for

'wholeness' or meaning rather than individual images such as letters or individual

sounds such as phonemes. A good reader's use of visual information has been shown

to be very selective and, "this implies that the reader does not need to pay close

attention to every piece of information (that is, every letter) on the page" @urnes &

Page,1985: 31).

Cloze procedure is an example of a reader's ability to make sense of written words

even when the text has been visually (or graphically) mutilated as in the following

way:

Two people were killed and two were ---
By three ex--- in --- city last ---.
P --- believe the explosions --- caused by faulty g--- mains
underneath the footpath.

The inherent semantic and syntactic knowledge and memory which a competent

reader brings to this exercise enables the sense-making or comprehension of the story

In a similar way to reading, the writing process (unless it is just copying or recording a

dictation) is an active, information-processing activity. Yet vision still dominates the

writing process. A good writer has a good 'eye', not just to describe what she or he

sees in the external environment, but to also'see inside' and articulate feelings and

emotions. Good writers do not know what they ttúnk until they write it down; their

writing is an act of trying to come to terms with, of trying to understand, life, and

especially their own lives in relationship to the world at large. Writing literally makes

the link between what we can see and how we express this.
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Writing is often represented in schools as'evidence' of good thinking, rather than

being the 'process' of thinking itself, in much the same way that visual thinking is

often portrayed as the illustration of an idea rather than the idea itself. Nickerson et al.

(1985: 25L) have used the term"ftozen speech" to illustrate how education in general

views and undervalues writing as an occasion for thinking :

'frozen speech' is a natural metaphor for zariting .. .

Howeaer, the actiaity of rniting outdoes the 'frozen speech' metøphor in at least two ways.

First, writing demønds much more of the zuriter than the transcrþtion of spoken words, an

actiaity that is limited to a few specinl situøtions such as court stenography.

Second, writing often becomes not merely a wøy of representing thoughts for purposes ot'

transmissionbut ø means of thinking itself.

Accordingly, writing is releuønt to teøching thinkingbothbecøuse, (1.) uriting demands

thinking, and Q) rniting is ø aehicle t'or thinking.

If writing might be a 'vehicle for thinking and this thesis is arguing that visual

thinking is a very advanced 'vehicle for thinking', then what are the links between

visual intelligence and the ability to write? The following chapter details the design of

theTurningWorld program which engaged the students in writing experiences

connected to works of visual art. The ability to'see' better, to understand the language

of visual thinking, was actively trained in this enrichment program. \Âtrhile the writing

aspect was intended as a'vehicle for thinking' throughout the TurningWorld, it was

the initial training in visual perception which this thesis atgues is the higher form of

thinking. This study also claims that the most advanced of proficient writers have

higher-order visual intelligence.

Barron (1968,1972 (n Pürto, 1994:363)) noted that creative writers were statistically

more likely to engage in "primary process phenomena" in their creative activity. He

described these phenomena as highly visual, such as dreams, "especially recurring

dreams, prophetic dreams, and dreams of a preternatural vividness and intensity".

Other phenomena were "precognitions, telepathy, clairvoyance, the occurrence of

unusual coincidences, falling in love, mystical experiences of oneness with the

universe. On the negative side, phenomena such as total forlornness" were also

experienced by creative writers"

fohn Gardner characterised creative writers as having strong "verbal sensitivity" and

he claimed that "this is different in poets, short story writers and novelists, with poets

being more'pernickety', short story writers having a talent for'lyrical compression',

and novelists having a talent for fitting language to character and situation". He also

claimed that an essential feature of all writers was to have "a good eye: the good
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writer sees things sharply, vividly, accurately, and selectively" (Gardner, 1982 in

Pärto, 1994:364). Gardner summarised of the qualities of a good writer as the

following:
. verbal sensitivity

. a good eye

. intelligence.

The specific nature of this 'intelligence', as outlined below, is representative of the

kinds of characteristics which teachers in regular classrooms might not value nor

encourage. According to Gardner some of the key characteristics that have been

identified in outstanding writers aÍe"wlt, obstinacy, childishness, a lack of proper

respecf mischievousness, powers of eidetic recall or visual memory, shameless

playfulness and embarrassing earnestness, criminal streak of cunning, psychological

instability, reckles sness, impulsiveness, improvidence" (Gardn er, 1982 in

Pärto, 1994:364).

It is noteworthy that visual memory is included in this rather alarming profile of

students whom teachers would no doubt rather avoid!

The role that verbal language plays in the determination of our thinking abilities has

been the object of much debate and research for many decades. A study of young

verbally talented children (Colangelo & Ken, L990; Benbow 1992) indicated that their

long-term memories were more efficient than those of mathematically talented youth.

The famous Piaget/Vygotsky debate on the origins of language and thought, while

highfighting the extreme positions, also argued strongly for the Power of both

processes in the development of cognition. Whether educators believe that "language

is a creator of thought", or that "thought is a precursor to language" , "there is no

doubt that the two processes interact with and complement each other" (Thorn &

Braun, 1974:33). The 'middle ground' between the Piaget/Vygotsky debate is most

often recommended as being of use to educators ... in a similar way, language has

been evaluated in both its receptive and expressive modes and the necessity of the

former to support the latter has been well established.

Vygotsky has argued that language enables an individual to internalise his or her

cognitive processes. Speech itself is seen as necessary for making sense of thought :

"schematically, we may imagine thought and speech as two intersecting circles. In

their overlapping parts, thought and speech coincide to produce what is called verbal

thought" (Vygotsky in McKim, 1980:1.42). Piaget of course argued that speech itself
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was not necessary for thought to develop but that cognitive concepts develop first

through active interaction with the environment. The fact that the earliest and most

complex explorations of the environment appear to be visual is significant to note

here. It is argued that the creation of Piaget's schemas, so essential to thinking and the

later development of language, has its origins in visual thinking.

This interaction is predominantly visual and active, as Piaget argued that assimilation

and accommodation can only occur when the learner is actively engaged with the

environment.

In this respect, the visual mode would still seem to be superior to the verbal or

writtery as Barry $997:75) has suggested:

This is why images hold a such yiaileged position not only in poetry but also in relation to our

innermost beings. What aisuøl images express can only be approximøted by words, but neaer

fully cøpturedby them. Words reyesent an artifuially imposed intellectual system remoaed

from p'imal feeling; images plunge us into the depths of experience itself.

It is a fascinating observation by the author that, although it has taken a century of

research to identify visual intelligence as critical to understand written and spoken

language The Bard himself had identified these links between perception and

imagery, well beforehand. FIis own poetical insight is further proof that visual

intelligence drives verbal, and that t}:te pen is the slave to the eye;

The poet's eye in a fine ft'enzy rolling,

Doth glønce from heøaen to earth, from earth to heaaen;

And as imøginøtionbodies t'orth

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen

Turns them to shapes, ønd giaes to øiry nothing

Alocal habitøtion ønd a name

(Theseus, A Midsummer Night's Dreøm)

VisuøI Thinking ønd Cognition: cøn they be fiøined?

This study proposes that visual thinking ability is as cognitive in origin as, for

example, speed or logic ability, and that it can be trained.

According to Colangelo & Davis (1997) the training of visual thinking can be

conducted in three primary modes:

'1.. Perception : the images we see

2. Imøginøtion; t}:re images we imagine, recall, invent, combine, and/or transform

internally in our "mind's eye" independent of immediate perception

3. Depiction: the images we represent externally - those that we draw, sketch, paint or

model.
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TheTurningWorldprogram concentrated more on training perception and visual

imagination than the actual depiction or drawing of visual images. TheTurningWorld

was not designed to be an art class but rather a visual thinking class. It focussed on

teaching students the language of point and line within the basic frame and to

interpret and extrapolate a commtnication from a work of art, rather than to produce

one. Higher-order cognitive thinking exercises underpinned this training.

Prior to undertakingtheTurningWorld program the students, along with the entire

cohort (n=305), were tested with the Raven's Progressive Matrices, and it is interesting

to note that the visual cognitive processes outlined below which Colangelo &

Davis (1997) have identified as comprising visual thinking are also processes which

subjects needed to employ as they completed the RPM.

In summary, these cognitive processes are identified as:

. Pattern-seekåzg: finding pattems, matching, filling in gaps, categorising, and

completing patterns

. Rotation: Inverse drawing mental manipulations, and orthographic

imagination (imagining how a solid object looks from several directions)

. Visual Reasoning: Spatial analogy and visual induction

. Comprehension of dynamic stt'uctures: Mental representations of three

dimensional motion (paper folding, visualising a knot being tied, the movements

of a pulley)
.Visual Synthesis: Combining multiple images. In c¡eative synthesis, new entities

emerge that are both different from and greater than the sum of their parts.

(Colangelo €t Døais, L997)

All of these are active, visual, cognitive processes and this thesis argues that they can

be trained.

Visual thinking does not just rely on'thinking with the eyes'. More specific analyses of

visual spatial tasks suggest that they can be partitioned into "three homogenous

groups representing different ability categories ... spatial perceptiory mental rotatiory

and spatial visualisation"(Vederhus & Krekling,1996:33). The links between visual

perception and imagination should help to explain the AIa! or creative insight when a

new idea is produced. Creative ideas often result from a shift in perception. The direct

interplay and deliberate manipulation of perception and transformational imagery

(imagination) has led creative scientists and artists to original hypotheses, inventions,

and creations. As Kepes (1969:15) has commented, "To perceive an image is to

participate in a forming process; it is a creative act..." and Khatena (1992:334) has

observed, "Imagery is the language of discoaay" .
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The presence of perception and imagery, in addition to the 'inner sighf which we all

have and the 'ambiguous' nature of what we might see, could all lead to an

assumption that visual language is chaotic in some way, and that it lacks the

comforting guidelines of syntoç semantics and graphophonic rules that generally

underpin spoken and written form. However, research is confirming that there are

distinct rules underpinning visual intelligence and a very strong urge, within human

beings, to impart order upon visual thinking skills.

This urge for holistic as opposed to linear or'piece-by-piece' thinking has been

proposed as the gestalt of visual intelligence, as Hayakawa (in Kepes, L969:10) states:

The re-orgønisøtion of our oisual hnbits so thnt ue perceiae not isoløted 'things' in'spøce', but

structure, order, and the relatedness of eoents in space-time, is perhaps the most prot'oundkind

ot' reaolution possible - ø reaolution that is long oaerdue not only in ørt, but in aII our

experience,

3.3. Visual Intelligence and the role of Gestalt and Order

A powerful insight that we have into the presence and the importance of visual

processing as holistic thinking is the theory of gestalt organisational law. Gestalt is a

term used to:

unite the concept of 'u:holeness' with ideas of t'orm, shape, and pattern. GestøIt psychology

emphasises the t'act thøt behøoiour ønd experience must be studied as orgønised wholes and

cønnot be understood by anøIysing parts

(Myers, 1989:22).

Although Wertheimer and KoeNer were generally regarded as the founders of

Gestalt, it was not until Koehler defined it as the making ol " any segregated whole or

unit" that the concept of gestalt developed, as "the only theory to deal with visual

form in a comprehensive fashion" (in Zusne, 1970:108). This thesis has already

established that visual thinking is an active process and a brief study of gestalt also

confirms this as Zusne (1970:108) has further claimed that "Gestalt theory is more

than a theory of form perception. It is a theory of behaviour".

Artists who have performed within a culture as gifted, have presented as those whose

inner and external motives have been dominated by the desire for order and

wholeness. The links with the gestalt and visual art production can be seen in the

necessity for artists to strive for

... unified orgønic wholes through the dynamic interaction of external physicøI forces with

internal psychological and physiological t'orces. Thebasic Gestalt yinciples of proximity,

similørity, continuønce, and closure woilced tokeep øttention øIiaeby creøting the greøtest

ømount of moaement and tension in a picture or image, primørily through color, Iine, ønd the

use of lørge and small units to creøte rhythm ønd unity.

(Bøny, 1997: 125).
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The gestøltists proposed ø number of laws of orgønisation which describe perception as the

result of the orgønisøtionnl processes of the brøin ønd the relationshþs among the elemsnts

møking up the stimulus. More precisely, they ørgued thnt the perceiaed organisation ørose

from the impact of th.ese elements on the representøtionnl processes within the neruous system

... the møjor orgønisntional laws of Gestølt theory include ... the laws of proximity, similarity,

continuity, common fate, and closure

(Haber €¡ Herschenson,l-973: 188)

Myers (1989: 23) has proposed these principles of Gestalt related to the organisation of

the visual fields and Figure 3.8 below provides visual examples of proximity (a),

similarity (b), continuity (c) and closure (d), with the following explanations:

Proximity - visual elements that are close together unite and are easily seen as a figure

Similarity - visual elements that resemble one another, whether insize, shape or

colour, unite, and are seen as a figure

Continuity - organisation tends to flow in one direction. We have no difficulty

following any single line or contour through a rrraze of lines

Closure - visual elements in close proximity that suggest contours of a form, though

incomplete or separated by gaps, will visually join to become a closed form.

t-
\

Figure 3.8: Gestalt scan (Myers,1989:23)

The notion of equilibrium is seen as essential to the gestalt since every visual field

tends towards excellence or precision and completeness just as all physical activity is

directed toward attaining physical balance or achieving equity in opposing forces.

The concept of equilibrium, the bringing of balance and order to erstwhile chaotic

images or ideas, could be seen as the antithesis of truly creative thinking. Visual

creativity as evidenced in visual artists is traditionally associated with 'zaîy' or 'left-

of-field' ideas. Yet in reallty, as Myers (1989: 24)has noted "Psychologically, we are

very uncomfortable, sometimes frightened, by anything perceived to be out of balance

whether or not it is something we are experiencing physically or perceiving visually. It
is a condition that we will not tolerate for very Iortg"
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According to Barrow (1995:30) the necessity for order rather than chaos is a'powerftrl

urge' and has its roots in the evolutionary Process:

Our sophisticated scientifbknowledge mightbe seen as øby-yoduct of other adaptations for

the recognition of u'der and pattern in the enaironment. Artistic aryeciation is clearly closely

connected with this yopensity. But ø susceptibility for recognizing pøtterns and ascribing

order to the world is a powert'ul urge. The øbundance of myths, legends, and pseudo-

explanations for the world witness to ø propensity we haae t'or inaenting spurious ordering

princþIes to explain the world. We are øfrøid of the unexpløined. Chaos, disorder, and chønce

were closely linked to a dnrk side ot' the uniaerse: the antithesis of thebeneaolent gods. One

rmson t'or this is thqt the recognition of order has passed t'rom høaing some rewørd that is

beneficial - recognising t'ood sources, yedators, or members of the søme species - to becoming

øn end in itself. Thø'e is a satisføction to be gained from the creation of order, or ft'om the

discoaay of order. These t'eelings probably hnae their origins in øn eoolutionøry past where the

ability to make such identit'ications was adnptiae.

It would seem that the opposite of the visual Gestalt phenomenon is visual creative

intelligence which is based on notions of cognitive conflict or even confusion. As it is,

the two are very much linked and formed the basis of much of the design of the

TurningWorld enrichment program outlined in the next chapter.

3.4. Visual thinking and creativity: ambídextrous thinking and cognitive conflict

The research cited in this study to date has confirmed that the tradítional determinants

of intelligence and its assessment focus on the acquisition and measurement of

language or verbal skills and these can be measured quite accurately. It is well

established that IQ tests in particular stress language skills. For the same reason/ many

determinants of creativity have also focused on verbal skills. Chapter 5 of this thesis

provides more detail on the design and the strengths and limitations of creativity tests.

When compared with verbal creativity, visual or figural creativity has proved to be

more difficult to define, let alone measure, as there does not exist a clearly defined

gïammar of visual structure and development that exists in the verbal domain. Yet as

Chapter 5 confirms, the creativity tests which can avoid a language basis (i.e. which

are spatial or figural in content) are more culture-fair and reliable indicators of

creativity.

Research on visual creativity has suggested that there are differing visual creative

'Vp"s'.It has already been argued in this thesis that creativity is not a single concept

but a multiple one and that it can be evidenced as verbal, visual, motoric and other

behaviours. These behaviours have been variously identified as differing'types' of
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creative intelligence, and it has been proposed that the aisuøl creative type is one of the

most powerful of the creative intelligences.

The development of two creative types was recorded by Lowenfeld and Brittain

(1964:258) as the'visual creative type' and the'haptic creative WPe''

The visually creative thinker, "starts from his environment, ... feels as a spectator, and

the intermediaries for experience are mainly the eyes. The haptically creative thinker,

on the other hand" is primarily concerned with his own body sensations and the

subjective experiences in which he feels emotionally involved". The termhaptic

derives from the Greekwordhøptikos and means'able to lay hold of'.

In some earþ research (Millar, 197'1.; Goodnow,1971. both in Chase, 1973) tl:re addition

of visual cues to a haptic task greatþ enhanced the performance of four year olds on a

matching task. However the addition of haptic cues to the visual task had no effect.

The visual mode appeared to be the stronger as Posner (in Chase, 1973:65) observed

that "even with quite young children, who might be thought to be'motoric' in

orientation, one finds that visual cues dominate".

The links between haptic, visual, and creative intelligences and IQ have been debated.

The visual mode in creative production has been cited as one that lends itself to what

has been called'ambidextrous' thinking. With the emergence of PET and fMRI

scanning techniques, the sfudies can be more precise in measuring the exact sites of

the brain that are engaged.

Ambidextrous thinking crosses over a simplistic interpretation of 'right brain' versus

'left brain' learning, although clear'hemispheric preferences' develop early with the

combination of genetic, educational and cultural influences, "no matter which hand or

eye is dominanl or which hemisphere you have learned to prefer, you can learn to

move your thinking from one hemisphere to another, at will. In other words, you can

train your thinkingto be ambidextrous" (McKim, 1980:25).

Such'ambidextrous' thinking is linked to high levels of creative thinking and it has

been well documented that visual imaging has often led to some of the most creative

discoveries or compositions known to humankind. Mozart claimed to have stored

mental images of sound in his mind which would only much later be translated into

the language of a musical score. The famous chemist, Kekule's visual account of his

discovery of the structure of the carbon ring, which he envisaged as a snake taking its

tail into its moutþ is often cited as evidence of the power of visualisation to cross over

traditional disciplines and link with creative discovery. Even those who have proven
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to be masters of the spoken or written word such as Wordsworth and Coleridge, have

commented on the importance of their visual imagrng well before their poetry, in

words, was reproduced. Wordsworth's claim that the images, "flash upon the inward

eye" (I Wøndered Lonely as ø Cloud) is certainly one of the most poetic of the

descriptions of visual imagery and its links with creative production.

Ambidextrous visual thinking principles which focus on the development of visual

creative thinking skills were incorporated into the design of the TurningWorld

program. These visual/creative principles, in summary were:

L. synectic and dialectic thinking, or the science of opposites

2. Janusian thinking, or learning which is based on seeing a range of

differing viewpoints

3. analogy and metaphor, assuming a pragmatic, semantic and syntactic

similarity

4. core dilemmas and cognitive conflict, or the necessity for some cognitive

uncertainty in solving problems.

A foundation study in the art of synectic thinking was first proposed by Gordon (1961)

although he based his practical work on previous research studies. Synectics, put

simply, is the study of the art or the science of opposites. Taking one concept, for

example, and attempting to describe itby selecting one opposing concept, will often

lead to a novel or original outcome. Synectics is the opposite of brainstorming which

relies on the generation of a stream of ideas. Instead, synectics "is directed toward

generating one intriguing idea" (Kawenski, 1991,:264). An example of a synectic image

is to describe antibiotics as a'safe attacK or the ocean as'imprisoned freedom'. The

principles of synectic thinking are embodied in the original work of Edward de Bono

(1970) and his principles of Po, whereby seemingly disparate objects or ideas are fused

to arrive at an original insight.

Synectics is closely linked to the notion of dialectic thinking, which is a thinking

process which relies on the power of opposites. The philosopher Hegel (in Jones, 1975)

first postulated good thinking as the proposal of a thesis, followed by the

consideration of the opposite or antithetical position, then resolving the conflict

between thesis and antithesis through a synthesis and solution. The assumption in the

thesis/antithesis procedure is that the good problem solver explores the furthest

boundaries of a problem before the best solution is found.

Common links with synectics and dialectical thinking can be found in the more

modern design of creative teaching strategies such as Ryan's (1990) Thinker's Keys,
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especially the Reaerse Key.Thts key is the opposite of the Brainstorming Key. Examples

of these activities as they are linked to artworks are outlined in the next chapter. In

addition, de Bono's CoRT Thinking strategies such as the PMI (Plus, Minus and

Interesting) were taught. The PMI trains thinkers to explore the positive, negative and

neutral aspects of a problem before arriving at a solution. Practical examples of these

are outlined in the detailed description of the TurningWorld program in Chapter 4.

A further insight into the notion of dialectic thinking is janusian thinking. The term,

'janusian thinking' is derived from the Roman god Janus, whose several faces were

able to see multiple and opposite views of the world.

fanusian thinking, which relies on sharpened visual perceptiorç has been described by

Rothenberg (L983,: L00), as " a type of creative cognition". The main point in training

janusian thinking is to force the thinker to view "the active and intentional conception

of two or more opposites or antitheses simultaneously in the solution of a problem".

This process is based on the principle of complementarity, which "states that two

descriptions or sets of concepts, though mufually exclusive, are nevertheless both

necessary for an exhaustive description of the situation (Jammer, 1966lr.

Rothenberg, 1983: 103).

Cohen-Shalev (1993: 106) proposed that the most "creative cognition" emerges when

there is a significant "interplay between dialectical opposites". He noted that

particularly in the case studies of visual artists and creative writers, the presence of

some form of 'core dilemma' leads to the formative stage of a creative person's

development particularþ in early adulthood. He proposed (Cohen-Shalev, 1993:107)

that in their worþ "the thematic nucleus often appears in the form of conflict or

enduring dilemma ... a core dilemma ... personal documents - and particularly works

of art - offer legitimate, indeed indispensable, data for the study of creativity

development".

Complementing the synectic science of opposites and differing views, the Turning

World program also trained students in the techniques of finding similarities or

analogies in visual works of art. Analogies basically make unfamiliar matters more

comprehensible to students. Particularly at the outset of a problem, analogies are ideal

for leading students into the beginnings of understanding in a new domain such as

abstract or non-objective art. This chapter outlines the principles of analog drawings

which students in the TurningWorld program learnt as part of their higher

appreciation of visual art works.
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Thagard (L992:538) proposed that the use of analogies in classroom instruction relied

on the necessity of there being a pragmatic, or'natural correspondence' between the

source analog and the target analog - "these correspondences are of two kinds:

semantic, involving the two analogs using terms with related meanings, and

structuraf involving the two analogs using similar configurations of objects". It is

significant to note that scientists such asDarwin and Maxwell successfully exploited

analogies in developing their important theories. Thagard's (1992:542) flippant yet

insightful analogous statement that "democracy is the worst system of government,

except for all the others" is also a timely reminder of the opportunities for humour in

analogous learning.

The importance of training analogies and remote associates in the creative process has

already been raised (Nickersorç Perkins & Smitb 1.985) and formed the basis of some

of the earliest tests of creativity which are outlined in Chapter 5.

Making links across seemingly remote associations also was highlighted by Sternberg

& Lubart (1991) in their "Investment Theory" of creativity outlined in Chapter 2. Their

selectioe encoding principle, most closely linked to brainstorming, incorporates the

noticing of potentially relevant information fot the solution of a problem from amidst

a stream of information. The selectiue comparison involves the perception of an analogy

between the old and the new. This linked closely with divergent thinking skills and

the ability to make remote associates. Their third principle, that of. selectiae combination

relies on training students to put disparate pieces of information together in a novel

and useful way. This ability is linked to the concept of janusian thinking, or the

simultaneous integration of opposite or antithetical thoughts. The final two items of

the Figures of Soundinstrument which is outlined in Chapter 5 are based on these

principles.

Wong (1993:368) promoted self-generated analogies and also put forward the principle

of 'cognitive uncertainty', which in concept has links with the'core dilemmas'

previously mentioned as a powerful learning tool, when students have to move

beyond the boundaries of concrete, memorised facts and into "the concepfual grey

area where understanding is tenuous and incomplete ... such an aPProach ... is an

unfamiliar and uncomfortable experience". Wong argues that it is precisely this

uncertainty which is necessary for training higher order creativity and advanced

thinking skills, particularly in the training of visual thinking which is active and

wherein the thinker actively'creates'what is seen. I¡ additioru the reason why

hterature such as The Cønterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer mid L4th Century andThe
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Loae Song of I. AlftedPrut'rockby T.S. Eliot (1917) were incorporated into the Turning

World program, was to introduce this notion of 'uncertainty' into the content rather

than just content'novelty' or'sophistication'.

Adey & Shayer (1992) used the term'cognitive conflict'to describe what they

regarded as a positive condition (as opposed to a negative condition more often

associated with conflict) necessary for creative problem solving. The significance of

"cognitive conflict" as essential to higher-order thinking skills, particularþ in the field

of visual thinking, is clearly evident in Einstein's personal accounts of problem

solving. Einstein (in Rothenberg,1979:39) observed that "the thought that one is

dealing here with two fundamentally different cases was, for me, unbearable". This

thought, referred to by Einstein as the "happiest" one in his life, has been described by

Rothenberg (1979:39) as an example of janusian thinking as well as cognitive conflict

"actively conceiving two or more opposite or antithetical concepts, ideas, or images

simultaneously, both as existing side by side and/or as equally true".

It is proposed in this thesis that the phenomena of conflict, janusian thinking, synectic

or oppositional thinking, is evident in major art movements, or'leaps of thought',

especially the visual art movement from Realism to Impressionism and then on to

Abstract and Non-Objective art.

All of these essential principles of uncertainty and complexity contributed to a new

view of visual art whereby "artists are no longer bound by the dictates of the retina"

(Khatena, L992:337). Yet it is precisely from the crucible of visual chaos (in the positive

sense) and uncertainty that the essential principles of form, order and balance, which

separates 'good' art from 'bad' art, emerges. Arnheim (1974:36) argued that this is

intrinsically linked with the visual intelligence when he asks:

Why should artists striae t'or balønce? Our answer thus før høsbeen thøt by støbilising the

interrelations betueen the aarious forces in the aisunl system, the ørtist makes his statement

unambiguous. Going a step further, we reølise thnt man striztes t'or equilibrium in all phases of

his physicøl ønd mental existence, and that this same tendency canbe obserued not only in ølI

organic liþ, but ølso in physicøl systems.

The most gifted artists seem to be those who can achieve this 'balance'between the

internal dilemmas of 'conflict' and the external physical systems.
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3.5. Visual Art Ability and links with Giftedness

Though superior intelligence and superior art øbilities øre clearly interdependent, not all

children with a high lQ possess art talent. Atl children with ø superior art talent, howeaer, do

possess øhigher than auerage lQ

(Clark t Zimmerman, 1.9 84:L4).

The connections between visual thinking ability, visual art ability, intelligence, and

creativity have not been widely researched. Generally they have been regarded as

separate but possibly connected talents. The notion of assessing general intelligence

outside of the realm of visual art ability is quite acceptable, as evidenced by the

absence of such assessments in most teacher/parent/peer checklist or nomination

forms for gifted students, and most IQ tests. It is interesting to note the statement from

Khatena (1992:153) that "to identify a student who is gifted in art, some consideration

needs to be given to intelligence". Yet the reverse is usually not implied, which is, that

to identify an intellectually gifted student, consideration needs to be given to his or

her art ability. Khatena does indicate, however, that "students who are highly talented

in art are generally quite bright" and he claims that in any assessment of intelligence,

"creative thinking abfüties, especially as manifested in the visual-figural dimension

should be taken into account" (1992:154)'

There is no standardised test of g, for example, that attempts to measure visual artistic

abitity. At best, a talent in this field may be included in an observational checklist or a

rating scale.

The fact that visual art ability is generally overlooked in assessments of intelligence is

no doubt a Western cultural phenomenon, reflecting the view that "it is generally

perfectly alright to be artistically incompetent in our culture" @enjafield, 1992:307).

This thesis proposes that advanced visual art ability is a sure indicator of giftedness

albeit one that most educators are not trained to identiff. Age also aPPears to be a

factor in this determination. Burkhardt (1969:248) states that:

It høs been shown that therc is ø positiue reløtionship between the number of detøils included in

a drøwing ønd the intellectual ability of children. In føct, the relqtionship between art ability

ønd intellectuøl ability is both strong and positiue up until the øge of ten'

Other research findings have confirmed this belief tha! "drawing is generally a valid

expression of intelligence and as such correlates well with IQ tests" (Dileo, 1973 in

Clarþ G., 1989) although more research is required.
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Key markers of visual intelligence, such as memory skills, have been the subject of

limited but convincing research (Bartlett, 1984; Perkins 1995) and the important role of

memory to visual thinking has already been raised in this study as Bartlett (L984:225)

has further confirmed:

Art worlc øre things that people remember, they are sometimes øbout memory, they øre ot'ten

intended to be highly memorable, ønd they depend upon memory for interpretation,

apgeciation ønd ønalysis ,..

In an overview of research which could be seen to counteract the links between art

ability and intelligence, Benjafreld (L992:314) suggests that "artistic competence

appears to be an example of an intelligence that can exist separately from other forms

of intelligence". He cites the research of O'Connor and Hermetin (1987) and their work

with idiot savants who exhibited very superior forms of artistic ability, despite evident

intellectual disability. This research resulted in the conclusion that it is possible to

exhibit "an IQ-independent graphic abthhty" .It is important to note here however that

of the four artistic abilities assessed by O'Connor and Hermelin, which were

recognition of designs, matching of designs, reproduction of designs, and copying of

designs, "reproduction and copying scores were determined by level of artistic ability

and not by general intelligence" (in Benjafield,1992:3L5), and it was in the fields of

reproduction and copFng that the subjects excelled. It could be argued that

recognition and matching, which rely on receptive and expressive visual ability, are

higher-order or more g-driven abilities than reproduction and copying of designs.

So what exactly is visual art ability and in what way could it be linked to advanced

intelligence? Key indicators of advanced visual art ability, according to Pendarvis,

Howley & Howley (1990:198) are the following:
. drawing skill

Although most children draw, only some exhibit unusual talents in drawing.

Sophistication depends on a number of different elements including the

organisation of a drawing, an indication of linear perspective, the use of

varied line widths, and the use of shading.

.cognitiae complexity

In general, the research does confirm that artistically talented individuals

have higher than average levels of intelligence, as Clark and

Zimmerman (1984: 1.\ observed:

Although superior intelligence ønd supaior ørt abilities ør'e cleørly

interdependent, not ølI children with a high lQ possess øt't tølent'

All children with a superior art talent, howeuer, do possess a higher

than øaerøge IQ.
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The third indicator of advanced visual art ability is reported as:

' perssuel'ance

Art educators agree that in general, successful achievement in the visual arts

is associated with extensive practice and high levels of motivation

(Pendørais et ø1, 1.990:1.98).

The inclusion of perseverance may also help explain why the greatest artists have

tended to be prolific in their output: one 'brilliant' work of art is rare. Life histories of

artists have consistently reported a passion and determination to work tirelessly at

their craft. Yet it is interesting thaf unlike the traditional fields of humanities and

sciences, the notion of working hard and doing well in art does not conjure up the

same degree of importance to overall intellectual growth. As Brittain (1979:200)

observed "there seems to be the general attitude that unless one has a talent for the

arts there isn't much that a youngster can do, or for that matter the teacher either, to

increase the quality of the work produced".

Since Gardney's inclusion of visual/spatial abilities in his MI Theory, a number of

researchers have explored the possible links with giftedness. Winner (1996:74)has

focussed her research on gifted students and their performance in visual art,

concluding that visual/spatial ability is a discrete intelligence and that it is evident in

qualitatively different ways:

the core øbility ot' the aisually artistic child k a aisual-spøtial precocity that møkes it possible to

capture the contour of three-dimensianal objects in two-dimensional space ..'

Their drawings are like those of older people in these zuays:

1. shapes thøt are recognisable

2. Iines thøt are fluid ønd cont'ident

3. aolume and depth

4. drazaing objects in difficult positions

5. composition shows dynømic proportion

6. reøIism

7. øn ability to master the drawing customs ot' their own culture

8. øn øbility to tell stories in pictures.

Children talented in the visual arts may or may not have high scores on IQ or

achievement tests, but they will often score highly on spatial sections of ability tests.

Visual arts talent, as outlined by Pürto (1999:245) is made up of:

aisual-figural intelligence inboth Guilt'ord's ta'ms and spøtinl intelligence in Gardner's

tet"ms.... Gørdner søid thøt spøtial intelligence is necessary but not sufficient for aisuql ørts

achieaement. SpatiøI intelligences is necessary in the sciences and møthematics as well as in

aisual arts. The person with spøtial intelligences possesses the ability to see imøgery... chess

ability is the "single øt'ee" most illustrath¡e of the need for spøtial intelligence.
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This chapter has argued that visual intelligence does have specific links with advanced

intelligence and that the visual arts curricula can have an impact on the development

of this intelligence. It is pertinent at this stage to note that there is significant research

to suggest that age itself is an important factor both in the identification of visual

artistic ability and in its developmenÇ particularly in gifted children.

It is well documented that children's art does not just'happen', but follows clearly

determined stages (Gardner, L980; Kello gg1970; Brittain, 1979;Witwtel1996). There is

debate, however over the significance of children's art when compared with adult art,

especially the artworks of those adults who have performed at a gifted level in visual

form. Successful artists such as JeanDubuffet and Pablo Picasso studied children's art

in detail, concluding that there is a definite excellence of the use of form and colour

that is natural to human development but that somehow is comrpted with age. It is an

observation of this author that most children who produced artistic masterpieces in

kindergarten, confidently and with free play of form and colour, would now regard

themselves, as adults, as artistically incompetent. In general, it is assumed that formal

schooling and other'strictures' contribute to this loss. Picasso's journey through

realism to cubism and abstraction was influenced by his reverence for child art. At one

stage he commented "Once I drew like Raphael, but it has taken me a whole lifetime

to learn to draw like a child" (in Gardneq1980 8). Other artists such as Paul Klee and

Marc Chagall, whose art embodies infantile and primitive form and colour, have

claimed that child art is quite different from adtilt art. Klee studied his own artworks

and that of his son, as well as researching child art works in general, and has

cautioned:

Don't trønslate my works to those of children ... Thry are worlds øpart ... Neaer forget the

child knows nothing of ørt ... the artist, on the contrary, is concerned with the t'ormøI

compositions of his pictures, whose reyesentøtionøI meaning comes about with intention,

through øssociøtions oJ the unconscious (in Gardner, L980: 8)'

Winner (1997: L8) has argued in a similar way, that although early markers of visual

ability are likely indicators of giftedness, the ability to contribute to a domain such as

visual art tends to be the prerogative of adults. Just as no child to date has ever solved

a problem or written a Poem worthy of a Nobel pnze, so too no child has ever

produced a Picasso. Winner regards this level of precocity as a stage of creative

production which will only evidence itself in gifted adults, and only if the

environment has been conducive. Her notion of 'domain creativity' in the visual arts,

is characteristic of adults. She discriminates between the following three kinds of

ceativity in visual thinking, progressing from childhood to adulthood:
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'1..l..lniaersøl creativity - the creativity that characterises all normal

young children

Z. Giftedcreativity - the creativity that characterises children who are

particularly gtft"d in the visual arts

3. Domaincreativity - the creativity that characterises adults who alter a

domain in the visual arts.

Winner has separated the concepts of giftedness and creativity in the visual arts

arguing that they should not be equated as they are different capacities. She argues

that there is such a difference between early childhood ability and later adult

achievement in the visual arts and " the striking difference between childhood

giftedness and domain creativity can help us to understand why it is that there is no

necessary linkbetween earþ high ability and adult creative mastery"

(Winner, 1997:18).

An examination of the art produced by children from anywhere in the world will yield

universal motifs that are very similar to indigenous and prehistoric art motifs. These

ancient motifs could not have been made by children because child musculature could

not have possibly made rock carvings or paintings on cliff faces or the ceilings of

caves. The presence of such motifs suggests that the abstract and early visual images

made by children have some 'universal' link with a visual intelligence which may be

common, in varying degrees, to all human beings. Yet the visual art of children has

received very little attention in studies on intelligence and, "most scholars have

ignored this fact and have sought explanations for ancient and native art without

regard to the work of children" (Kellogg, 1970:208).

It is a common assurnption that some students are simply born with visual art ability

and that early teaching intervention in visual art must proceed cautiously as this

ability is fragile and its creativity may be spoiled by too much pedagogy. The focus on

art ability in kindergartens and pre-schools is evidence of the belief that all children

can engage in at least some form of art from a very early age. The fact that visual arts

trainingbecomes less important as children remain in the education system is well-

documented. Edwards (1986:6) makes an interesting corollary with learning to read:

What if we øII belieued thøt only those fortunate enough to høue an innøte, God-giaen, genetic

gift for reading wilt be øble to learn to read? What if teachers belieued that the best wøy to go

øbout the teøching of reading is simply to supply lots of reading matetínls for children to

handle ønd mønþuløte ønd then wøit to see what høppens?
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One further example of the significance of age with visual art ability is in the area of

colour. Young children are often selected to participate in studies on colour because

they have not developed the prejudices to colour that develop with age. It has been

well documented that young children initially favourbright, primary colours (Myers,

1989; Gardner L980 ; Brittain, 1979;Kellogg,1970).Indeed, colour is more important to

earþ visual expression for children, as "they respond to the colour in a visual field

before they respond to the shape or form" (Myers 1989:304). This early'addiction' to

colour to express emotion or to communicate knowledge changes with age until

virtually all adults become form-dominant, reþing on shape and figural response to

communicate rather than colour. It is interesting that the ten percent of adults who

maintain colour-dominance "are seen as highly sensitive, individualistic, and

somewhat impractical ... they tend to score very high in fluid intelligence, a creative,

nonverbal kind of thinking involving visualisation rather than step-by-step

deduction" (Myers, 1989: 304). The term'fluid intelligence'is used here in the artistic

sense as the equivalent of visual stream-of-consciousness, rather than the

psychometric term which was raised in Chapter 2.

An advanced sensitivity to colour in gifted individuals is possibly linked to the higher

levels of affective resPonse to the world in general which many studies, cited

previously in this thesis, have linked with giftedness. Specifically for visual artists,

these characteristics are not always positive as Nefüart (1999:47)has observed:

"Disturbances of mood appear to be present in a high percentage of talented visual

artists".

It is argued that talented visual thinkers may be developmentally'at risK of not

achieving their potentials, as the combination of overexcitabilities and personality

characteristics may not suit them to a system of education which is language driven.

According to the Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi's (1976 in Pürto, 1992:123) study of the

personalities of visual artists, the following profiles emerged:

both men and women ørtists were nloof, resertted, introspectiae, serious, and noncont'orming to

contemporary social palues - thøt is, "støndst'ds of behøaiour ønd morality haae little hold on

them" . Their personølity measures hnd Imt scores in what is called " superego strength" , or'

conscience. They were unconaentionø|, subjectiae, intense, and imaginatiue. lndependent, they

preferred to møke theit' own decisions, and their self-sut'ficiency wøs high. They wereboth

radicøl ønd experimental... the stereotype of the unconaentionøl artist seems to høae some basis

if the results ot' this pø'sonality assessment at'e to be belieaed

Engagement in the visual arts has been cited even by gtft"d writers (in Hertjer, 1986)

as essential to maintaining emotional balance. C.S. Lewis for example is portrayed in
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Hertjer's study as being doubly giftedinart and writing. Khatena (1992:154) has used

the term'visual narrative' to describe how the visual arts allow gift"d writers to

function:

For git'ted young people ztisual nanøtiae is the train engine which pulls with it the t'reight cars

of tension ønd relief, emotions and feelings, repressions ønd sublimations, symbolizøtions and

expanding øspects of reality.

Unfortunately for the majority of gifted individuals, the language of this 'visual

narrative' does not feafure in their curriculum.

3.6. Visual Arts training and Curriculum Design

" there aryear to be two modes of thinking, aerbal and non-aerbø\, rcpresented røther

separately in Ieft and right hemispheres respectiaely, and our educationøI system . . . tends to

neglect the nonaerbal form of intellect.

Whøt it comes duun to is that modern society discriminates øgainst the right hemisphere"

(Sperry, 1.973 in Edwards, L979:29).

This thesis has argued that one of the main reasons why visual art ability is not

necessarily linked with general intelligence is that art itself is often not perceived as

having the value of other subject areas within a school curriculum.

It is not only the sphere of visual arts but also music that are, according to Seeley (in

Feldhusen et aI,1989), given a "short shrift" within the curriculum areas of most

schools. They are often taught as separate disciplines and outside of the realm of the

real schoolwork. There is a general weak base of arts, music and the humanities in the

regular curriculum and it is argued that the curriculum differentiated for gifted

students should redress this imbalance in programs that are designed to stretch the

brightest students, to extend and expand the core content areas rather than providing

more, or more difficult, material.

The arts in general, according to Feldhusen et al. (1989: 230) offer grft"d students a

unique opportunity to subject to the most rigorous scrutiny the knowledge, experience

and values they derive from all their studies and to use these as bases for an

individual world view. To achieve this goal, arts education should contain the

following elements:

1. leaming should be interpretiae or integ'atiae of the students'knowledge

and experience,

2. leaming should be normatiae; it should move the students toward an

understanding of the common culture and the students' own position

relative to that culture through the study of art history, aesthetics, and

philosophy, and
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3. learning should develop criticøI thinkingby strengthening the students'

ability to questiory confront, deliberate, judge and create alternatives.

So why is it that visual thinking and visual art abtL7ty, when compared with ability in
the mathematics and science fields, have traditionally been regarded as separate? As

Morris (1986: 2) states:

Science andarthnaebeen seen øs'two cultures', distinguishedby ideology øndby ethic,

technology and yogress ... science is concerned u¡ith the discoaery of empirical facts øbout

nature and in deueloping concepts tobring these facts into øn intelligible theory to explain the

reality of the nøtural world. Art, on the other hand, is the personal statement of øn attitude

towards something that is øcknotnledged as real. Art is subjectiue ønd personøI; it møy support

the reality or deny it; science claims to be the reølity.

Yet as this thesis has already indicated, visual thinking ability occupies the largest

section of the brain and actively engages both cerebral hemispheres. It could be

postulated that visual art training should be essential to studies such as mathematics

and science.

It is still a novel idea that visual thinking skills could form the core of school curricula
Training within visual arts in schools is traditionally aligned with notions of
'expression', or evidence of 'things learnt previously'. It may not be regarded, for
example, as a learning process in itself, as Brittain (1979:184) has commented:

Art is primarily considø'eil øn expressiue medium. The act of drazaing or painting is looked

upon as an externøI expression of øn inner state, both intellectually and emotionally. lt has

therefore been assumed thøt if a child deaelops cognitioety beyond his years, he witt express this

same deuelopment in his ørt products. Our belief is that art actiaities do more than just reflect

the inner child: they help to form it.

Perkins (1995)has actively promoted the view that training in the appreciation of
artistic form leads to higher-order'thinking dispositions'. perkins (199b: 5)

summarises the features of art, particularþ as it is displayed in an art gallery, which
support better thinking dispositions as:

. sensory anchoring

. instant access

. personal engagement

. dispositional atmosphere

. wide-spectrum cognition

. multiconnectedness

Perkins's notions of 'sensory anchoring' and 'dispositional atmosphere' are what
make an art gallery a unique learning environment, and his guidelines for viewing
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artworks were used as a guide for the implementation of the TurningWorld progtam/

which was taught primarily in the Art Gallery of South Australia.

Activities that explore student perceptions and imaginal experiences afford

opportunities to heighten affective and aesthetic awareness, enhance flefble thinking,

and increase original and creative production. These abilities are as necessary to good

mathematical thinking as they are to visual thinking.

The importance of visual arts training has been summarised as:

'I.,. Aesthetic Perception: awareness of the aesthetic qualities of works of art,

involving the sensory and intellectual analysis of these perceptions.

2. Creatiae Expression: the making of art, either through production or

performance; acquiring artistic knowledge and skills to express and

communicate through visual explorations.

3. CuIturøI Heritage: knowledge about the historical and cultural background

in which works of art are created, including socio-economic, political,

intellectual, ethnic, religious, or philosophical considerations, and

4. AestheticValuing: Involving the development of critical thinking skills and

cultivating the ability to make intelligent and informed judgements

regarding excellence in the arts

(Ulù'ick €t Cross, 1992 in Galløgher €t Gølløgher,1994:268).

Van Tassel-Baska (1994:283) has also affirmed the important role that the visual arts

fulfil, specifically that they provide:

1. A universal means of communication as both creator and observer

2. A mechanism to transmit and understand a culture across generations

3. A means to understand the underlying concepts of many subjects in the

curriculum through the elements of sound movement, colour, mass, energy,

space/ line, shape, and language

4. The medium for expressing deep emotions in verbal and non-verbal form

5. An integrating force that weaves through the humanities and provides

and provides emotional voice and insight to knowledge
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6. A connection to play and childhood essential to the development of

sensitivity and creativity which can be applied to any human endeavour

irrespective of age

7. Attention to personal observatiory self-awareness, and self-expression

which is important in the develoPment of self-esteem, and

8. A sense of pleasure, challenge, and mystery that canbring leaming to life

The visual arts curriculum is often viewed in education as synonymous with the

teaching of creativity. Many arts educators believe that instruction should involve

freeing the creative impulse rather than channelling it. They maintain that creativity in

the arts occurs naturally in all children and that arts talent will develoP only if it is

freed from the constraints of convention'

This observation reinforces the view that creativity in general is the goal of arts

instruction. Creativity however, according to Pendarvis et al (1990:182), cannot be the

goal of arts instruction, because creativity does not function apart from a particular

medium:

Atthough it is essential to encourøge creøtiae aision so that indir¡iduals cøn produce art, the

encourøgement of creatiaity cannot guide the deaelopment of ørts tøIent.

Pendarvis et al. (L990: L83) suggest that visual arts training is more intellectually

relevant to the teaching of gifted children than specific creativity training. They also

raise the fact that this point needs to be stressed because creativity tests are among the

most frequently used methods of identiþing artistically talented students.

They view general creativity training as "a global cognitive skill - like intelligence -

and equally applicable to the study of mathematics or languages as to the study of

dance or art".

This chapter has argued to date that visual intelligence does have specific links with

advanced intelligence and that the visual arts curricula can have an impact on the

development of this intelligence. The following section proPoses that this visual

intelligence has a universal language.

3.7. Visual universals: a grammar of form and analog drawings

Strøngely enough, a grømmar in art todny still seems

ominously dangerous to many

(Køndinslcy, 1-926 in 1.979:84)
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It is proposed in this thesis that ability in visual thinking as evidenced through figural

or visual art ability, is a powerful general abihty, albeit one that is difficult to measure.

In much the same way that Chomsky proposed universal structures in language, so

too Wassily Kandinsky (1926:u:r1979)hadearlier claimed that there is an "adherence

to law" and a "universal glammar" of visual structure. Kandinsky's hypothesis was

that there are basic elemental figural forms in the same way as there are basic

structures of speech or verbal form which appear to be common or universal in all

human beings.

Chomsky argued a child's language is genetically pre-programmed to equip it to pass

from childhood to puberty and adulthood. Prior to his proposals,linguists had

focussed attention upon collecting, analysing and building up the grammar of as

many human languages as possible. Chomsky reversed the process. Rather than

collecting all of the data of the grammars and analysing them to determine common or

universal elements, he started with the assumption that the mind is in possession of an

unknown 'universal grammay' which has variable parameters that can be set in

different ways by different languages. His quest was to uncover the underlying

universal grammar from studies of the particular languages that arise from it.

Chomsky noted that we have an intuitive feel for the formal structure of language that

is independent of its meøning. He paved the way for essential studies of linguistic form

and function: graphonic, syntactic and semantic explorations of language use.

Just as the early linguists worked on the descriptions of the various grammars of the

many languages to explain language itself, so too, most descriptors of spatial

intelligence evident in major art movements generally relied on descriptors of their

varying structures and approaches rather than trying to identify their common or

universal elements.

Sless (L978: 16) took a similar approach to the early linguists and studied pictures

across different cultures to look for common elements. He rejected the notion that

"picfures could form the basis of a universal language ... because different cultures

develop different schemata and apply them in different social contexts". Those who

adhere however, as Chomsky did, to a universal language in visual intelligence, do

not start with'pictures' for their analysis but with form and colour. Kandinsky would

also argue that sound and movement complete the universal grammar of visual

intelligence.

This chapter proposes that there are universal rules and strucfures underpin.iog

visual thinking. The presence of such universals will be explored through the
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phenomenon of analog drawings initially, then through a study of Kandinsky's

grammar of visual form.

Myers (1989: 4) proposed a basic structure underlying the grammar of verbal and

visual forms:

for a cleør communicøtion in any lønguage, written, spoken, or aisunl, the rules of grømmør

require that at least three conditions must be yesent:

(1) semantics, that is, the recognition of the meaning ot' ø word or image;

(2) syntøx, or structure, the way thøt the words, phrøses, sentences, or images are put together

... and...

(3) yagmøtics, the interconnection, or interrelationship with the reøder, Iistener, or aieraer -
the existence of shøred knowledge. When øny one oJ these is missing, or uncleør, meøning is

Iíkely to be impaired, distorted, or, simply, nonexistent.

Chomsky claimed that, because language development is fixed in human genetic

coding, we have an inherent'feel' for its formal strucfure, even when one or other

aspects of it (such as the semantics) are corrupted. He offered as an example the

expressiory "Colourless green ideas sleep furiously", which we might describe as an

expression lacking in semantic sense yet one which maintains strucfural syntax and

graphophonic inte grity.

Since Chomsky's research, the term'universals' has become common in the sfudy of

linguistics. Yet the term is rarely used in studies of visual language processing.

Hoffrnan (1998:14) claimed that universals do exist in visual thinking, arguing:

these innate rules, which grant oisunl mastay to the childby age one and lead to consensus in

the aisual constructions of øIl normøl adults despite the infinite ømbiguity of imøges,I caII the

rules of universal vision.

Barthes (1974in Cowie, 1992:18) also noted that, when defining art in semiotic terms

"one can only anticipate that for all these imitative arts - when common - the code of

the connoted system is very likely constituted by a universal symbolic order."

\,1/hat is the nature of these universals in visual art? Kandinsky (1926, in1979:84) used

the term 'elemental figural forms' and he outlined a dictionary of these elemental

figural forms with the following rationale for doing so:

The dictionary of a liuing lønguage is immutable øs it undergoes changes perpetunlly: words

become submø'ged, die; words are created, come neu) into the world; foreign tnords arebrought

home f'om across the borders. Strangely enough, a grammar in ørt today still seems ominously

døngerous to many.
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Kandinsky's dictionary relies on a lexicon of the interplay of a point (which may

reflect circular, square or triangular forms) and a line (which may be straight, curved,

angular) within a basic plane (or frame) to communicate'

Is it possible to isolate common or universal elements across the enormous range of

figural art forms? What could Andy Warhof s Cømpbell's Souphave in common with

Cabanell's The Birth of Venus? Is it possible that the mysterious and gentle smile of

da Vinci's Lø Giacondais in any way related to the distorted and frenzied faces of de

Kooning s Women? Do jackson PollocKs drips and dnzzles speak the same language

as Michaelangelo?

If there is a common grammar of form underpinning the many differing'languages' in

art forms, then is it possible that this grammar can be identified and assessed? Those

observers of visual art forms whose eyes are trained to recognise realistic visual

representations in art form might claim, for example, that a Constable countryside

scene brings about a pleasurable sense of bucolic peace and relaxatiory while Franz

Marc's fauvist cows produce confusion and even distress with their red and yellow

coats and Chagall-like flotation. Such confusiory and even disbelief or hilarity, which

is witnessed daily in most contemporary sections of art galleries the world over, is

accepted as part of the 'fun' of the modern gallery, and not held up as evidence of

poor thinking on the part of the viewer. As commented earlier in this study, it is

regarded as'perfectly ok' to be visually and artistically ignorant in most western

cultures, and viewers of art consequently show no reticence or embarrassment about

their ignorance. Comments such as "a child could have done that - only children

wotild paint yellow or red cows" are commonly overheard in art galleries. Yet if the

same observer was to dismiss the poetry of Paul Verlaine as poor quality or infantile

because he or she does not understand French, then that resPonse would be

universally judged as lacking in cognitive insight and plain common sense. If you do

not have the language, of course you will not understand the communication.

Western culture's reluctance to understand or learn the cognitive insights

underpinning visual art, particularly abstract or non-objective art, probably has its

basis in the expectation that visual art must fuIfil some function - it must be of some

use, such as bringing a sense of peace, excitement, wonder, or sensuality to the viewer.

In the depths of a cold winter, a warm image on the wall of a sparkling blue seascape

or a garden of flowers should bring warmth, colour and movement to a still room. In

the absence of any knowledge of the grammar of form and colour, most individuals
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reject abstract art because they do not understand it and it consequently has no use to

them; it is outside of the frame of their understanding of realistic expectations of art.

As Hamilton (1989: 17) has indicated "People often avoid the use of paintings that

have little evidence of tealism"

The move to a state of 'little evidence of realism' within visual thinking has been

achieved with some of the gteatest intellects devoting their skills to creating such a

new vision. The visual arts movement has been characterised by'quanfum leaps' of

thought in much the same way as mathematics and science have witnessed and

documented original shifts in conceptualising their craft. The departure from realism

that the Impressionists took for example, was a massive change in the field of visual

thinking.

It was probably Manet who first made the move into Impressionism with his portrayal

of direct light, usually executed en plein øir rather than in the traditional studio, and his

depictiory with paintings such as le Déjeuner sur I'herbe and Olympia of real women

rather then the aacuous nymphs of the Paris salon. Flowever it was not until Monet's

Impression, Sunrise painting that the name and the movement became established. This

painting exemplified the Impressionist aim of attempting to record the fleeting effects

of light at a different time of day and in differing atmospheric conditions. As they

needed to work fast, the short, choppy, open brushworkbecame characteristic but

upset the critics, as a review of Impression, Sunrise reveals:

But these blotches were done the wøy they whitewash granite for a t'ountøin: slip! slop! alim!

olam! Any oldhow! lt's unheard of, dreødt'ul! lt's going to giae me a stroke!

(in Murray-Hør-aey, 1996 : 6).

Despite such visceral reactions to Impressionism, the seeds of non-objective art were

sown and Kandinsky's own reaction is recorded years later whery as a young artist he

stood before Monet's Høystack; such a commory peasant-spawned,light-riddled image

of no immediate interest to the Sølon:

I had the imgession that here painting itself comes to the t'oreg'ound; I wondered it' it would

not be possible to go further in this direction"

(Køndinslcy, 1 89 5 in L97 9 ).

Kandinsky's legacy is that he did'go furthey' and his creativity suggested further

possibilities in visual arts. Since Impressionism and Abstraction, a wide range of major

art forms have emerged, such as Fauvism, Expressionism, Cubism, Purism, Orphism,

Fufurism, Vorticism, Dada and Sunealism, Suprematism, De Stijl, Constructivism,

Abstract Expressionism, Kinetic Art Pop Art, Op Ar! Minimalism, and Conceptual

Art (Stango s, 199'J.,; Collings, 2000).
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With such a range of significant changes in the conceptualisation of visual artists'

expression, is it possible that there is a basic grammar of figural form common to all of

these movements?

One of the main difficulties seems to be in the removal, in some of the visual arts

movements, of the realistic or iconic representations of physicaf sensual, intellectual,

kinesthetic or emotional events or objects in the environment. As Hayakawa (in

Kepes, 1969:9) has stated, "Visually, the majority of us are still'object-minded' and

not'relation-minded'. We are the prisoners of ancient orientations imbedded in the

languages we have inherited"

The term'analog drawings' has been used to describe drawings which remove the

object to represent an emotion or an idea in figural form. The term'abstract' is used

here to describe figural representation which is non-objective, or which does not rely

on reproducing known images or actual pictures. An analog is generally defined as "a

physical object or quantity used to measure or represent another quantity" (Collins

Australian Dictionary, 1999).

There is a common belief that words are the bearers ol or the descriptors of, thought

and feelings. Although most people of sufficient intellect can manage to express

thoughts and feelings in words, it is obvious that training in precise and accurate

language skills will enhance this skill and that successful poets and authors are better

skilled at it. In general if a human being is depressed, lonely or angry, he or she is able

to speak about it or even write the feelings down to give a better'shape' to them. The

object of analog drawings is to express emotions or thoughts in a similarly visual yet

abstract form, " to dredge up that inner life of the mind by using an alternative, visual

language ... to give it tangible form - in short, to make inner thought visible"

(Edwards, 1986:66).

Kandinsky's point and line to plane are proposed as universal to visual language. In a

similar way the presence of analog drawings suggests a universal Srammar of point

and line within the basic frame to communicate.

This chapter has confirmed that no two people'see' an image in exactly the same way

The limited research on analog drawings confirms that although no two drawings are

alike, there is marked similarity in the structures of the drawings that express a single

concept.
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To illustrate the basic principles of the analog drawings some examPles are provided.

In general, if subjects are asked to represent the emotions of anger, joy, peacefulness

and loneliness, using only the principles of point and line to plane, the following

(reproduced below in Figure 3.9) will be common responses across the majority of

students:

Þ^*fu

Figure 3.9: Exømples of student anølog drazuings

These examples are reproduced with permission from student samples in the early

training sessions for the Turning World program. The responses in analog almost

universally depict the following:
. anger as sharp, pointed, vertical or oblique, violent strokes

. joy as soft, curling or swirling, usually vertical, light strokes

. peacefulness as horizontal, lengthy, soft or wavy strokes

. loneliness as a dot or a circular shape sometimes connected with a line

Further examples are reproduced in Figure 3.10 below:

a^f/' UA
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Figure 3.70: Exnmples of student anølog drøwings
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Any teacher who engages in this simple exercise with students will be surprised by

the structural similarity of drawings that express a single concept. The following are

some examples from Edwards'(L986) work on analog drawings and the similarities

can be seen with the student samples:

Analog of 'loV'

Anølog of ' P eacefulness'

5 io.rþ¡ t¿'o s t¿v-iíi^,'

¡l

51.o./.;,¿-*,,-t
::. a- ¡.^./)r¡¿\v',

Analog of loneliness

Figure 3.11: AnøIog drawings of joy,Ioneliness, andpeøcefulness

\j
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The observations of analog drawings has raised the question of meaning in language

and parallel meaning in drawings. If analog drawings do represent a basic visual

language, the question must be asked, "does this parallel language read similarly for

everyone, or at least for people from similar cultures?" If this is so, it would seem to

provide additional evidence as Edwards (1986: 76) suggests that:

there might be a deep structure of aisual form underlying humnn ørt thøt is wired into the

humøn brøin in a rnanner similør, perhaps, to the zuøy in which Noam Chomsky hns postulated

such ø structure for human uerbal expression. The ønalog drnwings seem to indicate the

possible existence of such a structure.

In terms of analog drawings it could be argued that there is an essential 'object' or

'image'present. Horizontal lines are almost exclusively used to represent peacefulness

or tranquillity, and sunsets, sunrises, a sleeper in a bed evoke lateral images that are

possibly universal in human experience. Yet the seemingly simplistic analog drawings

do seem to have a basis in a richly structured theory of visual grammar.

Although we can be fairly certain that van Gogh did not know the term 'analog' , a

viewing of his Cypresses curling and swirling ever upward communicate in form

rather than image his delight in nature.

It could be argued that even in words, the power of communication is in form rather

than the image. As an example, the next chapter details one of the poems studied in

lheTurningWorldprogram, T.S. Eliot's The loae song of I. AlfredPrufrock, which has as

its famous opening line:

Let us go then, you nnd I,

When the eaening is spread out against the sky

Like a pøtient etherised upon a table ...

Just as Chomsky's colourless green ideas sleep, the power of words lies in their

imøging, in Prufrock's case an overwhelming horizontalness, rather than the elemental

word itself. It is argued that the syntatic, semantic and graphophonic grammar of

language is equally present in the corresponding form, meaning and sound of visual

language.

The author selected the teaching of Kandinsky to further instruct the thesis that these

elements are universal. The focus of this study is on visual intelligence, creativity and

giftedness and it seemed appropriate to draw upon the work of one of the greatest

visual artists known, especially one who is hailed as the true founder of a geffe which

strived to communicate visually through pure form ot "pure feeling" (Collins,

1999 :1,65). One of the first painters to want to eliminate "traditional representation in

art", Kandinsky is generally regarded as the founder of the abstract and tllre non-
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objectiae art movements. It is interesting that for him the initial catalysts were not

haystacks but "Russian motifs from old fairy tales and medieval chivalric legends, and

subjects from folk art" (Dabrowski, 1995:15). This early inspiration also served as a

guideline for the author's choice of the literature within tl;re Pøløce of Wisdom and

Turning World programs, specifically Chaucer's Cønterbury Tales and the North

American Indian folk-tale, Loo-Wit The Firekeeper (see Appendix 3).

Kandinsky was not just a great painter; he re-directed the course of visual artistic

expression and was the first to link figures or form with sound, colour and movement.

Just as Baudin, Monet and other great Impressionist artists changed visual thinking

forever by painting light, movement, the passage of time, rather than realistic images

'camera-ready', so too Kandinsky made a quanfum leap in the production and

interpretation of visual art. He moved beyond Impressionism by empowering form

and colour to communicate in a language that few at the time understood.

Kandinsky's directives on the language of point, line, and colour within the basic

plane fit well in the wider academic debate on the links between visual IQ and visual

creativity upon which this study has focussed.

Ír the same way that the object-focussed artworld rejected the early Impressionists, so

too Kandinsky initially struggled to have his abstract paintings accepted. Even in his

formative environments of Munich (at the time referred to as the 'Athens of the Arts')

and Vienna, Kandinsky's work was regarded as too øoønt gørde to be accepted as a

serious genre within the visual arts. He was probably the first visual artist to study

elemental links with sound (music) and movement (dance). That Kandinsky's work

and habitation coincided with an era and country which produced Gustav Matrler and

Arnold Schoenberg is surely no coincidence. In Vienna, Kandinsky became friends

with Schoenberg in particular and was able to sympathise with the composer in a

society which was "deaf to the dissonances" of his work (Vezin & Vezin, 1992:1,09).

The tinks between the lyrical quality of form, colour, and music, were a source of

inspiration for Kandinsky as Vezin & Vezin (1992:110) further noted:

Schoenberg was, in fnct, in the process of abandoning the tonal system, the keystone of western

music since the Renøissønce, and this breøk was to prooe as crucial as Kandinsley's break with

the representøtion of the object

Kandinsky's major text, Point ønd line to pløne (1926 in 1979) is not generally cited in

later studies on vision or visual intelligence (Kepes, 1969; Chase L973;Marc,1982;

Myers, 1989;Hoffman,1,998) previously referred to in this thesis, yet the common

elements can be traced. Kepes (1969:17) argued, for example, that there are basic

'forces'which are critical to understanding visual form:
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The essential forces of aisuøI attrøction - ø point, ø line, øn area - exist in an opticøl

bnckground ønd qct on the optical field.

If these forces are universal then they must have been evident well before scientists

studied them and they must occur before the intervention of formal schooling.

It is interesting to note that the original marks made by humans aPPear to be in the

form of basic points and lines, or variations on them. If these forces are truly universal

then they must have been evident well before scientists studied them and they must

occur before the intervention of formal schooling. Kellogg (1970) claimed that all

elemental or 'child' scribbles develop from this basic grammar with the point being

the elemental form from which the line developed. Examples of children's scribbles,

beginning with the use of point are reproduced below in Figure 3.L2:

Sc¡ibbìe 1

Sc¡ibble 2

Scril¡ble 3

Sc¡iì¡l¡le 4

Scrilrble D

Scribble 6

Sc¡ibblc 7

Scril¡blc I
Scribble 9

Sc¡ibble l0

Scribble 1l

Sc¡ibble 12

Sc:ibble 13

Scribble l4

Scribl:le l5

Sc¡ibble 16

ScrrbDle 1 /

Sc¡ibble 18

Scribble 19

Scribblc 20

l,tlll

=/\6
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@
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Dot

Single vertical line

Single horìzontaì line

Singìe diagonal line

Siugle cruved lire

À{ultiple vertical Line

À{ultip.le ho¡izontal lirìc

\4ultiple diagonal line

\,fultiple curved line

Roving open line

RovirÌg enclosirg line

Zigzrg ot u'aving linc

Single loop line

\,tultiple loop lire

Spiral ìire

\,fultiple-line overlaid circle

À,f ultiple-Ìine circnmference circìe

Ci¡cular line sptead out

Single crossed circJe

Imperfect circlc

Figure 3.12: Early dot/scribbles (in Kellogg, 1970: L5)

Kandinsky's grammar of form, postulated well before such studies shows great

similarity. According to Kandinsky the point is the ultimate 'ambidextrous' element in

visual thinking. Kandinsky indicated that a point can take on many shaPes and forms

as represented in Figure 3.13 below:
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olJflv

trtltl
Figure 3.13: IØndinsky's Points (1926 in 1979: 3L)

The ambidextrous element embedded in the point is explained as both a presence and

an absence:

considered in terms of substance, it equals zero. Hüden in this zero, howeaer are aørious

nttributes which øre'humøn' in nøture. We think of this zero - thr geometric point - in reløtion

to the greøtest possible breaity, i.e., to the highest degree of restraint which, neuertheless,

speaks. Thus we look upon the geometric point as the ultimøte and most singular union of

silence and speech

(Kandinsky,1.926 in 1979: 25)

From the point, Kandinsky argued that the second element within a grammar of

universal form is the line. A line can be straight or curved, it may hang or float freely

with the basic frame oI it may corìnect within it. According to Kandinsky

(1926 in1979:57).

... the line is the greøtest øntithzsis to the pictoriøl proto-elnnent - the point. Vierned in the

strictest sense, it cøn be designøted øs ø secondary eletnent

Children freely use point and line to communicate. A good example of the interplay of

point (as dots and circles) and line in very early scribbles can be seen in Figure 3.14

below. Brittain has suggested that this drawingby a three-year old probably

represents 'people':
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Figure 3.14: People (in Brittøin, 1979: 31)

\Ätrhile much research (e.g. Kellogg,1970; Brittairy 1979;Gardner, 1980) has established

that children initially draw people as lines, then progress to circles with lines (or

limbs), there is an element of activity and energy in the placement of these points and

lines within the frame which undeniably communicates life, activity,'people'. When

art education teaches children to place people on a plane or flat surface (i.e. the

ground, as people don't float) the sense of energy and the visual communication may

be impaired. Chagall and Franz Marc understood this when they decided to make

their points and lines navigate the plane of their artwork rather than be placed

statically within it.

The third essential element of visual language, according to Kandinsky, is the basic

plane or the frame within which the point and line communicate. A frame does not

have to be literally, a gilt piece of wood. It may be the edges of a piece of paper or

simply the corners and edges surrounding the image. A frame can be understood as a

set of "basic principles that will affect and control the ways in which people involve

themselves with and experience a situation" (Reber, L985 in Benjafield, 1992:103). as

Sless (1978) has argued, frames can be seen in the same light as cognitive schemas. It is

interesting to note that Gardner (1983) used the term 'frames' to delineate his separate

intelligences.

In the example outlined in Figure 3.15 below, the exploration of sPace within the

frame, or what Tufte (1990) called 'the white interval', is essential to the

I
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communication of mood and movement. The blank area is as important to the

communication and the drawing as the interplay of point and line:

Figure 3.15: Vqlerie Døncing (in Brittøin: L979: 37)

Without an intuitive or perhaps evenprimitiae Íeelfor the sPace within the frame this

drawing would not communicate the movement and joy that it does. The fact that

Valerie's fingers number ten and eleven and that she is dancing with them rather than

with her feet, is of no consquence to the communication of the drawing. The central

points of her face, eyes and hands and the lines of her limbs do not connect with the

frame and this creates both the tension and the energy of the suspended pose. She will

only come to earth when there is a connection to the frame and a relief of the tension.

This universal rule, as outlined by Kandinsky (who unfortunately never saw VøIerie

dancingr.) was used as the basis for the design for QuestionT intheFigures of Sound

instrument presented in Chapter 5.

The early Chinese and ]apanese art forms which instructed the Impressionists and

eventually the Abstract artists relied upon the use of space within the frame as

Tufte (1990: 65) explains:

ln eaery clear concept of the nøture of aision and in euery healthy npproach to the spatial

world, this dynømic unity of figure and bøckground hns been cleørly understood. Loa Tse

showed such grasp when he snid: " A aessel is useful only through its emptiness. It is the spøce

opened in ø wall thnt serues øs a window. Thus it is the nonexistent in things which møkes

them seruiceøble." Eøstern uisual culture hns q deep understanding of the role of empty spøces

in the imøge. Chinese and løpønese pøinters hnae the admirøble courøge to leaue empty large

paths of their picture surføce so thnt the surfnce is diaided into unequøl interaøIs which,

through their spøcing, force the eye of the spectator to moaements of aørying oelocity in

fotloraing up reløtionshþs, and thus creøte the unity by the greatest possible aøriation of

surføce. Chinese and lapanese cølligrøphy øIso hnae ø sound respect for the white interaø\.

Chnrøcters øre written in imøginary squares, the blønk øreøs of which øre giaen as much

consideration øs the grøphic units and the strokes.
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Kandinsky (1926 ín1979:42) argued that the principles of dance and music are

essentially related to the notion of elemental figural form. He further drew the

correlation with speech, both verbal and written, and elemental figural forms' If there

does exist the visual equivalent of Chomsky's language universals then knowledge of

these would be essential in any assessment of visual thinking ability or figural creative

ability. Indeed this thesis claims that Aiken (L988: 257) would be quite incorrect in his

assertion that: "the ultimate judge of artistic merit is the observer alone". This adage

would never be accepted in the verbal/Iinguistic discipline where established and

measurable standards of syntax, semantics, and graphophonic principles prevail. The

ultimate judge of linguistic merit (is this a good poem?) has never been determined by

the 'likes or dislikes' of the reader. In the same way, any visual judgement of artistic

performance should not depend on whether the observer liked or disliked,

understood or misunderstood the piece. In visual art the lighthearted and essentially

ignorant corollary is the well-known, 'I like it, but is if ørt?'

This thesis has argued that there are universals in artistic or figural thinking abilities

which are closer to the nature of encoding visual stimuli, rather than just decoding or

copying it, and if the essence of these abilities can be identified then they can surely be

measured. How closely aligned such abilities are to the nature of general intelligence

is yet to be determined.

A belief in the existence of universal visual forms has been strengthened by the work

of art historians such as Giedeon (1956) and Giedeon (1962) who traced the origins of

humankind's "religion, mythology, culture, and customs in archaic man's art.

Strangely enough, the dominant motifs they offer in evidence consist of Gestalts

commonly produced by children today" (Kellogg, 1970:212).

An example of some of these common motifs is reproduced below in Figure 3.L6:
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Figure 3.1.6: Common children's motifs ønd ørchøic ørt motifs (in KeIIogg,l'970:217)

Hoffman (1998: 15) has argued that language urúversals are an active part of visual

cognition and that the existence of primitive motifs confirms that visual grammar is

'hard-wired'in human intelligence and humans are destined to follow the grammar of

universal form albeit 'creating' the image with every experience of it:

complex uision is uniaersøIbecause children øctually reinuent it, generation after generøtion -
not becøuse they are tøught, not because they are generally smart, not because it is useful to

them, but because they just cøn't help it.

Cowie (7991:4) confirmed from the evidence of the ancient galleries with their

universal motifs that these are more than the

røndom mørks of ø pictoriølist culture. The orgønisation of the gølleries is the cleørest

indicøtion of structural consciousness of ø aery ødaønced order. The eørliest human fine ørtists

were aery gifted indeed, and yet, there seems to be little ørchaeology for the origins of this

creatiae expression.

Cowie's observation on the lack of 'archaeology' for these forms is evidenced in the

lack of research on visual intelligence in comparison with verbal/linguistic

intelligence.

A further insight into a possible universal grammar of visual thinking is to be found in

the fact that motifs such as those outlined in Figure 3.'16 arc common to motifs found

in nafure.

The presence of these elemental or universal motifs, according to Khatena (1995b: 131)

have a universal basis in motifs commonly found in nature, since, "Nafure is the

source of the alphabet and meaning of art" . Khatena's research supported the notion

of universal points and lines within the plane which "we abstract as motifs. These
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motifs make up the alphabet of visual art. They are universal and the language they

represent is not cullurre bound as is the language of words".

Khatena claims that there are seven basic motifs in art derived from nature:

"They are the spiral, circle, half-circle, two half-circles, wavy line, zigzag, ancl straight

line" (1995: 131). The late Australian artist, Brett Whitely, would argue against the

inclusion of the straight line as elemental form. His view of elemental or universal

motifs and their basis in nature originated from his study of the human body and as

he observed, "I have searched all over my body and I can't find one straight line"

(\Alhitely, 1995: l).

The universal principles of forms can also be found in the mathematical proportions

documented in nature through the Fibonacci numbers and the'Golden Ratio' or the

'Golden Section'identified by the Renaissance mathematicians and artists. The links

with visual form are outlined in Chapter 5, as some of these universal principles were

incorporated into the design of the Figures of Sotmd instrument.

It is generally accepted that a grammar of verbal structure relies on syntax, semantics,

and graphophonic structures. Being able to intuitively, yet naively'feel'for the

colourless green ideas in their ftrrious sleep is perhaps similar to being able to naively

stand in front of an abstract or non-objective work of art, and without specific training

in the principles of point, line, plane and colour, be able to provide an instinctual

response. As an example, Kandinsky's Painting u)ith lMite Border is reproduced in

Plate 3.1, below:

Plate 3.1: 'Painting withWhite Border' by Wøssily Kandinslcy

Visuallntelligqlgqqd a V¡ual [nlqbeat!¡qgaA! influence 0n measures of IQ and Creativig Page
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This work of art is referred to in the next chapter as it was included in the enrichment

program, theTurningWorld and is one of the artworks in Hamilton's (L989) Critical

Thinking progïam. The most common responses from sfudents to this work of art

(McCanry 1996;1999;200L) have been that it is chaotic, scà\t dark, foreboding, windy,

and'thunderstormy.' In additiory Hamilton's (1989: L8) compilation from students in

the United States of America of possible titles for such a work of art are: " a scary day;

thunder and lightning wind, rain and hail; an exciting celebration; stormy weather".

The responses by sfudents to this work of art have been noted as very similar, even

without the students' knowledge that Kandinsky, before he had decided on a non-

objective title for it, had originally entitled the piece, Composition: Storm andThe

Approøching Storm.

The similarity in responses to Kandinsky's art is supported by the research of Giedion

(1962inKellogg, 1970 217) who studied the origins of pictorial representation: "art,

indeed, began with abstractions ... abstraction is closely tied up with the creation of

symbols". Cowie (1992) argued that the essential links between music and art can only

be truly be understood "in the abstract" which is the universal form, rather than the

word or the musical note.

It is proposed in this thesis that, with specific training in the glammar of visual form,

students will be able to move to a deeper appreciation, to interpret and to extrapolate

artworks, in a similar way that one confident in word form can engage with Chomsky

and move from a basic or naive appreciation that it is ok for green ideas to be

colourless and also to sleep.

Abstraction, in either word or form, can only communicate when it is infused or rich

with the language of its genre. As an example, Barrow (1995:26) reported that

Hollander in his verse Coiled Alizørene (which he dedicated to Chomsky), managed to

inject contextual and semantic meaning into Chomsky's famous example by writing

the following:

Curiously deep, the slumber of crimson thoughts:

lffiile breøthless, in stodgy airidian,

Colourless green ideas sleep furiously.

This study argues that just as an expert in the grammar of verbal form can interpret

and extrapolate from an abstract verbal work of art, so too those trained in visual

intelligence are better equipped to communicate in the abstract. The fact that the

'elementary signs' of verbal language are a mere twenty-six while the number visual
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elements are'prodigious' is significant to this argument as Kepes (1969:23)

elaborates:

lust as the letters of the ølphabet cøn be put together in innumerable ways to t'orm words

which conaey meønings, so the optical meøsures ønd qualities can be brought together in

innumerable wøys, ønd eøch particular relationship generøtes a different sensøtion ot' space

while the elementary signs of the English languøge are only twenty-six, the number ot'

elementøry t'orces with which the machinery of stght is yoaided is yodigious.

The abstraction of visual language allows for a communication across cultures,

centuries and human age ranges. Kandinsky was not the only one to understand this

but he was probably the first to communicate it not just in form but in words with his

publications. The author first viewed his works in the Guggenheim Museum in New

York in 1.985 and the delight which attended this first communication gave birth to an

idea for teaching as outlined in the following chapter and the Figures of Sound

instrument which is presented in Chapter 5. Perhaps Hilda Rebay's comment in the

preface to the 1979 ediíon of Kandinslcy's (1926) text best explains the engagement

with his work:

In looing Kandinslq's paintings, ute assimilate ourselaes taith exyessions of beauty with which

he links us to ø higher world. IGndinsky's message of non-objectioity is the message of eternity

(Hilda Rebay, in Kandinslcy, 1.979 : 12)

The following chapter presents the practical application of this study in the form of the

design and implementation of the differentiated currictilum which constituted the

TurningWorld progtam.



Chapter 4: Principles of Differentiated Curriculum and the Design of

the Turning W ofld Program

"ln seed time learn, in hnraest teach, in winter enjoy
Driae your cart øndyour plough oaer thebones of the dead

The road of excess leads to the Pøløce of Wisilom
Prudence is a rich, ugly old mnid courtedby incøpacity

He who desires, but acts not, breeds pestilence . . . "
(William Blake, from The Man'iage ot' Heaaen qnd HelI)

[The purpose of this chapter is to detail the current status of differentiated
curricula for gifted students in South Australia and presents the background
to, and the design of the specialised enrichment program, fhe TurningWoild,
which was taught in this studyl

4.0. Introduction

Special education for those with special talents is not a new idea. Plato had

recommended such training for those'men of gold' whose abilities were perceived as

superior. In reality, those selected for specialised training in Plato's republic tended to

come from the upper classes and be in positions of poweç as ability was deemed to be

a purely inherited characteristic and in the domain of the privileged.

This chapter outlines the specialised enrichment program, theTurningWorld, and

provides a rationale for it within general provisions for gifted students in Australia.

4.1. Specialised Provision for Gifted Students

Although the most common provision for gifted students in Australia is differentiated

curriculum within the regular school setting, lheTurningWorld was offered as an

alternative to school programs and was taught in school time. Separating students into

an ability group based on observed higher intellectual potential has not been a

popular option in Australia. However the author has taught such enrichment

programs within a university setting for many years. The justification for such an

option has been that until more teachers receive specific training in the principles of

differentiated curriculum within the regular school setting, gift"d students should

have access to enrichment, extension and acceleration elsewhere. An overview of

provision in South Australia for gifted students is presented in Section 4.2.

There is no clear research to support a premise that gifted children learn better when

they are with students of similar ability. The limited evaluations of enrichment

programs which cluster students who have either tested as gifted or been nominated

as gifted are inconclusive and ambiguous:
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Enrichment Wogrømmes inaoke strong support and also extensiue criticism in the reseørch

Iiterature. On the plus side øble/gifted pupils do benefit t'rom the stimulation ot' their

intellectual peers (Shore,2000) and increases in pace ønd complexity øre eøsier to achieae in

this kind ot' context . . . On the minus side, no reseørch has yoaed signit'icant long-term

educational impact resulting from withdrawøl programme$ although increøses in motiaation

ønd enjoyment are widely reported

(Freemøn, L998 in Eyre €t McLure,2001.:4).

In 1990 the author designed and taught the first tertiary-based enrichment program/

entitled tlrre Pølace of Wisdom which offered lower secondary students the opportunity

to attend a ten week course at the Flinders University of South Australia, in school

time. A brief summary of this original course, which was taught at Flinders University

to five different classes of gifted students over the period of five years, is in

Appendix 1. In addition, a video showing a compilation of extracts from the classes in

the Pøløce of Wisdom is appended to this thesis which shows some essential features of

this course. It was considered important to append this video as it shows students

engaged in the study of the mathematical proportions of the Golden Section and its

links with visual art. These principles are outlined in Chapter 5 as they influenced

Questions L and 8 in the Figures of Sound (FoS) instrument which the author designed

to explore visual thinking ability. The video also provides an important insight into

the principles which led to the design of the TurningWorld program. The original

PøIace of Wisdom course was advertised across all Government and private

metropolitan schools in Adelaide. Hundreds of applications followed the first

advertisement, attesting to the fact that schools, parents, and sfudents were

immediately attracted to the idea of an enrichment course outside the regular school

curriculum and within a university setting.

The theme of the Paløce of Wisdom was 'Perception' and it fused or crossed over

traditional subject areas such as creative writing and poetry, science, mathematics,

visual art, music and drama. Sfudents who participated were drawn from ten different

schools in the public and private education sector. Entry to the course was entirely by

teacher and parent nomination. The course was taught in school time, and

consequently ooly those sfudents who were outstanding'achievers' in school and who

could afford to miss half a day per week for one semester were nominated. IQ tests

were not used for selection.

The basic principles underpinning the design of the Palace of Wisdom proglam were

accelerated content, an open-ended, problem-solving approach and cross-subject

teaching. The strongest feature was the cross-subject approach. The practice of

restricting study within the confines of subject areas, such as mathematics, art, or
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music, is tikely to result in'low-level' learning such as that perceived to be at the

bottom of the Bloom's Taxonomy: knowledge, comprehension and application'

ThroughoutthePalace of wisdom however, the students were taught to,

discoaer the ørt in the mathematics ønd the mathematics in the music, so that they quite

nøturally function øt the leaels of anølysis, synthesis ønd eualustion. This is the theory ønd the

philosophy behind the yocesses ufuich driae this course

(McCann in Bøiley, Brøggett €¡ Robinson,l'990:343)'

In addition to these principles, the students were enriched by the opportunity to

access content which was pitched at a tertiary level and to interact with university

staff, many of whom served as mentors and advisors for them.

Since 1994, another version of the Pølace of Wisdom was taught to lower secondary

students. This course had more of a focus on engaging the students in visual art

techniques and appreciation and its links with creative writing. The title of this

eruichment program wasTøIking of Michelangelo which is the recurring line from

T.S. Eliot's poem The loae song of I . Alfred Prut'rock: " In the room the women come and go

talking of Michelangelo" . This poem was studied as the main literary content for this

progtam. The title was chosen as an appropriate one for a course which fused a visual

study (epitomised by Micheløngelo) with a verbal one (tølking). Most of the content of

theTølking of Michelønçlo course was taught at the Art Gallery of South Australia.

Extending the principles of these two enrichment programs, the Palace of Wisdom and

Tøtking of Michelangelo,the third enrichment program entifled theTurningWorldwas

designed as a specialised, visual thinking program to suit students at the Year 6level

of primary school, as this was the age gloup which best suited this study.

The title for the TurningWorldProgfam was also drawn from a line of one of

T.S. Eliot's poems, BurntNorton, which embodies the synectic image, the stä point of

theTurningWorld, the extended extract being:

At the still point of the tuming world. Neither flesh nor fleshless;

neither f'om nor towørds; at the stä point, there the dance is,

But neither qn'est nor mopement.

And do not cøII it fixity,
Where pøst and future at'e gøthered. Neither moaement t'rom nor towards.

Neither ascent nor decline' Except for the point, the still point,

There would be no dance

and there is only

the dance.

T.S. Eliot: Burnt Norton
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As the master of the synectic image: still/turning, flesh/flestrless, arrest/movement,

past/future, dance/fixity, from/towards, ascent/decline, T.S. Eliot provided the ideal

entrée to this enrichment program. In all three enrichment programs the principles of

synectic images was taught and this most powerful image, still, yet turning a point on

the round (almost like Colerid ge's øt the round enrth's imagined corners), served well not

just as the title of the program but as an introduction to the art of Matisse and his

'Dancers' series (see Appendix 3 for an outline of the Progtam and a set of some

student worksheets).

TheTurningWorld program was taught within the Graduate School of Education at

the University of Adelaide as well as at the Art Gallery of South Australia which is

situated next door to the University. In addition, two classes, in mathematical imaging

and visualisation, were taught at the South Australian School of the Future, as the

appropriate computing facilities and teaching expertise were there.

Classes were held over a ten week period on Friday afternoons from L.00 - 4.00pm.

Students travelled from the five separate schools to the classes with the help of

teachers and parents. The notion of 'school' children attending a university seems to

have great community and media interest. In the same way that the Palnce of Wisdom

had attracted media attentiorç so too theTurningWorld program attracted a deal of

media attention. Examples of some articles are reproduced in Appendix 2. The

TurningWorld program (TW) was specifically designed as an enrichment progtam for

very advanced students. This thesis has higtrlighted differing views about the effects

of the environment on the development of giftedness. Many explicit theorists would

argue that an enriched environment will lead to optimal and enhanced learning but

will not actually change intellectual growtþ as Miller (1998:51) believes:

No amount of educøtion or hot house øtmosphere cøn grow Einsteins or Picassos or, for that

matter, Michael Jordnns, Eaen the uety gifted scientist, composer, or øthlete yactices their

crat't øt great length daily ønd yet neaer reøch the exalted heights of these, shøIl we say, super-

gifted or super-genius people.

Implicit theorists however, argue that enriched environments can lead to increased

levels of intellectual development as evidenced in measurable brain cell growth or

synaptogenesis. If this research is reliable then educators need to identify the exact

nafure of an'enriched' environment for optimal intellectual development. Fogarty's

coverage of educational visionaries, which she has called "Architects of the Intellect"

has not only reported on the classic researchers such as Piaget and Vygotsky but also

includes the neuroscientist MarianDiamond and her work on enriched environments.

Diamond ascribes the growth of dendrites which she calls, "Magjctrees of the mind"
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@iamond & Hopsorç 1998), to enriched environments. Fogarty describes the typical

Diamond teaching/learning environment as a type of cross between Montessori and

Summerhill:

... Hallutøys dripping with printed posters, writings, mobiles, sculptures, and paintings.

Cløssrooms oaerflowing withbeanbøg chøirs, rugs and pillows, books, møgazines, ønd

newspapers. Science corners filled with greenery and tønks of ftth, gerbil cages and rock

collections. The listening støtion øIiae with classical music, pop songs, ballads and the blues ...

these øre the sights ønd sounds ot' øn enriched enaironment ..,

(Fogarty, L997:78).

\,ltrhile most teachers and sfudents might aspire to such learning environments, it

needs to be clarified if they necessarily enrich or extend the intelligence of the

sfudents. Jensen (2000), whose many teacher resource materials provide a

commitment to brain science studies and their relevance to education has stated that:

Enrichment comes more t'rom the yocess than f'om the (physical) structure. Challenge,

feedback, noaelty, coherence, and time øre crucial ingredients t'or rewiring the brain. Giaen ø

choice between a pretty cløssroom and a good teøcher, a pørent should tøke the good teøcher.

ldeally, though, a student shouldhaaeboth

(lensur, 2000:79).

The'pretty classroom'of theTurningWorld was predominantly the Art Gallery of

South Australia, an environment which Perkins (1995) earlier recommended for its

'sensory anchoring'to, and'personal engagement'with real works of art as well as its

'dispositional atmosphere'. Lowery's (L998) research on'brain-based' classrooms

recommends an interactive, knowledge-rich environment where the student has direct

engagement with the learning. It is interesting to note his criticism of 'written formats

such as the text books':

Constructions in a student's brøin depend on the interest ønd yior knawledge of the student

ønd on the richness of the enaironment ...

Written formats, such as textbooks, giae minimal help because symbols are not reality. They

cannot be acted on or manipuløted. Understanding zahat a symbol reyesents depends on prior

experientinl knowledge related to the symbol

(Loway,1998:3).

According to Jensen (1998a,1998b) and Sousa (L995), specific study of cognitive

neuroscience can help direct the development of enriched learning environments.

Two major examples are in challenge and feedback:

The critical ingredients in øny purposeful program to enrich the learner's brøin øe that first
the learning is chøIlenging, with new informøtion or experiences. Often noaelty will do it, but

it must be chøIlenging. Second, there must be some wøy to leørn t'rom the experience through

interøctiae feedbøck ... chøllenge is important; too much or too little ønd students will giae up

ønd get bored.

$ensut, 1998a: 32).
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Before the specific details of this enrichment program are given, it is important to

provide the broader context within which special provision is made for gifted students

and the rationale for the design of this Program.

This chapter will initially overview the general provisions for gifted students in South

Australia. Following this brief overview, the chapter will more specifically address the

principles of designing differentiated teaching programs suitable for gifted students.

Such programs have been designed with the understanding outlined in the previous

chapters, of what intelligence is in general, and the principles of creativity and

giftedness specifically. The final section of this chapter provides the details of the

design of the TurningWorld program.

4.2. An overview of general school provisions for gifted students

The most common option which schools adopt to cater for the special needs of gifted

students is to establish special programs or provisions within the regular school

curriculum. In general, the best programs utilise a differentiated curriculum based on

a combination of the following three strategies:

. acceleration: where the students have early entry to the school curriculum

or are moved more quickly through the grades or the subject material,

generally engaging with more advanced content

. enrichment: where the students are exposed to a greater breadth within

the curriculum, generally being introduced to novel, or sophisticated

material beyond the regular scope of the standard curriculum, and

. extension: where students are allowed to strengthen their skill(s) in a

particular area of expertise, studying at a greater depth within an already

established area of strength

(Brøggett, 1992; 1997)

More recent notions of differentiated curriculum add'empowerment'to enrichment,

extension and acceleratiorL reflecting postmodernist thinking which encourages

sfudents to actively engage irç and negotiate their own learning. Such environments

are sometimes called'constructivist' classrooms (Perkins, 2000) and are based on the

'new curriculums'which Lowery (1998: 4) has described:

The new cur'riculums do not "speed up" the student's deuelopment or "mqoe down" øduønced

concepts. Røther, their intent is to møke whøt the student is capable of learning more useful,

effectiue, releuant, and intø'esting ønd to ennble the student to prog'essiaely build, from grade

Ieoel to grade leael, øn unilerstønding ot' the grand ideøs of n subject by reløting subsequent

knowledge to prior knotaledge.

Special provision of these'new curriculums' within regular schools is more successful

when the teachers are trained in the principles and design of differentiated
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curriculum. It is well documented in gifted education that a common flaw in provision

for gifted sfudents is 'more of the same' material. The common response of teachers

(particularly those without any gifted education training) to students who finish their

work earþ and accurately is often to'reward' them with hnrder work (usually the

extension questions or exercises found in some texts), or mote work. Such'reactive'

measures on the part of the teacher train the very intelligent child to slow down

quickly and to perhaps even choose to underachieve in an environment which

rewards good work with more worþ or harder work. Engaging students in successful

principles of differentiated curricula within the regular school setting, does not just

involve faster work or even harder work for them, instead it must involve them in

qualitatively different experiences of learning. The TurningWorld Program was

designed to show clear evidence of the principles of enriched, extended, and

accelerate d curricula.

A second provision for gifted students is the option of selective entry into regular

schools. South Australia for example, provides'Lighthouse Schools' for students with

specific talents in areas such as music and languages. Most States in Australia have

some examples of the Lighthouse or'Special interest' School concept. These schools

provide a specialisation in a field at the secondary level, then utilise selective entry for

students specifically talented in that field. These schools employ specialist teachers

and selective entry students spend a disproportionate part of the curriculum on the

area of specialisation. The general academic performance of students in Lighthouse

Schools is not affected by the disproportional amount of time spent on the area of

specialisation, such as music, for example. Tracking the final Year 12 results has

shown that the students' overall academic performance is generally above the average

in regular schools.

A third, and much more specific educational option for gifted students was

introduced lr.1993 in South Australia when the SHIP (Students with High Intellectual

Potential) schools were established. These schools are regular, Government schools

which offer specialised provision for training teachers in gifted education

methodology. Seven Primary schools were initially selected and six others were

included as networking schools over the ensuing couple of years. Each school was a

regular Department for Education and Children's Services (DECS) school but which

devoted SHIP funds to training the teachers in the principles of differentiating the

curriculum as well as employing a resource teacher trained in Gifted Education. Each

school was expected to model principles of differentiated curriculum and to offer

some form of enrichment, extension and/or acceleration to the students identified as
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æfted. There was no special entry for gifted students. Five of the original seven SHIP

Primary Focus Schools participated in this study. The remaining two were South

Australian country schools and the distance from Adelaide prevented their inclusion.

The primary SHIP program was extended, in South Australia, to the secondary

schools lr;-1997 and three government Secondary Schools were selected over the

period lggT -2000. The SHIP secondary progam differs from the primary one in that

it does involve selective entry for one Year 8 class each year. Selection into the year

eight special class of gifted students is based on the results of teacher nomination from

their Primary School, school academic records, and achievement on the Advanced

form of the Ravens Progressive Matrices. Úr addition, the identified students are

interviewed together with their parents or caregivers to ascertain their level of interest

and suitability to the program. The SHIP secondary schools also have acceleration

built into the optiory with the special entry gifted cohort generally studying Year 8 -
Year 10 in two years instead of the usual three.

The value of selective progtams within schools, including selective classes and even

selective schools themselves has been debated. Craven & Marsh (7997) produced

research which indicated that there is a drop in gifted students' self-esteem when they

are grouped with other gifted students in selective programs. The researchers claim

that such students find it hard to move from a position of 'top of the class', to a

situation where they may be in the middle or even at the bottom of the ability level in

a selective class:

... arguments t'or the formøtion of specinl GAT (Gifted and TøIented) classes ot' relatiaely

homogeneous high-abitity studettts øre oftenbøsed on their assumed positiae effects on self-

concept. Howeoer GAT reseørchhas not capitøIised on recent adaønces in selt'-concept reseørch

øndhence such øssumptions haae not been ødequately testedby empirical rcseørch. GAT

reseørchers haae seemed to assume that high ability GAT enaironments wiII imywe students'

self-concepts and therefore høue føiled to test such øssumptions empiricøIly

(Crauen €t Marsh, 1997 : 42)

The arguments over selective versus non-selective schooling has been referred to as

the BFLP (Big E ish Littte P ond) debate. Gross (1997, 1998) argued in favour of selective

grouping for gifted students, claiming that the perceived'decrease in academic self-

esteem' identified by Craven & Marsh (in Gross (1998:19):

...may result less t'rom ø chønge in øcødemic rønking (BFLPE) thøn ft'om the opportunity to

measure themselues, for the first time, øgainst øcsdemic work which is commensurate with

theh'øbilities ...

Gross argues that this is an option to be encouraged because of this.
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The students who participated in the TurningWorldprogram were clearþ in a

selective program and functioning academically at the gifted level and although no

empirical measures were taken regarding their social and emotional states, reduced

self-esteem was not evidenced or reported by the sfudents, their teachers or families.

TheTurningWorld program was designed as an out-of-school enrichment program,

and with content which was completely novel to the students, consequently there was

no pressure on the sfudents to compete for grades during the program or at its

completion. Indeed responses from the groupr the schools and families indicated that

academic self-esteem in the gtft"d students was enhanced by being able to'attend

University' for one half day each week in the semester, and also with popular media

coverage of their participation.

Allowing gifted students increased access to tertiary and other forms of advanced

studies has developed in South Australia, as a fourth specialised option designed to

cater for their special educational needs. Although the PøIace of Wisdom and Turning

World courses were unique to South Australia, this option is becoming more popular

across Australia as the barriers between schools and universities begin to break down.

The move to a Middle Schooling focus in Australia has also highlighted the fact that

the senior secondary years of the traditional school are not necessarily that different

from the first or even second year of university sfudy. A range of special options is

now available in most States in Australia to allow students to:

' attend classes or enrichment programs at Universities

' study University courses through the internet or distance education

. study University-organised topics or progfams within the school setting, and taught

by university lecturers (McCann, 2000b, 2001.,2002b).

Although the Pølace of Wisdom andTurningWorld programs were offered to the

schools as University-based and funded enrichment programs, the benefits flow back

to the Universities involved. It has been noted over the years that the gifted students

often choose the familiar environment of the host universi$r when it is time for them

to embark on their formal degree. It is clearþ in the interests of universities to attract

exceptionally bright students.

The final option to be addressed in this overview is the most extreme one for meeting

the needs of gifted students and that is to educate them, set apart from other students,

in selective, separate schools.

Providing special schools for academically gft"d students is not a regular option in

most Western countries, however it is standard provision in other countries such as
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China and Russia. In these countries, provision for gifted students has focussed on the

establishment of speciaf selective schools, usually with very accelerated curricula. It is

uncommon in these countries to find specific training in creativity, divergent thinking

skills or other higher order thinking skills which are essential training in Western

principles of differentiated curriculum (McCann, 1998 in Maitra, 2000; McCanru 2000a;

Braggett & Moltzerç 2000).

With selective special schools there is an implied assumption that gifted students need

to be selected out from the regular population and placed in the separate environment

of a special school with other gtft"d students. Originally an uncommon (and

unpopular) option in Australia, the notion of establishing special schools seems to be

gaining momentum in Australia as the special needs of the profoundly gifted students

become understood. Some schools in the private sector have established reputations of

catering better for gifted students through the offer of scholarships, but issues of

equity have always precluded entrybased on high IQ alone. Certainly within the

DECS in South Australia this has traditionally been the case. However, an example of

one new venture can be found in the special school for students talented in

mathematics and science which opened on the site of Flinders University in South

Australia in February 2003. This school is a joint venture between the DECS and

Flinders University with university lecturers as well as teachers specialised in

mathematics and science comprising the teaching staff.

There is no doubt that in Australia the educational provisions for grft"d students are

becoming more diverse and accessible yet it is still the qualþ of the teacher, according

to the research, which is as important in b.i.g*g about change in students' learning

as a successfully differentiated program. In particular the role of the teacher as mentor

and role model is raised as being of utmost importance:

teachers can create cløssroom enaironments thøt t'oster creatiaity or stifle it..Íeachø's were

nominated by yeuious students as positiztely or negøtiaely influencing their creativity....the

three most importønt traits ot' føcilitating teachers were treøting students øs indiaiduals,

encouraging student independence, and functioning øs q a'eatioe role model

(Sternberg and Lubart, 1991:22).

4.3. Principles of differentiated curriculum influencing the design of the TurningWorld
Pfogfam

The Turning World program was a unique combination of all of the options outlined

above, in the following ways: the students were taught by a highly trained instructor

in gifted education; they were selected from five different schools to comprise a

special class; they attended a University or other tertiary sector for the duration of the
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course; they had a special focus (visual thinking) to their curriculum; and they were

taught in a highly specialised and differentiated curriculum with significantly

accelerated content material. TheTurningWorld program, in content and delivery, is

based on a highly differentiated curriculum.

Differentiation of instruction for grft"d learners has traditionally been based on a

'tailoring' model: assuming that different learners will require different sizes and

styles of 'garments'. The analogy with the tailoring model suggests that those learners

who appear to have intellectual capacity at the lower end of the ability scale are

offered a streamlined model of curriculum where the seams have been'taken in' or the

content reduced or made easier. Conversely, advanced learners who need more

breadth and scope in their curriculum may need to have the seams'loosened' or

expanded. Maker (1982) outlined this model indicating that a differentiated

curriculum should be adjusted for the gtft"d students with:
. differentinput or content
. different process or sense making and

. different products or output.

This view of differentiation assumes that a teacher should respond to the special needs

of the gtfted students by following the guidelines outlined below:
. planning a variety of modes of learning

. assessing student readiness at the outset

. matching learning options to student interest and need

. using flexible groupings to ensure both challenge and equity

. creating a flexible learning environment

. serving as coach or mentor to students in reaching their goals

. assessing student progress based on individual goals and growth

(Maker,1982)

While these principles of differentiation are useful and certainly better than ignoring

the needs of the learners with differing abilities, they tend to rely on reaclve rather

thanproac+we planning.In other words, teachers relying on such models tend to wait

until they have identified gifted students and then plan to adapt or modify the regular

curriculum so that it is more appropriate. Proactive planning for differentiation

assurnes from the outset of any regular educational interaction that there are gifted

students in the class and that they will require a differentiated curriculum. Tomlinson

(1995) outlined a continuum of instruction which she identified as moving from'no

differentiation' through to'macro' differentiatioru which is essentially proactive.

The first level, 'no differentiation', is based on the'old' belief that all students should

engage in the same work. This level follows the principles that:
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. Class works as a whole on most projects

. Group pacing and grading standards apply

. Implied philosophy that all of the students need the same

teaching/lea*ing.

It is an observation of the author that most teachers, even without training in gifted

education, do not operate at this level. The majority of teachers probably function at

what Tomlinson calls the level of 'microdifferentiatiorf as outlined in the principles

below:

' Adjusting questions in discussion

. Encouraging individuals to take an assignment further

. Variations in grading expectations

. Students pick own work grouPs

. If students finish early they can choose to do reading, puzzles, busy work

. Occasional exceptions to standard pacing and grading: students may not

need to do all maths problems, may not need to show work or may move on

to extension questions.

\,\Ihile the principles of microdifferentiation are to be applauded as they are likely to

enable the gifted students to work closer to their level of abiltty, the next level of

'macrodifferentiation' is, according to Tomlinson, the one which teachers should be

trained to utilise. Macrodifferentiation principles are set out below with the very fust

one encompassing the whole ethos of this level of differentiation:

' Articulated philosophy of student differences

. Planned assessment/compacting

. Variable pacing assumed from the beginning

. Planned variation in content/ process / product

. Planned variation in physical environment of classroom

. Consistent use of flefble grouPs

' Adopting a mentor role.

(Tomlinson, 1995:81)

The principles of macrodifferentiation instructed the design and execution of the

classes held in theTurningWorld program. The basic principles of microdifferentiation

suggest that it relies on a reactwe response to perceived individual sfudent's needs.

Macrodifferentiation on the other hand, is based on the principles of articulating and

developing a philosophy of differences in student abilities. ltproaúvely assumes, as

theTurningWorld progfam could, that there are gifted students in the class.

The essential principles of macrodifferentiation are also embodied in other models and

designs of a differentiated curriculum, such as Renzulli's Schoolwide Enrichment

Model (SEM) (1994) and the Renzulli Enrichment Triad (1976) model. Models such as
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these help to develop a school philosophy which values difference and celebrates

excellence

The most basic principle underlying curriculum development for the gifted is that

experiences for these children be qualitatiaely dilÍerent from the basic Program

provided for all children. As the TurningWorldprogram was designed specifically for

sfudents who were clearþ functioning in very advanced ways academically, it was

easier to accelerate the content of the curriculum than if the class was comprised of the

normal range of abilities found in regular classrooms.

Kaplan (1986) provided the following guidelines for differentiating learning within the

curriculum. She argued that students should be allowed:

. exposure: to experiences, materials, information outside the bounds of the regular

curriculum
. extension: to elaborate on the regular curriculum through additional allocation of

time, materials, self-initiated or related study, and

. deaelopmezf; instruction which focuses on thorough, or new explanations of a

concept or a skill which is part of a general learning activity.

These principles oL exposure, extension, and deuelopment are similar to the three major

categories of curriculum differentiation underpinning the Renzulli Enrichment Triad

model which also helped instruct the design of the TurningWorld Program.

Pärto's (L999) model of a differentiated curriculum rests on five precepts which

include a directive that the curriculum should be based on the characteristics of gifted

students, that it should have academic rigour, and that it should engage the students

in some aspect of social adaptation or reconstruction (Pürto, 1999).

The requirement for social adaptation as part of a differentiated curriculum for gifted

students is also set out in Braggett's (1997) eight categories of differentiation. These

categories suggest a differentiation of the curriculum according to the following

guidelines: appropriate speed; appropriate cognitive Processes; enrichment and

opportunities for extension; personal experience and autonomy; an adherence to a

range of multiple intelligences; higher-order deductive thinking and lastly, social

change and career and vocational education. Braggett's guidelines have much in

common with Pürto's, especially Piirto's first precept which is that differentiated

curriculum should be based on the characteristics of gifted children. These

characteristics have been presented in this thesis and have instructed the design of the

differentiated curriculum.
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Piirto's requirement that the curriculum should have academic rigour, be

interdisciplinary and have specific orientations such as personal relevance and insight,

relies on advanced and appropriate content. Content of the curriculum for gifted

students rests on a sound and enriched knowledge base. Knowledge has traditionally

been placed at the bottom of the Bloom's Taxonomy, and many guidelines for

differentiated curriculum indicate that knowledge attainment is'low-level thinking',

compared with the analysis, synthesis, evaluation and creation levels at the 'top' of the

newly-revised Taxonomy (in Pohl,2000). In particular, many earlier guidelines for

differentiated curriculum for gifted students put limited importance on a knowledge

base, claiming that gifted students should be spending more time than the other

students at the'higher'levels of thinking such as analysing, evaluating and creating.

Figure 4.L depicts a curriculum guideline which is typical of that presented in many

texts advocating a differentiated curriculum for gifted students:

Figure 4.1: Bloom's Tøxonorny for dffirentinted curriculum for gifted indiaiduals (DECS, 1996)

Piirto's model however, reminds us that an excellent knowledge base must underpin

good teaching and learning and that academic rigour in terms of subject knowledge is

essential to higher order problem solving. No student can evaluate, synthesise or

create in a knowledge-poor environment or where the content is deficient. It is

interesting to note the return to status of the term, 'knowledge'.
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A former Australian Prime Minister, Bob Hawke, proclaimed (in 1987) that Australia

needed to move from being the 'lucky country' (as defined by Donald Horne), to

becoming the'clever county'and he was arguing that technological advances in

Australia should underpin such a move. More recently, the then federal politician,

Carmen Lawrence, argued that "the knowledge nation has to replace the clever

country ... there is no point in new technologies if they are content free"

(Lawrence, 2000). It is argued that new technologies are only useful if they are rich in

content.

Enriched and accelerated content was an essential feature of the Turning World

program. Gallagher & Gallagher (1994:1.00) outlined a useful guideline for content

modifications which help to instruct differentiation:

. Content Acceleration

The teacher selects content material which should match the students' level

of attainment rather than their age.

¡ Content Enrichment

The teacher provides gifted students with a variety of materials or references

that will elaborate on the basic concepts to be taught.

¡ Content Sophistication

The teacher provides material that will allow gifted students to see larger

systems of ideas and concepts related to the basic content of the course.

¡ Content Novelty

The teacher introduces completely different and new material from the

regular school curriculum.

The principles of a differentiated curriculum need to be kept in focus in the

determination of enrichment programs in order to avoid the tendency to simply

accelerate the content for gifted students, or to just make them 'work harder' on

material which they may encounter at school. Although many of the principles of

differentiated curricula outlined in this section were used in the design of the Turning

Worldprogram, one model served as a 'map' for the design of the course in general

and that model, designed by Joseph Renzulli (1976), is the Renzulli Enrichment Triad

Model reproduced in Figure 4.2below:
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Gene¡al
exploratory

activities
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TYPE 2
Group

training
activities

Regular curriculum Env¡ronment in general

Figure 4.2 : The Renzulli Enrichment Triad

This model has been extensively used in special and regular programs for gifted

students in many countries but is particularly popular in Australia, where Braggett

has confirmed that "most States" have been influenced by its design, "as the basis for

in-class enrichment" (Braggett & Moltzen,2000:782). Although the TurningWorldwas

an out-of-school enrichment program, many of the principles of the Renzulli Triad

were relevant to its design.

Renzulli's model identifies the three 'Types' of teaching and learning activities which

should underpin an enrichment program specifically designed for gifted students.

The first, Type 1, is meant to 'expose' the students to new learning experiences and to

'immerse' them in general exploratory activities relevant to the theme of the program.

The teacher's role is that of facilitator. The pedagogy is one of openness and naivety

rather than directed teaching and learning. Type L learning is closest to the concept of

'enrichment' or broadening of the curriculum previously outlined.

Type2 activities rely on the students learning new skills and require the teacher to

become an active 'trainer' for the students. It is at the Type 2 level that students should

be learning the principles of higher-order thinking skills. The McCann version (et al

1998;2002b) of the Type2 separates the training required of the teacher into the

teaching of critical skills, creative skills and caring thinking skills as these

characteristics are the three key ones already proposed to be at the heart of intellectual

functioning, as outlined in Chapter 2.It needs to be remembered, as the Piirto (1999)
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model suggests, that differentiated curricula needs to be based primarily on the actual

characteristics of gifted students. The Type 2 training sessions in the Turning World

program were taught in the Graduate School of Education at the University of

Adelaide, the Art Gallery of South Australia, and the S.A. School of the Future.

The Type 3learning in the Renzulli Triad is designed to engage the students for a

significant part of the enrichment program (approximately fifty percent of the time) in

small group or individual, active learning experiences related to'real world'

problems. In the TurningWorld program more than fifty percent of the time was spent

on Type L and Type2 teaching and learning. As final projects were not required in this

program, the Type 3 activities were of a shorter duration than those proposed by

Renzulli and took the form of investigations' rather than long-term problem solving

exercises. FIowever, Renzulli's directive that the most important feature of Type 3

should be the terrn'real activities', was certainly fulfilled by the principles of the

Turning World as the major art works studied are unique to the collection in the South

Australian Art Gallery. These are paintings the students can return to at any time and

which are owned and displayed as a part of their local community and culture.

Lr order to cater for the differing 'types' of abilities, as outlined in Gardner's MI

Theory, and to plan activities at differing'levels' across the spectrum of higher-order

thinking skills as outlined in Bloom's Taxonomy, the Type 3 investigations were

designed using a grid as set out in Table 4.1below

TABLE 4.1:The Bloom/Gardner Grid
Type 3 - Individual and Small Group Investigations

MI

UNDERSTAND

Apprv
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The kinesthetic, musical and nafuralist components of the MI theory are not

incorporated into this grid, as they were not a focus of this program. In addition to the

Bloom/Gardner grid, more general activities were designed around the Thinkers

Keys, which were first designed by Ryan (1990). The keys were used across Types 2

and 3 activities as shorter enrichment and training activities to support the larger

Pro8ram.

Piirto has indicated that a differentiated curriculum should be based on the

characteristics of gifted students. Chapter 2 concluded with the author's outline of

gifted characteristics as those comprising the critical, the creative and the caring

thinking skills. Consequently the Renzulli Triad has been modified to incorporate the

full range of differentiated curricula models and principles, based on an assumption

that the critical, creative and caring intelligences need to be trained, and thatboth type

and degree of intelligences need to be catered for. This modified design is reproduced

below in Table 4.2:

TABLE 4.2: The Renzulli Triad Adaptation

Type 1 - Exposure/Immersion

General Exploratory Activities
Galleries, museums/ film, videos,
newspapers, books, poetrf , concerts

Type2 - Training

Critical thinking skills:
Describing attributes
Point & Line to Plane exercises
Guiding Thoughts exercises
Comparing, contrasting, categorising
Graphic organisers
Methods of inquiry, data collection,
the internet

Creative thinking skills:
Analogies
Slmectics
]anusian thinking
PMI training
Thinkers Hats
Thinkers Keys
Brainstorming techniques

Caring thinking skills:
Affective: Feelings
Valuational: Values
Active: real outcomes
Normative: the ideal and the realistic

Type 3 - Individual,/ small group investigations

Student activities based on the Bloom/Gardner grid to provide differing leztels and
differing types of investigations.

The specific examples of the Type 1, 2 and 3 teaching and learning experiences which

constituted the design of the Turning World program are outlined in the next section.
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4.4. The Design of the TumingWorld program
" At the still point of the Turning World . . .

a'tthestäpoint'thue.thÍJnTÍ"nlirni"*orron

As stated at the beginrring of this chapter, theTurningWorld program operated on

similar principles to the Paløce of Wisdom except that the focus was more specifically on

visual thinking, visualisation, and visual art appreciation. In addition, the teaching

was almost exclusively done by the author, while tllre PøIøce of Wisdom utilised the

teaching expertise of a range of university lecturers at the Flinders University of South

Australia.

Based on the general theme of 'Perception' which t}rre Palace of Wisdom also utilised, the

Turning World program was designed to teach the students the following:
. critical thinking
. visual thinking
. creative writing
. mathematical/spatial thinking and problem solving

. artistic/spatial thinking and problem solving.

The content of the program focused primarily on visual art forms but also linked this

study with some poetry, as well as a short story. Many of the lessons utilised the

principles outlined in Hamilton's (1989) program/ Picture Thoughts: Critical Thinking

ThroughVisual Arts.

The students in the Turning World program also attended the S.A. School of The

Future for two of the sessions where they were introduced to the Working

MnthemøticøIly: Space program. This program involved visual mathematical problem

solving using an interactive CD Rom/Computer program. No previous experience

with either computers or CD Rom was required of the students. Interested teachers

and parents were invited to be present during all of the classes over the ten weeks.

A summary of the major Type 1 (enrichment and exposure) and Type2 (extension,

training) activities from the TurningWorld program, based on the Renzulli Triad

Model, is reproduced in Table 4.3 below. The actual details of the content are

presented in the following section.



Weeks 3,4,5 8L 6

Type 2 - Training:

Critical Thinking:
Flamilton's Guiding Thoughts; Critical
Thinking using Visual Arts
Art works used: The Pinch of Poaerty, Coco

Point, Line and Plane exercises based on
Kandinsky's principles
Art works :used; Fish Catch
The Pinch of Poaerty

Mathematics/Spatial:
W orking Møthemøticølly : SP ace

Creative Thinking:
Analogies
Slmectics / dialectical thinking
|anusian thinking
Creative visualising
Visual questioning
Thjnkers Keys: the Brainstorming andReaerse
K"ys

Art works used: HildøWelcomed,
The Anrep Family

Poetry used: The Loue Song of l. Alfred
Prufrockby T.S. Eliot

Fern HiIl by Dylan Thomas
The Door by Miroslav Holub

Caring Thinking:
Values, Feelings, Active, Normative:

Art works used; Boy with Tyre and
Cottonworkers
Story used: Loo-Wit the Firekeeper
Poetry used: Loae Song of Prufrock

Viewing and discussing artworks in
the Art Gallery of S.A.

Specific focus on the following
paintings:
Fish Cøtch Sydney Harbour,
The Pinch of Pouerty,
Coco

Poetry:
The Prologue: The Canterbury TøIesby
Geoffrey Chaucer (read in the original
Middle English)

The Loae Song of l. Alfred Prufrockby
T.S. Eliot

Weeks 1 & 2

Type L - Orientation,
Exposure & Immersion:

Chøpter 4: Dffirentiøted Curriculø: the TurningWorld Progrøm

TABLE 4.3: Summary of Type L and2 Activities

Summary of Type 3 Activities:

In order to work at the Type 3 stage, the students were lequired to complete the

activities designed around the Bloom/Gardner grid. Some of the key activities and

investigations are summarised in Table 4.4 below using specific examples from the

content of the program, based on MI kinds of intelligence, aligned with the differing

Ieaels ofthinking from the revised Bloom's Taxonomy. Five of the eight intelligences as

outlined by Gardne r (1997) which t]]rle T ur ning W orl d f ocussed on were :

verbal/linguistic (utilising poetry and story); logical/mathematical (the Working

Mathematically: Space program); visual/spatial (featuring art works in the Art Gallery
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of S.A. and reproduced paintings from Hamilton's program); interpersonal (utilising

art works in the Art Gallery of S.A.) and intrapersonal (featuring poetry and art)'

The Musical, Kinesthetic and Naturalist investigations have not been reproduced in

this grid as they did not have the degree of focus as the others, although all three were

incidentally incorporated as part of the Turning Wotld Program. For example a

standard format for the teaching of the Turning World was to conduct the training

(Typ" 2) in the Graduate School of Education for the first hour, then complete the

activities (Type 3) in the Art Gallery for the remaining two hours.In the Gallery

students would complete their work in small groups by interacting directly with the

artworks, walking from one painting to the next to select out the most appropriate.In

this way the Kinesthetic mode of learning was definitely utilised as there was a

constant physical movement and interaction with the works across all the differing

sections of the Gallery.

Each activity is generally attended by a visual exploration. Where activities require the

students to 'find a painting', it is assumed that this activity is taking place in the Art

Gallery.

Table 4.4 below summarises the basic design of these Type 3 activities. This table

provides a general 'map'of the investigations while the specific content is presented in

section 4.5 to follow.
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TABLE 4.4:Type 3Individual & Small Group Investigations (Weeks 7 - 10)

MI

From the tape,
prepare a recitation
of the Prologue in
Middle English.

In 3D
Constructor:
reproduce one
image using
three colours

Identify the
dominate points.
lines and colours
in each painting

Identify each
scene to others in
the group
especially form
and colour

Prepare a
recitation from
your favourite
section of
Prufrock.

UNDER-STAND

Describe the time of
year, the setting, the
characters and the
nature of the
lourney.

Find a painting
with a setting which
would be an ideal
backdrop to the
Prologue

Using
transformation:
make a mirror
image of one
shape you have
reproduced
in 3D.

Describe how
you did this in
your Journal.

Describe how the
use of point, line,
plane and colour
reflect the tone of
each painting.

Find a painting of
the boy and
explain your
selection to the
group

Describe the
relationship
between Hilda
and her family
with Mrs. Anrep
and her family.

How do the
lights/colours tell
the story of each
family.

Which features of
Prufrock indicate
he has problems
with his own self-
esteem.

Find a painting
where the
protagonist looks
lnsecure or
frightened.

Apprv

Apply your
understanding of
the pilgrimage to
some modern-day
equivalents.

Find paintings
which depict quests
of a different kind

Animate your
design in the
3D.

In your Journal
indicate how
the animation
could be varied.

Cut out similar
images from
newsPaPers.

Find paintings
which depict
enslavery or
isolation.

Write comments
from one person
to another in each
painting.

Draw'sacré
conversation'
lines over copy of
each scene.

Find images in the
media which look
most Prufrock as

you imagine him.

Where is
Prufrock? Find a

painting of him in
the Gallery.

AN*r,vsn

Analyse the
differences between
the poem in Middle
English and the
modern translation.

Compare two
paintings which
represent an ancient
and a modern
iourney.

Rotate and view
your design
from all
different sides.

In your Journal
describe how it
should look
from above and
below.

Compare/contrast
dominant forms
and colours in
these paintings
with two other art
works in the
Gallery.

Compare/contrast
different family
lives and
relationships.

Find two different
paintings which
represent Hilda
and Mrs Anrep or
women
stereotypes

Indicate in what
ways are you like
or unlike Prufrock.

Where are you?
Find a painting of
yourself which
shows a feature of
yourself as

outlined above.

Evaluate the
effectiveness of the
lyrics, the visual
images and the use
of metaphor.

Find one painting
which shows the
'drout' metaphor.
Find one painting of
'Aprile'.

Judge the best
angle from
which to
construct your
design

In your Journal
write how you
achieved this.

Evaluate the
different uses of
colour and their
links to the
differing themes
in each work.

Find an energetic
and a still
painting.

Prepare a S-min
talk on aspects of
modern life which
may lead to
family alienation.

Prufrock is a
painting: indicate
which colours
would dominate
the canvas and
why'

The mermaids did
not sing: find a
painting that
explains why.

Modelling the tone,
the time setting and
mood of the poem,
write your own
poem about'setting
out'.

Make a paper-cut
motif suitable for
the dustcover of the
Prologue.

Design, rotate,
and animate
your own
original design.

In the journal
write a
descriptive
narrative to
accompany
your animation.

Modelling the
dominant points
and lines of each
painting, make a
non-objective
paper cut of each.

Design a poster to
show problems of
dislocated groups
like refugees

Record a
message

phone
from

Mr Anrep
explaining why he
will be late home.

Make a paper-cut
of Hilda's
homecoming.

Write your own
similes/metaphors
forasunset,afog,
a hero, the ocean,
the passing of
time.

Make a paper-cut
of how you would
feel 'in the room'.
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4.5. Content and delivery of theTurningWorlil

As the basic design of the TW has been established, this section will now provide the

details of the content and delivery of this differentiated program. This section is not

designed to're-create' a teaching/learning experience such as this as that would be

impossible however a summary of the essential features along with some examples

from the student workbooks have been presented.

Type 1-: Exposure and Immersion, Weeks L €t 2

The first two sessions of the Turning World plogram involved visits to the Art Gallery

of South Australia. It was interesting to note that, when asked, approximately half of

the class indicated that they had never visited the Art Gallery before. This observation

has been made with every other class which the author has held in the Art Gallery

over a period of fifteen years. It is in keeping with the earlier observation in this thesis,

which is that education in general does not value visual thinking. It is noteworthy that

a free, public institution with a wealth of visual resources to offer, is rarely accessed

by schools and the wider community.

On the very first visi! no specific artworks were selected for study. The author took

the group on an orientation tour to familiarise them with the differing galleries and

the general layout and design of the Gallery. The students were then allowed, either

individually or in small gïoups, to freely select and discuss works of art (including the

installation art and photographs) and indicate to the rest of the class the reasons why

these pieces interested them. Open worksheets were provided to give some structure

to this activity. The students recorded their choice of interesting works and wrote a

brief summary outlining what interested them before verbally sharing this with the

rest of the class in front of the artwork itself.

Students selected works across the whole spectrum of the individual galleries in the

Art gallery of South Australia from the early European, Colonial Australiary

Contemporary and Modern Australian, Contemporary and Modern European

including the Impressionists Traditional and Modern Aboriginal art through to the

Modern abstract, non-objective, installation and photographic works. Artworks

depicting a 'storyline' or a realistic scene were most commonly chosen by the students.

On the second visit the students were directed to examine and discuss three specific

works which this author had selected as the basis for their Type 2learning. The key

works initially chosen (which are all acquisitions of the Art Gallery of S.A.), were'The
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Pinch of Povert/ by T.B. Kenningtory'Coco (the artist's youngest son, Claude)' by

August Renoir and 'Fish Catch and Dawes Point, Sydney Harbour' by john Lewin.

For the purposes of discussion and clarification, these art works have been scarured

into the text of this chapter. In order to accurately outline this enrichment progtam, it

was considered important to show the content of the program, especially the visual art

examples.

The initial Type 1 exposure in the Art Gallery was to familiarise the students with the

works. These works will be discussed in more detail in the following Type2 Section

which engaged the students in active exploration of and training in visual thinking

based on the paintings.

In the first two weeks the sfudents were also exposed to two of the three works of

Iiterature selected for study in the program. The very first reading was thePrologue to

The Canterbury Tøles by Geoffrey Chaucer (week 1) and the second wasThe Loue Song ot'

l. Alfred Prufrockby T.S. Eliot (week 2). Recitations of these works were given by the

author, with the Chaucerian poem presented in its original middle English. A

translation into modern English was provided as a point of discussion and

comparison between the two. The discussion on the Chaucerian workinitially

focussed on the general theme of 'setting out' on a new journey of discovery and the

students were reminded that they were also setting out on a new journey in the

TurningWorld progïam. In addition, discussions centred on the differing'sounds' and

'movements' between the original middle English version and the translation into

modern English.

The students were given an audio tape of the first section of the Prologue and

encouraged to learrç in their own time, a brief recitation (in middle English) from the

poem to recite to the class over the following weeks. This aspect of the Turning World

also features in the Paløce of Wisdom videotape where a student is recorded presenting

a recitation to the class in only the second week of the course. The sfudents were not

required to learn a recitation yet many chose to do so. The principle behind this

exercise is not just one of 'modelling'. Rather, the purpose was to actively engage the

students with the material, to allow them to'feel'the music in the Poem (as opposed

to the translation in prose) so that they cotrld then analyse and evaluate the power of

such works.
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Discussion on the T.S. Eliot poem centred arourd the naturre of the character of

Prufrock himself and some of the visual images, specifically the similes, evoked by the

poem, such as the evening comparison with ar"r'etherised patient' and the'yellow fog'

with a cat. Each poem is linked with works of art in the gallery which are set out in the

student worksheets.

Type 2 Training in higher-order aistLal thinking skills - Weeks 3, 4, 5, & 6

Initially, Kandinsky's principle of the ilterplay between point and line to plane was

taught and the students experimented with their drawings (using only point,line and

plane), of some core emotions such as joy, anger, peaceftrlness and loneliness.

Examples of these have already been presented ir-r Chapter Tfuee. The shdents shared

and discussed their individual responses, noting the similarities and differences

between them.

Type2 training was divided into the three sections of critical thinking, creative and

caring thinkirg skills. The focus of most training activities was on critical and creative

skills however the caring thinking activities were also included.

Type 2 Training: Critical Thinking Skills

The use of point, line and plane was explored through exposure to the selected

paintings ir the S.A. Art Gallery. John Lewin's 'Fish Catch'was the first painting

selectecl for this ptlrpose. It is reproduced below in Plate 4.1:

Plate 4.1: 'Fish Catch nnd Dawes Point, Sydney Hørbour' by lohn Lezuin (Art Gøllery of S.A.)

Visual Intelligence and a Visual [nrichment Programt inlluence on measures of lQ and Creativity Page 177 of 359
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As a'warm-up'the students were required to do a point and line representation of

this worþ taking care not to copy or reproduce any specific forms or images such as a

fish tail or fin. Through this activity the students came to appreciate the strong use of

the point (which they identified as predominantly the fish eyes) and the fluid use of

line, basically the outline of the fish bodies, suggesting strength and even movement

in what is essentially a'still-life' drawing. The use of colour, identified to be vibrant

and arresting with the red and silver scales, supported the mood of this painting as

one of life and abundance.

Students in general noted that if they had not done a point ønd line to pløne exercise on

this painting prior to discussing if they would have dismissed it as a'picture of dead

fish'. The point and line gave them an insight into the language of the form and the

colour and allowed a deeper appreciation of such a work.

The point and line exercise provided a natural progression to the GuidingThoughts

Exercise as outlined by Hamilton.

As part of the TypeZ (Critical Thinking) training, the students were taught the

principles of Hamilton's GuidingThoughts, requiring them to identiþ describe, and

interpret a work of art and then extrapolate from it. One of the central features of

Hamilton's program was to train the students to engage with a work of art at different

levels. TIne GuidingThoughts proforma is reproduced below in Figure 4.3:

Gt]IDING
THOUGHTS

Hõdñd¡b

F igure 4.3 : Hamilton's Guiding Thoughts Outline
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The Hamilton's GuidingThoughts exercise is similar in concept to the Bloom's

Taxonomy of a hierarchy in cognitive functioning, and provides the students with a

structure to look at art and appreciate a work of. art, from the basic identification and

descviption of artworks to the higher-order insights of interpretation and exttapoløtion.

The first two stages coincide approximately with the 'know, understand, aPPIY' levels

of the Blooms taxonomy, while the second two stages relate more to the 'analyse,

evaluate and create', stages.

The 'Identification' stage of Guiding Thoughts requires the students to name things they

can see in the picture or to identify things that fit into specific categories, such as

colout, animate/inanimate, natural feafures or made by humans.

The 'Description' stage asks the students to "look at the items in a picture in

relationship to each other and to consider size, colour, shape, and placement. Through

this process, sfudents see the subject of a picture as it relates to its surroundings,

which are limited by the frame or the artist's perspective"(Hamiltory 1989:19).

The 'Interpretation' stage takes the students deeper into the art work to questioning

which requires the students to:

Note the effects that people and objects are hauing on each othet

Predict conaersqtions thøt people and eaen ønimals might be haaing with eøch other

Discuss the season of the yeør, the geographicøl setting, the time of doy, or the period of history

thøt the pøinting portrays

Compare and/or contrast øny ot' these aspects tpith those of ønother art work in the gallery

(Hømilton, L989:1.9).

The final section of the Guiding Thoughts model, the 'Extrapolation' from the artwork,

is the most difficult exercise required of the students. Hamilton has outlined

extrapolation as basically 'going beyond' the frame to look at a painting: "Carefully

formulated extrapolation questions will cause imaginations and thinking powers to

soar as students j.tmp beyond what they s¿e to think about what might be" .

Hamilton gives examples of extrapolation type of questions as:

What if some items were not in the picture?

What if the picture were of ø different seøson, setting, historical period, or time of dnyT

What if you could talk to the artist øbout the circumstances thøt motiaatedhim/her to produce

the picture?

Whnt would it be líke it' you were in the picture?

Whøt could you see if you could extend the picture beyond the limits of the cønttas, or the

fi'øme?
(Hømilton, L989:1.9)

In additiorU the author extended the extrapolation stage to raising questions such as:

Do you think the artist had any particular reason for painting this? How do you think
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he/she was feeling at the time? Was the artist trying to make any social commentary

or explore any particular human emotion by painting this pichrre?

The first painting selected lor a Guiding Thoughts exercise in the S.A. Art Gallery was

T.B. Kennington's "The Pinch of Poverty", reproduced below in Plate 4.2. This

painting was selected by the author for its 'ease of access' to relatively untrained eyes,

as it so clearly'tells a story' to the viewer. It is also a very large canvas

(167.6 x 148.5cm) and allowed for easy whole class access, before the smaller group

workbegan.

Plate 4.2: 'The Pinch of Poaerty' by T.B Kennington (Art Gøllery of S.A.)

Prior to engaging in the Guiding Thoughts exercise, the students were encouraged to

note the use of point, line, plane and colour in this artwork. It was agreed that key

points were tepresented by the faces, especially the baby's milk-white round head and

the smaller round of the yellow daffodils (a point indicating hope and new life) as

opposed to the harsh, domineering,black/ grey lines of the fences and buildings in the

background, representing darkness and even imprisonment in a desperate condition

of life.
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The Guiding Thoughts exercises done by the students in general arrived at the

observations shown in Table 4.5:

TABLE 4.5: Guiding Thoughts Exercise: 'The Pinch of Poverty'

GUIDING THOUGHTS: The Pinch of Poverty

Description

It is a painting of a poor woman with a

baby and two young children. They
must be begging because the young girl
is trying to sell a daffodil. From the
design of their clothes and the buildings,
it looks like the painting is set in the
1800's in an English city.

The faces of the woman and children are sad
and they look tired and hungry. Although
they are probably as well-dressed and
respectable as they can be, their clothes and
shoes are ragged and torn. The weather
around them looks to be wet and cold. The
buildings look dark and the big fence which
the mother is leaning against is dark and
shiny with the wet. The girl has a look of
hope on her face that she might sell a flower,
but it is a sad look.

Interpretation Extrapolation

The harstç dark lines of the fence seem to
suggest the exclusion of this poor family
from the wealth beyond the fence as well
as perhaps symbolising the locking of
them into their state of poverty. The
heavy vertical and horizontal lines of the
fence and the box-like, lavish buildings
in the background, contrast with the
simple rounded head of the sleeping
babe (a central point), emphasising her
vulnerability in a cruel landscape.
Similarly, the rounded shape and the
bright yellow of the daffodil (another
key point\, especially with the colour
yellow representing life, sunshine and
happiness, contrast with the dull, cold
wet colours and lines of the environment
surrounding the family. Hope is there,
but it is fragile and seemingly overcome
by the surrounding conditions.

The artist might have been wanting to make
some social commentaryby painting this
picture. The fact that the woman appears to
be alone and destitute suggest that she does
not have the support of a man which was so
essential to women at this time in history. A
further extrapolation might be that society is
to blame for allowing conditions to develop
whereby the rich can flourish with grand
homes, fences and gardens while the poor
perish. Despite the obvious'pinch of poverty'
stamped onto this family, there is a dignity,
in the face of hopelessness, which the painter
has captured. Perhaps he also wanted to
make a comment on the strength of human
beings, even in adversity.

The students found that the Guiding Thoughts exercise gave them a framework for

viewing and relating to the paintings. The identificøtion and description stageswere

necessary to any high-order interpretation or extrapolation and so were no less

important. The initial point and line exercise forced the students to look at line and

fonn in the painting rather than just the 'storyline' and this enabled the deeper

interpretation and extrapolation of the painting. fust as understanding the techniques

of scansion allows for a deeper appreciation of the form and meaning of a complex

poem, so too the point and line exercise helped the students engage in a higher level of

critical analysis and evaluation of the artworks.
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The second work selected for a Guiding Thoughts exercise was Renoir's painting 'Coco'

which is reproduced below in Plate 4.3. This painting was selected from other works

in the S.A. Art Gallery because it was a step further away from the sharply realistic

portrayal of a'story'in form and colour which the'Pinch of Poverty'provided. \Mhile

not being 'Impressionistic' in the true sertse of the word, 'Coco' is a suggestive

painting yet with identifiable images and characteristics.

Ptøte 4.3: 'Coco - the Artist's youngest Son, Claude' by Auguste Renoir (Art Gøllery of S.A.)

YÞd-lúUse! Pagel'820f 35$
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The Guiding Thoughts observations which the author and students collectively arrived

at are summarised below:

TABLE 4.6: Guiding Thoughts Exercise:'Coco'

GUIDING THOUGI{TS: Coco

It is a painting of a
son named Claude
'Coco".

youngboy, Renoils
but nicknamed

The little boy is sitting side-ory playing with
something in his hands. His gaze is focussed
on the activity. He has shoulder-length
golden hair with a redbow and a matching
red jacket. Coco looks more like a girl. His
skin is very white. The painting is a back
view of him and his hair dominates the
centre of the frame, being red/copper/gold
and with the bright red ribbon on top. There
is a warm soft light on him which looks like
sunshine. His jacket is a very strong
orange/red colour. He is looking down
slightly and seems to be focused on
something in his hands. We can't see his face
clearly.

Inte¡pretation Extrapolation

This is a warm and peaceful painting'
The colours of red and gold which
dominate the painting seem to reflect
the feeling of youth and beauty which
this painting exudes. The brushed lines
suggest the artist was working quickly.
It is likely he had very little time to
paint this as the young boy was no
doubt quite active. The green backdrop
to the frame suggests new life and
youthfulness: it could even be new
8rass.

Coco may have been privately absorbed in
play while the painting took place.It is
almost as if the artist's presence was
unknown to him. The atmosphere of the
painting is like a snap-shot of a brief moment
in the father and son's life. In the
Impressionist style, the painter seemed to
want to convey a feeling from a moment in
time and there is much joy in this moment.
From the light it couldbe summer: warm and
golden.
From the tones and texture we could
extrapolate that the artist had a close loving
relationship with his son. This was a painting
done in love, not anger.
The artist probably enjoyed painting this.

These two paintings (the'Pinch of Poverty' and'Coco') have been outlined here as just

two examples of the content and delivery of the TurningWorld progfam. Some other

exercises are outlined in the TurningWorldWorksheets reproduced in Appendix 3.

The Critical Thinking skills taught were thre GuidingThoughts andPoint, Line to PIøne

exercises as these are designed to take the sfudents to a higher-order view ol and

interpretation of the art works. As the enrichment model for Type 2 has indicated,

training is not just in Critical Thinking but also in Creative Thinking skills. The

following section details the training program based more precisely on creative

thinking principles.
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Type 2 Trøining: Creøtiae Thinking

Training in creative thinking skills crossed over all sections of the TurningWorld

program, but some artworks in the Gallery were selected especially to instruct the

students, through a visual medium, in principles of original, fluenÇ flexible and

elaborative interpretations of the visual art. In terms of instructing the differentiated

curriculum the four elements of creative thinking have been the most useful:

L.Fluency: designed to encourage the flood of ideas, the generation of many

responses to a work of art.

2.Ftexibitity: designed to provide opportunities for the students to look for

'another way' of viewing or concePtualising the artwork.

3. Originality: designed to encourage and value the production of new ideas:

The students were required to create novel responses to, or outcomes from

the artworks and

4 Elaboration: designed to provide opportunities for students to build upon

or to extend from an original work of art to a potentially new idea'

The following Table 4.7 summarises some of the activities designed to train creative

thinking in this section of the TurningWorld Progfam. The categories of fluency,

flefbility, originality and elaboration are set out as examples of some of the Thinkers

Keys used, particularþ the Brainstorming (fluency), Reverse (flexibility),Invention

(originality) and Interpretation (elaboration) Keys. These creative training activities

were not initially linked to specific artworks but designed to allow the students to

select and explore their own examples from any section of the art gallery.
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TABLE 4.7: A.summary of Creative Thinking activities

KEY
List all of the
things which
you can lose:

Find paintings
which
represent
something
now lost.

Find as many
paintings which
ask or answer the
question, When?

Find as many
different ways of
representing
movement and light
in the artworks.

Identify paintings
which have found a
newway.

Find as many
paintings which
depict the sustaining
of life.

The Thylacine has
been cloned:
Do a PMI

Find paintings
which reflect
the themes of
isolation or
enslavery.

Select a painting
which represents
enefgy:
Give it a new title.

Explain why you
chose the title.

Provide new titles
for five artworks in
the gallery.

Be prepared to
justify your choice
of new titles.

Using only point and
line depict'freedom':
find an artwork
which best reflects
your sketch.

Explain why you
selected the artwork.

REVERSE KEY

(Synectics,
Janusiaru

List all of the
things you
cotldneoer
lose:

Find paintings
which
represent
something
which you
could never
lose.

The answer is
'Isolation':

Find an artwork
which asks the
question.

Find a painting
which gives you a

new way of looking
at the sea.

Find a painting
which is the
opposite of freedom

Is there something a

painting couldneuer
express?

Identify two
paintings which
represent opposite
views of the world.

Itr¡v¡Nnoru
KEY

Find as many
artworks
which
represent fish
in different
ways.

Artworks in the
gallery are
generally on
canvas. Suggest
different
mediums which
could be used.
Find examples in
the gallery

In the Aboriginal
art section identify
some traditional
symbols, e.g.... for
women and for
kangaroos:

Invent some new
ones to reptesent
important things in
your life.

Write the dialogue
between two
characters in your
selected painting.

Create your own
visualisation by
walking into a
painting such as

Battersey Park.
Describe your journey
through this painting.
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Under the general guideline of Type 2 Creative Thìnking activities, two artworks were

selected by the author for a comparative study. These works were selected because

they were appropriate for a creative study of analogies and synectic images. The

works arc, "HildaWelcomed" by Stanley Spencer, and"The Anrep Family" by Henry

Lamb. Both artworks are in the Art Gallery of S.A.

The first, 'Hilda Welcomed' is reproduced in Plate 4.4below:

Pløte 4.4: 'Hilda Welcomed' by Stønley Spencer (Art Gøllery of S.A.)

This painting was selected for study because of its dominate use of point and line (the

rounded cubist bodies and the surroturding lines of arms and wrapped skirts) and its

almost fauvist use of bright colour and light.

After spending time just viewing the painting, the students were required to do a

point and line representation of the artwork and to also note the use of colour. This

point and line activity was conducted prior to the Guiding Thoughts exercise in order to

focus the students on the visual representation of form and colout, rather than the

'storyline'which could be read from the painting.

In general the point and line representations of 'Hilda Welcomed' were of flowing,

swirling lines, generally with a dominant circle or point (representing Hilda herself) in

Visual Intelligence and a oflQ and Creativity Page 186 of 359
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the centre, with smaller points (representing family heads, eyes, and spots of colour on

the skirts and walls) around the centre.

A typical point and line representation of 'Hilda Welcomed' is reproduced below in

Figure 4.4

@-'FffifnffiTffis,

StuddllÑè

Figure 4.4: Point and Line Reyesentation of 'HildaWelcomed'

In addition to form, sfudents were asked to comment on the use of colour in this

painting. Students noted soft green and gold colours with the points of bright red on

Flilda's skirt and bright green on her daughters' clothes. They agreed that these were

generally'happy'colours. The students suggested that the artist deliberately

connected and crossed over the dominant body lines to suggest love and closeness.

In comparisory the students then engaged in the same exercise with the painting of

'The Anrep Family', reproduced below in Plate 4.5:
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Pløte 4.5:'The Anrep Fønrily' by Henry Lømb (Att Gallery of S.A.)

The students' point and line representation of this painting was in stark contrast to

'Hilda Welcomed'. One example by the same síldent is reproduced below in

Figure 4.5. It is irteresting to note that in Rebecca's point and line to pløne exetcise,

despite the clear directive on the worksheet, she still felt the need to add words:

U¡lng only potnt md ltne, ÉP@t th€ followlrt wtk of É- Aft.pFsÚatYbÍH:eErlÃb

I

\\

c)

/2eLrp¡on !
Stud€nt nue:

Figure 4.5: Point nnd Line representation of 'The Antep Fømily'

In general the students represented the painting with straight lines, the only Points or

circles being the four heads of the family members. These points were usually

represented as quite separate from each other rather than connected by lines. Many

Visual Intellisence and a Yisual Enrichment Proeram's Paqe of 359.
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students noted the sharp lines of the ladder and table in the background. They noted

the use of black and generally'dull' colours throughout the painting' Following the

figural exploration of these activities, the students set about in groups to complete

their GuidingThoughts exercise. All agreed that without the prior point and line

exercise they would not have looked so deeply'into' these paintings. The following

Table 4.8 summarises the Guiding Thought exercise on'Hilda Welcomed'.

TABLE 4.8: Guiding Thoughts exercise:'Hilda Welcomed'

In comparison the Guiding Thoughts exercise with'The Anrep Family' is summarised

in Table 4.9 below:

Welcomed

A woman called Hilda is being hugged
by her children and kissed by her
husband.

All of the children's arrns are wrapped around
each other and Hilda. They are holding onto
her skirt. There is a lot of green colour on the
background wall and the dothes. Hilda's skirt
has bright red flowers on it. There is a soft
golden sunlight in the room.

Interpretation

The sunlight is washing in from one side
of the painting as if Hilda had just
opened the door and walked in, bringing
the sun with her. There is movement and
energy in the embraces. This would have
to be a happy, close family and the
reunion reflects this.

From the welcome it would seem that Hilda
does not go away very often. There is probably
a welcoming meal on the table and much news
and gossip to catch uP on.

The colours of the home reflect love and
warmth.
Flilda's cubist dominant form suggests her
essential place in the home and the hearts of
her family. She is a powerful central point
suggesting matemal strength and stability in
the home.
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TABLE 4.9: Guiding Thoughts exercise:'The Anrep Family'

GUIDING THOUGHTS: The AnteP FamilY

Identification Description

A father, mother, son and daughter are
in their home with the parents seated
and the children standing.
Because of the title we assume this is a
real family.

8
onto her mother's hand. The colours are dull
and muted and the father is dressed in a very
dark black suit. The lines are sharp, vertical
and horizontal rather than curvy. There is a
ladder and table in the background.

Interpretation Extrapolation

The father is represented as very
dominant. FIis size and large black shape
suggest he has a powerful role in the
family. His face looks hard. The mother
looks sad and cut off. This does not seem
to be a family which laughs or kisses
very often. The home feels cold. The girl
holding onto the mothels hand could
almost be a desperate attempt to keep
the family connected.

This is probably a family where the father is
very busy and successful but not very
affectionate or loving. The mother is isolated
but she won't leave him because she has a
duty as a wife and mother. She is resigned to
her role and she would not work outside of
the home. That is the man's job. The ladder is
a point of interest perhaps reflecting the
father's determination to make it to the top
regardless of the effect on his family. It is
interesting to think how the family felt when
they saw this painting.

In summary the students agreed that the muted, soft tones in'Hilda Welcomed' speak

of warmth and love. Cold lighting and isolated figures in'The Anrep Family' speak of

disaffection and separation, lack of communication. Sharp, angular features of the

mother and children in'The Anrep Family' contrast with rounded, cubist, øIiue hgares

in Hilda Welcomed.

Frcm form and colour, the sfudents were required to focus on sound and moaement in

the paintings. Kandinsky's proposals, outlined earlier in this thesis, that the interplay

of point and line within the frame will resonate sound and movement, was presented

to the students by returning to their earlier point and line representations of energy,

anger, joy and peacefulness. As the creativity section incorporated poetry, with its

analysis of sound and movement, it was important at this stage to introduce these

concepts into an appreciation of the paintings.

When asked to report on sound and movement, students agreed that'The Anrep

Family' was a'still and quiet painting'(most also said it was 'cold'). In contrast the
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wrapping, grappling of arms and hands holding onto Hilda attested to movement and

sound (and'warmth'). The students agreed that'Hilda Welcomed'was a'noisy'and

'active' pair-rting. Engaging the students in further analogies they were then asked to

compare the two paintings directly.

In summary they noted, particularly from the point and line exercises, the waving,

crossing, fluid lines of 'Hilda Welcomed' as opposed to the short, straight, cold lines of

'The Anrep Family'. The students interpreted and extrapolated much from these

paintings, agreeing that the former is a representation of love, warmth and joy

emanating from a connected family restored to each other whilst the latter was one of

coldness and disaffection.

Although form (i.e. point,line, plane) was the focus, colour was certainly part of the

visual explorations made in the Turning World program. However the actual use of

colour (e.g. watercolours or oils) ir response to artworks was not a practical option as

art facilities were not available in the Graduate School of Education.

The students in the Turning World

were introduced to the artistic

expression of paper-cuts, a

technique perfected by Matisse,

particularly with his 'Dancers' and

'Cirque' series. These works were

studied by the students and they

spent time in the gallery finding

examples of similar use,

particularly examples from the

work of Australian artist John

Coburn whose work so clearly

shows the influence of Matisse and

his paper-cuts. After a short lesson

in colour and the art of paper-

cutting by an accomplished artist

and colotrrist (Flood-Evans, 1996),

the students were asked to

reproduce a point-and-line

representation of 'Hilda

Welcomed' using paper-cuts:

Pløte 4.6: 'Hilda Welcomed' pnper-u.Lt

Yisual influence on_meæures of IQ and C"dilq l9l of 359:
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In contrast, an example of a paPel cut representation of 'The Anrep Family' is

reproduced below in Plate 4.7:

Plate 4.7:'Anrep Family' pnper aú

Following tlrte point and line, tlne Guiding Thoughts exercise and the paPer cuts the

students were required to represent in words, the essential differences in the

paintings. At this stage in tlire Turning World the analogy between art and literature

was made with the study of the poem 'Fern Hill'by Dylan Thomas. Through Fern

Hill's fluid, almost stream-of-consciousness method of writing an exploration was

made of the links with the two paintings. Students noted both the movement and

colour images and agreed that it was impossible to recite this poem slowly as this brief

extract shows:

"Now as I was young and easy under the apple boughs

About the lilting house and happy as the grass was green/

The night above the dirgle starry,

Time let me hail and climb golden in the heydays of his eyes

The students were then taught to note that the physical or visual representation (i.e.

tlre shape and not just the sound) of written lines can equally reflect the intent of the

speaker or the poet, for example long flowing lines of words as opposed to short

Yisual Intelligence and a Visual Enrichment ProEam's influence on meælqes of IQ and lreativity
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statements. The lyrical quality of poems is not just in the juxtaposition of sound but

also in the physical structure of the lines. As Cowie (1991:5) has stated" There are

obviously relationships between the long line, the long sentence, and the lengthy

musical phrase ...".

Following the study of 'Fern Hill' the students were required to work together in

gïoups to produce a short piece of writing based on the two artworks. Two opening

phrases were given in their workbooks a stimr¡lus for student writing:

Hilda is home ...

and

My Father is a good man...

In small gïorlps the students wrote their responses to each painting. The collective

responses were then merged into a group response, edited and reproduced below:

'Hilda Welcomed':

Hitda is home and the sun is shining and eaeryone is laughing andkissing ønd singing and the

arms øround Hilda øre warm ønd tight ønd Død is crying and kissing her and the walls of the

house øre nota shining uith the smiles and the sighs and there is music and colour once agøin

because Hildn has come home.

'The Anrep Family':

My father is ø good møn. He works hard t'or us, He stays long hours in the ot'fice. We try not to

distress him. We try to keep quiet. He doesn't sleep well and wories. Of course I loae him. He

is my father.

Following the colour analogies which emerged in a study of the paintings, the

sfudents were introduced to the concept of analogies in words. The power of paradox

and conflict in writing was incorporated into the students' workbooks and they

discussed responses to questions such as:

Which is thinner, red or yellow?

Which is thicker,love or hate?

Which is greener, joy or unhappiness?

From the movement, sound and colour images which flow from'Fern Flill'

analogies were made with the colours and sounds of 'Hilda Welcomed' and'The

Anrep Family'. The students worked on extending the written response to'Hilda

Welcomed' so that it incorporated more colour, movement and the flowing stream-of-

consciousness approach which the painting reflected so well. The students also agreed
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that there was not only colour and. movement in this painting but also sound. While

the following outcome might, in literary terms be judged as "over the top" (Mem Fox,

1996: pers com)by an accomplished writer, the essence of stream-of-consciousness

writing is evident:

Hitda is home ønd the sun is yellow ønd singing ønd eaayone is green øndhappy and

løughing ønd cherry kisses float in the orange sunlight ønd the chirping and cheering with the

dancing øndhugging to the music in our heøds ønd the ringing in our heørtsbecause Hílda is

home øgain.

TypeZTraining: Caring (Social and Emotional) Thinking

Although the focus of this enrichment program was on the critical and creative

intelligences, it was a very natural progression to include activities based on caring

thinking skills as so many of the artworks and literature allowed for in-depth study

into emotional and social resPonses to the world.

This section of the Type2training relied for structure on the Lipman Inventory of

Caring Thinking skills, outlined in Chapter 2. In summary these skills are:

Affective thinking (training tn feelings)

Valuational thinking (training in aalues)

Normative thinking (training inideal outcomes within reølistic situations)

Active thinking (training to øcf upon beliefs or opinions).

In order to incorporate both range and levels of training skills, the Lipman Inventory

was designed in a grid against the Bloom's Taxonomy. Flowever these activities will

not make sense until the content of this section is clarified.

using the Taxonomy this inventory focussed on training students to:

' Identify and understandFeelings

' Anølyse and applY Values

' Eaaluate what is ideal yet realistic ot Normatiae and

. Create or design, Actiae outcomes in the resolution of a problem.

The use of analogy, as outlined in the previous section on creativity also served as a

guideline for this section.

The use of visual and verbal analogy was then extended to the study of the poem 'The

Love Song of J. Alfred PrufrocK. The students were required to complete a'personal

analogy' exercise asking them to consider how they are 'like' or'unlike' the character

of Prufrock.
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Two examples of the student response to personal analogy are rePresented below in

Figure 4.6.ltis interesting to note how the student has incorporated colour into her

analogy in the first example, as well as the degtee of introspection which this in-class

response engendered
Pæonal malogn

u ñ6t like P¡ufto&r'tùdt Sfñ€ri$ñc6 +eeÀ \ve

m most uúike
bc@-pruftGkrriq...\ qm rrcÈr \ñ€{lç9,

Figure 4.6: Student Response: Personøl Analogy L

A second example of personal analogy is reproduced below in Figure 4.7. This

example was chosen as it was written by an outstandingly academically successful

student with a very high sense of self-esteem who could not make the'breakthrough'

to find any likeness:
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Figure 4.7: Student response: Personal Analogy 2

This aspect of the TurningWorld program which dealt with the'caring' ot'social-

emotional'thinking skills engaged the students in a range of similar personal

analogies, some with poetry and others with artworks.

The content for this section was based mainly on two paintings reproduced from

Flamilton's program:'Boy with Tyre' and'Cottonworkers'. The main works of

literature supporting this section were the Poem, 'The Love Song of |. Alfred

PrufrocK, and the folk-tale,'Loo-Wit the Firekeeper'.

Although the S.A. Art Gallery provided access to the'real' and original artworks

which were essential to the content of the TurningWorld program, the reproduced

paintings from Hamilton's program were also studied and served well as classroom-

based art materials. These artworks were used to develop the sfudents' critical,

creative and caring thinking skills. The paintings, reproduced on solid board and

measuring 90cm x 60cm were obtained by the author directly from Hamilton

Associates. Although only three examples are presented here, most of the ten artworks

were used at various stages in the TurningWorld program.

The first painting selected was'Boy with a Tyre'by Hughie Lee-Smith.
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Plate 4.8: 'Boy toith ø Tyre' by Ht'ryhie Lee-Smith (Hnmilton Associates)

The poi¡t and line to plane representation revealed the central point as the tyre,

followed by the head and eyes of the boy as well as the windows in the background.

Following this exercise the sturdents collectively produced the GuidingThot'Lghts

analysis of the paintir-rg which is summarised below ifr Table 4.10:

TABLE 4.1-0: Guiding Thoughts exercise: 'Boy with Tyre'

GUIDING THOUGHTS: Boy with TYre

DescriptionIdentification

eyes are looking off to something outside the
frame. The colours of the painting are pale and
dirty. The street is littered and the houses in
the background look vacant.
The lines of the fence and the shadows are dark
and very straight.

The to -Americanin a street, ISA IS

holding onto a tyre

ExtrapolationInterpretation

bullied or even assaulted by someone or
something beyond the fence line. The tyre
could represent escape - it is round and
originates as a part of cars or trucks or some
form of transport. The boy gripping it could
suggest the desire to go elsewhere to a place
where there is no fear and no discrimination.
This painting seems to have a racial message

that þerhaps the poor black kids are trapped in
their condition. He is very alone. Society
alienates when it practices racism, The artist
probably wanted to make this statement as

part of his art.

It 1S

look fearful) and the pebbles littering the
street.
The landscape, including the buildings in
the background look to be emPtY and
totally devoid of life. You cannot imagine
people living and eating and laughing in
those buildings.
The dark shadows and sharp lines of the
fence suggest something sinister outside of
the frame where the boy is looking,

Smaller points
eyes (making him

Sthemaln
andhead tyre.

wthe tehi theofare boys
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In comparison the students were asked to respond to the second painting,

'Cottonworkers'by Hale Woodruff. This painting is reprodtrced in Plate 4.9

---\-

Plate 4.9: 'Cottonzuorkers' bt1 Hale WoodnLff (Hanúlton Associqtes)

Following their point and line representation, the Guiding Thor.Lghts exercise with this

painting allowed the students to explore in greater depth the essential themes it was

communicating and to compare them with the previous work.

The obvious points in this work are the colourful hats of the workers and the white

cottonballs themselves scattered tfuoughout the painting. The students'point-and-line

representation of this work revealed strong energy lines, swirling and connected. It

was agreed that the use of colour in general was to represent warm, fresh new life and

energy. The yellows used were the colour of sunshine in comparison to the insipid,

lifeless, dirty yellow used in'Boy with Tyre'.

The students agreed that common elements in both paintings were that they both

portrayed a black, probably oppressed and even enslaved peoples. The extrapolation

from this work was that despite the poor condition of these people they connected,

worked together and no doubt sang together at the end of the day. Although slaves,

the energy lines and the use of colour in this painting suggested that in their hearts

they were liberated.
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TABLE 4.11: Guiding Thoughts exercise:'Cottonworkers'

A study of the Native American Indian folk tale 'Loo Wit the Firekeeper' was included

in this section (a copy is reproduced in Appendix 3). This was chosen because of its

largely visual symbols and its connectedness to the themes in the artworks studied.

Student worksheets directed the students to identify the dominant visual symbols or

motifs in the story and make analogies with the dominant themes already explored

through the artworks. In summary the students noted the following dominant

symbols and themes:

The bridge - peace and communion
Sunshine - goodness
Youth - beauty
Theriver-adivide
Volcano - anger
The land - possession and dispossession.

The students worked in small groups to engage in the themes of isolatiory loneliness,

greed, envy, violence and peace. The analogies with the artworks are set out in the

summary of some of the Caring thinking activities in Table 4.12below:

GUIDING

The workers are wearing clothes in bright
primary colours and they are swinging the
hoes with a lot of movement. They have
round, coloured hats on. You can't see their
faces and it is hard to even tell if they are
males or females. There seems to be bright
sunshine. They look like Afücan-Americans.

This is a painting of workers in a field.
They are digg.g with hoes. From the
title we identify the field as cotton and
there are cotton balls scattered all
around.

Interpretation
As these people are black and working
in a cottonfield they are probably slaves.
The main points in the painting seem to
be the coloured hats and the little
colours of cotton balls scattered
throughout the painting. These points
seem to drag our eyes through the
painting and to give it lots of movement.
There is a central energy line swaying
like a wave through the bodies which
seem to give them movement and
strength. The bright yellow light seems
to also suggest vitality and life

Although these people are probably slaves
and oppressed by the white people they are
connected and powerful together. They make
a lot of noise and probably laugh and sing
together. Although in chains, these people
are free and alive in their hearts and in their
community and cultural love and support.
The artist probably wanted to make this
social commentary as part of his painting.
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PRUFRocK

How did Prufrock
feel'in the room'?

In what situations
do you feel inferior
or insecure?

Select a painting
that represents
how Prufrock felt.

Why did thebald
spot and thin legs
matter to Prufrock?

What body image is
constantly set for you
to follow?

Find a painting that
speaks to you of great
physical beauty.

Is it necessary or
important for all
people to like
you?

What is bad about
being popular?

Find a painting
that shows great
inner sbrength.

Find the mermaids in
the Gallery.

The mermaids decide
to sing to Prufrock.
What would they
say?
Write the words to
their song.

Boywrrn
Tvnr

Tell the group how
the boy is feeling.

What physical
characteristics of
the boy suggest
fear?
Find a painting of
fear.

Return to your
'isolation' artwork in
the Gallery: how is it
like the boy?

In groups brainstorm
the human
characteristics which
lead to racism.

People can no
longer be
identified by race.
Do a PMI.

Create a new title for
the painting.

Write a letter from the
boy to his family back
in Africa.

Como¡,¡-
WORKERS

Identify all of the
feelings you can
observe in
Cottonworkers.

Identify times in
your life when you
experience simila¡
feelings.

What sounds are in
this painting.

Listen to the tape,
'Sounds of freedom'
How does it fit the
painting?

List the values upon
which strong
communities are
based?

All work is a form
of slavery:
discuss.

All people are
self-employed -
bosses don't exist
Do a PMI.

Design some slogans
suitable for
encouraging local
community
collaboration in your
area.

Identify the main
feelings of :

The c¡eator
Loo-Wit
The brothers.

Indicate how the
feelings changed
during the tale.

Find a painting of
vanity.

Find a painting of
greed.

Find a painting of
freedom.

Find a painting of
beauty.

Identify all things
which you
consider
beautiful.

When could it be
bad to be
beautiful?

All wars are now
ended: do a PMI.

Design a symbol of
freedom.

Re-write the tale but
make the brothers,
sisters.
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TABLE 4.122 A Summary of Caring Thinking activities

Only one Kandinsky painting (Plate 3.1) was incorporated into theTurningWorld

program. Although there has been a very strong influence from Kandinsky's work in
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theTurningWorld, it was not intended that an actual study of his workwould

constitute the enrichment program. None of his works were actually in the Art Gallery

at the time. Plate 3.L presented in Chapter 3 is copied from Hamilton's reproduction of

his painting.IÄIhat was intended was to use his guidelines, specifically the point and

line to plane activities, in conjunction with Hamilton's guidelines, to take the students

into a deeper understanding of form and colour to communicate.

Rather than constantly looking for a'storyline' in a painting, students were trained to

look for the abstract representation firsÇ before interpreting or extrapolating from a

work of art. Hamilton claimed that abstract artworks, that is those with "little

evidence of realism ... afe often those which cause the most thought"(L989:17).In

addition she cites Phenix (1964) as justifying the inclusion of abstract art in education

because, "the transforming power of art can be released by bringing sfudents into the

presence of works that do not at once disclose their meaning and by showing them

how to view these works sensitively and expectantly" (in Hamilton,1989 17).

Before Kandinsky's painting was introduced to the students the painting of

van Gogh's 'Iris', which is part of the Hamilton collection was presented for

discussion and sfudy. Although'Iris' is not an abstract work the author used it as a

lead in to the sfudents' linking of pure form and colour with message, insight and

extrapolation.

Before viewing'Iris' students were asked to do a poínt ønd line to plane representation

of 'energy'. Common elements of these representations revealed mainly vertical lines

shooting up from a base. Edwards (1986) also collected energy analogs and they had a

striking similarity, with a central, almost circular base with harsh vertical to diagonal

lines seemingly arching beyond the frame as Figure 4.8 reveals:

fë aruer Y
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Figure 4.8: Anølogs of 'Energy'
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It was only after this exercise was completed that the author showed the students the

painting of 'Iris' reproduced below in Plate 4.10:

Plate 4.L0: 'Iris' by Vincent aan Gogh

From the earlier analysis of 'energy'in analog form, the slurdents gained a deeper

insight into a painting which most agreed they would normally 'walk past'. The

Guiding Thoughts exercise reproduced below in Table 4.13 reveals the different levels

of engagement in the artwork which the point and line to plane exercise provided:
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TABLE 4.13: Guiding Thoughts exercise:'Iris'

Identification

GUIDING THOUGHTS: Irís

This is a painting of a blue iris growing
out of the earth with green leaves and
grass around it and some small yellow
buds.

Most of the lines are vertical - shooting
up from the earth in strong, thicþ oily
lines.. The blue flower is quite large and
is the only blue in the whole painting
with the other dominant colours being
green and yellow.

Interpretation Extrapolation

The main point is the fragile blue iris but
the smaller points of yellow drag our eye
through the painting, as if to keep us
looking.
The powerful, thick brush strokes
upwards give great energy to the
painting. The iris is not just passively
supported by the green earth with its
foliage, it is shooting from the earth with
its own power. The base at the meeting
of the plant with the earth is circular and
the lines radiate from it almost like an
explosion. The reflecting energy lines
from this explosion spread out right up
to the frame and seemingly travel
beyond it.

This painting was done by a painter
who found making and maintaining
relationships with other human beings
very difficult. He had a great passion
for nature. It is possible this painting
was therapeutic for him and possibly
his way of expressing love. Vincent
didn't just want to paint this, he
probably needed to.

4.6. Computer graphic explorations: Working Mathematically: Space

This section on creative visualisation was extended by the inclusion of the Working

Mathematically: Space program. The visits to the School of the Future took place in the

two weeks in the middle of the TurningWorld program as the author did not want to
'lose contact'with the Art Gallery during the more mathematical exploration.

This program was selected as it provided a mathematical/technological exploration to

the TurningWorld program, at the same time maintaining the focus on visual thinking

and creative production. The students attended the South Australian School of the

Future for these two sessions where they had direct access to the technology and the

expertise necessary to engage with this material. The authors of the program, Kevin

Olssen and Steve Walsh were available to teach the program and other teachers of
mathematics from the Mathematical Association of South Australia MASA) were in
attendance as well. The program was designed as a joint project between the

Curriculum Corporation, based in Victoria, and the Department for Education and

Children's Services (DECS) in South Australia.
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Working Mathematically: Space (WM:S) is an interactive CD-Rom based program

designed primarily for middle primary through to junior secondary students.

However it was selected, not just because of its primarily visual training approach but

because it also offers investigations at three levels of difficulty "and in some ways also

has the capacity to extend the best of senior secondary students" (Olssen &

WalstU 1996:6). This made it particularly appropriate for the students in the Turning

World program who were already functioning academically at the gifted level,

The designers of this interactive package created work environments in which

students can explore and record spatially-based mathematical ideas. Students were

encouraged to:

o investigate, discuss and describe mathematical situations

. visualise and be creative with models

.conjecture and test views of models from different perspectives

¡ contemplate, reconsider and extend understanding of mathematical ideas

. generalise from visual images to written text in electronic journal

. become more sophisticated in their use of mathematical language and

their ability to apply mathematics in situations of interest or importance.

Using the computer, students 'enter' the program through a simulated theatre where

they can select the level of difficulty for their spatial exploration. A representation of

this is in Figure 4.9 below:

Eigure 4.9: The design of WM:S (Olssen I Wølsh,1-996:7)

This section of the Turning World program linked well with the 'creative visualisation'

exercises in front of the various artworks whereby the students were required to 'walk
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The information tecturology revolution has opened opportunities for enhancing the

learning environment irr schools. The computer provides the vehicle for individuals

with the capacity and willir-rgness to learn new ways of thinkirg creatively. Str-rdents

tlse computers to write, to draw, to invent, to communicate, to acquire information. A

graphic representation of the differing work environments is set out in Figure 4.10:

2D Builder

Journal

Patterns (44 investigations)

2D-3D (45 investigations)

Transformations (45 investigations)

Mathematical support
General leaming support

Journal entry screen

Achievement screen

Assessment notes

E@

Figure 4.10: Stntctttre of Working Mqthentøticølly:Space (Olssen €¡ Walsh, 1996:7)

The creator of Logo, Seymour Papert, considers that, "seeing the world through

computational concepts leads to insights into familiar phenomena that have no clirect

connections with computers" (Papert, 7993:52). \Atrhen students use the computer to

create images, their visual-verbal thinking ability, according to Considine &

Haley (1992) is improved.

This section of the Turning World program provided the students with a different work

environment (The School of the Future) and a new view of visualisation which linked

very well to their work in the Graduate School of Education and the Art Gallery.

The following chapter details the more quantitative aspect of this thesis with an

evaluation of the measurements of creativity and visual thinking which underpinned

this study.

for students

for teachers

Utitity
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Chapter 5: Measuring Creativity and Visual Thinking: A Critique of

Creativity Tests and the Design of the Figures of Sound Instrument

Without ø conception ot' airtue, one cnnnot analuate ønything

(Elliot Eisner, 1.9 85 : 5)

[The purpose of this sts of
creative intelligence
instrument which w
intelligence and possible links to creativity and giftednessl

5.0. Introduction

Traditionally, creative thinking ability has not been measuredbst rather obseraed

through the generation of creative products and evaluated by the dominant culture

accordingly. There is not one accepted, standardised test of creative thinking ability.

Similarly, visual thinking ability whilst often linked with measures of creativity, does

not have standardised instruments available to measure it. This chapter evaluates the

effectiveness of tests of creativity, particularly the Torrance Tests of Creativity (TTCT)

as they were used in this study. In addition, this chapter details the design and scoring

procedure for the Figures of Soundinstrument which was designed to identify markers

of visual thinking ability.

5.1,. Measuring Creativity as an Aspect of Intelligence

Creativity is a complex set of abilities and it is reasonable to anticipate that measuring

the differingleuels andkinds of creative functioning would be a complex exercise.

Colangelo & Davies, (2003: 3L2) indicated that there is not one simple approach and

"recognising creative talent can be based on informal, subjective evaluations by

teachers, parents, peers/ or the students themselves, or on formal creativity tests or

inventory scores".

Although a standardised creativity test served this study well (e.g. the TTCT), the

research has higtrlighted many limitations of testing for creativity. In addition the fact

that some creativity tests have been standardised puts them into the category which

Gardner (1993:20) called "psychometric creativity" with the result that few practising

classroom teachers utilise them. In the absence of standardised tests of creativity

checklists and inventories are becoming popular as a means of identifying creative

intelligence. Hunsaker and Callaghan (1995:113) have identified this move as an

outcome of the research confirming the complex nature of creativity and particularly

its role in identifying gifted students, predicting "this may tentatively signal that the
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second generation of thinking about creativity, that of complex thinking processes, is

moving into the identification of gifted students."

This 'second generation' may be critical of arriving at a single score for creative

behaviours, preferring to identify a range of complex abilities which might be surer

indicators. Fishkin & Johnson (L998: 8) indicated that standardised testing for creative

ability is only one avenue and indicated the strengths of other measures such as

øttitude, personality, interest, ønd biogrøphicnl meøsures . . . (whereby) ' ' . information about ø

child's creatiaity cøn be obtained from ratings by teøchers ønd others who hnae had sufuient

opportunity to obserae the child in situations when creatiae behaaiour may emerge'

\,Vhile there are many benefits in the use of checklists or rating scales of creativity, the

disadvantages of relying on them as measures of assessing creativity in students are,

in the author's opiniory twofold.

Firs! is the general lack of training available for teachers in principles of creative

behaviours. It is not a criticism of the teachers but rather of most tertiary systems that

so few have had specific training to nurture or identify creativity in students. Cropley

& Urban (2003: 493) identified this as a problem when they argued, "Rather than

pursuing a vague, global goal of 'fostering creativity' teachers need to be aware of

which aspects of creativity they wish to promote". Creativity testing is usually

presented as part of 'the gift"d program' in schools but as Gallagher (2003: 21) has

observed, "If there are no systematic approaches to special personnel preparation,

then there will be no profession of gifted education."

The second disadvantage of the use of creativity checklists is that if 'observations' are

to take place then it is necessary to provide an environment wherein creative

behaviours may be euident. Classroom environments which rely on convergent

thinking and problem-solving, group pacing and group gradinp are not classrooms

which will be conducive to allowing creativity to be assessed. Creativig *ill not be

observed in settings which ale "inimical to the development of creativlty", aS

Csikszentmihalyi & Wolfe (2000: 81) point out. These researchers also highlight the

earlier research of Getzels & Jackson (1962) who found that teachers in general

disliked creative students and favoured more academically oriented students'

Csikszentmihalyi & Wolfe (2000: 8L) further report on a recent study of a highly gift"d

cohort, including Nobel-prize winners who "almost never mentioned their elementary

or secondary schools as having helped them to develop the interest and expertise that

led to their later accomplishments ... classroom activities as such were generally

remembered as boring and repressive." In such environments, Fishkin &
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]ohnson's (1998) suggestion that checklists should be supplemented by classroom

assessments of creative products and other informal, alternative methods of assessing

sfudent creative performance, would also seem to be limited.

This thesis has already stated (Chapter 2) that standardised tests such as IQ tests

constitute the basis of most formal measurements of g, or general intelligence. Tests of

creativity have occasionally been included in measurements of intelligence, but

generally as an'adjuncf to the IQ test. Many researchers, as stated previously in this

study, have been critical of the narrow range of IQ tests currently in use and advocate

the need for a different way of measuring the diverse nature of human intellectual

ability. Given the general level of disillusionment regarding the use of the IQ measure

as an assessment of intelligence, and in many cases the sole assessment used,

alternative measures need to be explored'

Collecting scores on such disparate and complex abilities such as fluency, originality

or elaboration may constitute the proverbial'herding of cats'dilemma. Many problems

are raised but possibly one of the essential questions relating to formalised creativity

testing is, if it is to be encapsulated in a score, under what conditions will this occur?

As Michael & Wright (in Glover, Ronning & Reynolds,1989:4L) question:

Does the creøtiae behøaiour occur under a structured situntion during testing or does it

manifest itselt' in øn unstructured situation? Støted another way, does the creøtiaebehøaiour

tnke pløce under specit'ied demand charøcteristics that øre determined in pørt by restricted

møterials or delimiting problem støtements, or does the creatiae behauiour ørise in response to

an open-eniled question or situation?

If the notion of creativity is as central to the notion of intelligence as previously stated,

then reliable assessment of creativity must be of value to researchers and educators

working in the field. Despite its cited limitations, the IQ test has generally served the

study and identification of intelligence well, although this thesis proposes that

intelligence is comprised of more abilities than can be measured by an IQ test. In

particular, the author argues that at the highest levels, defined within the range of

giftedness, the concept of creativity is an essential component, although one which is

difficult to measure.

Only during the last 50 years have serious questions been asked about the inclusion of

creativity in concepts of intelligence. Wallach & Kogan (L965), who designed one of

the early tests of creativity, viewed creativity as an essential component of intelligence,

yet independent of IQ scores:
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interest has been growing concaning the possible limitøtions of the concept ot' intelligence in

understanding indioidual differences in cognitiae functioning. The term "creatiaity" '.'

represents an øspect of thinking which is as importønt to øssess in its own right øs is

intelligence.

Hattie & Rogers (L986: a83) hightighted the basic claim of Wallach & Kogan's

research (1965) which was that "acrealvTf¡r factor, which was distinct from

intelligence, could emerge only if the creativity tests were administered individually

under untimed, gamelike conditions ...". This reveals a view of creativity testing

which is quite different from IQ testing, in the sense that creativity will become

evident in an environment with few guidelines or strictures. Tannenbaum (L983: 278)

was critical of this aspect of Wallach & Kogan's recommendations and cited Hattie's

(1980) research as confiïrning that "the conventional testlike conditions appeared to

produce optimal test results".

However, similarly with the identified limitations of the IQ test, the apparent

weakness of a theoretical basis underpinning formal assessments of creativity has

been raised by the research to date. Problems with content validity and reliability have

been previously cited, and much research is almost damning of the concept of

measuring or evaluating creativity, claiming "creativit¡r tests are incomplete" (Davis

in Colangelo & Davis ,2003:3L3) as measures of general intelligence and that, "there is

good reason to doubt the validity of all ofthe available divergent thinking tests"

@aer, 1994:80). Hunsaker & Callaghan, (1.995: 113) hightight this problem, citing as an

example a test "frequently used" in the USA, which "reports a weak reliability and

validity data, even in its own technical manual".

Gardner (1993:19), despite his criticisms of creativity tests as falling into the same trap

as IQ tests, has stated that "Creativity tests arc reliable. That is, if an individual takes

the same creativity test more than once, he or she is likely to get a similar score ... "

however his conclusion on the value of creativity tests in general was:

deoastating for the enteryise of meøsuring creøtiuity using pencil and paper tests. Despite a

t'ew suggestiae Jindings, it høs notbeen possible to dcmonsh'ate that creatiaity tests are aølid'

Thnt is, high scotes on ø creatiuity test do not signal that one is necessarily creøtiae in one's

actualaocation or aztocation, nor is there conaincing eaidence thøt indiaiduals deemed creatiae

by their discipline or culture necessarily exhibit the kinds of diaergent-thinking skills thøt are

the høllmark of creøtiuity tests.

If creativity tests are reliable but not valid, then as Runco (1993:2L) observes, the

whole purpose of testing for creativity needs to be challenged: "lÍ we know how fluent
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a child is with ideas, what do we really know? Just that the child can be fluent with

ideas."

Others have defended the creativity tests as useful predictors of the 'likelfüood' of

later creative performance, while acknowledging that performance on the test is not to

be equated with real-world creative performance:

Diaergent thinking measures yield obsavøble, quøntifinble data representing the indiaiduøI's

Iikelihood of responding creatiaely to reøl-Iit'e situøtians (Runco, L991; Ton'ønce 1987). These

products or ideas as responses to diaergent thinking items are restricted to the behnaiours

being elicited. Thus they are not as fully representatiae ot' the indiaidual's creatbity øs a

t'inished creatiae product of artist, scientist, or eaen ø young child

(Fishkin €i J ohnson, 1998 : 7 ).

The problem of the discrepancy between the items on a test of creativity and actual

domain specific performance has been identified. Csikszentmihalyi & Wolfe (2000: 87)

argued that there are validity weaknesses regarding creativity tests, specifically "how

the hypothetical problems presented in divergent thinking tests translate into real life.

\,Vhether generating numerous fantastic uses for a box really predicts any sort of

creative achievement is unclear."

In addition to these concerns, formalised tests of creativity have been criticised, not

only on the basis of "their weak real-world predictive validities" (Albert 1990: 15) but

also on the very subjective nature of their scoring systems and the necessity for highly

trained assessors to all agree on the relevant criteria. This has been a complaint of

practising classroom teachers, wishing to gain keener insights into assessing and

teaching for higher-order creative outcomes/ as, "evaluations of creativity are

restricted to an elite group of judges" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988 in Sternberg & Lubart,

L991.:17), and left out of the hands of those for whom the information would be most

useful. Even in the most rigorous research programs into assessing creativity, this

issue of the subjective scoring of responses is a major concern:

In general we expect some ilegree of consensus in judgement ot' creatioity (Amøbile, 1982)

ølthough the consensus will be imperfect becøuse each rater will be coming from a slightly

difføent context with pølues that øre likely to difJer ... our judgements of creatiuity will depend

upon these eaøluations ønd thereþre may not always be the same (Sternberg €¡ Lubart,

1.991.:6).

Finke et al (1996:4L) also raised this problem, indicating that even when scorers

adhere to guidelines the makeup of creativity is so complex and the degree of

subjectivity so varied, that "judges may disagree in their ratings because of differences

in their backgrounds, experiences, and preferences. lÂIhat one person regards as
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original may be regarded as commonplace by another, who has already seen the

invention or heard the idea many times before".

The problems of subjectivity of scoring, as well as the necessity for the scorer to be

part of the 'elite group of judges' are compounded by the additional factors of age or

prior training of the subjects. For example, according to Benjafield, when completing

figural creativity tests, students at differing age levels or with art training are at an

advantage: "students under the age of 6 (preconventional) and past the age of

postconvention (i.e. after actual knowledge/training intervention) are also at a distinct

advanta ge within these assessments" (Benjafield, 1992: 307).

Another criticism of creativity tests is that they sample a very narrow range of creative

behaviours and that they are more aligned to white, high socio-economic and cultural

standards of creative behaviours (Borland; 1996). While similar arguments have beset

proponents of IQ testing, the absence of any creativþ-equivalent to the standardised

IQ test score may explain why "the creativity equivalent of Spearman's g', or general

intellectual factor, appears to be the Holy Grail of creativity researchers" (Brown, in

Glover etal,1989:4).

Tlrds Holy Grail for researchers who are convinced that creativity is a surer measure of

intelligence than IQ has been a complex and frustrating quest albeit one that has

produced some very useful measurements, despite all of the cited limitations. The

challenge for the researchers in the past forty years has been to design a test of creative

intelligence which identifies the key markers of creativity in much the same way that

the IQ test has been cited as identifying the key markers, at differing levels, and in

differing kinds, of cognitive skill. That creativity is an essential feature of intelligence,

and one which differentiates the gft"d population from the other levels of intellectual

abtlity, particularþ in the visual/figural sphere, is a central hypothesis of this study.

Why is it that tests of creativity have generally been regarded in the research as

unreliable? The simple answer could be that they have never enjoyed the stability of

the IQ measure as reported in the research to date. Despite the limitations of the IQ

tests, most researchers agree that, for whnt they meøstffe, (e.9. speed of processing

language, knowledge, logic), and when administered to an øppropriøte population (e.g.

excluding those for whom English is a second language or who are from cultural

minority groupings vastly different from those on whom the tests were normed), the

IQ test is an exceptionally stable and reliable way of highlighting individual

differences in some specific intellectual spheres. The main method of testing any
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equivalent stability with tests of creativity has been to correlate them with IQ

measures. To date, such correlations have been inconclusive, particularly at the uPPer

levels of IQ scores.

The studies which have examined the correlations of creativþ measures with

psychometric measures of intelligence have generally found only a moderate to low

correlation (Mitzel, L992;Tanrtenbaum, L983; Davis and Rimm, L989; Runco,1990;

Cropley, l997;Phtllipson, \999). Studies have consistently found that "beyond the IQ

of 120 the correlation seems to be negligible" (Ochse, 1990 in Rudowicz, Kitto & Lok,

1999: 4). Conversely, whilst advanced measures of psychometric intelligence do not

guarantee advanced creativity measures, low creativity scores generally attend low IQ

scores (McNemar, 7964 nKhatena, 1992).

Some studies have reported low correlations between giftedness, as measured by IQ

testing and measures of creativity (Getzels & fackson, 1962,1963; Wallach & Kogan,

1965). Lr particular the early findings of Wallach & Kogan confirmed that "the

creativity and intelligence measures are relatively independent of each other"

(Wallach & Kogary 1965:48). This is an interesting phenomenon as, "on the surface it

would seem clear that creativity should be the highest manifestation of intellectual

performance, not separate from it (Gallagher & Courtright in Sternberg & Davidson,

1986:103). Other studies have indicated that there is a correlation between intelligence

(as indicated by the IQ assessment) and creativity, but only up until a mild to

moderate evaluation of each criteria. Yamamoto (1974) found that there is an

IQ/creativity threshold, "above which creativity and intelligence are distinct

attributes" (in Hattie & Rogers, 1986), and that at the levels of moderate to profound

creativity or intellectual giftedness, the correlations have not been found. If high

creativity is the dominant form of intelligence, the weakness of the tests (IQ and

creativity) to agree needs to be addressed.

The early studies of Torrance (1962), used to jtstify the TTCT as measures of

intelligence, indicated that approximately 70% of higlrly creative students would not

be identified as gifted if IQ scores alone were used. Torrance (1974) and Getzels and

]ackson (1962nMcCabe, 1991) claimed that above a certain minimum level of

intelligence, being more intelligence does not guarantee a corresponding increase in

creativity.

Weinstein & Bobko (1985) found that IQ and creativity only correlated within a

particular IQ range. The range in general indicated that subjects with average to above
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avelage IQ scores were more likely to obtain corresponding creativity scores.

Flowever at the moderate to profound levels of IQ the correlations were not evident.

The later work of Khatena (1992\ also confirmed that creativity tests fail to identify

subjects at the upper levels of IQ. Generally the studies suggest that IQ L20 is the

upper limit at which IQ and creativity scores plateau. This asymptotic relationship

between IQ scores and creativit¡l scores has generated much debate. Weinstein &

Bobko (1980) concluded, from their earlier observations, that, "intelligence is

somewhat necessary but not sufficien! for creative behaviour" however, it is the

authof s opinion that other key questions need to be asked, such as:

. are the tests of creativity not accurate enough to differentiate high IQ

subjects' creative abilities?

. does the 'differentiation h¡pothesis', already identified in IQ testing (i.e.

that mental abilities as measured by IQ tests correlate more strongly at lower

ability levels) also apply for creativity testing?

. are exceptionally high IQ subjects generally more variable in utilising

divergent thinking skills, in away which may disadvantage their scores on

standardised tests of creativitY?

Higher order use of metacognitive processes has been identified in high IQ subjects

and it could be argued that such skills support the gaining of a high IQ score. IQ tests

generally do not require divergent thinking such as original or flexible responses and

it is possible that such responses are likely to adversely affect performance on a

standardised IQ test. In the IQ test, one right answer rules.

Cropley (1997:8) observed that the difference between creativity testing as opposed to

IQ testing, was raised as early as Guilford's (1950) pronotmcements on thinking as,

"convergent ... emphasising the best, correct answer/ of which there is usually only

one ... and divergent ... which involves branching out from the known to find

unexpected, novel answers, of which there may be many." Pürto (1999) is critical of

the research which has attempted to correlate such different abilities, convergent and

divergen! often by using different gPes of testing instruments.

It needs to be remembered that the strength of tests of g lies in their reliability in terms

of measurements of speed, knowledge and logic. It is uncommon for creative thinking

to be regarded as in any way logical or rational and this no doubt explains its

exclusion from standardised testing. Yet as Nickerson et al (1985: 86) claimed:

The abitity to look øt things in new and unconaentional ways is undoubtedly an important

problem-solaing skill. lndeqd, møny of the methods that høae been proposed for the
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imprusement of problem-soluing skills, especinlly for thebreaking ataøy t'rom constraining

approaches to problems, emphasise alogical or eoen non-rational styles ot' thinking.

Having an exceptionally high IQ places a subjed within largely'unchartered'

territory. Hall's (1985) research indicated that the leael of IQ was a determining factor

in whether any consistent relationship was found with IQ and/or school achievement,

with IQ and school success generally correlating. However, having an IQ score in the

1.30+ category tended to place the student more 'at risK of adjusting well to school-

related tasks. Perhaps a similar argument can be made when examining the responses

of exceptionally high IQ subjects to open-ended, divergent tasks.

The following section of this Chapter details what creativity tests have tried to

measure and the design of some creativþ tests used in research to date. In

particular the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT), which were used in

this study, are outlined and evaluated. The section also raises the alternative use

of checklists to identify creative behaviour.

5.2. What Creativity Tests and Checklists Measure

"HolD cøn one øpproPriøtely measure indiuidual creatittity?

By definition, the ability to derselop uset'ul products

neaer before deaeloped seems quite unpredictøble."

(Csikszentmihølyi fi W olfe, 2000 : I 6 ).

The range of creativity tests has traditionally attempted to measure performance in

both the aerbal and the figurøl spheres of intellectual functioning. The verbal sphere

dominated the earlier tests, probably for the same reasons it has dominated IQ testing:

the rules of language, as opposed to figural form, have been researched in detail, and

aspects of fluenry, flefbility and originality in language can be incorporated with

relative ease into a test. The figural aspect of creativity seemed much more difficult to

conceptualise.

There has been a reluctance to judge or'measure the worth' of children's figural

responses, probably because of the earlier cited beliefs that such abilities are 'in the eye

of the beholder' and that there are no ultimate good or bad measures of figural

performance, and certainly none that would suggest a link with intelligence. As there

is an assumption that all children can draw, measuring such abiJity is not generally

popular as Kellogg, (1970:207)has argued, " uny mental test via art that pretended to

yield precise, quantified gradations of intelligence would be an insult to the children".
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This chapter details the TTCT which does provide'qualified gradations' of figural

creative ability. The value and limitations of this test can be seen in relation to others

developed before and after the TTCT.

The use of visual stimulus material as a spur or incentive to supposed creative

behaviour was expounded by Wallach and Kogan (1965) in their'Patterns Meaning

Procedure' which was a part of their own range of instruments for assessing creativity.

In the assessment of this instrument they relied on two cntena, fluency and originnlity,

as the variables most related to creativity. This instrument purported to measure both

verbal and figural creativity by usingboth verbal and visual stimulus materials. úr the

verbal stimulus part of the instrument students were required to respond to three

categories of questions:

Instances:

name all of the round things you can think of
name all of the things you can think of that will make a noise
name all of the square things you can think of

Alternate Uses:

tell me all the different ways you could use a newspaper
tell me all the different ways you could use a knife
tell me all the different ways you could use a cork

Similarities:

tell me all the ways in which a carrot and a potato are alike
tell me all the ways in which a cat and a mouse are alike
tell me all the ways in which a desk and a table are alike.

Subjects were scored on the number of differing responses as well as the originality of

their responses. Test items such as these and others developed in the era of de Bono's

lateral thinking (i.e. newspaper Po knife), ideational fluency (all of the things), remote

associates (how arc the followingalike?) and flexibility (find a dit'ferent way).

The aspects of the instrument using uisual stimulus materials were divided into the

following two sections; 'Pattern meanings' and'Line meanings'. An example of.Pøttern

Meanings is reproduced below in Figure 5.1. In this section of the test, the subjects

were given the following patterns on separate cards and asked to "tell me all the

things you think this could be":
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Figure 5.1: Pøttern Meanings

Subjects were scored again on the number of responses and their originality.

The scoring for item L, for example, indicates'lollipop bursting into pieces' is

evaluated as a unique response, while'flower'is not.

\,ltrhile tests such as these have merit and have been successfully evaluated in many

research studies, including comparisons with the TTCT, it is the author's opinion that

their weakness is in the scorers' subjective analysis of what exactly determines creative

intelligence. It is argued that if a subject has not }:rad original or different ideas rewarded

by the experience of education, then they wiJl not suddenly display them in such a

test. The problem of subjectivity of scoring is equally apparent. It could be argued, for

example, that'a flower' is a perfectly reasonable aesthetic response while'Iollipop

bursting' is nonsensical as they do not normally explode.

The second section utilising visual stimulus is Line Meønings and is reproduced below

in Figure 5.2. In this test, the subjects were given more lines on cards and asked to,

"tell me all the things you can about it":
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Figure 5.2: Line Meanings
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The scoring guidelines indicate that, for example, for Item 1, "a squished piece of

pape{' is evaluated as a unique resPonse, while "mountains" is not. In Item 3,

"squeezing paint out of a fube" is unique, while "a piece of string" is not (wallach &

Kogarç 1965:35). As with the verbal stimulus material, the variables of uniqueness

(originality) and number (fluency) of responses are scored for each of the items.

The Wallach & Kogan tests have been influential in designs for other tests of creativity

and have contributed much to this new field. Flowever their limitations canbe seen

not just in the concerns raised but also in their predominant reliance on a verbal

fesponse to the problems. For example whether the'squiggle' is a'squished bit of

papef or a'mountain' is effectively measuring the subjects' originality, fluency or

flexibility with words, and perhaps verbal ideation or elaboration. It is argued that this

does not necessarily measure figural or visual creativþ. In addition, the'domain-

knowledge' weak basis to these tests, which provide a remote association between a

visual fragment and a verbal description, which is a criticism which has also been

directed against the TTCT, is evident. As Runco, (1990: 674) indicated:

Diaergent thinking tests, t'or exømple, typically contain taslcs (e.g. 'Name all of the things you

can think of that moae on wheels') which øre only remotely associnted with meaningt'ul

actioities in the natural enaironment . . . tasks can be made more reølistic if they contøin items

that resemble actioities which are found in the natural enaironment

Wallach & Kogan (1965:64) concluded from their reseatch that creative ability is quite

independent from general intelligence particularþ as it is measured on an IQ test:

This z¡ieut of creøtiaity relies on an associational conception ot' figurøl or uisunl stimulus ...

and that creatiaity ... the øbility to generøte møny cognitiue øssocintes ønd møny that øre

unique, is strikingly independent of the conuentionøl reølm of generøl intelligence, while at the

søme timebeing a unitary ønd pentasiae dimension of indiaidual difference in its otpn right ...

we cøn øssert with cont'idence ... that the ability of a child to display creatiztity as we here

conceiae of it, has little to do zt:ith ... high scores on measures of general intelligence.

A second test of creativity which has dominated the research in this field has been the

Getzels & Jackson's (1963) study, which also concluded that IQ did not correlate

significantly with their measurement of creativity. This test relied on the following

five criteria in their assessment of creativity:

Word Associøtion:

The subject was asked to give as many definitions as possible to
stimulus words such as bolt, bark, and sack.
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Use for Things:

The subject was required to give as many uses as possible for
objects {hat customarily have a stereotyped function attached to
them, e.g. a bricþ or a paPer-cliP.

Hidden Shapes:

The subject was required to find a given geometric form that was
hidden in more complex geometric forms or patterns'

Fables:

The subject was given four fables in which the last lines were
missing. Subject was required to compose three different endings
for each fable: moralistic, humorous, and sad.

Møke-Up Problems:

The subject was presented with four complex ParagraPhs each of
which contained a number of numerical statements¡ 3.9.r the costs

involved in building a house. The subject was required to make up
as many mathematical problems as possible that might be solved
with the information given.

(Getzels €¡ ]ackson, in Tøylor €t Børron, 1'963: 1'63-164)

These test items address abilities such as verbal fluency, ideational fluency and

flexibitity, visual closure and verbal elaboration. It is clear that there is also a heavy

reliance on language skills in this creativity test, with only the 'hidden shapes' section

requiring visual or figural response. It is proposed that these instruments designed to

assess figural and verbal creative ability also have limitations in that they rely on the

subjective scoring þy a supposedly trained or expert scorer) of students' responses to

figural stimuli.

This thesis has already highlighted characteristics of highly creative individuals (i.e.

those whose products have been judged by the culture as creative), who have

regularþ exhibited traits such as risk-taking, sensation seeking, production of odd or

unusual ideas, fluent, original responses to stimuli. Tests of creativity have not

generally been able to identiþ let alone measure, such a diverse arcay of

characteristics.

The use of taxonomies and checklists while not replacing tests of creativity, have

become prominent not only in the research on creativity but also in school settings

where teachers are given the opportunity to identify characteristics in students which

may or may not be conducive to academic success but which may indicate giftedness
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in the creative sphere. In the sense that the tests are often removed from the educators

who would most benefit from their results, the checklist or taxonomy is accessible.

Most screening checklists currently used in schools to help identify gftud students

include the characteristics of creative ability. One example of this has been set out in

Chapter 2. The problems of validation and reliability with standardised tests of

creativity have led to researchers such as

Kirschenbaum (1998) to recommend the testing of creativity through the use of a

'Creativity Classification System' (CCS) which offers a taxonomy of creativity that

consists of nine essential dimensions of creative activity. This taxonomy is reproduced

in Table 5.1below:

TABLE 5.L: CCS Dimensions, Behavioural Characteristics, and Assessment
Methods

Contact Sensation seeking, curious, sensitive, preference for novelty,
memory for details, open to

Conscience Flexible thinker, inquisitive, prefers complexity,
reflecti &

Interest Task commitment, persistent, flow, self-motivated to develop
mastery

Fantasy Imaginative, sense of humour, playful,
refers to fantasies in speech or drawing

spontaneous,

Incubation Multi-tasking, creative / artistic hobbies

Creative contact InsightfuL belief in paranormal activity, visionary

Inspiration Seeks creative stimulation and new ideas

Production Prolific, stays focused for long time, personal

Verification High personal standards, communicates/ assesses results

Kirshenbaum's (1998) taxonomy is designed to be used as a checklist for teachers or

other practitioners to observe characteristics of creativity in students. The taxonomy

was intended as a more accurate and useful alternative to what Kirshenbaum

regarded as unreliable tests of creativity.

Moving beyond identifying characterises of creativity from a taxonomy to measuring

the multiplicity of such characteristics is becoming more popular, partictrlarly as

teachers and researchers have, over the past twenty years become more cognisant of

what skills to look for. The problem of training has already been raised and needs to
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be addressed if this option is to be successfully used in schools. The use of rating

scales and checklists is supported by researchers such as Plucker & Runco (1998: 3):

Reseørch snd debate on predictiae aølidity, content specificity-generality, ønd implicit theories

prouide concrete reasons for the use of multiple indicators of creatiaity . . . while research has

Ied to improved teacher, parent, peer, nnd product rating scales, the scales cøn stä be improaed

to produce more reliable and aalid results thqn those presently attainøble.

Some of these rating scales have been designed specifically to help identify the

creatively gifted population, recognising the research already presented in this thesis

that the profiles of gifted students are not always just 'more' ability but'different'

ability. The Renzulli et al (2001) 'Scales for Rating Behavioural Characteristics of

Superior Students', based on the premise that, "Creative people are unique

individuals, but they have a lot in common ... " has recently been evaluated as, " a

shining example of on-target efficiency"(Colangelo & Davis, 2003: 315), in the quest to

assess creative behaviours.

An example of this checklist is reproduced below in Table 5.2:

TABLE 5.2: Characteristics of Superior Students: Colangelo & Davis,2003

l. Dir¡:t.rys a gre:rt tf*.tl tlf sruriu.ììty atr*ul rltan¡' tlringll
is c(¡,urtontl-ï arki*g qut*tianx ahot¡t :*rything

und *ve,q'{hing.

l. {ìr¡*Erase* a larg* nrlnthtrr tlf itêeas Lrr lùlnl¡lt¡nt ts

pn:;trl*nrs lrnil rluexfionxl ttl'len ol'fêru ttnt¡sugl

{.^'u,*y uul'f. uti<¡uc. clev*t rerpottlts.
3. Is winhibit*il in exprcvrr.itlg uphrion; i¡ ;rr¡tlttrti¡:trcr

rùiåicú{ sntl l;¡irìted irt dixirprxlrnerit; i; r*nìrti*lls'
4. Is ri hipJr lji.L t'ikert is üdvet¡tnrt)t¡l turtl s¡recuiot:ite.

5. Í3ìs¡.À:¡¡;¡¡ agtxxl rlr:ot c¡f intellectur¡l pl*.liìrhiarsl

lí¡n¡**ir.exl im*gi*eu ("1 rvurr¡lcl vltut 
"vr¡ukl 

hal'¡px¡r

il . . -'.); trrirrriptrl+ttrr ì¡ls*; i-i,*.. chiang*s. elì'ùlt$iltÈ$

ilp*o tfi*ut,ì; iË slfìon çrrrnco¡ted 19ith &dtìfllirrg,

i mpr*vi ng, slìd nrr$Ji f:¡i n g instìtu t:iç¡nl, rltrjerctx,

Rnif sy-s[*tns.

6. f.)í+pttrys ¡¡ kr:ctr r¡:nçf tlf'È¡r¡mt.¡¡ ¿nli ç*¿* humor

írl sitnitlìolr* ÍhEt.úJây n*t iìpp\rÊr tt l¡e lrtlittultu+
tr¡ tllh*Llì.

T, 1r ll:tusuolly ar¡an'. ajì lris a¡ ]¡er itttpultes *rtrl

rì{rr.q üË*rt t¡¡ t}¡e à¡r¿ti<.ula.l in Idtti-çell'¡.tr hsrsell'

{frecl' r..rprctxion tl' f*¡t.rirliure ínfe¡e'g! Ior ho-""r'

gl+*ter tht:ui uçl¡ir'l Smtiümt rrl'iricl*¡'r**dottc* f<rr ilírl*);
sh(x!¿s ritlxriiÜúir.t sonxitivit5"

ll. Il v*nsit:iv* lQ be$uty; oflã{¡(tr$ lù te*th*tic
rho:trtcri*ticri Ùf' tltingx

!1" lç rr¡i¿rcrlf;tlrrning;; llccxpls dt¡r¡r.dx:rl i¡ nr¡1

i¡xer*¡i1ad i¡i ¿letr¡i1*l is jndìr:Ìdualìsrìtr; tlrtr titlù

minti Ïrt:itrg rlíffcr+nr.

J {1, Criricizer r:.rrtsffi*1ir.*iyi ìs *rlrv'i.lliitg tr.r

til:cç$rl ur¡tlr<¡ri{urii*l prr.uÌrìanc*n'uao¡3 1:¿!tþtú[

c ri tÌc'¿l rx*mir¡¿ti* n.

'l'ot¡r! Scmr -,-,,-
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It is interesting to note characteristics such as sensitivity to beauty, nonconforming,

accepts disorder, high risk-taker, and intellectual playfulness as the possible markers

of high creativity which have eluded standardised tests of creativity to date.

The following section of this chapter will outline the Test of Creative Thinking-

Drawing Production (TCT-DP) (Jellen & Urban 1989;tJrban & Jellen, 1996), followed

by the TTCTs with a rationale for their inclusion in this study.

5.3. The Test for Creative Thinking-Drawing Production (TCT-DP)

A "unique newcomer" (Colangelo & Davis,2003: 318) to the field of creativity testing

is Urban and ]ellen's 'Test for Creative Thinking - Drawing Production' (TCT-DP)

fletlen & Urban, 1989;IJrban & Jellen, 1993). Jellen & Urban (1989) followed some of

the basic principles of the TTCTs when they produced the TCT-DP. These researchers

decided on figural stimuli rather than verbal in order to achieve what they claim to be

culture fairness which they present as one of the greatest strengths of this measure of

creativity. Ilrdeed the researchers have used this test in collaborative studies across

different countries and claim a high level of validity of results (Urban, 1999).

The figural stimulus design for the test (reproduced below in Figure 5.3) relies on

presenting the subject with six incomplete figural fragments which mirror diverse

characteristics that are:

(1) different in design
(2) geometric and nongeometric
(3) round and straight
(4) singular and compositional
(5) broken and unbroken
(6) within and outside a given frame
(7) placed irregularly on the space provided, and
(8) incomplete

c

Figure 5.3: lellen €¡ Urban Test for Creøtiae Thinking Drøraing Production (TCT - DP)
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Subjects are given this stimulus and then required to use it as the basis for their own

drawing. Evaluation of subject responses to the TCT-DP is based on 11 key elements:

. completion: any continuation and extension of the six given figural fragments

.øddition: any additions made to the extended figural fragments

.new elements.' any new figure, symbol or element

. connections made zoith ø line: between one figural fragment and another

. connections mqde to produce ø theme: any figure contributing to a

compositional theme or "Gestalt"

. boundørA breaking that is frøgment dependent: any extension or continuation

of the 'small open square'located outside the frame

. boundary breaking that is fragment independent:

. puspectiue: any breaking away from two dimensionality

¡ humour: any drawing which elicits a humorous response

. unconaentionality: any manipulation of the material; surrealistic or abstract

elements; any combinations of figures, signs, and/or symbols;

unconventional figures

. speed: a breakdown of points according to the time spent on the drawing

production
(lellen €¡ Urban,1989: 80).

An example of a drawing which would attract a low creativity score has been

provided by the researchers and is reproduced below in Figure 5.4. This drawing

would not elicit a high creativity score on the TCT-DP as the subject has simply

completed the drawings of the circle, square and line (originally the row of dots) and

has reproduced the point (or dot) without unconventionality, humour, perspective or

any other of the characteristics which, according to ]ellen and Urban, indicate

creativity.

Figure 5.4: Exørnple of a lozu-scoring response on the TCT-DP

According to the authors of the test, performance on this item "is highly stereotypical

reflecting inhibition, insecurity, hesitancy and timidity. Diagnostic-prescriptive

ã
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pedagogy should isolate this case exposing this twelve year-old male to situations that

require risk-taking, self-initiative and indolence" (jellen & Urbarç 1989: 85).

An example of a subject's response to the TCT -DP which would elicit a high

creativity score is reproduced below in Figure 5.5:

Figure 5.5: Exømple of nhigh-scoring response on theTCT-DP

The subject's response to the figural stimulus in this example, according to Jellen and

Urban (1989: 85) displays "very high degrees of variability. Boldness, abstractness,

fluency and unconventionality. This particular subject requires maximum freedom of

expression and exposure to other types of media allowing this eleven year-old female

to develop her high creative potential to the fullest".

According to the authors of the TCT-DP, the presentation of "basic stimuli" in the

form of their figural elements or 'fragments', were,

intentionnlly designed in øn incomplete and irregular føshion in order to achieae maximum

flexibility as nn imperøtiae for creatiuity. Instead of concepts, symbols, or holistic figLres, u)e

decided to use figurøI frøgments rnhich possessed only aague con'oentionøl meønings

(in Cropley, 19 8 6 :1 66).

Flowever it could be argued that the 'fragments' used in the TCT - DP are not'vague'

but highly suggestive of classic shapes such as the line, the circle, the triangle and the

square. This figural test provides interesting links with the'gestalt'. By providing such

highly suggestive 'fragments' of the classic line (curved and straight), and point (the

circle, square and triangle), the TCT-DP claims to provide "an imperative for

creativity" yet, the author would aÍgÍe, one which discriminates against the subjects'

natural reaction to 'complete' the pattern. Once a subject has completed the patterns

o1, for example, circle, square, line, if is difficult to elaborate further images. It is
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argued that an 'imperative' for creativity cannot be made on the basis of a 'fragment'

of form.

Although the exhortation in the TCT - DP to the subjects is to 'be creative', it could be

argued that the very nature of the test 'frames' the subjects into what could be judged

as low-level creative output. The rationale underpinning this test reveals two basic

beliefs about figural ability specifically, and the notion of creativity in general which is

adopted by the researchers. These are that:

. creativity will blossom and will somehow be released in an environment

without guidelines or strictures: their 'imperative for creativity' is not

supported by the 'trap-like' quality of the semi-completed images

. no theoretical basis is necessary for the choice of the figural fragments,

other than a vague, gestalt, suggestive incompleteness.

The fact that the elemental forms of the universal point and line (which are not

identified by Jellen and Urban (1989) as having instructed its design) were used in this

test, might also suggest that it has great potential for identifying visual intelligence in

a new and exciting way.Whether this intelligence has its basis in visual or figural

creøtiae intelligence still needs to be established. In addition, Jellen and Urban

(1989: 78) claim that, "many of the items collected have clinical value or potential for

further diagnostic and prescriptive work in the psychological and educational arena of

human service delivery". It is argued that this is an ambitious claim which also needs

to be verified with more research.

Rudowicz et al (1999:4) observed of the TCT - DP that only "moderate correlation

was found between the means of the TCT-DP and the level of academic achievements

whereas no correlation between individual IQ scores and the creativity test was

observed". Despite the potential strengths of the TCT-DP, the Torrance Tests of figural

Creativity were used in this study, instead of the TCT-DP because of the more robust

body of research supporting the validity and reliability of the TTCT, as well as its

closer links to the nature of visual thinking which is a main focus of this study.

Chapter 8 of this thesis suggests further explorations in testing for creativity using the

TCT - DP, as it has great potential however, as Davis (in Colangelo & Davis, 2003:319)

confirms: "Regarding divergent thinking tests, the Torrance Tests must remain at the

top of the list, although Jellen & IJrbana's TCT-DP seems promising."
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5.4. The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT)

Torrance has argued (1979:361) that to identify intelligence in general the use of the

IQ test alone is not sufficient and he has defended the necessity of creativity testing in

the determination of giftedness:

it seems obaious thnt the røtionøl and logical processes inoolaed in intelligence tests øre called

into ptay in the process of creatiae thinking, especially in eaaluøting ølternøtives, making

decisions, and the like.

Evaluations of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) established that they

are "the most extensively researched ... and provide adequate updated norms' In

addition, both the TTCT and the Wallach-Kogan tests have shown evidence of long-

term predictive validity with measures of adult productivity as much as LB to 22years

later" (Torrance & Salter, L989 in Fishkin & ]ohnson, 1998:7).

McCabe (1991,: LL6) claimed that the TTCT are "the most widely validated test of

creative thinking". Colangelo & Davis (2003: 3L6) have confirmed that the TTCT are

still the best tests of creativity and that they "remain the most popular creativity tests

of any kind". In addition, they aïgue that Torrance's original assertion that his TTCT

are more reliable indicators of giftedness than IQ tests is supported by the fact that:

TheTTCT hnaebeen the most aøIidated of any other tests of ueatiaity, including ø twenty-

two-yeør tongitudinøt oalidøtion by Torrance (1981). Plucker's (1999) reønølysis of Torrønce's

longitudinøl døta indicøted thnt the TTCT predicted adult creatiueness three times better than

lQ scores

(in Colangelo €t Dnais,2003: 31'7).

Cropley (2001 :106) has indicated that the TTCT battery is, "the best known and most

widely used of the tests based on divergent thinking ... it has established itself on a

worldwide basis among practitioners as well as researchers and its role in defining

creativity ... can scarcely be overestimated". The TTCT have been cited as the "most

popular" of all the Divergent Thinking (DT) measures of creativity (Plucker & Runco,

1998:36) with DT tests, as opposed to just the use of checklists, being cited as the most

reliable method of assessing creativity.

Torrance's Tests of Creative Thinking drew upon Guilford's original Structure of the

Intellect (SOI) model, focusing on the four markers of creative intelligence or

'divergent production' identified in the SOI:

Fluency - the production of many ideas
Originølity - the uniqueness or novelty of ideas
Flexibility - the modifiability of ideas, and
Elaborøtion - the extension of ideas.
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The TTCT are comprised of parallel forms of both figural and verbal creativity. Only

the figural forms were used in this study, predominantly because the major research

focus was on visual thinking skills, but also because the figural sphere has been cited

as the more reliable as it avoids the cultural bias that is inherent in assessments of

creativity relying on a language basis (Torrance, 1966,198'1a,1981b; Jellen &

tlrban, 1989). The most recent analyses confirm that within the TTCT, "the Figural

tests are more culture-fair" than their verbal equivalent (Davis in Colangelo & Davis,

2003 :3I7). A copy of the TTCT Figural Form A is in Appendix 4. Torrance has

indicated that the format of the test booklet itself, "was designed deliberately to

facilitate the 'warm-up' process necessary for any kind of creative behaviour. The

design on the cover consists of apparently unrelated combinations of elements and

usually evokes curiosity, imaginative activity, and interest" (Torrance,1990:2). The

administrator is requested not to use the word 'test'with the subjects as it could

detract from the necessity for a relaxed atmosphere which Torrance claims is

important to the test.

Although the full test battery was administered to the subjects in this study,

individual items can be administered as a shortened version of the test battery. As an

example, the Activity f- in Figural Form A is sometimes used by teachers as a single

insight into figural creative production. It is the basic presentation of a figural

stimulus, reproduced below in Figure 5.6:

Adv¡ty l. HCTURE CONffiUCf,ON

Or úcopFsi¡ê pÁgè i, acwd sbpè Thùk of À picrc 6 d objodwHch you cm ¿ßs
ûútrsbpcEapd
Try to ffi of r picm ùü !o otrc *Ê ütr rtllk ot KcÊp ffig ncw itu Þ yoE tu!
id.Â @ dõ ir d ð bffithg ùd ð dtuE a $ory s yd q.

ic¡rc, ffi up srdê r ddc lú i( dwiE j. ar ôê
üdd @ ytÛ dúc 3 drvadunusud æ p6dblè

YOMTITI,E;

Figure 5.6: Actiaity 1: Figural Form A, TTCT
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To evaluate the responses to such a stimulus the scorer follows the guidelines as set

out in the manual which specify the drawings as creative in their responses with

fluency being the basic number of responses coded, originality scored according to the

guidelines on novelty of response, and elaboration scores the extent to which the

subject has used imagination to build upon the original idea, such as deliberate

shading or decoration. The scores can be enhanced by identifying markers of 'creative

strength' such as emotional expressiveness or humour.

Perhaps what gives the TTCT a strength over the other tests outlined to date in this

section is that it does accept that all children can communicate in form and that verbal

response is a secondary consideration. For example although the subjects completing

the TTCT are asked to provide titles for their drawings, this aspect of the test can

actually be scored together with the verbal parallel versions of the TTCT. This study

chose to incorporate the titles, (as would normally be done), as part of the figural

score. The titles score makes up a very small part of the figural test scores but does

allow for insight into characteristics such as humour to be identified. If the population

being tested was predominantþ subjects for whom English is a second language, for

example, this aspect of the figural tests would not have been scored.

In addition, a great strength of this first item in the TTCT is that the black shape, is ø

shape: it is not a fragment seeking clozure, which is closer to the design of the TCT-DP

\Ä/hile the 'blob' shape is certainly suggestive, it is, in Kandinsky's terms a point

within a frame, which, in the author's opinion, must have more universal

communication than the more culturally oriented fragments suggesting'lollipops' or

'tootþaste tubes'.

The Activities 2 section of the TTCT is closer to the figural concepts outlined in the

Wallach & Kogan tests. The strength of the TTCT is that they require the subject to

respond to the figural stimulus in figural form. T}":.e verbal response is secondary to the

question. The other examples of the figural forms provide the subjects with 'squiggles'

and ask them to respond. An example of the'squiggle' stimulus from Figural Form A

is reproduced below in Figure 5.7:
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ÀdYitY 1 PICTIJRE COMPLEÎION

Figure 5.7: Actiaity 2, Figurnl Form A, TTCT

Subjects who provide higtrly predicted responses, such as a bird and a tree for the first

two items are scored as less creative than those who provide much more original and

elaborative responses. It is the author's opinion that although the 'squiggles' are

undeniably suggestive of shape, (a bird, a tree ...), each still has the integrity of line

rather than corrupted elements of form. The figural items on the TTCT are designed to

stimulate figural expression rather than figural closure. Although the TTCT are time-

consuming to score, strict adherence to the scoring guide, which is very detailed in its

guidelines, provides the task with a clear structure and direction.

The Activities 3 section provides a series of varying straight lines, as other versions of

the TTCT provide circles. \Mhile the TTCT have been criticised as attempting to

measure creativity in a 'knowledge poor' domain (e.9. Sternberg,1990) the author's

opinion is that line, similarly to point (as seen in Activities 1) are universal forms and

hence not knowledge poor. These lines are not'suggestive' in any way of form but

they do exhort the subject to provide original, fluent and elaborative responses to

form, andin form, rather than language. The lines do not deliberately suggest

æ

1

ì

J

(q
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'mountains' or 'squished bits of paper', they just represent line' This aspect of the

design of the TTCT connects it to the principles of universal form or grammar of

figural intelligence which has been previously outlined in this thesis.

The next section details the design of the Figures of Sound instrument which, along

with the TTCT and RPM comprised the data collected for this aspect of the study.

5.S. The Background and Rationale for the design of the Figutes of Sound instrument

The instrument designed for the puïpose of this study has reversed the process taken

by other projects examining figural and creative intelligence. Rather than eliciting

artistic or figural responses from the subjects and then coding or evaluating them, this

study examined the possible nature of what constifutes figural form, as represented

primarily in the non-objective art form, particularly as outlined by Kandinsky, and has

traced back through the principles of this art the design of the questions contained in

the instrument.

The title of the instrument , Figures of Sound was drawn from the poetry of T.S. Eliot

but also has a basis within the art of Kandinsky, who claimed that non-objective art,

alongside words, did have'sourtds':

This øbstract adherence to Iøw peculinr to one of the ørts, finds in this ørt a constqnt, more or

less conscious øpplication, which cøn be compøred with nøture's ødherence to løw ønd zuhich in

both cøses - qrt and nqture - ffirds the inner humqn being ø rsery peculinr søtisføction'

Fundømentølly, this søme abstract,løw-øbiding quølity is most certninly the property of other

art expressions. The spøtinl elements in sculpture ønd ørchitecture, the tonal elements in

music, the elements of moaement in dance, ønd the word elements in poetry, øll hsue need of a

similnr uncouering ønd a similar elementøry compørison with respect to their externøl ønd

their inner chnracteristics, which I call ' sounils'
(Køndinslq, L912 in 1981: 4).

Kandinsky's fascination with the links between sound and form have been discussed

in Chapter 3. He published his book'Klange'(or'sounds') in\912.It is a collection of

thirty-eight of his poems and fifty-six woodcuts and attests to the phenomenon of

being doubly gifted as outlined by Hertjer's (1986) text, "Doubly gifted: the author as

visual artist". Another artist profiled in this text is Dylan Thomas. It is interesting to

note that Thomas first used the term, "figures of sound," to describe his use of

language in poetry:

Whnt I like to do is to treøt raords as ø crøftsmøn does his wood or stone or whnt-hnae-you, to

hew, cørue, mould, coil, polish ønd pløne them into pøtterns, sequences, sculptures, figures of
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sounil expressing some lyrical impulse, some spiritunl doubt or conaiction, some dimly-røised

truth I must try to reach ønd realise

(Dyløn Thomas in Hjerter, 1986 :L38)'

Drawing upon the common element of 'sounds' as evidenced by two great masters,

each gifted in the written word and visual form, the title for this instrument was

devised, Figures of Sound (FoS). This instrument is not presented as a 'final' product

but as the begirming of an original idea. In the final Chapter of this thesis, the author

has proposed a revision of aspects of the Figures of Sound which will form the basis of

future explorations into this field'

The rationale for the Figures of Sound is essentially based on the directives of

Kandinsky as to what constitutes elemental figural form. Other sources for the design

of the Figures of Sound were the principles of 'selective encoding' and 'selective

combination' as outlined by Sternberg & Lupart (1991) in their 'Lrvestment theory of

creativity'. In addition, the mathematical principles of the Golden Section, based on

the Fibonacci numbers, which reflect proportions found commonly in nature provided

a further guideline for the design of the items in the Figures of Sound.

The basic principles of point and line to plane comprise most of the items in the FoS

and these will be outlined in more detail in the next section.

The original design of the Figures of Sound instrument was based upon ten questions.

Questions 1 and 8 were designed to identify any link between visual intelligence

and/ or creativity and the identification of the mathematical proportions of the Golden

Section and the Fibonacci numbers (outlined in Question l below). Questions 2to7

were all based on Kandinsky's principles of point and line to plane. Question 2 in the

Figures of Sound does ask the students to visualise a colour and connect it with a shape

and this is the only item which draws upon Kandinsky's principles underpinrring the

use of colour. All other items focus on form. Questions 9 and L0 were based upon the

principles of selective encoding and selective combination as outlined by Sternberg &

Lubart (1991).

A description and discussion of each question in the Figures of Sound follows. Where

relevant, the background rationale, whether mathematical or artistic, is included to

justify the context set for the design of each item.
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FoS Question 1

The question asked the students to explore an empty sPace, the rectangle, and supply

a presence in the form of a point. The term'dot' is used because it was assumed that

the term'point' might confuse subjects.

Figure 5.8: FoS Question 1

This first question originated from the principles r.rnderpinning the'Golden Section',

as embodied in the 'Golden Rectangle' and its possible links with visual thinking or

visual intelligence. The rectangle in this question was drawn according to the specific

mathematical proportions of the Golden Rectangle. The rectangle was deliberately

given a frame-like border rather than a clean line, in order to elicit an aesthetic sense of

space, rather than a strictly mathematical form.

From the early Greek philosophers, mathematicians and architects this'form', the

rectangle, has held a fascination. It originated from Pythagoras'experiments with the

ratio between certain numbers and its relationship with the length of a vibrating

string, in music. As the artists of the Renaissance called it, the Golden Section is the

division of a line into two parts in a 'most pleasing and satisfactory way'. A line

divided in half is 'static' and so, not very interesting. Dividing a line close to one end

would leave one small piece'unbalanced'against a large piece and so would also'feel'

Here is a rectangle. There is nothing inside the rectangle'

Now imagine that I want you to put a dot inside this rectangle in a place
where you think it looks best.

Look at the rectangle and imagine where the dot would lookbest.

Now take up your pencil and place a dot into the rectangle in a place where
you think it looks best.

Place only one dot inside the rectangle.

Question L
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very unsatisfactory. Most people seem to compromise between these two extremes

when given a choice, and divide the line close to the specifications of the Golden

Section.

The mathematical principle of the division of a line according to the Golden sectiory

relates to the Fibonacci Numbers which are repeatedly found in measures in nature.

The mathematical proportions of the Golden Section occur particularly in phenomena

such as snail shells, pineapples, flowers, pine cones and trees. The early Renaissance

artists took these mathematical proportions from nature and fused them into the

essential element of the basic plane, or frame.

There øppeørs to be ø linkbetroeen Fibonacci numbers, the golden proportion, and biologicøl

growth that excites the curiosity not only of many møthematicisns but of biologists ønd

philosophers øs well

(Gørland,1988: 3).

The Golden Section is studied in the Pølace of Wisdomprogtam (see Appendix L for a

short video coverage) but was not studied in the TurningWorld program. As this

phenomenon is embedded in nature, and regarded as part of the natural language of

the early classical artists, its inclusion in the FoS instrument was warranted in order to

discover any links between visual thinking ability and any possible elemental form.

If a line AB has been divided internally at C according to the Golden Sectioru then

mathematically AB:AC as AC:CB. In practice, this means that, if p is used to denote the

numerical value of this ratio, then +=+=p which leads to the equations.ACCB

Q' -Q. t=o or0 = 
t*f :1.61803..... Thus, for example, with internal division, AB is

2

L.61.8... times as long as AC, and AC is 1.618... times as long as CB (McCann, 1990:345).

This question was constructed, based on the work of the 19th Century psychologist,

Gustav Fechner, who was the first to examine the claim of special aesthetic interest of

the Golden Section. Fechner's investigations from 1876, focttssed on the rectangle (see

FoS Q. 8).

Some of the greatest visual artists, painters, sculptors and architects followed the

principles of the Golden Section when they worked. Da Vinci's 'The Last Supper' and

Renoir's 'Luncheon of the Boating Party', Rodin's many sculptures of human form. In

architecture from the Parthenon, to many Middle Ages Christian cathedrals, to

le Courbousier's 20th Century work, there are outstanding examples using this

mathematical technique.
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The mathematical proportions within the rectangle are set out below in Figure 5.9 and

these proportions served as the template for the marking scheme for Question L.

Figure 5.9: Golden Rectangle and Spirøl (Huntley, L970)

Subjects were scored on Question 1 with zero, one or two marks according to how

close their 'dot' fitted into the specifications of the Golden Rectangle, the proportions

of which are reproduced below. The specifications were mathematically determined

then put onto a transparent overlay for ease of scoring. Figure 5.L0 below shows the

scoring sheet.

Figure 5.10: Scoring Template for FoS Question 1

t'a
6

7
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FoS Question 2

The second question in the FoS was based on Kandinsky's guidelines that there are

three elemental forms of the point the square, the triangle and the circle.

Kandinsky was not the only one to suggest these, and Zusne also indicated that, in

terms of the ideal'gestalt', these three elemental forms provided a common base from

which other variations could follow:

GestøIt psychologists seemed toknow what a'good' figure was: the circle, the square, the

equiløteral triangle, and other regulør ønd symmetric figures ...

(Zusne,1970: L1).

Kandinsky maintained that each shape is not jttstrnform part of a universal of visual

language, but also in colour.

Question 2

Here are three shapes - a triangle, a square, and a circle.

Each shape is inside a frame.

Now imagine that you have three coloured pencils:

Red (R)

Blue (B)

Yellow (Y).

Look at each shape and imagine one colour to suit each shape.

Ask yourself: what colour will best suit each shape?

Which shape looks best as Yellow? Which shape looks best as Blue?

And which shape looks best as Red?

Now take up your pencil and write either Y, B, or R inside each shape to
indicate which colour best suits each shape.

Use only one colour for each shape and give each shape a different colour

Figure 5.1L: FoS Question2

The stimulus for this question originated from Kandinsky's principles of plane and

colour whereby the triangle represents yellow, the square represents red, and the

circle represents blue.

Of the triangle, Kandinsky indicated:
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... it is necessary to emphasise ø specinl angle whichliesbetween the right and øcute angles ...

when the openings of two such angles are bought together, they yoduce øn equiløterøl trinngle

- three shnrp, actiae angles - andbecome the signpost to yellow. Thus the acute øngle høs ø

yellow colour within

of the square

The cold-watm ot' the squøre and its det'inite plane-Iike nature, immedintely become signposts

pointing to red ... it is not, theret'ore without justit'ication that the right angle is placed on a

parallel with red

and of the circle

The obtuse angle increøsingly loses its øggression, its piercing qunlity, its wørmth, and is

thereby distøntly related to a line zoithout angles which ... constitutes the thit'd gimøry,

typical form - the circle. The passiaeness in the obtuse øngle, the almost missing t'orward

tension, giaes this angle a light blue tone ...

(Knndinslcy, 1.926 in L979:73).

Kandinsky has not been the only one to link form with colour as, according to KePes

(1969:168), "Colour remains as a universal keyboard of feelings ... a spatial element

that can be organised structurally as well as used as an elementary sensory quality

with an emotional effect on the beholder."

Students were scored zero, one or three on this question.
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FoS Question 3

The third question in the FoS was designed to explore Kandinsky's notion that form

not only has essential elements of colour, sound and movement but also emotion and

temperature. An ability to appreciate non-objective art forms stems in part from the

abilþ to identify, in this instance,'hot','warm' or'cold'lines:

Question 3

Here are three lines.

Each line is inside a frame.

At the bottom of the page are three words: cold, warm andhot.

Give each line a separate name or title by writing cold, warm or hoú on the

line under it.

Look at the lines first and ask yourself: what line will be called, cold; what
line will be called taørm; andwhat line will be calledhot?

Now take up your pencil and write one title on the line under each frame.
Give each line a different name or title.

cold
waûn
hot

Figure 5.12: FoS Question 3

The vertical line was designed to elicit the answer,'hot'. Kandinsky argued that this

line is,

In complete contrast to the horizontal line, which stands at right angles to it, and in which

flatness is suppløntedby height, ønd coldness by wørmth. Thereþre the z¡erticøI line is the most

concise form of the potentinlity for endless warm mouement (Knndinslcy, 1'926 in L979: 59)

The middle figure was designed to elicit the response,'cold', as according to

Kandinsky:

The simplest t'orm of the straight line is the horizontø\. ln the humøn imagination this

con esponds to the line or the pløne on which the human being stønds or mouel The horizontal

line is also ø cold supporting base which can be extended on the leael in aarious directions,
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Coldness and fløtness are the basic sounds of this line, and it can be designated øs the most

concise form of the potentialifu t'or endless cold mqaement ... (IGndinslq, 1-926 in 1.979: 58.)

The diagonal was designed to elicit the response,'warm':

The third type of strøight line is the diagonal which, in schemøtic form, diarges t'rom both of

the aboae øt the søme angle and, thereþre has the søme inclination toboth of them; a

circumstance which determines its inner sound - equnl union of cold andwørmth. Therefore

the diøgonøl line is the most concise t'orm of the potentiality for endless cold-warm mwement

(IGndinsky, 1926 in 1-979: 59).

The links between this item and the analog drawings outlined in Chapter 3 are

relevant to note. Kandinsky's principles of the vertical being hot and the diagonal

warm clearly connect with the bases of the analog drawings, specifically energy and

anger Íromthe vertical and joy from the diagonal movement.

Students \A/ere scored zeto, one or three for this item.
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FoS Question 4

The fourth question in the FoS was based on a drawing of Kandinsky's, "Nine points

in ascent" (Kandinsky,1926tn1979). His adherence to a universal grammar of form,

which directs principles of feeling and movement were used as the basis of this

question. If the shapes were squares or rectangles, for example, they would not exude

the sense of movement.

It is interesting to note here the use of the term'points' rather than'circles' was

accepted by all subjects who completed the FoS. Not one subject indicated a confusion

with the use of the term'point' within the frame.

Question 4

Here is a drawing of some points. They are in a frame'

Look at these points and ask yourself: are they rising up, are they falling
down, or are they still?

Take some time to look at the points.

Now take up your pencil and tick one box for your answer.

the points are rising

the points are falling

the points are s"ll

o

a

o
o

a

o
a

o

a

Figure 5.L3: FoS Question 4
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Kandinsky has used the space in this rectangle to represent a movement upwards,

daiming that form itself, along with the appropriate use of the point (in this case

circles) can speak a language of movement.

The correct answer for this question was'rising up'

Kandinsky has indicated that the use of space in this drawing is as important as the

positioning of the points to bring about movement upwards. The use of 'the diagonal'

(warm) line through this sketch combined with the'weight' of the points

communicates the rising up movement.

Students were scored one oÍ zeto on this question.
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FoS Question 5

This question also reproduces a drawing of Kandinsky's, entitled, "CooI tension

toward the centre" (Kandinsky,1926 in1979). Although Kandinsky again used circles

for movement, he showed in this work that circles do not have to rise, balloon-like, if

they are placed appropriately within the frame.

Question 5

Here is a drawing of some more points. They are also in a frame.

Look at these points and ask yourself:

Are these points still, or are they moving in towards the centre, or are they
moving out towards the edges?

Take some time to look at these points.

Now take up your pencil and tick one box for your answer.

still

moving in towards the centre

moving out towards the edges

a

I

I t

a

t

t
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olr
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a

+

a

a

t].f
I

lttl
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a
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)
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Figure 5.14: FoS Question 5

The grammar of form that Kandinsky claims would underpin this work relies on the

hoúzontal/vertical/diagonal positioning of the points which drag them into the

centre of the frame. The use of free space just inside the frame also reinforces this

movement. The correct answer was'moving in towards the centre'and subjects were

scored one or zero on this question.
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FoS Question 6

This question is based on a reproduction of Kandinsky's graphic point and line

representation of the leap of the dancer Palucca.

According to Kandinsky, just as 'points' exist in classical ballet, where the leap

constituted a straight, vertical directiory so too in modern dance, the leap:

frequently forms a fiue-pointed pløne with its fiae extremities - head, two feet and two hnnds,

whereby the ten fingers form ten srnnller points ... thus we høae actiue ønd pøssiue point

formøtions which beør a relationship to the musicøI form of the point

(Kandinslcy, L926 in 1979: 42)

Question 6

Here is a drawing inside a frame.

Give this drawing a title by ticking one of the boxes below.

Look at the drawing and ask yourself: which name or title suits this
drawing best - ru¡ning, swimrning or jumping? Choose only one of these
names or titles for this drawing.

Now take up your pencil and tick the box which gives the best title or name
for this drawing.

I
a

a

a I

running

swimming

lumpmg

Figure 5.15: FoS Question 6

The use of the central dominant point of the body along with the semi-circular forms

of the lines (the circle representing rolling of movement) give this drawing its

upwards movement. In additiory the 'weights' of the points at the top take the

movement upwards.
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The term, 'leaping' was felt to be too 'emotive' and hence a possible distracter,

compared with the more common terms'swimming'or'runnin1', and so the term,

'jumping' was incorporated as the correct resPonse to this figure.

The photograph from which the point and line sketch was made (Kandinsky , \926 in

1979: 42) is reproduced below in Figure 5.16:

Figure 5.16: Leap of the dancer Paluccø by Knndinsky

The subjects scored zero or one on this question.
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FoS Question 7

Of all the questions in the Figures of Sound instrument, Question 7 possibly engendered

the most ideas for further exploration and discussion.

The stimulus for this item came from Kandinsky's belief that form can communicate

sound. Relying just on form (i.e. point and line to plane), and utilising reproductions

of Kandinsky's own sketches, this question required the subjects to identify a sound

(including silence) with each form.

Question 7

Flere are three frames with different sets of lines inside them.

At the bottom of the page there are th¡ee names or titles: laughter (a),

silence þ) and scream (c).

Look at the drawings and ask yourself, which one should have the title,
laughter, which one should have the title, silence and which one should
have the title, scream?

Now take up your pencil and provide a title for each drawing by placing
either a, b, or c on the line under it:

a. laughter
b. silence

c. scfeam

Figure 5.17: FoS Question 7

The first item reproduced on the left is what Kandinsky would call the "silent lyric"

(Kandinsky ,1979:138). This sketch has four elementary lines converging in a central

point with a complete "release of tension" as all lines connect in "an expression of

iigidity" with the frame. This figure was designed by the author to elicit the answer

"silence".

The second item, centred in the middle, represents what Kandinsky calls the

"dramattzation" of the same elementary lines. Although they converge in a central

point, there is a "complex pulsating expression" and a distinct tension as none of the
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lines connect with the frame. Without this release of tension, which a cormection with

the frame would bring, there is a focused yet uneasy, tense expression. A scream is

generally focussed and tense, and the answer "scream" was intended for this figure.

The third item represents all acentric lines, with "the diagonals strengthened through

their repetition, " and there is a "restraint of the dramatic sound at the point of contact

above" (Kandinsky,1997:138).In other words, this is a repetitive, multi-layered sound

with the release of tension as the line connects with the frame. It was felt that this best

represented the layered, releasing sound of laughter.

This question was deliberately incorporated into the FoS after the initial 'watm-up' of

easier questions such as Question 3. The complexity of the interplay between the

point, line and plane and its links with sound and emotion is, in the opinion of the

author, firmly established in this item.

However, as is detailed in the Results (Chapter 7), and following Discussion and

Conclusions (Chapter 8) to this thesis, the large majority of subjects identified the

'silence' figure yet transposed the 'scream' and the 'laughter' representations.

Subjects scored zero, one or three for this question.

FoS Question 8

This question was designed to reinforce any possible findings from Question 1,

regarding the strength of the Golden Section and its possible links with visual

intelligence. The question was constructed, based on Fechner's graph, which aPPears

in Figure 5.L8.

/"

T

35

25

l5

ì0

l:l 5:ó 4:5 3:,4 7:te 2:j -O 13:23 t:? 2:5

Figure 5.18: Fechner's grøph (in Huntley,1970: 64)
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The box fourth from the right was mathematically constructed to conform to the exact

proportions of the Golden Section.

Figure 5.19: Fechner's boxes

The FoS Question 8 however, used only nine of Fechner's original ten boxes, to focus

the subjects'attention and heighten discrimination. The box fourth from the right in

Question I (Figure 5.20 below) was drawn (Murray-Flarvey, 1996) to the exact

proportions of the Golden Section:

Question 8

Flere are some boxes. They are different shapes and sizes.

Take a look at all of the boxes and put a cross inside the one which you
think looks the best.

Whichbox appeals most to you?

Eigure 5.20: FoS Question I

Subjects scored two points if they chose the 'golden rectangle'box, one point if they

chose a box adjacent and zero if any other box.

Although this item generated some interesting findings (see Chapter 7), itwas

possibly misleading to include the square box at the far left, as this proved to be the

most popular, and possibly represented a distractor from the rectangles or skewed the

subjects' field of focus.

It is pertinent to note here, as the results in Chapter 7 confirm, that a majority (72%) of

subjects scored zero on this question. An improved variation, removing the square box

and reducing the number overall or refining the scoring regime for improved

discrimination, is proposed in Chapter 8 of this thesis.
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FoS Question 9

The principle of selective encoding (Sternberg & Lubart, 199L) formed the basis for the

design of this question, which was originally designed to ascertain if the subjects

could envisage the uniqueness of the point by using the example of a grain of sand.

Kandinsky provided many examples of point forms which have been reproduced in

Chapter 3 and it was anticipated that this question might elicit variations on these

point forms.

Question 9

Here is an empty frame.

Now I want you to picture a scene in your mind.
Picture a sandy desert.

Think about this:

A desert is a sea of sand.

Each grain of sand is different.

Now take up your pencil and draw one grain of sand.

Figure 5.21: FoS Question 9

This question has its origins in notions of 'creative' visual thinking rather than visual

'universals' upon which Q.2-7 focussed. Sternberg & Lubart (1991,:19) indicated that,

" ... fluid ability tests and our own measures of selective encoding, comparisory and

combination skills were strongly correlated with creativity".

It was anticipated that the subjects might selectively encode from a 'string of

information' (empty frame ... scene ... sandy desert ... sea of sand ... each grain

different ...) the idea to produce a point which had an original or different version of a

dot, which would be a normal sketch of a grain of sand.
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Some subjects did 'encode' the information in a creative way and two examples are

reproduced below in Figure 5.22. to show that the concept of a multi-faceted grain, or

point, was certainly grasped by some:

Figure 5.22: Student Exømples: A Grain of Sand

These points have been reproduced in their actual size in order to show that these

subjects diverged from the concept of a grain of sand as a single spot, undifferentiated

from all of the other grains, to multi-dimensional points whose size is totally out of

proportion to a real grain of sand.

The scoring for this question was designed to give three points to students with three

or more points or planes to their grain (as the examples above would have scored);

two points for the equivalent two or more points or planes; one point for a variation

on a point (such as a small circular or square shape); and zero points for a dot.
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FoS Question 10

This question was designed to build upon Question 9 to see if subjects could

'selectively combine' the principles of the uniqueness yet insignificance of the point, or

grain of sand, with the vastness of a desert.

The concept behind this item, which along with Question t had a focus on visual

creative output, was to ascertain if the sfudents could elaborate upon the suggestion in

Question 9 and then continue the idea of visual differences even in each grain of sand,

i.e. to visually represent this in a desert formation.

Question 10

Here is another empty frame.

Now take up your pencil and draw a desert.

Figure 5.23: FoS Question 10

It was anticipated that subjects might be able to combine the visual image 6f pillions

of unique grains to make up a new view of a desert. Some students did this in quite

abstract ways, but the majority represented typical desert scenes complete with palm

trees. Although the initial stimulus for this question may not have been strong enough

to allow the subjects to'combine' the idea of uniqueness of grains of sand with the sea

of the desert, some interesting insights warrant future investigation into this idea.

For the purposes of this thesis, Questions 9 and 10 were not included in the results as

it was clear from the raw data that the majority of students reproduced a dot for

Question 9 and a typical desert scene for Question 10. However a more detailed

discussion of this instrument and suggestions for variations on these questions, which

will be incorporated into a future design of the FoS, and is raised in Chapter 8.
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For close Designs ønd qooked Counsels t'it,

Sagacious, Bold and Turbulent of wit',.

[ohn Dryden, AbsøIom €t Achitophel)

[The purpose of this chapter is to detail the research design and testing
proceãuris carried out for this study, which compared scofes on a visual test
of g, (the RPM), a figural test of creativity, (the TTCT), and the visual
thinking instrument, Eigures of Sounitl

6.0. Rationale

This thesis has higtrlighted the links between intelligence, cteativity and giftedness,

focussing on visual thinking skills. From the research reviewed, it is clear that

attempts to identify the markers of such abilities, especially tests of creativity, all have

significant limitations. However, the essential integrity of the RPM and TTCT, as

standardised measures of figural IQ and figural creativity respectively, has been

established. Whilst it has never been proposed that the FoS is a standardised measure

in the same way that the RPM and TTCT are, its inclusion was wartanted as a point of

comparison with the standardised measures and as an original contribution to the on-

going exploration of visual thinking and its links with IQ and creativity'

Lubinsky (2003), whose research has been predominantly with the Studies of

Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPÐ program at Johns Hopkins University, has

highlighted the need for more'spatial' measures of gifted students, indicating that the

SAT-Math and SAT-Verbal tests, which are used to select students for the SMPY

program, have been successfully used for years to identify these traditional markers of

giftedness, but that spatial ability, despite its well-established links with mathematical

thinking, has been largely overlooked. Lubinski suggests a new model of 'talent

search' for the SMPY which includes the identification of spatial abilities:

The next logical step suggestedby this model is reaching out to ø population of intellectunlly

precocious youth that at'e currently undersantedby modern talent seørches. Excellent anidence

suggests that ø population of intellectually yecocious youth, with especially high spatinl

reøsoning ability, is neglected ... th"y øre aninconspicuouspopuløtion '..
(Lubinski,2003: 522).

I4lhile some'tests'of spatial ability are cited in the researcþ the most common one

being the spatial ability composite of the Differential Abilities Test (DAT-C), there is

clearly a need for more research which specifically focuses on this aspect of

intellectual fu nctioning.
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The rationale for the inclusion of the RPM, the TTCT and the FoS in this study was to

test the central hypothesis raised which is that visual thinking is a rarely-cited yet

essential determinant of advanced intelligence and creativity, and an ability which can

be measured and enhanced with appropriate instruments and teaching interventions.

In addition the role that creativity plays in the determination of advanced intelligence,

and the links with measures of giftedness and visual ttrinking abilities was posed as

central to this exploration.

The stability of the two popular assessments of figural IQ (RPM) and figural

creativity (TTCT) was also presented as a key question underpinning this study

The following chapter will detail the results of testing and re-testing in 15 Adelaide

primary schools, using the Raven's Progressive Matrices (RPM Standard form), the

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Figural Forms A and B), and theEigures of Sound

instrument.

6.1. Selection and distribution of subjects

In order to examine the stability of the IQ test and the creativity test over a period of

one year, a significant number of subjects was needed, with approximately 300

proposed as an initial target. Such a population was considered large enough to also

examine possible correlations or links between measures of psychometric intelligence,

measures of creativity, and scores on the visual thinking instrument. The subjects were

chosen at the Year 5 /ílevel of schooling, as the age range of 10 - LL years old is

identified in the research as a very reliable period for testing. It was pragmatic to

choose the upper primary level which was much easier to access than the secondary

level. In addition, the South AustralianDepartment of Education and Children's

Services (DECS) had established, two years previously, seven Primary Focus Schools

which had, during that time, been trialing special higher-order thinking programs and

teacher training programs in the development of Students with High Intellectual

Potential (SHIP). The researcher sought and gained permission from DETE to include

four of these SHIP schools in the data collection in order to ascertain if there would be

any significant differences in the subjects' scores.

It should be noted, however, as outlined in Chapter 4, that the SHIP schools were not

selective schools for gifted students but regular Government schools which had a

special SHIP focus. The initial target number of 300 subjects translated into

approximately L5 classes. Consequently, 15 primary schools in metropolitan Adelaide

were identified according to their geographic location and socio-economic status
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(SES), with three schools from each of five districts: north, south, east, west and

central. The choice of location across all five areas was chosen as a factor in order to

access and monitor the full range of SES locations. Previous studies in Adelaide have

indicated that higher SES locations provide more programs for the identification of

and provision for, gifted students (McCann & Start, 1983).

All schools selected for this study were Government schools and included four of the

South Australian State Primary SHIP Focus Schools: one each from north, soutþ east

and west. Permission was obtained from the DECS to test one Year 5 class within each

of the 15 schools. Ethics clearance was also sought and obtained from DETE. Numbers

of students within each class averaged 26bú on the days allocated for testing some

students were absen! or unavailable, and consequently the total initial grouP tested

across all 15 schools totalled 305.

6.2. Nomination of the students

In each school the Year 5 teacher, in consultation with the Principal, was asked to

nominate five students from the Year 5 group most likely to have the highest

intellectual potential. This information was requested and the nominations, given

voluntarily, were treated confidentially. It was sought in order to examine the possible

correlations between teacher perceptions and nominations of the brightest students

and their actual performances on the test battery. In the ten schools which completed

this aspect of the study, the Year 5 Form teacher completed the nomination form and

then conferred with the Principal for a second opinion. Five schools declined to

participate in this voluntary aspect of the study, claiming that naming five out of a

class was counter to the ethos of equality within the school. The correlations between

scores obtained by nominat¿d students and those designated as regulør, from the

schools who did participate in this aspect of the study, are discussed later in this

chapter.

6.3. Testing Procedures

The entire population of 305 students at the Year Five level of schooling was tested in

Year 1 of the study with the timed version (30 minutes) of the Ravens Standard

Progressive Matrices (RPM), the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT) (Figural

Form A) and the Figures of Soundinstrument. The TTCT took approximately

30 minutes to complete and the FoS took approximately L5 minutes.

All tests, the TTCT, the RPM and the FoS, were administered solely by the author to

one whole class at a time. The DECS permission had been obtained to allow the
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students in each school to be tested over a period of approximately two hours,

including rest breaks between the more time-consuming tests such as the TTCT and

the RPM. For both the TTCT and the FoS, the author read through each question with

the class in order to minimise possible confusion that students with reading

difficulties might have had regarding the test administration and directions. Testing

the L5 classes took approximately three months to complete, and was done at the end

of the fust year of the study (October - December) as this time of the year allowed the

teachers the necessary period for observation and reflection required for reliable

student nomination. It was also the optimal time for getting reliable scores on the

Ravens Progressive Matrices, as according to the RPM Handbooþ "norms for the

Standard Progressive Matrices are based on testing undertaken at the end of the

school year (October to November)" (de Lemos, L989:22).

6.4. The Integrity of the Data Collection

For the duration of the quantitative aspect of the study, the author made a minimum

of six visits to each of the 15 schools involved. The first visit was to explain and

discuss the project with the Principal, to satisfy the appropriate ethics clearance and to

assure the school of the full written support of DECS for the project.

Once support was offered, (usually after the Principal conferred with the staff), the

second visit by the author was to meet with the Year 5 teacher to clarify the details, to

ask the teacher to complete the teacher nomination form, to collect a class list of names

in preparation for testing and to check out the physical lay-out of the classroom for the

testing day. In addition, during this time, the support of each Principal was requested

to enquire of the whole staff if any previously known testing of this nature had ever

been conducted in the school. Each participating school confirmed that no previous

testing (e.g. with RPM or TTCT) had been conducted. Actual proformas of the test

materials were not given to the teachers prior to the testing. Letters were sent by the

author to all parents/caregivers to request consent for the testing and to assure them

of the school's full support for the study and of the DECS ethics clearance. The

teachers agreed to collect the consent forms prior to the testing date. From all schools

which had agreed to participate in the study only seven students were unable to do

the tests: five did not return the consent forms and were excluded on the day of testing

and two declined to be tested on religious grounds.

The third visit by the author was to conduct the testing. Most of the teachers elected to

stay in the classroom during the testingbut they were not required to do so. The timed

version of the RPM was given for pragmatic reasons. With such a large number of
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subjects and the requirement for minimal disruption of the school day, allowing the

untimed delivery of the RPM was not feasible. The students were given short breaks

between the administration of each test and all copies of proformas, including any

blank ones, were collected at the completion of testing. As the students found all of the

materials novel and interesting, they remained completely on-task for the entire time.

Even during the completion of the RPM, no doubt perceived by the students as the

'hardest' of the tests, there was no evidence of frustration or stress from the students

as they obviously had the option of simply guessing once they began to reach their

plateau.

The fourth visit to each school was to give feedback to the teacher and the Principal on

the general performance of the students on the RPM and the TTCT. For the RPM,

specific names and scores were not given which was in accordance with the ethics

dearance that the author obtained from DECS which was an assurance that no student

would be identified by IQ score. No feedback was given to the students in the first

year of the testing as this could have affected their performances when testing was

conducted again one year later.

The fifth visit took place at the same time (October to early December)the following

year to conduct the second round of testing with the students who were available to

do so. trn a way similar to the previous year, consent forms were sent to

parents/caregivers and returned to the teachers by the students.

The numbers of students tested in the second year, whilst still quite adequate to

sustain such a sfudy, were reduced, partly because some students did not retum

consent forms, some had changed classes or schools, but mainly because two schools

could not participate in this second stage. One such school had a change in leadership

from the previous year and the new Principal felt that the use of the RPM was not in

keeping with the principles of equity which the school valued. The second school had

agreed to participate but in the final stages of November school engagements, could

not actually commit to a testing date. This school offered access to the students early

in the following year ("when everything is not in chaos!") but this extra time, in terms

of student maturity, would have invalidated the data. Both schools were thanked in

writing for their interest and participation.

The sixth visit to the schools took place at the conclusion of all testing in the second

year of data collectiory (when the students were still in Yea 6). Although the RPM

scores could not be revealed, because of the previously mentioned ethics clearance
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from DECS, the performance of students on the TTCT could be shared with teachers

and students as there is no clear indication on the TTCT test instrument of the actual

scores gained on fluenry, originality and elaboration. Consequently the author re-

visited every class and gave them detailed feedback on both years of their TTCT,

returning their year one proformas for discussion and comparison with their year two

performance.

These were very valuable experiences for the students and they freely swapped and

discussed their responses on the parallel Figural Forms of the TTCT. In additiorç the

teachers were interested to note performances on the TTCT as most had never seen a

test of creativity before. The author explained the basic methods of interpreting such

instruments, such as fluenry being the number of responses and originality being the

statistical concept of an 'outlie{ , oÍ'the only student in the class who thought of turning

the shape into ...' This aspect of the study, while very time-consuming for the author,

was considered important to the integrity of the study as it was the opportunity to

give feedback to the schools and students who had volunteered to engage a significant

amount of their time.

At the conclusion of the Year L testing, 20 students were selected from the original

groupr by teacher nomination, to participate in the TurningWotld Program (as

outlined in Chapter 5 and detailed in Appendix 3). The use of teacher nomination

(rather than selecting the twenty top IQ scores, for example) was the preferred method

of selection for the following reasons:

1). this allowed for an examination of the accuracy of teacher nomination and the

'closeness of fit' between the teachers' observations of the students so nominated and

their actual performances on the RPM, TTCT and FoS. It needs to be remembered that

the twenty students chosen (categorised as the ng subjects) were actually part of a

larger group (n= 50) who were all nominated by teachers from the schools which

agreed to participate in this aspect of the study.

2). the TurningWorldprogram was designed by the author as an accelerated, enriched

and extended academic program and it was important that the students attending

were already performing at a significantly advanced academic level. The Turning

Worldwas not designed for disaffected or underachieving gifted students (who may

still have scored highly, for example, on the RPM but who would not have been

nominated by teachers). Participating schools would not have allowed such students
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to'fall behind' even further, academically, by attending an out-of-school enrichment

pro8lam.

3). the form of nomination allowed for students to attend in a group of four from each

school, thus providing them some sense of familiarity with each other and facilitating

ease of transportation (usuaþ one car per school) to and from the University. If

twenty individual students had been selected from L5 different schools there might

have been a sense of isolation or alienation within the group and difficulties with

transportation.

The final group of 20 who attended theTurningWorldprogram comprised four

students each nominated from five schools, each school representing one of the

geographic locations (N S, E, W and Central). The five participating schools offered to

provide some teacher release time to observe the program and had full parental

support with issues such as transport. The students selected attended the UniversiÇ of

Adelaide over a period of ten weeks, with special classes being held at the Art Gallery

of South Australia and the South Australian School of the Future.

One year after the initial testing round, in the corresponding period of October to

Decembeç the original population was re-tested with the Ravens Progtessive Matrices

and the TTCT (Figural Form B). By the time of re-testing, the number of students from

the original group had dropped to 193, as many students had changed schools or

classes over the year or were otherwise unavailable for re-testing. In addition, two

schools were unable to participate in the second year of testing. Within this retested

cohort were 18 of the 20 students who had completed the Turning World program. A

mild'practice effect' was noted for the whole group on the test results for the RPM in

the second year. This was expected and is in keeping with the research

(de Lemos: 1989) as outlined in the following chapter which details the results of all

testing.

For the second year of testing it is important for the integrity of the data collection to

note that the re-tested students were øll tested together in their classes at the same time

as their other classmates, and under the same conditions as the previous year. The

students who had participated in the TurningWorldprogram, for example, and who

were obviously well-known to the author in the second year, were just members of

their regular class for the re-testing. They were not tested separately, i.e. at the

University of Adelaide, at any different time, or under different conditions from the

regular group.
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TABLE 6.1: Testing and Teaching Schedule

(" The same students tested in the first year were re-tested the following yenr. The smøller
number results f'rom students who hnd moaed schools or were unøaniløble for the re-testing,
including two complete cløsses, one year later)

6.5. Scoring the data:

The data for the RPM Years L and 2was scored directly from the Directions Manual

and Scoring Guide (de Lemos, 1989). The RPM has been extensively normed on

Australian populations.

The scoring is relatively easy with the use of a transparency overlay to the answer

sheets. The scores yield a Raw Score (out of a total score of 60) which is then

transformed into the Scaled Score (SS) which equates to the IQ. The data is analysed in

Chapter 7 according to both raw and scaled scores.

The TTCT Years l- and 2was scored directly from the TTCT "Directions Manual and

Scoring Guide" (Torrance, L970) with different manuals for Figural Forms A and B.

Unlike the Urban & ]ellen TCT-DP, which the authors claim can be scored in "one to

two minutes" (Davis in Colangelo & Davis, 2003), the TTCT are very time consuming

to score. Flowever, when consideration is given to the kinds of results yielded in terms

l-5 Year 5 classes
tested comprising

305 Subjects

3 Northern
3 Southern
3 Central
3 Eastern
3 Western

65
61

55
63
61.

L. Ravens Standard
Progressive Matrices

2. Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking
Figural Form A

3. Figures of Sound

SEcoNp YEtn

2}Year 6
students

nominated by
teachers as gifted
from the above

group

l Northern
l Southern
l Central
1 Eastern
l Western

4
4
4
4
4

TheTurningWorld
Enrichment Program
taught over a 10 week
period.

SECoND YEAR
13 Year 6 classes

tested comprising
193 subjects *

3 Northern
2 Southern
3 Central
3 Eastern
2 Western

44
32
41.

51
25

1. Ravens Standard
Progressive Matrices

2. Torrance Tests of
Creative Thinking
Figural Form B

3. Figures of Sound given
to the students who
completed rhe Turning
WorldPrograrn
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of fluency, originality and elaboration, and keeping in mind Torrance's clairri that the

TTCT identify gifted students more accurately than IQ tests, then it is reasonable that

scoring should take some time. The Literature Review for this study confirmed that

such significant claims regarding human intellectual abilities should not be sought

after lightly nor in haste.

The RPM tests and the TTCT were designed, normed, and released at similar times,

and the RPM in particular has had extensive norming on Australian populations. The

extensive, reliable use of the TTCT across many countries, and its status as the most

commonly utilised measure of creativity has already been documented in this thesis.

The 1981.longitudinal study (Torrance, 1981), based on the Torrance 1970 norms and

scoring guides, in addition to the "multitudes of validation studies" (Davis in

Colangelo & Davis, 2003) that exist, confirmed the reliability of this test, particularly

for the figural forms. Updated noÍns and scoring guides for the TTCT were just being

released as this study was beginning. Consequently, a follow-up study re-scoring the

Yearl and Year 2 TTCT original data with the updated norms and scoring guides is

already in progress. For the purposes of this study, however, the main objective in

scoring the TTCT was to adhere strictly to the guidelines for scoring as set out in the

manual. Whilst the scorer was trained in the process of scoring this test, Torrance has

confirmed that "it is not necessary to have special training in scoring these tests to

assure reliable results. What does appear to be necessary is that the scorer read and

follow the scoring guide as precisely as possible, accepting the standards of the gurde

as a basis for judgement" (Torrance, 1.970: 10).

The aim of this study was not to critique creativity testing per se, but to explore the

links between measures of creativity, giftedness and visual thinking. The TTCT, RPM,

and FoS analyses certainly fulfilled this function. The TTCT have been revised

(Torrance, 1999) since the data was collected for this study but the integrity of the

original tests has been maintained, even in the most recent evaluations (Colangelo &

Davis, 2003; Cropley,2001; Heller et aL 2000). The scoring for the FoS, whilst not a

standardised test, has already been detailed in the previous chapter.

The author scored all of the Year 1 (n=305) and Year 2 (n=193) RPM tests as well as

the Year 1 (n=305) FoS instruments.

The Years L and 2 TTCT tests were scored by a graduate of the Master of Gifted

Education degree from Flinders University. Although the TTCT has a high level of

reliability in scoring, particularly if strict adherence to the scoring manual is
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maintained, it was important, for the integrity of the data, that the author did not score

the TTCT tests, especially the TTCT2 data. Unlike the RPM and the FoS, which have

one specific response to score, the TTCT could be subject to scorer subjectivity and

interpretation. The scorer for the TTCT2 tests had no knowledge for example, of the

twenty subjects within the data (n=193) who had completed theTurningWorld

program. If the author of this study had been scoring these tests the subjectivity of

interpretation might have been called into question.

All scores were entered into an Excel@ spreadsheet before being statistically analysed.

A spreadsheet copy of the raw data is reproduced in AppendtxT, however in keeping

with the DECS ethics clearance guidelines data identifying IQ by area (N, S, E, W, C) is

not presented.

6.6. Procedures for analysing the data

The procedures for analysing the data for the quantitative aspect of the study have

been kept as relatively simple correlational explorations as the data is not complex

enough to sustain higher-order statistical analyses. Basically the aim of the exploration

was to identify correlates of figural IQ, figural creativity, and visual thinking ability.

The data were analysed using the fMP@ Discovering Statistics proglam, Version 3.1..6

(lggS).IMP@ began development by the SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, USA,

in 1989. It was extensively field-tested and trialled during six years, through several

versions in a variety of academic and industrial placements, on both Macintosh and

PC compatible desktop platforms. A Macintosh G4 computer was used to operate the

statistical program. The visual nature of the data presentation of the ]MP@ program,

detailed in the next chapter, suited this study. A Statistical Glossary is reproduced in

Appendix 6 which explains the format of the data analyses and presentation and the

parametric and non-parametric analyses which are accessed by this program.

Chapter 7 presents the results of the analysis of the data and these results are

discussed further in Chapter 8.
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Miss Vorontosoa, how old do you weigh? enquires Mohi,

( Sylaia Ashton W ørner, T eøcher )

[The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the testing
procedures over two years, initially comparing stability and changes in
écores on the RPM and the TTCT, then conelating scores on both tests with
scores on the FoS. Results obtained by the students who attended the
TurnìngWorldprogram are compared with the scores of the students who
did notl

7.0. Analysis of results

The scope of this analysis was, in broad terms, an assessment of changes in measures

of IQ (Ravens Progressive Matrices (RPM)), creativity (Torrance Test of Creative

Thinking (TTCT) Figural Forms A and B) their correlates and other analyses as

appropriate. The instrument designed by the author and described in Chapter 5 called

the Figures of Sound (FoS), also featured in the analyses. Correlations between the

above tests' scores, as well as differences in the scores between the two applications of

the RPM and TTCT tests in years one and two ("8. M - R1), known hereafter as

'change scores', were computed and analysed. Correlations of these scores and

substrates of the TTCT: fluency, originality, elaboration, and of the FoS, were used to

examine possible differences between subgroups such as gender, geographical area

(loosely suggestive of socio-economic status), and teacher nomination (as'gifted' or

'regulay' subjects).

The analyses commence with an examinaüon of the assumed normality of all

measures. This requires an assessment of the degree of departure from normality of

the data. This is important statistically, glven that so many statistical procedures

(Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficients, ANOVA, multiple and pairwise

comparisons of means and variances etc.) are based on the underlying normality of

the data's distribution. In practical terms some of these procedures are robust to

departures from normality (especially the t-test). \,llhere this is not the case, non-

parametric (i.e. distribution-free) measures based on ranks, were used in addition to or

in place of distribution-sensitive measures.

The identification of 'outliers' on either pairs of tests (the RPM and the TTCT) lead to

the elimination of six subjects, whose variation on measures of the same well-

established and validated construct (the RPM) were such that serious doubts over the

subject's reliability on suctu or similar, tests had to be addressed.
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The structure of the analysis of the data is summarised in nine sections. Each Section is

then elaborated with the details of the analyses of results.

Section 7: Distribution, støbility ønil øtøIysis of the Røoens Progressioe Møtrices

(I<PM) scores

The first anaþses in this study examined the normalþ and stability of the RPM scores

over the period of one year. In general, the research supported the fact that these

scores should remain stable and so comparisons were made between scores on the

RPM1 (Ravens Year L scores) and the RPM2 (Ravens Year 2 scores). The data was

analysed using both the raw scores (R1 or R2) obtained as well as the standardised

scores (IQ1 or IQ2), commonly called the IQ scores. An analysis of the RPM by gender

and by level of IQ was also conducted. Presentations of all of these analyses are

contained in Figures 7.1,.1, -7.1..24.

Section 2. Distribution, støbility ønil ønølysis of the Torrønce Tests of Creøtiae Thinking

(ffCD scores

The second set of statistical investigations was an examination of the normality and

stability of the TTCT scores over a period of one year. The two figural forms of this

test are parallel in content and form but utilise different figural stimuli (see

Appendix 4). The TTCT data is analysed over the year, with the largest grouP

obviously comprising the Year 1. cohort. Inter-test stability was examined across

TTCT1 and TTCT2 and intra-test analyses compare results gained on the fluency,

originality and elaboration substrates. These three subscores are available from the

TTCT, despite the fact that the configuration of creativity in general, as outlined in

Chapter 2, was for fluency, flexibility, originølity and elaborøtion. However, scores for

flexibility carurot be reliably determined (see Appendix 4 for a copy of the TTCT

Figural Form A and analyses of the TTCT is presented in FiguresT.2.1' -7.2.33).

Section 3. Compørisons betuteen the TTCT ønil RPM in Year L

This thesis has already highlighted the literature concerning the low correlation,

particularly for students within the high IQ range, between scores on creativity tests

and scores on IQ tests. This sfudy consequently sought a comparison between the

measures of creativity and IQ. The results of the data for the Year 1 cohort, comparing

their IQ (RPMI) and creativity (TTCTI) are analysed in FiguresT.SJL -7.3.11,. This is an

important part of the overall analyses as it highlights some interesting findings on the

creativity/IQ interface referred to in the Literature Review (Chapter 2). As it deals

with the first year of the testing these analyses are based on the largest cohort tested.
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Specific analyses between IQ (RPMI) and the overall creativity (TTCTI) score/ as well

as by the TTCT's components of fluency, originality and elaboration scores are

reported. In additiorç these analyses and the leaels of intellectual functionin& as

determined by performance on the RPM1 (categorised as low, below average, average,

above average and high, based on the Ravens Manual), are examined.

Section 4. Compørìsons betuteen the TTCT ønil RPM inYem 2

The resr¡lts of the data comparing the RPM2 results in Year 2 and the TTCT2 results

are analysed across Figures 7.4.1, -7.4.13.
The specific analyses outlined for TTCT1 and RPML, and their components, are

replicated for the Year 2 data.

Section 5. Compørisons betuteen performønces ofl RPM teør 7 and Yeø 2 of stuilents

nominatedby teøchers ønd those not so nominøted.

A Van der Waerden Normal Quantiles and an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was

used in this section to compare the performance on the RPML and RPM2, and the

change scores for the following four groups:

(i) those subjects nominated by their teachers as, 'most likely to do well on a test of

high intellectual potential (n= 19)' , (ng)

(ä) the sub-set of the nominated group (n=17) who attended the TurningWorld

program, and completed all testing in the research program, (n)

(üi) the subjects not nominated, (r) and

(iv) subjects from schools which declined to make any nominations. (z)

As reported in this section, this study found a very high correlation between teacher

nomination and actual performance on the RPM. The accuracy of teacher nominatiory

as reported in the research to date, will be discussed in more detail in Chapter I
(Figures 7.5.1, -7.5.3 deal with these analyses).

The second part of the analysis of data in this Section was a Chi-squared ffi analysis

between the four categories of nomination and the five levels of intellectual

functioning on the RPM as referred to in Section 3 (Figure s 7 .5.4 - 7 .5.6).

Section 6, Compørisons bettpeen performønces on TTCT leørs 1 ønd 2 of students

nominøtedby teøchers ønd those not so nominøted.

This section presents an analysis of the data for the TTCT Year 1. and Year 2 between

the categories of nomination as outlined in Section 5.

A specific analysis is then conducted on the subsets of the TTCT Year 2: fluency,

originality and elaboration.

Figures 7.6.1. -7.6.16 report on this data.
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Section7. Compørisonsbetzueenperfotmønces onRPMtear7 andtheEigures of Sound

(FoS) instrument.

For the whole groupr the Eigures ot' Sound (FoS) was only administered in the first year

of testing. As it has no parallel form, and is not a standardised test, there was little

point in administering it in the second year of the study. The main aim of its inclusion

in Year L was to explore any possible validation with either a figural test of g,

(the RPM) or a figural test of creativity (the TTCT). Data was analysed on the total

scores for the RPM and total scores for the FoS, and then individual analyses were

conducted on Q1.-8 of the FoS and correlations with the RPM.

Figures 7.7.'I-, -7.7.13 report on the results.

Section 8, Compørisons beftaeen performønces on TTCT yeør 7 ønd the Eigures of Sounil

(FoS) instrument.

This section reports a coffesponding set of analyses to Section 7 using the TTCT scores

and performance data on the FoS totals and then by Q1-8 of the FoS.

Specific corelations are again made with fluency, originality and elaboration.

Figures 7.8.L - 7.8.3 report on these results.

Section 9. Anølyses of results on the RPM, TTCT ønil FoS, by Gender ønd Areø

Some of the analyses which were considered non-essential to this sfudy are presented

in Figures 7.9.1 -7.9.19 .

The results of this data highlight related aspects of this study and provide useful

indicators for possible future studies.

Section 70. Anølyses of rcsults on the RPM, TTCT ønil FoS,

by SHIP schools ønd Others

Two of the five SHIP schools in the study chose not to provide a nomination of

giftedness (n) as against regular (r) talent of their students. One of these two also,

following an intervening change of School Principaf withdrew from the IQ testing in

Year 2 (RPM2) on equity grounds. In all, 89 subjects were not given any form of

nomination by their teachers and were consequently classified as u (unclassified) for

the purposes of this study (Figures 7.10.1, -7.10.8. report on these results).
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7.1. Ravens Progressive Matrices Year 1 and Year 2 (RPM1, RPM2)

The first analysis checked the nature of the distribution of data for the whole group

tested in each year. Figur e 7 .L.l showed a non-normal distribution for RPM1 as can be

seen from the Normal Quantile plot and the associated histogram (with fitted normal

curve).

Figure 7.1.1: Distribution of the sclres 0n the RPM in Year 1

Figure 7.1..2provides the statistical description of the RPM1 data. The Shapiro-Wilk

test for normality is included in Figr-rre 7.1.2. Assessing the normality of the

distribution was important to validate the pursuant statistical procedures, many of

which are based on the assumption of 'underlying normality, or near-normality' in

their derivation (Pearson Product-Moment correlation coefficient, ANOVA, t-tests).

The author was careful to use'distribution-free' or rank-based statistics (Spearman

Rank correlatiory Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA by ranks, Chi Square, Van der Waerden

Pairs Comparisons, etc) for valid non-normal distribution-based calculations.

The departure from normality appeared to be mainly in the tails (see the Quantile

Plot) and was sufficient to give a severe bias to the Shapiro-Wilk W statistic. (the

'p' value associated with the criterion measlrre needs to be in excess of 0.05 (i.e. p > .05)

to conclude that the distribution is huly normal). Here the p-value ('Prob<W' is "-0"),

that is, the distribution was significantly non-noÍmal (beyor-rd the L% level).
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Figure 7.1.2: Analysis of the scores on the RPM in Year 7

The mean raw score on the RPM1 was 38.57, and according to the Ravens marlual,

normed on an Australian populatior-r of the same age provided a mean IQ of 103 on

standardised data.

It was then necessary to examine the results of the RPM2 obtained one year later for

those subjects who were available for testing (n = 193), from the previous year.

Figure 7.1.3 inclicates that a similar, non-normal distribution of scores was achieved in

the second year of testing, but showing in the Quantile Plot a similar curvature of

departure from the 'perfect fit' straight line which represents 'perfect normality' for

the data (as for the Year 1 Ravens data).

Figure 7.1.3: Distribution of the sclres 0n the RPM in Yeør 2
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Figure 7.1.4: Anølysis of the scores on the KPM in Yeør 2

The Shapiro-Wilk test statistic again reported that the Year 2 Ravens data was

significantly non-noÍnal, at the "1,% level.

Close analysis of the scores on the RPM in Year 2, detailed in Figure 7.'1.4, rcvealed a

higher mean score (44.0) than the RPML data. This translated into a Scaled Score ('IQ')

between 107 -1.10, higher than would usually be expected. This partly reflected the

three point practice effect expected when glving repeated applications of the test

within a calendar year. However, the figure was higher than predicted by the research

which reports that over the period of one year

" a meøn increase of approximately three points was noted in the cøse of students who took the

timed uersion of the Støndørd progressiae matrices øs ø second test" (de Inmos, 1.989: 22).

Given this, the mean should have averaged at around 42for the second year.

Importantly, a fuller explanation of this 'practice effect' would note the inflation in

scores on IQ tests in recent years. For instance, from L955 to 1986 Australian mean

score norrns increased eight to ten points overall for the 10 to 12 years age-group

(de Lemos, 1989:22), so it may be reasonable to anticipate an even greater differential

in the increasing mean score norm for testing completed tn1995 to 1996. The fact that

the mean raw scores forboth years were higher than predicted by the manual,

supports the stability and validity of the results.

The non-parametric Measure of Associatiory Spearman's p ('rho') correlation was

used, given the non-normality of the both data sets. Scores between the RPM (Year 1)

and the RPM (Year 2) were correlated in order to verify the stability of the IQ data in

general and specifically within sub-population groups (see Figur es 7 .'1..1'1, - 7 .L.19) and

to verify the stability of the Ravens scores over the period of a year. Figure 7.1.5 details

the results of the correlation of the scores from one year to the next:
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Figure 7.1.5: Analysis of Whole grlLLp/ r.Lndifferentiated

As expected, a highly significant (p < .01) correlation between scores on the two tests

was obtained. To identify any extreme IQ data ('outliers'), the change scores (R2 - R1),

between the two applications of the test were examined. The resulting distribution of

R2 - R1 was significantly non-normal (Shapiro - Wilk W = 0.9574). Figure 7.1.6

identifies the presence of extreme outliers, shown in the boxplot as isolated dots.

FigtLre 7 .1.6: Distribution of the change sclres 0n the RPM in Years 1 €¡ 2

These data tended to distort the otherwise 'normal looking'histogram, and ensured

that the W-statistic of the Shapiro-Wilk Test for Normality identified a significantly

lron-normal dislribution result (see Figure 7.1.7).

Figure 7.1.7: Anølysis of the chønge sclres 0n the RPM in Yenrs 1 €¡ 2
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An analysis of the data revealed that six subjects out of the whole retested group in

Year 2 of the study (n=193) obtained scores on the RPM1 and RPM2 that differed in

such a way that, either a mis-recording on the test record form or a more profound

misunderstanding of the requirements of the test in either of the two years, could only

explain the differences in the results. After checking, and dismissing, the former

possible explanation, the latter was accepted. Usually, measrlres of intelligence as

determined by IQ tests, do not change significantly from one year to the next. Given

the gross differences for these six students, they were considered 'outliers' on both

statistical and research bases. Consequently, excluding these outliers from further

analysis to curtail their influence on statistics of interest was deemed appropriate

when dealing with data whose essential distributions were reasonably similar, as

reported in Figures 7.1,.1, and7.1..3.

Eliminating the outliers where the difference in Raverrs scores from Year 2 to Year 1

(R2 - R1)was less than, or equal to -5 or more than or equal to 16, that is, retaining

data where -4 < (R2-R1) < 15), the distribution in Figure 7.1.8 resulted:

Figure 7.1.8: Distribution of the change sclres 0n the RPM in Yeørs 1 €¡ 2 (otLtliers exchLded)

These data appeared, visually, to be normally distributecl, a perceptioll now strongly

supported by the Shapiro-Wilk W Test (W = 0.9763) for Normality in Figure 7.1.9.
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Figure 7.1.9: Analysis of the chnnge scores on the RPM in Yeørs 1. €¡ 2 (outliers excluded)

Even with outliers excluded, both raw distributions of Ravens scores were still non-

normal, with respective Shapiro-WilkW's of 0.9188 and 0.8718, leading to rejection of

'normalit¡r' at beyond the 0.L% level.

The whole data set (n = 187 with the outliers excluded) was re-examined. A highly

significant correlation (p . .01) between scores on the two tests was observed, again

using the non-parametric Spearman p statistic, as Ravens scores in both years still

presented as significantþ non-normal, even with the outliers excluded.

Figure 7.1.L0: Rnaens Yeør 1 €¡ 2 Correlation Whole group (outliers excluded)

Thus, there was a sound basis for the appropriateness for further interrogation of the

data, excluding outliers, in various subgroupings, using non-parametric conelational

methods and other non-parametric statistical techniques.

In previous chapters of this thesis the issue of degrees of intellectual ability has been

raised as a possibly significant factor when determining links with creativity scores or

other possible 'markers' of general ability. The stability of the RPM scores over the

period of a year was analysed according to the five categories identified within the

RPM Manual as representative of scores which are categorised as Hgb Above

Average, Average, Below Average and Low. The specific relationship between the

Standardised scores, the Percentile Ranks, the Stanine Scores and the Percentage of

students expected at each level is summarised in Table 7.'/., as follows:
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TABLE 7.1: Relationship between Standardised Score,
Percentile Ranks and Stanines

Leffils,1989:20)

On the basis of these five categories the data was re-examined to detect correlations,

irregularities or other points of interest within the various subgroupings.

There were strong correlations between the two Ravens scores, across all levels of

intelligence, except the highest, as measured by the RPML score. These findings are

reported in Figures 7.1,.1.1. to 7.1.15.

Figure 7.1.11: High IQl group (outliers excluded)

The correlations were strong to very strong for the 'middle' (above average (p < .001),

average (p < .001) and below average (p < .05)) ability ranges.

Figure 7.1.12: Aboae Aaerage lQ1 group (outliers excluded)
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Figure 7.1.13: Auerøge IQ7 group (outliers excluded)
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Figure 7.L.L4: Belout Aaerage lQL group (outliers excluded)

However, for the'low' ability groupr a surprisingly strong correlation was found

(significant at the 0."1.% Ievel, p < .0001) in Figure 7.1,.15

Figure7.1.1-5: Low lQL group (outliers excluded)

From the literature, it is noted that, "the practice effect tends to be greater for scores

that occur in the middle of the range than for scores that occur at the upper or lower

extremes of the range" (de Lemos, 1989:22). This practice effect could be assessed as

the difference between the two Ravens' scores, a year apatt, measured by (RZ - R1).

Given the normality of the (R2 - R1) data, an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was

conducted between the coarse grouping of subjects into one of two extreme groups:

high (IQl >127) or low (IQ1 = 73) or of a third middle group (above average/ average

and below average (74sIQ1<126). From Figure 7.1..'1.6, it was clear that the means of

the differences in Ravens scores between the two administrations of the tests were

very highly significantly different (p < .001).

Figure 7.L.1,6: Oaerall Changes in Røaens scores by Extreme IQl, groups (outliers excluded)

Given the overall significance of the ANOVA, follow-up means' comparisons on

individual pairs showed a significant difference between the'high' group and the

average group (p . .05), as reported in Figure 7.1,.17.

of Associat¡onNon arametr¡c Measures

Õb 4- 2Variable by Variable
Yr2 Ravens Yrl Ravens

Prob>lRhol
o.0252

Spearman Rho
0.4869

No etric Measures of Association

6B4.2.4-.8 -.6 -.4 -.2
i11t

Variable by Variable
Yr2 Ravens Yr'l Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.5246

Prob> lRhol
<.0001

Ana is of Variance
Sou rce
Model
Error
C Total

DF
2

184
186

Sum of Squares
282.8644

2243.1784
2526.0428

Square
141.432

12.191
13.581

F Ratio
1 1 .6012
Pro b> F
<.0001

Mean



Alpha= 0.05

Comparisons for each pa¡r us¡ng Student's t
t

't.97?96
Abs(Dif)-LSD avg low high
avg -0.78000 -0.58696 2.11073
lo w -0.58696 -3.44439 -'l .08844
high 2.11073 -1.08844 -2.03139

Positive values show pairs of means that are significantly different.

Chaptet 7: Results

Figure 7 .7 .17: Pøiruise Changes in Røaens scores by Extreme lQL g'oups (outliers excluded)

Positive values in the Means Comparisons table in the figure above, indicate

significance at the 'alpha level' indicated (here, t}rre 5% level, i.e. P = .05)'

Furthermore, a test for the equality of variances revealed, in Figure 7.7.18, that these

coarse groupings differed significantþ (p . .01) but even so, a comParable ANOVA

allowing for unequal variances of groups, still showed highly significant differences

between the groups'means (reported as the Welch ANOVA test statistic).

Figure 7.1,.L8: Variance Differences in Rnaens scores by Extreme IQl. groups (outliers excluded)

hr concrete terms, this data supported the literature that the practice effect in the

'middle' subgloup showed a real difference from that in the 'high' subgroup.

However, this data showed no real difference in the practice effect for the'middle' and

'low'subgroups.

Even when a finer grouping was used to examine the differences (R2 - RL) between

the two years, corresponding significant differences occurred.

For example, five subgroups were identified from the Raven's manual (see Table 7.1)

as low (s7}),below average (74 slQl. < 88), average (89 < IQl < LLL), above average

(1L2 < IQ1 < 126) and high (= 127).These appear in the graphics' outputs which were

ualests that the Variances are

Welch Anova testing Means Equal, allowing Std's Not Equal
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o
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O'Brien[.5]
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Bartlett

Std Dev
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2.666s84
6.210s90
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't2.5828

s.6085
s.6541
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2.3',I 3800
5.000000
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0.0083
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2
2
2
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seqlrenced as 'low', 'below', '3avg',2avg++' and '1high' respectively, to force the

output from the statistical package to present the groups logically, when presented

visually. Note that the widths of the quantile plots is proportional to the number in

each strbgroup

Using an ANOVA on the R2 - R1 data, with these five IQ subgroups as'levels'a

highly significant difference was observed (Figure 7.1.I9):

Rz-Rl By lQl level

1

d.
N
ú.

0

t high Zavg++ 3 avg

lQ1 level

below

Oneway Anova

Summary of Fit

Analysis of Variance
Source
l\4odel
Error
C ïotal

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square
4 396.0506 99.0126

1 8?. 2129.9922 1 1 .7 033
186 ?526.0428 13.5809

F Ratio
8.4603

Prob>F
<.0001

Means for Oneway Anova

EigtLre 7.L.79: Oaerøll Differences in Raaens scores by IQl leael grllrys (otúliers excluded)

An expected significance (at the 5% level) between the 'high'subgroup's mean and

those of each of the above average (2avg++), average (3avg) and below avetage

(below) subgroups, but not between 'high' and 'low' subgroups. Figure 7.1'.20

reported these findings.
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Figure 7.7.20: Pairzoise Differences in Rauens scores by IQ1 leael grlLlps (otLtliers excLuded)

A visual representation in Figure 7.1'.20 using "comparison circles" (see Appendix 6:

Statistical Glossary) pictures the meaning implicit in the statistics reported in the

ntrmerical table in (Figure 7.1,.20). These circles which do not intersect illustrate highly

significantly different means of the groups (the diameter of each circle being

proportional to the group/s size). Intersecting circles can still represent significantly

different groups when the ar-rgle between the tangents to each circle at a point of

intersection is > 90".

Also, examilLing the differences between the variances of the subgroups, Figure 7.1,.21

reports that the hypothesis that the subgroups' variances are equal was rejected (at

least at the 5% level) by the differing kinds of tests available. The Bartlett test was

actually the most appropriate here, as it utilised u'rderlying normality of the data,

which was known to be the case, as reported in Figure 7.1.9.

2-R1 1 level

10

All Pairs

É
N

o

Tukey-Kramer
005

Pair
I high zavg++ 3avg

lQl level

Student's t
005

ansonseans Co
Dif:Mean[¡]-MeanUl below 3avg zavg++ I ow I high
below 000000 090476 242577 3 19048 492961
3avg -0.90476 o 00000 1 521 01 2.28571 4.02484
Zavg++ -242577 -1 52101 0,00000 076471 2 50384
low -3.19048 -228571 -076471 o.ooooo I 73913
'l high -4 92961 -4.02484 -2 50384 -l 7391 3 o.00ooo

Alpha: o.o5

Comparisons for each pair using Student's t
t

1 9731 I
Abs(D¡f)-LSD below 3avg zavg++ low t h¡gh
below -208309 -O74207 O67562 038602 289230
3avg -o.742O7 -1 04155 032276 -021]B3 243633
zavg++ O67562 o32276 -1.33670 -1 80214 080844
low 038602 -021183 -1 80214 -3.37500 -1 03148
'I high 2.89230 2 43633 0 80844 -l 03'l 48 -1.99047

Posit¡ve values show pairs of means that are sign¡t¡cantly different

Comparisons for all pairs using Tukey-Kramer HSD

2 7 5532
Abs(D¡f)-LSD below 3avg zavg++ low 'l high
below -290892 -1.39494 -0 01821 -O72577 2 08463
3avg -1 39494 -1 45446 -0.15227 -1 20195 1 80658
zavg++ -o 01821 -O15227 -1 86662 -2.81974 0 13632
I ow -O 72577 -1.201 95 -2 81974 -4 71298 -Z 12986
t high 2 08463 1 80658 0.1 3632 -2 12946 -2 77957

Posit¡ve values show pairs of means that are significantly different
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Welch Anova test¡ng Means Equal, allowing Std's Not Equal
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Figure 7 .1,.21: Varinnce Dit't'erences in Røaens scores W lQL leael groups (outliers excluded)

Given the significant difference in variances/ the Welch ANOVA in Figure 7.1..2'J. was

more appropriately repotred than Figure 7.'1..19, however, this too led to a rejection of

the'equal means' hypothesis, at the 0.1,% level.

By amalgamating the two below average groups ('below' and 'low') into one ('below'),

a similar ANOVA resulted, with the follow-up means comparisons showing

difference, this time at the 'J,% levelbetween the 'high' group and each of the others.

Figure 7.1.22: Change Score Differences in Rnaens by IQl leoel g'oups

In conclusion, these groups may certainly be regarded as 'differenf in both mean

values and variabitity of the change.

lrVhen the change scores were examined by teacher nomination (ng, n, r or u), there

was no difference in the average change scores between nominated groups.

ar¡sonsMeans Com
Dif=MeanIi]-MeanUl

bel ow
3 avg
2avg++
'I high

Alpha: 0.01

Comparisons for each pair us¡ng Student's t

Positive values show pairs of means that are significantly different.
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Figure 7.1-.23: Change Score Differences in Røaens by Teacher Nomination

This persisted, even when the ø group was withheld from the analysis:

Figure 7.1..24: Chnnge Score Differences in Rnaensby actiae Teacher Nominøtion

An is of Variance
Sou rce
Model
Error
C Total

DF
3
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186

Sum of Squares
44.1827

2481.8601
?5?6.O4?.8

Mean Square
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t 3.5809

F Ratio
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Prob> F
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is of Variance
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Chapter 7: Results

7.2.Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking Year 1 and Year 2

The overall distribution of the Year 1 Torrance Test (TTCT1) was norl-noÍmal although

variation from normality in Figure 7.2.1, appeared to be mild,

Yrl Torrance
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ol .05 10 25 50 .75 .90.95 .99
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Figure 7.2.1: DistribtLtion of rewlts on the Year 'L Torrance Test of Creatiae Thinking (TTCTI)

it was statistically significantly different from normal at the 5% level (p < .0028), from

the Shapiro-Wilk W statistic (in Figure 7.2.2).

Test for Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.974239 0.0228

Figure 7.2.2: Anølysis of results on the Year L Torrance Test of Creatioe Thinking (TTCTI)

For practical purposes, this again required the use of non-parametric statistical

techniques based ranks.

Figures 7.2.3 - 7.2.8 examine the nature of the distribution across each sub-group

partitioned by fluency, originality and elaboration. The analysis clearly showed the

'elaboration strb-population' differed from the others. Using the Shapiro-Wilk W test

for normality of data, all three sets of data were significantly non-normal.

Moments
Mean
Std Dev
Std Error lt4ean

Upper 95% li4ean

Lower 95% lt4ean

N

Sum Weights

77.7329
21 .6905

1.2693
80.2312
7 5.2346

292.0000
292.0000
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Figure 7.2.3: Distribution of fluency sclres on the TTCTT

Moments
Mean
Std Dev
Std Error Mean
Upper 95% Mean

Lower 95% Mean
N

Sum Weights

21.2603
7.?719
o.4?56

22.O978
20.4227

292.0000
292.0000

Test for Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.9 60001 <.0001

Figtre 7.2.4: Analysis of fluency scores TTCTT

For practical purposes, this implied the use of non-parametric techniques only

FigtLre 7.2.5: Distribution of originality scores on the TTCTT
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Moments
Mean
Std Dev
Std Error lr4ean

Upper 95% lt/ean
Lower 95% lt/ean
N

Sum Weights

42.9384
14.5806
0.8s33

44.6177
41 .2590

292.0000
292.0000

Mom ents
Mean

Std Dev
Std Error Mean
Upper 95% Mean

Lower 95% Mean

N

Sum Weights

13.534?
3.41 15
0.1 996

13.9272
13.1413

292.0000
292.0000

Test for Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.958932 <.0001

Test for Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.920589 -0

Figure 7.2.6: Anølysis of originality scores TTCTL

FigrLre 7 .2.7: DistribtLtion of eløboration scores on the TTCTT

FigtLre 7.2.8: Analysis of eløborøtiln sclres TTCTT

As would be expected, there was a high correlation between total TTCT1 scores and

each substrate (fluency, originality and elaboration). It is interesting to note also, a

very strong within-test correlation between the scores for the variolls pairs of the

substrates was observed, especially between originality and fluency.
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Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
fluencyl Yr1 Torrance
origl Yrl ïorrance
orig'1 fluencyl
elabl Yr1 Torrance
elabl fluencyl
elab 1 orig 1

Spearman Rho
0.8576
0.9s66
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0.3662
0.1 560
o.2426

Prob> I Rhol
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.0076
<.0001
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Figure 7.2.9: Correlations for TTCTL qnd its Substrates

Again, non-parametric correlation coefficients are presented as these are insensitive to

variations from normality. Very high levels of significance (p < .001) were reported

from this data.

The overall distribution of the Year 2 Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT2) was

statistically non-normal at the 17o level, the variation seen in the Normal Quantile plot

(Figure 7.2.1.0), and the Shapiro Wilk W statistic in Figure 7.2.11. For practical

plrrposes, this again required the use of non-parametric statistical techniques .

Figure 7.2.10: Distribution of renLlts on the Year 2 Torrance Test of Creøtiae Thinking (TTCT2)

Moments
Mean

Std Dev
Std Error Mean
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Lower 95% lvlean

N

Sum Weights
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Figwe 7.2.17: Analysis of rexúts on the Yesr 2 Torrctnce Test of Creatiae Thinking (TTCT2)
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Figtrres 7.2.1,2 - 7.2.17 examined the nature of the distribution across each sub-

population partitioned by fluency, originality and elaboration. The analysis clearly

showed the'elaboration sr.rb-population'differed from the other two. Using the

Shapiro-Wilk W test for normality of data, all three sets of data wete, at the S%level,

non-normal, although the Year 2 data was 'closer' to normality than the Year 1 data.

Figr.Lre 7.2.L2: DistribtLtion of fhLency sclres on the TTCT2

Test for Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.970480 0.0?94

Figure 7.2.13: AnøIysis of fluency scores TTCT2
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Figure 7.2.14: Distribution of originølity sclres 0n the TTCT2
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Figr.Lre 7.2.15: Anølysis of originality scores TTCT2

Figure 7.2.L6: Distribution of elaborøtion sclres on the TTCT2

Mome nts
l\4 ea n

Std Dev
Std Error Mean
Upper 950/o l\4ean

Lower 95% lt¡lean

N

Sum Weights
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o.2265

10.41 47
9.5211

1 87.0000
1 87.0000

Test f or Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.959872 0.0005

Figure 7 .2.1-7: Analysis of elaboration scores TTCT2

As with the TTCT1 data, there was a high correlation between total TTCT scores and

each substrate (fluency, originality and elaboration) in the TTCT2 scores. It is

significant to note the very strong correlation within the test, between the scores for

the various pairs of the substrates, especially between originality and fluency.
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Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
fluency2 Yr2 Torrance
origZ YrZ Torrance
origZ fluency2
elab2 YrZ forrance
elabZ fluency2
elab2 origZ

Spearman Rho
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0.2 5 B5
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Prob> I R hol
<.0001
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Figure 7.2.18: Correløtions for TTCT2 and its Substrntes

As can be seen from Figur e 7 .2.I8, there were very high levels of significance

(p < .001).

Comparing the two admirústrations of the TTCT test revealed some interesting

changes (and stabilities). Overall, the correlatiorìbetween the two applications of the

Torrance Test for Creativity (Figr.rral Forms A and B) showed'stability'in a very

highly significant correlation (p < .0001).

Nonparametr¡c Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
Yr2 forrance Yr1 Torrance

Spearman Rho
0.4465

Prob>l Rh ol
<.0001

6 4 2 6 a

Figure 7.2.19: Correløtions for Year 1- and Year 2 Torrance Tests of Creatiue Thinking

The correlations between the two applications of the Torrance Tests for each of the

differing IQ1 levels (the distributions of which were all acceptably normal, using the

Shapiro-Wilk W statistic), were:

Figttre 7.2.20: Correlations for Yenr L and Year 2 TTCT (high IQI-: top 4%)

FigtLre 7.2.21: Correlations for Year 1 and Year 2 TTCT (aboae aaerøge IQ1: next highest 79%)

Figttre 7 .2.22: Correløtions for Year 1- and Year 2 TTCT (aaernge IQ1: nùddle 54%)

2.4.6.8
Pairwise Correlations

Signif Prob
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Count
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Pairwise Correlations
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Pairwise Correlations
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Figure 7.2.23: Correløtions for Year 1 and Year 2 TTCT (belozo IQL: next lowest 19'/')

FigtLre 7.2.24: Correlations for Year 1 and Year 2 TTCT (loru IQ1: bottom 4%)

Within the comparisons of the two tests'subslrates (fluency, originality, elaboration)

some interesting results arose. For only one pafuing of the substrates (fluency in year

two and elaboration in year one) were the correlations reported, not significant. All

other pairs but this, showed significance beyond the 1% level (p < .01).

Nonparametric Measures of Association

by Variable
fluency 1
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Figure 7.2.25: Correlntions of nLbstrates of TTCT (Year 1 t Yenr 2) and change sclres (T2-T1.)

Rather than simply accepting the (predictable) correlations between the Torrance tests'

substrates, the author took the arÌalysis further by examining the 'change scores'

corurected with the two applications of the TTCT.

Examining the difference in scores for each subject who sat the two applications of the

TTCT tests generated the following distribution of the statistic T2 -T1:

-.8 -.6 -.4 -.? 0 .2 .4 .6 .8
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Figure 7.2.26: Distribution of the change scores of T2 - T1

The lack of other outliers in the boxplot, plus the visual fit of the normal crlrve

overlay, suggested that these data were acceptably normally distributed (and thus

able to be analysed by more sophisticated means), than were the raw T1 and T2 data

(and their substrates) as single variable arrays.

This was statistically affirmed (at the S%level, ) by the Shapiro-Wilk W Test for

Normality, used throughout this study.

Figure 7.2.27: Annlysis of the change scores of T2 - TL

Also, the change scores for the corresponding substrates of the tests revealed

correspondingly normal data, using the Shapiro-Wilk Test for Normality.
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FigtLre 7.2.28: Normality of chnnge sclres for the ntbstrates of the statistic T2 - T7

In each case, given the normality of the data, the use of the more sensitive Pearson

Product Moment Correlation statistic was justifiecl. Figure 7.2.29 details these data.
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Figure 7.2.29: Correlations of chønge scores flr the sttbstrates of the statistic T2 - T1

Only the Year 2 elaboration component's pair comparisor-rs did not show a significant

correlation. This clearly indicates that'elaboration'was measuring something

different from the other measlrres, fluel-ì.cy, origir-rality and their differerÌces.
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Figure7.2.30: ANOVA of lQL Leuel øndTon'anceTest change scores (72-TL)

The author examined these differences stratified by differing intelligence levels (as

dassified by the Ravens Test Manual), the author observed a very higNy significant

difference between the mean scores of the groups.

Figure 7.2.31-: Pøirs Compørisons of IQl. Lwel and Torrance Test change scores (72-T1)

Using follow-up t-tests, it was evident that this overall result was attributable to the

individual differences between the above average group with the three'lower' groups,

and also the differences between the two extreme groupings, paired. A follow-up

'coarse filtel analysis, using just three groupings (high (1high & 2avg++), average

(3avg), low as þelow and low) again revealed a significant difference, at the 5% level,

between the groups, overall as detailed in Figure 7.2.32below:

Figure7.2.32: ANOVA tn and Tonønce Test scores (72-T1)

Figure 7.2.33: Differences in Meøns of leaels of lQl. and Torrance Test change scores (T2-T1)

These analyses (Figures 7.2.32/33) clearly emphasise that the high IQ group had a

significantly smaller variation in TTCT scores from year 1 to year 2 than either of the

(enlarged)'average' group or the'low' group.
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7.3. Torrance and Ravens in Year 1

The relationship between performance in the first year on the Torrance (TTCT1) and

the Ravens (RPMI) tests was of particular interest in this study, given the inconclusive

research previously cited comparing results on creativity tests and on measures of g.

This group was the largest in the study (299 subjects on RPM after outliers were

omitted) and so a thorough analysis of the data was possible.

Figure 7.3.1: Correlntions for Yenr 7 Raaens and Year 1 Torrance Test of Creatiae Thinking

The correlation reported in Figur e 7 .3.1, is significant at the 5% level (p = .O++S) for the

nonparametric correlational measure. Looking at the substrates of the Torrance

instrument, in comparison with the Ravensl, the data indicated:

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Va ria b le by Variable
fluencyl Yr1 Ravens
origl Yrl Ravens
origl fluencyl
elabl Yrl Ravens
elabl fluencyl
elabl orig 1

Spearman Rho
0.00s0
0.1 1 61

0.7339
0.2631
0.1 560
0.2426

Prob> I Rh ol
0.9317
0.o47 4
<.0001
<.0001
0.0076
<.000'l

I 6 4 2

Figure 7.3.2: Correkttions for Yeqr 7 Røaens and substrates of the Yectr l Torrance Test of Creatiae Thinking

Between the originality ancl elaboration components of the Torrance measure and the

Ravens data in Year L were correlations (0.1161 and 0.2631) significant at the 5% level

(p < .05) and beyond the 0.1% level (p < .0001), whilst the fluency component and

Ravens (Year 1) showed no connection whatsoever (p = 0.005, p = 0.93).

At this stage in the data analyses, it was appropriate to examirìe the correlations

between creativity and the measure of g, according to the degrees of intellectual

functioning. Upon partitioning intelligence, as measured by IQ1 scores, into levels,

those contributing mostly to the overall significance of correlations could be identified,

as reported in Figures 7.3.3 - 7.3.5. For the 175 subjects in the three groups (avg, below,

low) combined into a single entity, a statistically significant correlation at the 5% level

(p < .05)was obtained:

Nonparametric Measures of Association

.8-6-4-20 .2.4.6.8I rt I I I
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Non arametric Measures of Association

-.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8Variable by Variable
Yr'l Torrance Yr1 Ravens
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Prob>lRhol
o.0327
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Figtre 7.3.3: Raaens €¡ Torrance (Year 1) aorrelations for Auerøge, Belozo E Loru IQ grlLLps

Research outlir-red in the earliú chapters indicated a positive correlation between

creativity and IQ measures but that these scores were more likely to be significant

within the average to above average IQ group, not at the highest levels of IQ.

However, the results of this research were in direct opposition to this evidence

(Figtrre 7.3.4).

Figure 7.3.4: Rnaens €t Torrance (Year 1) Correlations for Aboae Aoerøge E Aaerage IQ groups

Nonparametric Measures of Association
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.4.6 8tt28-6-4-20

FigrLre 7.3.5: Rauens E Torrance (Year 7) Correlations for High and Aboue Aaerøge IQ groups

Figure 7.3.5 reports a highly significant correlation (p < .01)between Ravens and

Torrance scores for this large subgroup. The values obtained clearly irdicated that for

'High and Above Average IQ' scorers, a plausible connection between scores on the

Ravens and Torrance tests could exist. However, upon examining the two subgroups

separately, the author found that for neither the highest nor the'above average' IQ

levels (see Figures7.3.6 &¿7.3.7 below) did the creativity and IQ correlate significantly,

at the 5% level, although'nearly' so.

Figure 7.3.6: Raaens I Torrqnce (Yenr 1) Correlations for High IQ grottp

FigtLre 7.3.7: Røuens E Torrance (Year 1) Correlations for Aboae Aaerøge IQ group
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For those subjects rated either average or less, clearly there was no feasible connection

whatsoever (Figures 7.3.8-7.3.1,0).

Non metric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
Yr'l Torrance Yr1 Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.'l 198

Prob>l Rh o I

0.1729
I8-6-.4-.2 0 .2 .4 .6I I lt I I

Figure 7.3.8: Rauens €¡ Torrnnce (Year 1) Correlations for Auerage IQ grotLp

Nonparametric Measures of Association
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Yrl Torrance Yr1 Ravens

Spearman Rho
-0.1 1 25

Prob> I Rhol
0.5200

-.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2I I I tl I

4.6.8tt
Figure 7.3.9: Raaens €i Torrance (Yeør 1) Correlations for Belozu Aaerage IQ grou,p

Interestingly, the performance of these Below Average IQ sturdents on the Torrance

Creativity test correlated negatively, although not significantly so, with their

performances on the Ravens. That is, despite quite low IQ scores, some sturdents

posted quite reasonable scores on the creativity test.

Non arametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
Yr1 Torrance Yrl Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.2941

Pro b> lRhol
0.44?3

-.8 -.6-.4 -.? 0 .2 .4 .6 .8ttttrttt
Figure 7.3.10: Raaens & Torrønce (Yeør 1) Correlations for Low IQ grottp

The author examined the Year 1 TTCT performance, stratified by intelligence

groupings from the RPM1 scores, however no significant differences were observed,

so no follow-up analysis was possible.

Figure 7.3.71: Chi-SqtLare for IQ leuels (Year 1) and Torrønce (Year 1.)
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7.4.Torcance and Ravens in Year 2

For the second year, only two of the strbjects identified ir the 'outliers group' in the

first year were present, so when these outliers were omitted, the correlation between

final scores on the TTCT2 and RPM2, given in Figure 7.4.lbelow, was:

FigrLre 7.4.1: Rnuens €¡ Torrønce (Yeør 2) Correløtions for Whole group (outliers excluded)

However, as this group was the largest one in the second year of the study (n=186,

after outliers were omitted), the relationship between performance on the TTCT2 and

RPM2 was of particular interest. The correlation of their results over the two tests was

significant at the 0.1% level (p < .001). Thus, the substrates of the Torrance test were

then compared with the Year 2 raw scores (RPM2) (Figwe 7.4.2)

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
fluency2 Yr2 Ravens
origZ YrZ Ravens
origZ fluency2
elabZ Yr2 Ravens
elabZ fluency2
elab? origZ

Spearman Rho
0.1 606
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Prob> I Rhol
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<.0001 T
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FigtLre 7.4.2: Røuens €i Torrance (Yeqr 2) Painuise Correlations (outliers excluded)

The author observed that between the originality and elaboration components of the

Torrance measure and the Ravens in Year 2, there were significant correlations

(0.2289 and0.2791), both at the 0.1% level (p < .001). However, contrary to the result in

Year 1, the fluency component and the Ravens score in Year 2 showed a positive

correlation o10.7606, significant at the 5% level (p < .05).

It should be rememberecl that the research outlined in the earlier chapters does

anticipate a positive correlation between measures of creativity and IQ, but that these

scores are more likely to be significant within the average to above average IQ group,

rather than at the upper levels of IQ.
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Figure 7.4.3: Raaens €¡ Torrønce (Yeør 2) Correløtions for Aoerøge, Below €¡ Low IQ grlLLps
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Nonparametric Measures of Association
Variable by Variable
Yr2 Torrance YrZ Ravens

Spearman Rho
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FigrLre 7.4.4: Raaens I Torrqnce (Year 2) Correlations for Aboae Auerage E Aaerage IQ grotLps
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FigtLre 7.4.5: Raoens E Torrønce (Year 2) Correlntions for High and Aboae Aaerage IQ groups

Upon partitioning the data by levels of intelligence as meastlred by the Ravens

(RPM2) scores, the author identified those levels contributing mostly to the overall

correlation,'significant at the 0.1% level'reportecl in Figure 7.4.1.This investigation

reported a weak positive correlation between Ravens ancl Torrance scores for all

subgroups.
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Figure 7.4.6: Røaens & Totance (Year 2) Correlations for High IQ grotLp

FigtLre 7.4.7: Raaens €¡ Torrance (Yeør 2) Correlations for Aboae Aaerage IQ group

Figure 7.4.8: Rauens E Torance (Year 2) Correløtions for Aoerøge IQ group

Figure 7.4.9: Raaens €i Torrance (Year 2) Correlations for IQ Belozo Auerage group
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Figure 7.4.70: Raaens E Torrønce (Yeør 2) Correløtions for lQ Lozu Ability group

By using the standard scores resulting from the Ravens (Year 2) data, the IQ2 data

were generated, using the Raven's manual (Ravens; 1963). These data were then

partitioned into five subgroups, as used elsewhere in this thesis, using the manual.

FigtLre 7.4.11: Chi-Square €¡ ønd Pairzuise Dffirences for IQ leuels (Yeør 2) ønd Torrønce (Yenr 2)

The analyses in Figure 7.4.71gave powerful support to the contention that indeed, the

means of the IQ-partitioned groups' scores on the TTCT2 were significantly different

from each other (at ttl.e 1"/" level, p < .0016). The follow-up means comparisons showed

that it was the highest IQ group's clearly significant differences from the middle

'avetage' (54% of the whole sample, called '3avg' here), as well as the 'below' and

'low'IQ grorlps.

Following this overall difference between the means, further ir-rvestigations looked at

the strbstrates of the Year 2 Torrance test. The fluency component was found to show

no sigrrificance when analysed with respect to IQ levels (X2 = 7.222, p > 0.1246)
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The author then examined the other two components: originality and elaboration.

Figure 7.4.L2: Chi-Square €t Pairzuise Differences for IQ ønd Originality component of Torrance (Yeør 2)

This overall significance (p < .05) was examined ftrrther by comparing each pair of

means/ again to find that the highest IQ subgroup differed sigrúficantly (p < .05) from

the average IQ subgroup (Figure 7.4.13), however, there were no other sigrrificant

differences in the data.
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Figttre 7.4.13: Chi-Square €¡ Pqiruise Differences for IQ nnd Eløborotion component of Torrance (Year 2)

From the Van der Waerden Test of overall difference between the various means,

\Mhich was highly significant, a follow-up means comparison of each pair of means

found that the (very) high ability group mean differed significantly (p < .05) from each

of the other groups'means, however no other pairs differed significantly.
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Chøpter 7: Results

7.5. Ravens Year 1 and Year 2 with Teacher Nominatíon.

As mentioned earlier (Chapter 6), hve schools felt unable to participate in this aspect

of the study, whilst the other ten schools had no such reservations. To assess the

intuitive accuracy of the teachers' nominations, the actual IQ scores (IQ 1, the

standardised scores) were analysed by the various categories of teacher nomination.

The subjects in the five schools which chose not to make any nomination were coded

as u (1or unclassified, n=89), whilst those in the other ten schools which did make

nominations were coded as n, ng or r.

The following analyses of scores on the RPM (Years L and 2) were obtained by subjects

nominated by teachers as gifted and those not nominated as gift"d. These nominations

were done 'blind' in the sense that the teachers had no numerical information

concerning the Ravens and Torrance tests. The teachers were asked to'nominate' on

the basis of "general intelligence" as they had'observed' it in day-to-day classroom

work.

The n category indicates those subjects (n=31) nominated by the teachers as likely to

exhibit high intellectual potential, in the absence of any actual data on IQ. The ng

coding, identifies the small subset (n=19) of the group who were both nominated by

their teachers and also completed the TurningWorld program, whilst the final

category, r (n= 160) indicates those who were regarded as regular students, i.e. were

not nominated'as likely to exhibit high intellectual potenital'by their teachers.

Figure 7 .5.1: Analyses and Meøns Compørisons of IQ 1 (Yeør 1,) and IQ 2 (Yeør 2) by Nomination

The z group was dropped from the analysis in this Section 7.5, onthe reasonable

assumption that, as a heterogeneous group they would confound analyses trying to

identify nuances in the data dealing with teacher nomination: its'accuracy', reliability

and predictive validity on a range of markers.
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Chøpter 7: Results

As can be seen in the Van der Waerden Tests in Figure 7.5.1,, therc were highly

significant differences overall, between the means of the groups (p . .01) in both years.

The consequent examination of the groups , pairby pair, identifies the source of these

variations in the second part of Figure 7.5.'1., and these differences were significant at

the 5% level. The ng group þoth nominated by their teachers and also those who

completed the TurningWorld enrichment program) differed significantly from the

'regulaf and 'un-nominated' groups for both year's data. The n group (nominated as

gifted, but did not participate in theTurningWorld enrichment program) differed from

the r and ø groups only in Year 1.

This was an important finding, in terms of this thesis' research questions, as the data

presented evidence that the ng grolrp's experiences had, in effect, a sufficient impact to

account for the significant difference between this group and the r group. Indeed the

actual difference between the means of ng and all other groups increased from the first

to the second year and, in particular, the difference between the means of the ng group

and the n grolrp trebled in that period. Relative to the much bigger differences

between the other groups, however, this trebling was not statistically significan! but

as a trend, is important to note.

The author examined the change scores in the IQ data (IQ2 - IQL) subdivided by the

differing nomination categories (n, ng, and r).

Figure 7.5.2: IQ change scores (IQZ-IQ1) by Nomination

Had the IQ data been known to the teachers, it was likely that their nominations

would have differed from those given in this study. By reversing the dependent and

independent variables, the author believed it provided a basis for a plausible

conjecture as to how the given nominations might have been affected by knowledge of

IQ, that is, had nomination been dependent on IQ rating:
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Figtre 7.5.3: IQ1- leael (Year 1) by Nominøtion
(The widths of the columns in the grøphic are proportiorutl to the núgroup's size, the n and ng groups

constituting 63% of aery high IQ 1 ('Lhigh') ønd 29% of the aboae aTrerage ('2øag++') grlLlp).

Interestingly, those nominated as 'gifted' by the teachers comprise 23"/. of the total

group (a9 of270),yet represent 39% (35 of90) of the IQ scores, above the'average'

Figure 7.5.4: Analysis of Nomination by IQ 1 leael (Year 1)

It was clear from the Chi-squared analysis table that the nomination category would

have been regarded as statistically significantly affected by the IQ rating (as

determined by the Ravens test in Year 1), had the teachers known the IQ data.

However it is important to emphasise and must be remembered here that the teachers

didnot have recourse to this statistical information at the time of nomination.
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Chøpter 7: Results

To assess how intuitively accurate the teachers'nominations were, based on

"asstrmed IQ", the following graphic (Figure 7.5.4) arrJ analysis (Figure 7.5.5) were

made. Tlre n category included };rerc nII shrdents nominated as 'gifted' (i,e. n andng)

These figures emphatically suggested that these nominations were very reliable: the

conseqllent Chi-squared analysis showing high levels of significance (p < .001)

Figtn'e 7.5.5: DistribtLtion and Anah¡sis of IQ 1 leael (Year 1) bt¡ Nominøtion

Looking at the first year's results (IQ1 level) between those nominated (n and ng) and

regular (r), based on the first year's nominations, there was a highly significant

difference (p < .01) in the mean IQs of the two groups, as was expected from the

overall ar-nlysis of Figure 7.5.1. The change in IQ scores (I{2 - R1) was expected from

the literature to be three poir-rts, but for the ng group it was significantly higher than

that, at the 5% level
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Figtre 7 .5.6: Anølysis of change in Raaens scores (R2 - R1.) for 'ng' grlLry

A similar result was observed for both the n and / groups.

There was no appreciable difference between tlne ng and n groups, when looking at the

changes in Ravens scores (R2 - R1):
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7.6.Torrance Year 1 and Year 2 by Teacher Nomination.

As the Torrance scores in both years were non-normal (see Section T.2) appropriate

non-parametric means were used to find correlations between the various nomination

groups' TTCT scores in both applications of the test.

Overall, but excluding the unclassified group (u) lor the reason cited in Section 7.5,

there was a highly significant correlation between the two tests at the 0.1% level

(n = 138). The data for this subgroup and for the ng and r subgroups were nolÌ-normal,

whilst for n, normal, hence the differing modes of correlational analysis.

FigtLre 7.6.7: Correlntion of Torrønce tests (Years 1 €t 2) by Nominøtion (nll, except'í grottp)

FigtLre 7.6.2: Correlation of Torrance tests (Yenrs 1. A D by Nomination ('ng' group)

Figure 7.6.3: Correlntion of Torance tests (Yeørs 1 €t 2) by Nonúnation ('n' grotLp)

Figure 7.6.4: Correhttion of Torrnnce tests (Years 1 €t 2) by Nontination ('r' grotry)

Teacher nomination then, appeared to be n reliable technique for the n and / groups, as

far as stability of TTCT measures go.

Th.e ng group's result was only understandable in the light of later analysis

(see Figure 7.6.5) in that, at the start of the research, there was no overall significant

differer-rce between the means of the subgroups. However, by the following year, there

was a statistically, highly significant difference (at the 1% level) between the subgroup

which undertook the intervention program, the Turning World arrd which had also

been nominated as 'gifted' by teachers, and each of the other subgroups. This was

strikingly seen in the 'comparison circles' visual associated with the analysis.
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Figure 7.6.5: Distribution ønd Anølysís of Torrønce tests (Years 1 e D bV Nominntion

Given the nature of the design of this researcfL it could be reasonably, indeed

confidently, concluded that the Turning World intervention program had a

significantly different, differential effect on this group, compared with any other

This was an exciting result and certainly suggests further research involving the

effects of intervention, perhaps in a variety of modes, should be undertakerr in this

area.

The author then examined change scores for the different nomination groups, which

emphasised the difference between the ng group and the others.
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Figtre 7.6.6: Distribution of Torrønce change scores (T2 - TL) by Nominntion

The distribution of the T2 - T1 data was acceptably normal (Section 7.2), so the use of

parametric techniques was justified:

Analysis of Variance
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Figure 7.6.7: Annlysis of Torrnnce change scores (T2 - T1-) by Nontination

An overall difference existed between the means (at the 1% level: p > .0077), and

follow-up means comparisons, showed tl;re ng group to be significantly differer-rt from

n or r at the 1% level:

FigtLre 7.6.8: Means Comparisons of Torrønce change scores (T2 T1) by Nonúnation

To determine the possible effects of the intervention program, the Turning World,

conducted in the period between the two applications of the (matched, equivalent)

Torrance tests, the following analyses were conducted. Interestingly, for all those who

had rrot participated in the Turning World program, there was an overall reduction it
the Torrance scores (i.e. T2 - T1 is negative).
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Figure 7.6.9: Distribution of Change in Torrance scores (T2 T1) fo, 'n E 'r' grotLped

As there had been no intervention program for these subjects, a two-sided test was

conclucted (that is, the author looked Íor any difference between the means of the two

data sets). The expectation was thery that T2 -T1, + 0, and was supported by the

emphatic rejection of the null hypothesis (i.e. TZ -T1, = 0), returning a statistic

indicating a significant difference (from 'zero difference') at the 0.1% level (p = O,OOO).
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FigtLre 7.6.1.0: AnøIysis of Change in Torrønce scores (T2 T1) for 'n €¡ 'r' grouped

Similarly, for those subjects nominated by their teachers, but were not participants in

the Turning World intervention program (i.e. the ø subgroup), the distribution was

acceptably normal:
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Figtre 7.6.17: Distribution of Change in Torrønce scores (T2 T1) for 'n' grllry

The difference between the scores (T2 - T1) was still, on average, negative. Indeed the

conjecture that the Torrance scotes increased for this subgroup could be confidently
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rejected at the 5% level (in fact, p < 0.0148), thus leading to the obvious conclusion that

even for sírdents nominated as 'gifted' by their teachers, their creativity scores, as

measured by the Torrance test, worsened.

Test Mean=value
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Test Statistic
Prob > lzl
Prob > z
Prob < z

0
-10.632
21.3026

z Test
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Figure 7.6.12: Analysis of Change in Torrance scores (T2 - T1.) for 'n' grury

However, the situation for the rug subgroup was dramatically different!

Most subjects nominated by their teachers, and wl;to did participate in the Turning

World intervention program (the ng subgroup), had Torrance increased scores:

FigtLre 7.6.13: Distribution of Chnnge in Torrance scores (T2 - T7) for 'ng' grlLlp

and so it was feasible to conduct a directional test, that is, hypothesise that T2 - T1 > 0

This conjecture was strongly supported by the analysis (significant at the 57o level,

P = 0.0212; Figure 7.6.1'4)
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FigrLre 7.6.14: Anølysis of Change in Torrønce scores (T2 - T1) fo, 'ng' grlLlp
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The conclusion then, is that the intervention program the Turning World, directly

contributed to an increase in creative thinking, as measured by the Torrance test.

For the ng groLrpt the differential changes inboth IQ and creativity measrlres were also

significantly correlated at the 5% level:

Figure 7 .6 .1-5: Analysis of Torrønce r: RPM Change scores for 
t ng' grlup

Exploring the possibility that some low IQ1 group subjects may have scored wellon

Torrance tests in either year, the author found that in each year, nearly half of this

group scored above the mean for all subjects in each year (in fact, two subjects beyond

the 75th percentile each year).
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7.7. Ravens tests and the Figures of Sound.

There was a highly significant correlation (at the 0.1% level) for the whole grorlp

between the total scores on the Figures of Sound instrument and the Ravens, Year 1

(RPM1).

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSïot8 Yr'l Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.23 1 6

P rob> lRh ol
<.0001

.B -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8ttttrttl
Figtre 7.7.1.: Correlntion of Figures of Sound zoith Røztens (Yeør 7)

.and also for the whole group in Year 2:

Nonparametric Measures of Association
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Figtre 7.7.2: Correlation of Figures of SotLnd with Raaens (Year 2)

To discern how individual questions on the FoS test contributed to these overall

significant correlations, the author calculated correlations for each question on the

Figures of Sound (FoS) and the Year L and Year 2 Ravens scores, respectively. As the

search was for any possible clue to the contributing questions , a 70o/" level of

significance was chosen. Even with such a coarse filter only the following questions

appeared to contribute, individually, anything much to the overall significance:

questions Q2, Q3 and QB with Spearman p of 0.0913, 0.0887 and 0.1918 respectively.

The associated 'p-values' of 0.1159,0.7266 and 0.0009 respectively, suggested that with

nearly a '1 in 10 chance' of accepting a false result, (i.e. almost 10% level of

significance) that for Q2 and Q3 there might be some linkage with IQ scores (i.e.

RPM1), although there was quite a high likelihood (significance at the 0.1% level)

that QB and Year 1 Ravens had some (underlying) connection.

Non rametr¡c Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSqZ Yr1 Ravens
FoSq3 Yr1 Ravens
FoSq3 FoSqZ
FoSqB Yrl Ravens
FoSqS FoSqZ
FoSqB FoSq3

Spearman Rho
0.091 3

0.0887
0.1120
0.1918
0.0301

-0.08 9 s

Prob> I Rhol
0.1159
0.1266
0.0534
0.0009
0.6044
0.1233

2 4 6 u

Figure 7.7.3: Correlntions of FigtLres of SotLnd questions uith Raaens (Years 1 €¡ 2)

The FoS Total scores were then grouped into three categories 'above' (score > 8), 'avg'

(4 < score <7) and 'below' (score < 3) and non-parametric analysis was used to identify
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overall and pairwise differences between the categories, relative to IQ scores from

both years.

Figtre 7.7.4: Analysis of Figures of Sound grotLped data by Rauens (Years 1 €¡ 2)

Figtrre 7.7.4, shows that there were significant differences overall (beyond the 0.1%

level), and pairwise between the above average scorers on the FoS ('above') and either

of the other two groupings (average and'below average') at the 5% level.

No ftrrther insight to the data was provided by an analysis of change in Ravens scores

(R2 - R1), which were normally distributed) relative to these groupings, an ANOVA

demonstrating that the null hypothesis of "no differences between these groups'

means" had to be accepted.

Analysis of Variance
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DF
2
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185

Sum of Squares Mean Square
8.8819 4.4409

2476.2418 13.5314
2485.1237 13.4331
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o.3282

Prob> F

0.7206

Figure 7.7.5: Analysis of FigtLres of Sound (Grouped) by Change scores for Røaens
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Those nominated as gifted by their teachers (ng ar-rd n) as a united group showed no

significant correlations in either year, between their FoS and Ravens scores. In the first

year this group numbered 50, but only 36 remained by the second year of testing.

FigtLre 7.7.6: Correløtion of FigtLres of SotLnd zuith Raaens (Year 7) for 
tng + n' grllLp

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSTotS Yr2 Ravens

Spearman Rho
-0.01 1 8

Prob> lRho I

0.9457

o 6 .4-.2 0 .2tttt 4 .6

I

o

Figure 7.7.7: Correlation of Figures of Sound zuith Røaens (Year 2) for 'ng + n' grlLLp

For those who completed the intervention program , Turning World (the ng subgroup),

no appreciable correlation was found ir-r this aspect of the research:

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSTotS Yr1 Ravens

Spearman Rho
-0.0063

Prob> lRhol
0.9797

-.8 -.6-.4 -.2tttr o.?.4.6tttt
Figw'e 7.7.8: Correlqtion of Figures of Sound zuith Raaens (Yenr 1) for 

tng' grlLry

Non arametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSTotS Yr2 Ravens

Spearman Rho
-0.071 1

Prob>lRhol
0.7862

8 -.6 - 4

I

2 0! .2 .4 .6ltt

FigtLre 7.7.9: Correlation of Figures of Sound with Rauens (Year 2) for 
tng' grlL:p

Likewise,looking at those who were also'nominated gifted'but did not complete the

interverrtion program , Turning World (the n subgroup), no appreciable correlation was

found:

Figtre 7.7.10: Correlqtion of Figures of Sound uith Raaens (Year 1) for 
tn' grlLtp

Figure 7.7.L1: Correlation of Figures of SotLnd zuith Raaens (Year 2) for 'n' grlLlp
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6 4 2 0I 2 4 6 .B

I
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Prob> I Rhol
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Variable by Variable
FoSTotS Yrl Ravens

Nonparametric Measures of Association

2.4.6.8ttt-8-6-4-20tttVariable by Variable
FoSTotB Yr1 Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.1 455
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Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSTotB Yr2 Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.0786
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0.7490
8 6 4 2 0I ? .4

I

6 8
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For both years this lack of association persisted for the heterogeneous l,r group (those

not given any nomination by their teachers):

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSTotB YrZ Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.1?o7

Prob> I R hol
0.4188

8- 6- 4- 2 0I .2
I

4.6.8ltI

Figure 7.7.L2: Correløtion of Figures of Sound zuith Raaens (Years 7 €; 2) for 'í group

But there was a very sÍong, significant correlation evident in both years, for those

designated as 'regular' (r)by their teachers.

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSTotS Yr'l Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.2961

Prob> lRh ol
0.0001

I 6 4 2 0.2I 468

FigtLre 7.7.13: Correløtion of Figures of Sound with Rar:ens (Years 1 €t 2) for 'r' grol:p

Non arametr¡c Measures of Association
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Variable by Variable
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Nonparametric Measures of Association

4 4Variable by Variable
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<.0001

Spearman Rho
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7.8. Torrance Tests and the Figures of Sound (FoS).

For the total group, there was, in either year, no significant correlation, at the 5% level

found between the TTCT (Year 1) scores and the total scores on the FoS instrument.

Figure 7 .8 .1-: Correlation of Figures of Sound zoith Torrance (Y ear L)

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
FoSTotS YrZ forrance

Spearman Rho
0.077 4

Prob>lRhol
0.2938

6 4 2 0
T

.2

I

4 .6 .8tt

FigtLre 7.8.2: Correlation of Figures of SotLnd uith Torrønce (Yeør 2)

This was also true for the various groupings of the subjects, according to nomination

by teachers. That is, for the subgroLrps ng, n, r and u, there were r-ì.o statistically

appreciable measures of association.

This lack of association between these two variables persisted despite partitionirg on

the bases of IQ (using IQ1 levels), or gender, or whether subjects attended SHIP

schools or not.

By examining the changes in scores between the two applications of the TTCT test,

relative to nomination category, only the ng subgroup, which uriquely experienced

tlre Tttning World intervention program, came anywhere 'near' a statistically

significant correlation (p = O.OSO0)

FigtLre 7.8.3: Correløtion of tng' grlup Figures of Sound zuith Changes in Torrnnce scores (T2 - T1)

The other groups in turn, all showed no discerrrable strength of association, returning

significance probabilities of 0.45, 0.11 and 0.19 Íor n, r and u groups respectively.

Nonparametric Measures of Association

.20 .2.4.6 Btt trr8-6-4Va ria b le
FoSTotB

by Variable
Yr1 Torrance

Spearman Rho
-0.01 34

Prob> I Rhol
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Pairwise Correlations
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7.9. Ravens and Torrance by Gender and Area

The first of these interrogations of the data (without outliers) was to examine possible

gender differences. The research in Chapter 2 of this thesis reported that IQ scores do

not vary significantly between males and females.

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
Yr2 Ravens Yrl Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.8417

P rob> I Rhol
<.0001

I 6 4 2 0.2.4.6.8

Figure 7.9.'L: Correlntions of lQfor Female group

Figtrres 7 .9 .1. and 7 .9 .2 showed a highly significant correlation (p < .01) between the

two administrations of the Ravens tests for both females and males.

Nonparametric Measures of Association

Variable by Variable
Yr2 Ravens Yr'l Ravens

Spearman Rho
0.8302

P rob> I Rho I

<.0001
-.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .Btltt

FigtLre 7.9.2: Correlations of IQ for Male group

Thus, the Ravens scores for both female and male grorlps (females n = 85;

males n =102) showed consistency over the two applications of the test(s) during the

research, even though each distribution was sigrrificantly non-normal (the 'Prob<W'

value must exceed 0.05 to accept the hypothesis of normality at the 5% level):

Test for Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.895641 <.0001

for Year 1 for Year 2

Figure 7 .9.3: Test of Nornulity of female Raaens scores

Test f or Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.93371 5 <.0001

for Year 1 for Year 2

Figure 7.9.4: Test of Normality of male Røaens scores

As predicted by the research literature, there were no differences between the means

of the two gender-based groups (Figure 7.9,5):

Test f or Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0. BB09 2 1 <.000 1

Test for Normali
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.863273 <.0001
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Chøpter 7: Results

Figure 7.9.5: Analysis of RPM (Year 1) and RPM (Year 2) by Gender

An examination of the nature of the female and male subgroup's change scores'

distributions (R2 - R1) was warranted (Figure 7.9.6), before any further analysis took

place. This revealed that each was acceptably normal.

FigtLre 7.9.6: Distribr.úions of chnnge scores for Female ønd MaIe subgroups
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There was no statistical difference, at the 5% level, between the scores, in either year

(the t-test being used, as the two distributions Ravens (male) and Ravens (female),

were acceptably normal).

Figure 7.9.7: Comparison of Meøns of chmge scores for Female ønd Møle subgroups

Flowever, the change that occurred between testing in years one and two, for females

and males, based on the hypothesised increase by three points in the Ravens scores,

was statistically significantly greater than that, at the 0.'J.% level.

for females for males

Figure 7.9.8: Change in RPM scores (I?2 - R1)

The Torrance scores for both female and male groups showed consistenry over the

two applications of the test(s) during the research (see Figures 7.9.7 /8), the two

gender-based groups having highly significant correlations (p < 0.0001):

Figure 7.9.9: Conelations of Torrønce scores for femøles
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Figure 7.9.1-0: Correlations of Toruønce scores for males
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but there was no statistical difference between the means of the two gender groups

(Figure 7.9.3), at the 5% level, in either year. Agairç the Van der Waerden Test was

used, as the two distributions Torrance (male) and Torrance (female), are (just)

significantly non-nonnal at the 5%level.

for Year '/.. lorYear2

Figure 7.9.1.1: Test oJ Normality oJ female Torrønce scores

Test for Normality
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

W Prob<W
0.9s3079 0.0009

for Year 1 for Year 2

Figure 7.9.12: Test of NormøIity of male Torrance scores

Figure 7 .9.1.3: Analysis of TTCT (Year L) ønd TTCT (Year 2) by Gender

In an analysis of change scores an interesting gender difference for the ng grotrp

occurred: a significant correlation for females, but not so for males, at the 5% Ievel.

Figure 7.9.14: Cot'reløtion of Change scores lor IQ €t Creøtiaity by 'ng' Male
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An examination of the same measures (TTCTI & TTCT2), differentiated by the

suburban area where the subjects were located, was undertaken.

Figure 7.9.L6: Analysis of KPM (Year 7) and KPM (Year 2) by Area

These highly significant results prompted follow-up using pairwise comparisons of

means, between the five groups.

Figure 7.9.17: Meøns Comparisons of KPM (Year 1.) ønd RPM (Year 2) by Area

Again highfy significant differences existed between the various areas, however as

Figure 7.9.18 shows, the change scores between areas in the two applications of the

Ravens tests, grouped by area, showed no significant differences.
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Figure 7.9.L8: Change in RPM scores (R2- R1) by Areø

Figure 7.9.19: Analysis of TTCT (Yeør 1.) øndTTCT (Year 2)by Areø

There were no significant differences observed for the creativity tests either, so no

further analysis was appropriate.
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7.10. SHIP schools and Others on the RPM, TTCT and FoS

Two of the five SHIP (Students with High Intellectual Potential') schools in the study

chose not to provide the author with a nomination of student giftedness (n) as against

regular (r) talent. One of these schools, following an intervening change of School

Principal, withdrew from the IQ testing in year 2 (RPM2) citiog equity concerns.

In all, 89 subjects were not given any form of nomination by their teachers and were

consequently classified as ø (unclassified) for the purposes of this study.

As the raw distributions of each of the two Ravens and Torrance tests were non-

normaf therç as before, non-parametric techniques were used in the analysis.

Figure 7.10.1: Analysis of Røaens (Yeør 1,) qnd SHIP schools

For both years of testing on the IQ measure (RPM) categorised by attendance ('y') or

not ('n') at a SHIP school, it was clear (at the 1,% level and beyond) that the mean IQ

scores for the two groups was significantly different, forboth years (Figurcs7.10.14).

This result was not expected. Participation in the SHIP program is govemed by equity

considerations (area distribution, SES levels, gender balance) and preparedness for

staff to participate in training and development to ensure their sfudents are exposed to

'out of the ordinary' classroom (and external) experiences. Inclusion in the program is

notbased on IQ scores, thus the author reasonably expected no difference between

SHIP and non-SHIP RPM scores.
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That the differences increased in the second year ftrrther confirmed the higher scores

overall on the RPM from students in the SHIP schools. There was no statistical

difference between the groups on creativity (TTCT) measures in the first year. This

was the factor however, on which the author expected to see positive gains by SHIP

school attendees.

Figure 7.10.3: Analysis of TTCT (Yeør 1) ønd SHIP schools

This differerrce in Year 2, as anticipated, was significant (at the 1% level), as

Figure 7.1,0.4 attests.

FigtLre 7.10.4: Analysis of TTCT (Yenr 2) and SHIP schools

The hypothesis that nomination grouping and SHIP school attendance or not were

independent, was firmly rejected at the 5% level whether the z, or unclassified group

are incltrded, or not (see Figures 7.10.5-6).

FigtLre 7.10.5: Analysis of Nominøtion and SHIP schools
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Given the very small number of ng students from SHIP schools in the eventual

research (caused by the nor-r-participation of two of the five SHIP schools in this aspect

of the research), nothing further could usefully be gained in this line of analysis.

Figure 7.L0.6: Analysis of Nomination (or not) ønd SHIP schools

Finally in this section, the author examined the possible differences between SHIP

school attendance and change scores on each of the Ravens and Torrance tests.

No differences on change scores (Figures 7.10.7-B) were observed.

Figure 7.1.0.7: AnøIysis of Raaens Chønge scores and SHIP schools

FigtLre 7.L0.8: Analysis of Torrance Chønge scores ønd SHIP schools

The followir-rg chapter will discuss implications of all results reported.
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Iust as an explorer penetrøtes into nan¡ and unknown lønds,
one møkes discoueries in the anerydny lit'e,

ønd the erstwhile mute sunoundings begin to spenk

ø languøge whichbecomes inøeasingly cleør ...
(IGndinslq, 1947, in Edwards, 1.986:1.1L)

[The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the key findings and observations
highlighted previously. It addresses results, the consequent support of the
hypoúreses, surnmarises limitations of the study, indicates directions for
future research and presents conclusionsl

8.0. Introduction

This study has asserted that any view of intelligence needs to consider the three

elements of criticøl thinking (includingbasic g), ueøtiae thinking, and the social and

emotional components of intelligence, referred to by Lipman (L994) as caring thinking.

In order to conceptualise intelligence, consideration needs to be given to the degree of

these three essential components, and thekinds of their makeup. Gifted individuals

have an advanced degree of one or all of the three components. Gifted students who

are successful academically in the current school system often display high levels of

the critical thinking skills, high g, and they tend to do well on IQ tests. The author has

argued, based on the researcþ that gifted students who have advanced abilities in

creative thinking or advanced levels of sensitivities and insights in caring thinking

skills, are more'at risK of not developing these gifts in regular school systems. This

thesis has argued that visual intelligence is an essential component of advanced

thinking skills across all three constructs. The critical and creative aspects of

intelligence were measured in this study using the figural forms of the RPM and the

TTCT.

This study has proposed that the RPM is not a measure of. all that constitutes

'intelligence', but results which are discussed in this chapter, do indicate that it is a

good measure of g. Despite the cited limitations of the TTCT and all tests of creativity,

the results of this study do suggest that it is a sound measure of figural creativity.

This chapter discusses the results obtained from both the qualitative and quantitative

outcomes of this thesis. New questions are raised and included as directions for future

research.

The results confirm that there are strong links between visual thinking creativity and

IQ, yet that at the highest level of IQ these links are more difficult to identify. The
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results also confirm the reliability of teacher nomination of students who do IQ tests

well. The results further indicate that an enriched teaching intervention can be

responsible for increased figural creativity scores. The correlations between scores on

the visual thinking instrument (FoS) and the figural IQ test (RPM) suggest links with

visual intelligence and IQ. The results are positive and statistically strong enough to

jurtify further exploration in this area of research. In particular, the links between high

levels of creative thinking and a high level of figural IQ, which the results of this study

support, are significant enough to warrant further investigation.

From this study there is sufficient evidence to state, with more certainty than before,

that there is a universal language or grammar of visual form, and that learning this

language is efficacious for advanced thinking and creative problem solving.

In Chapter 1 of this thesis, the following hypotheses were put forward, that:

1. the RPM and TTCT are stable measures of figural IQ and figural creativity

2. the RPM and TTCT correlate significantly at the low to above average

IQ/Creativity interface brut not at the highest levels of performance

3. teacher nomination is a reliable indicator of giftedness as measured by IQ

scores but not necessarily as measured by creativity or visual thinking tests

4. training in visual thinking can enhance visual intelligence

5. a universal language or grammar of visual intelligence exists and can be

identified and measured

6. visual intelligence is a central component of advanced creativity and

intellectual giftedness.

The quantitative findings in Chapter 7, aswell as the research cited in previous

chapters are discussed and integrated in Sections 8.1-8.6 as they relate to each

hypothesis in turn.

8.1. The stability of the RPM and TTCT

This study has highlighted the limitations as well as the strengths, of most current

tests of IQ and creativity. Flowever the results reported in the previous chapter

consistently confirm, as the literature review had predicted, that the RPM and the

TTCT are reliable measures of figural IQ and figural creativity and that they yield
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stable scores and similar distribution of scores when measured on the same subjects,

over the period of a year (see SectionsT.L and7.2).

The stability of the RPM over the period of one year, is supported and re-affirmed by

the results reported in Section 7.1, namely that the correlation between R1 and R2 was

very highly significant and the two distributions were correspondingly similar. The

known practice effect was slightly higher than expected but well within the bounds of

acceptability.

The change scores (R2-R1) were nonnally distributed which allowed for the ANOVA

and parametric multiple comparisons. The data confirmed that there were no overall

differences between male and female subjects on raw scores/ or standardised scores on

the RPM, and persisted, regardless of however the gender gloups were levelled (e.g.

IQ, area, nomination). This fiodiog is in keeping with the Australian restandardisation

of the RPM which confirmed "comparison of the mean scores of boys and girls

indicated no differences according to sex on either the timed or untimed version of the

test" (de Lemos, 1989:21).

These data further confirm the stability of this test as a basic measure of g, with the

consistenry of such results over the year of testing.

The issue of degrees (or levels) of measured ability was reported and discussed in
Section 7.1 (see Figures 7.L.19 -24). A 'very coarse filtey' three-way classification of

intelligence, between high (top 4%), average and low þottom 4%) rcvealed that for the

high group there was a significant difference in the mean change scores, compared

with the large average group (also see Table 7.1).

Further, when five IQ levels were used in the analysis, there was a highly significant

difference (0.1% level p < 0.0001) between the five groups' average change scores.

Follow-up paired comparisons emphasised the difference of the highest IQ groups'

ftop a%) changes, which were significant (at the 5% level) from each of the other IQ

levels, except the lowest þottom 4ft).

The major contributions to the variation between the levels was the difference between

the highest level of IQ and each of the above average, average and below average

levels. In other wotds, the changes in the scores at the 'top' are different from those in
the middle.
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The degree of change in these 'change scores' (i.e. their variances) a-lso were

significantly different at the 0.1% level (Figure 7.1..21), but the Welch ANOVA testing

of the hypothesis of 'equal average change scores' across IQ levels was still rejected at

the 0|1,% level. These findings help support the Dit'ferentiation Hypothesis (that

intellectual abilities as measured by IQ tests correlate more strongly at lower ability

levels), which has been identified by other studies to date and referred to earlier in this

thesis.

The findings further confirm that attempts to measure subject responses at the highest

levels of intellectual abilities are still relatively unstable (Figure 7 .1,.1,6 / 17). The results

from the data support the findings of previous studies cited in the Literature Review,

that the 'middle ground' yields clearer insights into intellectual functioning than the

extremes (Figure 7.1,.19-21).

The subjects' total scores on the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking showed

significant correlations over the period of the study and reasonable stability in the

change scores. There was a highly significant correlation between TTCT1 and TTCT2

at the 0.1% level, as the results in Section 7.2 indicate.

The separate components of the Torrance tests, i.e. fluency, originality and elaboration

were also significantly correlated over the two administrations of the tests. This

further indicated that these forms of the TTCT were stable measures of what they

purport to measure.

Of particular interest in the results was the correlation (p = 0.Zggg in Figure T.Z.Zs

which had a p-value <0.0001., which is higtrly significant) between originality and

fluency. The observation that the production of many ideas (ideational fluency) is

possibly related to better, or more novel ideas, is central to the inclusion of
brainstorming techniques and flefbility training (e.g. the Brainstorming Keys and

Reverse Keys) in differentiated curricula. This reflects the observatiorç (attributed to

Edison) that "if you want to come up with a goodidea then come up withmøny".
Edison's sketchbooks contained thousands of 'failures and errors' which he claimed

led him to one significant and original invention.

Much research is still needed on this issue, as the research in general is not conclusive.

The support advanced in this thesis on the high correlation between scores of fluenry
and originality does not resolve this issue completely. Runco's original work (1986)

found that encouraglng children to be original increased their fluenry (in Pürto,
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1999:169). Other studies have suggested that fluency can mitigate against reliable

scores for originality:

Seueral researchershøae noted thøt fluency cønbe a contaminating influence on originølity

scores - if fluency is controlled, relinbility eaidcnce for originality scores is ot'ten oay poor ...

while seueral suggestions hnae been møde regørding techniques for remooing the influence of

fluency on originølity .. . few studies haae eualuated and compared the aørious suggestions

with respect to the relinbility ønd aalidity euidence for resulting originality scores

(Plucker €+ Runco, 7998: 36)

\Atrhen the substrates (originality, fluenry and elaboration) of the TTCT were correlated

over the two years (Figure 7.2.19), pairings were highly significant (all beyond the

1,% level). The only pairing to show a modest correlation (p = O.tOZt), was Fluenry

Year2 and Elaboration Yearl. It was reasonable to predict that these two should

correlate, as they did for Year 2 elaboration and fluency (p = O.OOO¿). This fiodiog

supports the belief that if many ideas are generated, then they should also be able to

be built upon (elaborated).

The subjects' change scores between TTCT1 and TTCT2 overall and between the sub-

tests, were all normally distributed, which allowed for parametric techniques such as

ANOVA and t-tests to be used. lÂIhen the TTCT group was divided according to the

five levels of IQ there was a significant difference (at the 1,% level) in the average

change scores for each group.

The follow-ttp t-tests in Figure 7.2.37 show that subjects in the higher ability levels

differ significantly from those in the average, below average and low IQ groups. The

highest level only differed significantly from the low ability group, while the'above

average' (2avg++) differed significantly from all groups except the highest.

The mean of the TTCT test scores in Year Zwas slightly (although not statistically

significantly) lower than Year 1. This result was unexpected as the scorer adhered to

the scoring guidelines and testing protocols of the test and the reliability across the

parallel forms of the TTCT has been well-researched. However, it highlighted a

possible issue for debate: that lower scores in the second year reflect an extra year in a

school system which may not necessarily encourage, traþ nor reward divergent

thinking. While this is not a criticism of the school system, it is an observation of

education in general that, as sfudents progress from late primary into the secondary

years, 'training in getting the right answer becomes an unintentional objective. It is

plausible that where public examinations and other assessments require'the right

answer', practice and recall might be covertly valued, rather than an original views or

divergent insights. In this way, creativity for the same population could be suppressed
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and correspondingly, creativity test scores slightly depressed. It is pertinent to note

that when the TTCT scores were analysed in the second year according to teacher

nominatiorl theng group (who completed the TurningWorld program) posted very

different scores from all the other groups. This is discussed in detail in Section 8.4.

8.2. Correlations between the RPM and the TTCT

There was a positive correlation between scores on the RPM and TTCT which is

significant at the 5% Ievelin Year L of the study (Figure 7.3.1).In other words the

students'performance on the IQ test conesponded to their performance on the

creativity test. In Year 2 the correlation between RPM and TTCT was even more

significant at the 0|1.% leveI, (Figure 7.4.1).

This finding supported the central hypothesis which is that visual IQ and visual

creativity are linked in some way.

In the first year with High and Above Average IQ groups combined as a single group,

there was a significant correlation at the 1% levelbetween the RPM and TTCT

(Figure 7.3.5). Taken separately, each group's correlation was close to, but not quite

significant at the 5% Ievel (Figures 7 .3.6 / 7).

Similarly, when the average, below and low groups were combined as one, a

significant correlation at the 5% Ievel was found (Figure 7.3.3), but not for the groups

taken individually (Figures 7.3.8_1.0).

Interestingly, the asymptotic relationship raised previously in the Literature Review

appeared to be evident in this data. In other words IQ and creativity do correlate

(Figure 7.3.5) lor high and above average IQ groups (the top 23%)bú at the highest

level (the top 4%) of IQ functioning the correlations are not evident (Figure 7.3.6).

For the lowest groupr where the limited research suggests that low IQ scores should

attend low creativity scores, significant correlations should be expected between RPM

and TTCT, yet the opposite appeared to be true (Figure 7.3.10). This result can be

interpreted as supporting the idea that some subjects in the low IQ group must have

scored more highly on the TTCT, with respect to their ranking in the whole gloup on

the TTCT.

It was of interest to note the higher scores on the RPM in both years for students in the

SHIP schools (Figure 7.10.3), as it has been previously reported that high IQ was not a
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crierion of selection. As the nature of the SHIP program focusses on the teaching of

creative thinking principles by teachers trained in gifted educatiory it was to be

expected that higher scores on the TTCT would occur. In the second year of testing,

this was clearly the case (Figure 7.10.4).

In the second year of testing, a highly significant cortelation between RPM and TTCT

was recorded for the whole group (Figure 7.4.1), with all substrates demonstrating

similar strengths of association (Figure 7.4.2). Flowever of the various groupings and

mixes examined by the author, only the group formed using the Above Average and

Average IQ levels achieved near significance (p = O.OS00, Figure 7.4.4). All other

groupings or individual IQ levels were'some distance' from a significant correlation

(Figures 7 .4.3 and 7 .4.5-7 .4.10).

Any statistical differences between the groups' mean performances, and the major

contributors to such difference (Figure 7.4.11) were identified, showing the highest IQ

group differed significantly from the Average and Below Average groups. Across the

substrates of the TTCT, there were no differences onfluency, however, the High IQ

group differed significantly from the large Average group on originality

(Figure 7.4.12), and differed significantþ from the three'central' groups (Above

Average, Average & Below Average, see Figure 7.4.13) on the eløborntion substrate.

It could be argued from this that creativity seems to be a 'necessary but not sufficienf

component and a key, but differential aspect of high intelligence, and one that can

only be measured'up to a point' for those who score in the middle range. Other

results cited in this research strongly suggest that appropriate intervention can

significantly enhance creativity scores.

The research to date indicates that creativity is an essential component of intelligence

in general thus, from the results presented in this study, it appears that the instruments

used to correlate such abilities are limited in sensitivity when it comes to identifying

the different ability levels.

8.3. Teacher nomination as an indicator of IQ, creativity and visual thinking

Not all schools in this study participated in the nomination component of the data

collection, as discussed in Chapter 6.14.2. The'unclassified' or il group comprised

89 subjects from five different schools including one SHIP school. It is reasonable to

assume that this heterogeneous a group was representative of the whole population
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from which the other subjects in the research were choserç selectively (i.e. the n (and

thus, ng) and r groups).

In generaf as Figures 7.5.1-7.5.6, indicate, there was a high level of correlation

between teacher nomination and acfual RPM scores.In other words, the nominations

as reported by the teachers were a reliable match to the actual scores obtained on the

RPM in Year L.

The mean IQ scores relative to the teacher-nominated groups were significantly

different (at the 0.1% level) with both the n and ng groups being significantly different

(at the 5% Ievel) from the r and u groups in Year 1. However in the second year only,

the ng group was significantly different from the r and u groups (Figure 7.5.1).

The TTCTL and TTCT2 had a significant correlation subject to teacher nominatiorç

especially when the unclassifredu group was excluded from the dat4 a highly

significant correlation at the 0.'I-.% level was observed (Figure 7.6.1).It is important to

note here that the nomination form given to the teachers did not ask them to nominate

the students with the highest level of creatiaity. This is raised as a limitation of this

study in the next section. Ffowever, given the correlations between RPM and TTCT

scores, and the correlations between RPM and teacher nominatiory it was to be

expected that TTCT scores would also correlate with teacher nomination of sfudents.

I¡Vhat is significant to note in the results, however, is the finding that when the groups

were subgrouped and analysed by ng, n and r (remembering that the z group was

excluded from this analysis) it was the ng group alone that had no correlation between

teacher nomination and actual scores on TTCT (Figure 7.6.2). This is surprising yet

understandable in this context because of the profound effect that the intervention

program, the TurningWorld appears to have had on those (ng) students undertaking it.

The group's mean score from Year 1 to Year 2 increased so significantly, that there was

every possibility of a 'near zero' correlation (based on ranks, in each year), as the

relative performance within the ng group changed, even if overa[ for the better.

The respective lack of rank changes for 'ng'subjects' scores in both the IQ and the

creativity measures were reflected in a significant correlation (Figure 7.6.15), which

was surprisingly mirrored in a significant correlation for females but not for the males

(Figure 7.9.1,ç15).
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The n sub-group, on the other hand did have a significant correlation between the two

TTCT scores (Figure 7.6.12). Statistically, this means that the students in the n gtoup

more or less maintained their relative positions in both tests. Educationally, an

explanation for this could be that, whilst on the one hand teachers are accurate at

predicting high scores on a test of IQ for students who are already performing well

academically, they may not be so accurate at predicting high levels of creative

thinking abilities. This interesting finding could further support the proposal raised by

this study that whilst creativity tests such as the TTCT are reliable measures, for most

subgtoups, at the very top of the intellectual ability range they are relatively unstable

indicators of a wider intellectual functioning that includes divergent thinking skills.

This is an area which clearly would benefit from more research.

By examining the changes in scores between the two applications of the TTCT tesf

relative to the nomination category, only the zg subgroup, which uniquely

experiencedtheTurningWorld intervention program, came close to a statistically

significant correlation (Figure 7.8.3).

8.4. Training in visual thinking and effects on visual intelligence

The higher scores on the Ravens Progressive Matrices obtained in the second year for

the students who completed theTurningWorld program (see Figure 7.5.1), in addition

to the significantly higher scores on the TTCT obtained in the second yeat, ate

probably the results most worthy of discussion. When the pairwise analysis of the

SrouPS (i.e. ngwith n, ngwTthu, ngwithr) was examined it was clear that the subjects

in the zg nomination had scored significantþ higher on the RPM in the second year.

These results supported the hypothesis that training in a higher-order visual thinking
program can significantly increase scores on figural IQ and creativity tests.

It should be noted that scoring both the RPM and the FoS is an objective procedure.

Neither instruments rely on the subjective analysis of the marker in terms of what
constitutes good, logical thinking in the first instance (RPM) and advanced visual

thinking (FoS) in the second. Although the weaknesses of each instrument have been

identified in this thesis, the fact remains that the scoring is objective. This is unlike the

scoring of the TTCT, wherein subjective interpretation of the responses is required.

However, by adhering strictly to the guidelines in the TTCT manual, the marker

obtained a high level of consistency of scores from Year 1 to Year 2 as the results

indicate (Figures 7.2.19 and Figures7.6.1).
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8.5. A universal grammil of visual intelligence

This study sought to provide evidence for the eústence of a universal language of

visual thinking. The purpose of correlating IQ and creativity scores with the FoS was

an attempt to identify clearer and more measurable evidence than that already

reported in the research.

The total scores on the FoS ('FoS TotS') had highly significant (beyond 0.L/o level) and

positive correlations with the RPM in both years (Section7.7) but not with the TTCT

(Section 7.8) in either year. Yet significant correlations between RPM and TTCT were

reported in each year (Sections 7.3 Ex7.4). These results raise many interesting issues.

As Kandinsky's quote at the beginning of this chapter suggests, these findings might

suggest that the'mute surroundings' which have been a feafure of this area of research

are not necessarily those measured by the TTCT Figural forms.

The design and utilisation of tl:re Figures of Soundinstrument was an attempt to explore

an alternative way of evaluating visual thinking skills, a possibility which the results

cited here, support.

The near significant corelations of some specific questions on the FoS with RPM

measures raises issues for further investigation, concerning refining the internal

constructs in the FoS's Q2, Q3 and QB that link with the elements in the RPM.

It is interesting that the author initially subtitled the FoS as "an instrument designed to

explore visual thinking ability and creativit5r" (see Appendix 5). In any future version

the 'creativit¡z' term would be removed as the author, at the conclusion of this study

suggests that the concept of the FoS has no stronger link with creativity than with
general intelligence. Indeed the results have shown stronger correlations between the

RPM and the FoS than between the FoS and the TTCT.

The hypothesis that'visual intelligence is a central component of advanced creativity

and intellectual giftedness'was examined in this thesis through the Literature Review

(Chapter 2) which consistently reported findings that advanced visual intelligence

attends the highest levels of intellectual functioning and creative problem-solving.

The experimental results presented in Chapter 7 confirm that for the whole group

which undertook the RPM testing in both years (with outliers removed, n=187), there

were significant correlations þeyond the '1,% level, see Figures 7.7."1. andT.7.2)between

total scores on the FoS and the RPM.
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These highly significant correlations strongly suggest that there is a facility for

interpreting the grammar of visual form, as defined by Kandinsky (and which formed

the basis of the FoS), which is present in the visual logic ability required to score well

on the RPM.

Interestingly, for the nominated group (n + ng = 50) there was no appreciable

conelation between FoS and RPM in either year (Figures7.7.6 8 7.7.7). This was also

true for the ng and n groups separately (Figures 7.7.8 to 7.7.11). An explanation for this

might be that those subjects who are expected to score highly on the RPM (i.e. those

nominated) may not'test' as well on the more 'artistic' or'divergent' instrument

which the FoS probably represented to them, or rank differently within their groups

on the two tests.

A similar result was noted for those subjects (n = 88), who were not classified by their

teachers (u, see Figure 7.7.12).It needs to be remembered that the unclassifred, u

group, would have included students with abilities across the whole range of

intelligence, the higher scoring ones probably contributing to this alteration in

performance/ as measured by ranks.

The r group (Figure 7.7.13) showed significant correlations on FoS and IQ measures.

Concomitantly, one could argue that those students who are perhaps not expected to

score highly on the RPM (i.e. the'regulay' students) have a consistent and close

association between their ability to perform on figural intelligence (RPM) and the FoS

measure. This viewpoint is strongly supported by the very highly significant

correlations (both at the 0J% level) between both Year L and Year 2 of the RPM and

the FoS for the 'rcgala{ group (Figure 7.7.13). This is in line with the research cited.

These results add support to the previously documentedDifferentiation Hypothe-srs (i.e

that intellectual abilities as measured by IQ tests correlate more strongly at lower

ability levels).

The results indicate that there is a significant difference in IQ scores (R2-R1) for the ng

group (Figure 7.5.6) compared with r and u in both years of testing but for the z

groupr only in Year 1.. This difference was significant at the 5%levelfor the ng grotrp

and significant at the 1,% for the group not designated as ng.
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To interpret this aspect of the data, it is proposed that the students in the whole n

group (n=50), (which included the ng groupr n=L9 in year L), were no doubt closer to

the ceiling of the RPM in both years of testing. The z and ng groups had a smaller

possible gain score (i.e. the change score) on the RPM than the other groups (r and u).

The change on the RPM from Year L to Year 2 in the highest ability group is

statistically different from the change at the lower levels. For this reason the use of the

Advanced Form of the RPM (the APM) test, suitable for the nominated group, is

recommended for future studies of this kind as it provides a greater discrimination in

IQ scores at the highest levels of ability.

However, the significant ouerall correlation between scores on the FoS and the RPM is

a finding of great interest in this study. \Alhile this correlation does not establish

conclusively that visual intelligence is a necessary component of advanced IQ, as the

FoS is not a standardised instrument it does support the central hypothesis of this

thesis, that the two are linked.

Possibly one of the most significant results from the data is the increase in scores on

the TTCT for the ng grolrp (the class that attended the TurningWorld program) in the

second year of testing, as compared with the first year.

In the first year (TTCTl), there was no significant difference overall between the four

classified $oups (regular, r; unclassified, ø; nominated, n; nominated gifted, ng).Yet

in the second year, the hypothesis of equal performance for the four groups is rejected

at the 0.1% IeveL As these results are significant at this level it is reasonable to suggest

that it is only theTurningWorld intervention which could explain such dramatic

increase in figural creativity scores (Figure 7.6.6).It is relevant to remember here the

integrity of the design of this study and its data collection. The ng group was drawn

from five different schools, and the whole experimental sample from 15 schools. Any

extraneous influences over the one year intervening period of the data collection

randomly applied to all groups, including the ng group from the TurningWorld

program, which appears to be the critical difference which led to this ng group

outperforming other groups on the TTCT in Year 2.

8.6. Limitations of the study

This thesis was not a simple, linear exploration likely to yield clear and simple results.

The study engaged a large number of subjects in testing across 15 different schools. It
engaged the author in the planning and execution of a complex and higher-order
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teaching program which necessitated lengthy negotiations with students, parents,

teachers and the DECS. As with any comple>ç multi-faceted exploration, this study did

have limitations.

First, it would have been efficacious to have included a verbal/linguistic measure in

this study as a point of comparison with the visual. The use of sub-tests on the WISC,

or the linguistic component of the DAT - (Verbal) test might have given more strength

to the central hypothesis that IQ and creativity do link specifically with visual

thinking, if such a verbal component had been available for comparison.

However, it needs to be noted that the DECS was very generous in providing the

author with so much testing time (approximately two hours for each testing session in

addition to the initial, follow-up, and feedback sessions across all schools). In addition,

the inclusion of an extra test would have necessitated separate testing sessions as four

tests (i.e. one in addition to the RPM, TTCT and FoS) wotild have been too tiring for

the subjects. Pragmatically, the inclusion of an extra test was not desirable. If an

additional test were then to be introduced into the research design, testing fatigue,

need for additional class time for student orientation and increased teacher awareness

would all need to be addressed.

A second limitation of this study was possibly the restricted range of the Standard

RPM. The advanced form of the RPM, the Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM),

would have allowed for greater discrimination of IQ scores with subjects at the highest

level of performance. The APM has been used since 1997 to select students for the

secondary SHIP program and the test is only appropriate for this age group if the

students have been nominated as giving evidence of advanced intellectual abiJity. The

use of the APM in this study, while not appropriate for the whole groupr would have

provided some further useful data if it had been administered to the n (including

the ng) sub-group. Flowever the issue raised in the first limitation outlined above also

applies here and the author wanted to avoid the 'over-tesdng' of subjects. Also, use of

the APM for the n and ng grolrp would have excluded the remaining groups from the

analysis thus restricting the range and type of correlations.

A third limitation to this study could possibly be the reduced numbers in the second

year and the decision of some schools to decline to nominate five students as those

with high intellectual potential, also reduced the numbers in the general n category.

The reduced number of subjects in Year 2 had been anticipated and could not be

avoided. When an original target population of approximately 300 was planned as
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part of the design for this study, it was with the assumption that the numbers would

be reduced in Year 2. The study was fortunate to have been allowed access to such a

large beginning cohort and the extra data drawn from the L93 subjects in Year 2 is

more than sufficient to sustain the statistical analyses conducted. Many studies have

conducted such statistical explorations with much smaller samples.

It is important to note here that the nomination form given to the teachers did not ask

them to nominate the students with the highest level of creatioity. This issue is raised

as a limitation of this study so that future studies might address it by including this

extra aspect of nomination in initial data collection. The author believes that it would

have been useful to have included a section in the teacher nomination form which

asked the teachers to nominate students whom they would rank as having high levels

of creativity.

In additiorç the fact that some schools declined to nominate students might initially be

seen as a limitation as it certainly reduced the number of subjects in the differently

nominated categories. However, as the results in Chapter 7 and discussion in

Section 8.3 have indicated, this'new'category (e.9. totally unclassified or ø) provided

a usefuI sub-category for analysis as it was the only one with no pre-ordained or pre-

conceived categories of ability.

A known limitation of the study was that the FoS is not a standardised instrument,

hence correlations with visual IQ or figural creativity tests were exploratory.

8.7. Recommendations for future research

This study was not initially designed as a pre-tes! intervention, post-test, type of

sfudy. Ffowever aspects of the results do raise questions which require further

research. There are original and investigative outcomes sufficient to sustain further

studies. The aspects of the results from the data analysis which warrant further

discussion and investigation are:

' there were measurable changes in performance on the TTCT, for the subjects who

completed theTurningWorld program. This indicates potential areas for further

research as it appears that training in a visual enrichment program increases socres on

the TTCT.

' the change on the RPM from Year L to Year 2 in the highest ability group is

statistically different from the change at the lower levels. For this reason the use of the
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Advanced Form of the RPM (the APM) test suitable for the nominated group, is

recommended for future studies of this kind as it provides a greater discrimination in

IQ scores at the highest levels of ability.

' the students in the SHIP schools scored significantly higher on the RPM in both

years and higher on the TTCT in the second year. The effects of an enriched learning

environment on measures of g and creativity have been raised in this thesis and clearly

more research is required to explore this interface further. I{hile participation in the

creativþ training inherent in the SHIP school program might help explain the higher

scores on the TTCT in Year 2, the advanced scores on the RPM warrant further

investigation.

' there are areas for fufure research in a comparative study of verbal constructs of IQ

and FoS performance. Pragmatically, this would require a smaller sample as there is

not a verbal equivalent of the RPlvI, suitable for whole class or group administration,

which also avoids the cultural bias which language-based tests generatly exhibit. A

study of verbal intelligence and links with visual thinking would provide an

interesting comparative study.

' the mixed responses of the subjects in FoS Question 7 warrant a further comparative

study between students trained in visual art form and those with no training.

Question 7 was so firmly based on the principles of communication of the point and

line within the basic frame that further exploration of links with a possible 'universal

language' is justified.

' Question 8 on the FoS be modified to remove the square and reduce the number of

distractors. It would then be interesting to examine correlations between Question 8

and Question 1., as both would be based more soundly on the Golden Ratio.

' a revised form of the FoS, modifying Questions 9 and 10 could provide further

interesting insights, particularly if scores could be more clearly defined at the highest

and lowest IQ levels.

' a future study would be useful to score TTCT data using the more recent norms.

Such a study would allow for a comparison of scores obtained from the differing

norms and provide further insight into the stability and reliability of the TTCT which

this study has raised.
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8.8. Conclusions

In addition to the insights into links between figural intelligence, figural creativity and

visual intelligence that this study has provided, it has also contributed two original

ideas to the field of Education in the forms of the design of the TurningWorld program

and the Figures of Sound instrument. \,l/hile neither is a perfect design, both constitute

an original contribution to the discipline.

TheTurningWorld program/ with its original design and successful implementation,

has been set out in structure and content for other teachers in South Australia to

follow. It provides a unique crossing of a long-held barrier between the tertiary sector

and schools. With its principles of differentiated curriculum, particularly novel and

sophisticated content, it provides a much needed alternative to regular in-school

enrichment for gifted sfudents. Teachers who access theTurningWorld material, even

without training in visual art teaching or gifted education, should be able to engage a

class in visual thinking skills within an art gallery setting. Indeed, the guiding

principles outlined in the TurningWorld could apply to artworks in any gallery.

The Figures of Sound instrument even in current'pilot' form, has shown itself to

correlate with reliable figural IQ measures. It is anticipated that improved versions of

this original idea will constitute deeper analyses of the central hypothesis which this

thesis has addressed, namely, that visual thinking and intellectual giftedness are

intrinsically linked.

This study was designed in such a way that whatever the outcomes of the qualitative

or the quantitative explorations, there would be a new insight into this essential

hypothesis, and a successful outcome for the students who participated, particularly

the ones who attended the TurningWorld program.

The author designed the Turning World program as an advanced enrichment program,

built upon years of similar, successful teaching, and so whatever the results of the

testing, she knew that the sfudents would have'changed'in some way at the

conclusion of the program. IÂ/hether this change was measurable or not, a successful

outcome for the students was virfually assured.

A comparison could perhaps be drawn with the principles of Pascal'sWager.

H.G. Wells' variation on this wager is that we do not know whether the world will or

will nor survive an atomic holocaust, but that we should live and behave as if sure it
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will, because as he observed, "if at the end your cheerfulness is not justified, at any

rate you will have been cheerful" (in Gardner, M. 1982).

This thesis began by highlighting one of the initial problems which prompted the

investigations which is the documented negative attitude in Australian society to

gft"d students. It is the author's hope that studies such as this will shed more light on

the paradox and the enigma of giftedness and, equally, hightight the need for

specialised educational provision for such students. With clearer community

understanding of the'normal difference'which is giftedness might come a dispelling

of the suspicion and even fear of bringing it to fruition. Nelson Mandella coming from

his own'darkness' to his Presidential Inaugural Speecþ expressed it better:

Our deepest fear is not thøt u)e are inadequate.

Our deepest feør is thnt we are punerful beyond measurq

It is our light, not our darkness, thøt most frightefls us.
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Outline of The Palace of Wisdom program
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from compositíøt to cømpønofogg, e[enentary ønl aútøncel møtfr¿natics is
part of tfrz íarkgrounl to tñ¿ creøtíon ønlfufi unlerstonling of frormony
ølrfrytfrm.
tfrz origitu af tfte scøfu of (uutem) musíc is inticøte[y tíel up anl,
surprßíng[y, fhftel to tfr¿ frarmonfus ønl proportions ery[orel in ttz pretíous
wee(s session.



j Aþoemíer e[øy on,..Actiae (Perception

f[out from formufø to føntasy! See ønl fr¿ør frout greøt composers from
losquin to Ea¿fr to Mozart to Steae \çích ûwe usel pøttern ønl pør-
ceptíon to crea.te tre.øL musíc, onl try your ou)n fiqnl ot it!

Ífrk s¿ssíon ß an introúution ø 6asic, skjtk ín oileo tectilûuu ønl
ímprortísøtíonøf lrana- Sone introluctory charac,terísøtíon uor(wíI[
fottoztt onl tfte susion uiL[ enl uitfi. sinph perfonnance. This uorkuit[
6e leoefope[ in tñz finø[ lrønaftiileo susíon.

'...utftøt neletft utorles rlo?"
(P erceioing tfie (Pr o luct

Duríng tftís susion, aptag øi[ 6e leøetopøl 69 tfre group, 6tt uíI[ a[so 6e
uorfuí on utítñír trt¿ lßcip[íne imposel ûg rtíleo tccfaiques. Ífr¿ ruu[*
uít[ 6e ø ptag for tñ.¿ smal[ screen too!

Etizøíetft Sikíary
fo[øríø fo[cCønn

70 9þrtern6er Ífie pfng's tfrz tfüng...,/ísuø[ Qerceptions' fuaÇutfr.riz
tu[øhofm fon

to[ø[co[m for-
fuaÇutftríe

17 Aþoemíer



A6out tfte Contriíutors :

Møriø McCøruru i Coorlinøtor of tftis course, Maria 6ríngs 6roøl e4períence from
ñer particufør fíeí of Speciaf Elucøtion. Sfr,e has puítisñel ørtfu.[es anl spofu:n øt
internøtiona[ conferences on tfie topir. of giftel anl tø[entel stulents, øgetñer raitft many yeu.rs
running sftort courses in [ønguøge ør* for giftel peop[2. Agiftel teøcfter fierseff, fi.er
professionø[ leae[opment zuor(zuítfr otfter tea,cfters is ø sþnifb.ønt contrihution to tfre teøcfüng
of tfie giftel in tfüs støte. to[øria is a [ecturer in specia[ elucøtion øt 9turt cwnpus,

Mem fo(: A nøtive 6om Atutra[inu tofert's eør[y yeørs spent in Soutft
Africø ønl tngfønl raere finø[[g put ínø perspectirte 6y ñ¿r lomici[e in Soutfr Atutrø[in. Sfte
ftas 6een ø zuriter from íirtfr, 6ut in recent yea.rs fiqs fral fr¿r tøfents recognisel utitfr tfre
ølrtent of (Possum fo[øgic ønl tfre suísequent ftool of cfüIlren's boofu. sfr¿ [oaes reøling ønl
rttriting to, for ønl utitft cfti[lren - ønl a{so corjugøting sentencu tike tfríst gv[etn's teørfring
ø6ítitg ønl sense of fiumour øre trufy remørfut\fe, øff efse is tnerefg sensøtionu[. Mem is ø
senior [ecturer in tfre føngaøge arts øt Sturt cøfiLpus.

LUn Wi[Linson : Lgn is ø hurgeoning tø[ent in tfte professionø[ writing fíctl, witft
ø øícfu:l sense of fiuntotLr to 6oot. Lgn mnnøges to get frlls øríting, lespite tfr¿ir unre[enting
liet of øfter scfroo[ Í'/ soøpies ønl minl leølening comrrerciafst Wften it comes to neu)
cfraffengu Lyn is in ñer e[ement; sfre fectureç ín fnnguage ørts a.t Sturt caînpus.

fu6 Morríson : ß.p6 is Intemøtionøfty ønlnationatty furcunfor fi.is tong-
stønlíng contríîutíon to ørousing tfie scientifíc caríosíty of øgeneratíon tfrrougfr. ø frost øf
pu6tí"c øppearønces anl tfie fømoru ønl [ong running 'Curíosity Sfi.oal, Ífiue ñøoe resuttel ín
o' rønge of puític anl professionø[ øwørls fronr <<[e Çrønl Qrí4le Jeunesse>> for te[ertision,
ø Cfr-urcfr'ifffet[ozasfüp for scientific wor(ønl fiis 16 6oofu for cfr.iffiren on sci¿ntifíc liscoaery.
A[tftougft fesser fuøu¡n, ftis møny frigfr quatity ørtisøn, tecfi.nica[, 6usñ.crøft ønl teøcfüng sftjtß,
as anff as ø joEfut øpproacft to tft are írougfrt to 6eør in fiís ator(aitft stulents. kt6 ís ø
senior [ecturer in science a.t Sturt calflpus.

Ngut fufurrøy-Í{øraey A quietty outrøgeous ørtist ønl ørt elucøtor atfto fras zaon

recognitíon ønl success not onfy tñrougfr. pøínting , lrøraing ønl ftis pubtisfrzl iffustrøtions in ø
serí¿s of cftíHren's science 600fu, aßo ftas skjtk in tfie øffi¿l ørtistic fietls of siftscreeníng,
cøffigrøpftg, pottery ønl sífaersmítfting, A true crøf*møry fte øßo fias liaerse ño66ies ønl
s?orts sftj[ß, 6eíng one of rtery fent to ftøoe scù[el sofo (in ø crea) of tfi.reet)from Engfønl to
Austrøtiø (fre founl ít more of ø cfiø[fenge tfrnn pøying 110 to nígrøtet) A{iget is ø [ecturer in
ørt øt sturt camPus.



A6out tfte Contriíutors :

teff ßø4ter : An nøtíona[ ilentity ín møtfr¿møtirs elucatinn, uitfi interests in
feørners of øtt øges from tollkrs to alu[t. A utett futoutn entftusíast a6out matfi¿matbs anl
its aøtue øutfreticøffy, as raet[ as societøffy, fr¿ is øko a6sor6el 6y its engaging nøture. t{e ß
ø zuílety trøaeffel speøfo:r ønl fügfr.ty regørlel 6y füs coffeagues, recogniel by etectel ffice
as (Presilent of tfte Austrø[inn Associntion of futøtfrematícs Íea¿frers, Austrøio', torgui-
professiona[ øssoci"øtion of matfiematics elucators. Itlf it ø [ecturer in mntfremøtics lt Surt
cøffiPus,

lPeter ßrínKatortfr Wftißt ø quiet ønl reserael cfrarøcter on fírst meeting, eeter is ø
p-erson cøpø6fe of surprísitrg eaen fris cfosut coffzagues ønl fríenls ntítft tfr¿ leptft ønl
íreøltfr of frís futouíelge in mnny areos. Wíletg recognisel os one of tftis støt¿'s most
futoza[elgeaí[e elacøtors, pørticutørtg in tfre fietls of møtfrzmatics inl generøf curícutum, füs
ffiøny tø[ents e41¡enl from øanrl utinning pøintíng to ørcfaùnel tfr¿øtre perfonnønce. I(noa1n
at tfie Coffege os 'tfr¿ fomøissønce gvføfl', ñc hrings to tfr¿ Qø[a¿e tfr¿ uíslom ønl uít of ø true
scftofør. (Peter is ø seníor [ecturer in tnøtfr¿nøtics ønl currícu[un øt |turt cøn[)us.

Efizøíetfi Sik1ury i one of tñe 6est fuøutn music elucøtors in Austrøfin, is tfre
Qríncipø[ mttsic citíc øt Ífte Aloertíser ønl is ø Dírector of Ífr2 Atutrø[ian Opera, Etízøbetfr
fras úeen ø lrioíng force 1efiínl Ale[aills festiaa.ß, cfroirs, eistellfols ønl musirø[ tfreøtre
for geørs, ønl fier outn musicø[ øctíoíties incfule ptaying píøno ønl fiarpsicfrorl for concert
ønl tfieøtre performances ønl cfiora[ conluctíng, Tv[øfring, teacfi.íng ønl tøtfr¿nj ø6out music
ftøoe 6een tfte maior passí.orc of ñer [ife since sfre liscoverel ß ftøtàt úe ng, of l. E[ízø6etft
is ø seníor (¿cturer in musíc at 9turt cøffiptts.

Møtcofrn foY: An outstønling teacfrzr of lrønø anl tfr¿øtre performance, frz is
uteff-futozan in tfie performing ørts øreîLø in tfüs støte. A [ooe of trøae[ pørtirutørtg utfr.en
contîinel utitfr f[aency in tfre frencfr. [ønguøge, keeps friru a[ternatety poir 6ut atett yelt
Qassíonøte a6out most tfrings, fris zest ønl creøtíoe huþfits eflsures on-going øpptaI of fiít
utor(øítft stulents of øff agu, 9+tøfcotm is ø fecturer in lrama øt Sturt cøffipus.

fur-Çutñrie t corumittel to vísua[ elucatíon, fu46rings e4pert[y grounlel
tecfrnicøf sftitß to 6eør upon tfie inticøcies of proluction. t{is wor(profusionøtty,øs ø pioneer
in aíoigina[ te[eakion øt lErnø1etta, resuftel in tfrc fírst puític \roalcastíng ttoiío, to be set
up in Austra[iø. ,{e fins e4þensioe e4perience in aíleo proluction 6otfi øt tfr¿ SACAE ønl
tftrougfr. training ønl organísing tfre [ocø[ Pitjøntjøtjørø creus for proluctioru sucfr. as
'Dreøtntime stori¿s' ønl 'ßusfi. fo[elicine'. fuxis ø tecftnicøt Officer in cfrarge of oisuøt
elucøtion øt Sturt cøîtLpus.
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Turning World media coverage



Brain-stormin
By Education Writer

NICOLE LLOYD

Gifted children a,s young as
10 could be plucked from
classrooms to attend Flinders
University "enrichment"
programs next year.

And Flinders Ís also hoping to
introduce formal guidelines to
allow such students to undertake
tertiary study whfle still at
school.

The proposals, to be discussed
at a national conference on gifted
èducation openÍng in Adelaide
today, are part of an ambitious
push to stop exceptionally tal-
ented students from becoming
quiet underachievers.

Flinders University special
education lecturer Ms Maria
McCann said highly gifted
students often had nêeds as great
as children with intellectual
disabilities.

'We acknowledge that schools
are doing a brilliant job - but
students at the highest levels of
abiiity have divergent thinking
a¡rd creative abilities that are so
advanced we don't have a
(school) system that suits thei¡
ability levels," said Ms McOann,
who is also president of the Aust-
ralian .A,ssociation for the Edu-
cation of the Gifted and TaI-
ented.

"Encouragement is needed be-
cause if they don't learn to play
the game they drop out.

"So much of what we call
'enrÍchment' is.iust extra work.
Bright students don't necessarily
need harder work but different

work - otherwise we are train-
ing them to slow down."

InitÍally, Flinders is hoping to
offer a series of lO-week courses
each involving about 50 students
from prima,rT and high schools.

The course would be based on
Ms McOann's th¡ee-month pilot
program at the University of Ad-
elaide last year in which 30 pri-
mary school students from five
government primary schools at-
tended a weékly session át the
universÍty.

Students taking part in the
Fli:rders program would attend
brain-stormlng sesslons with
senior lecturers, using visual art
and poetry to stimulate their
critical, visual and spatial think-
ing skills.

Students would also use
interactive CD/Roms to boost
mathematical problem-solvin$
skills.

Meanwhile, Flinders also
plans to formalÍse its approach
to allow school students to gain
access to unÍversity coruses.

So far this has been done on
an "ad hoc" basis with students
such as Terry Tao, who gained
first-class honors in pure math-
ematics fuom Flinders at 16 Ín
1992.

"'We need. to get over the
headset that 16-year-olds need to
be learning with other 16-year'
olds and that school students
rrho attend unÍversities a,re some
tylre of freaks," Ms McCann said.

The sixth NøtlornL Conlerence
ol Gifted Edu.cøtàon will be held
in Adelaide from today until
Saturday.

Seated front row (from left) Dayna Griffin, 12, Henry Martin, 11, Michelle Huish, 12, and Nicholas
Parkin, 12, seated behind Carmen Griffin, 12. Back row: Tristan Williams, 11, Paul Britcher,
12, the program's founder Maria McCann, Bryan Carman, 12, and (standing righti Rebecca Boxall,
12, Danielle Peters, 12 (front). Picturs BARRY O'BRIEN

îQ AoAøtan-d.e &aLuq*tsa-- ¡

Taste of greater
things for
clever children

J".Ti,iå"l3

They were excused trom normal
lessons at Modbury, Maglll,
Goodwood" Henley Beach and Seacllff
prlrnary schools to take part.

Levels).
After tlie eight-week program, ot>

ordlnator Ms Ma¡le McCann, who ls
also presldent of the Ar¡strallan As'
soolatlon for the Edircotlon of the
Gifted and Talented, sald she ha^d
notlced a dlfference ln students'attl-

level of rnotivatlon," she sald.
Magfll prtnary student Rebecca

Bo. xall, 12, sald "I
lng lnto dlfferent
storles" She also
the Art Gallery and "looklng behlnd"
her frr'st lmpresslons of palntlngs.

- Nioole Lloyd



APPENDIX THREE

outline/worksheets from the Turning world program



L

'l-fi¿ lurning 'lr/orffi:

A Critírø[ qTlin fung lProgr ørn

'Using '/isuø[ Arts

'At tÍu stí{Ipoíttt o¡ n ao,ting utoíl ... ttøt. k on& tÍu {añ¿¿ ...'
fS.Etiot

This enrichment progra:n will be taught at The Universig of Adelaide,
The South Australian Art Gatlery, and The S.A. School of The Future

every Friday.

trn this program the students will learn the following skills:
. critical thinking
. visual thinking
. c¡eafive writing
. mathematicaUspatial thinking and problem solving
. artistic/spatial thinking and problem solving

The content of the program will initially focus on poetry and visual art
fornrs. These first classes will take place in the Department of Education at
The University of Adelaide and the adjoining South Australian Art
Gatlery. M*y of the lessons will be based on Dorothy Hamilton's
program/ Picture Thoughts: Criticøl Thinkíng Tltrough Visual Arts.

Following this, the students will attend the School of The Future for two of
tlre sessions where they will be introduced to Kevin Olssenls Working
lvlnthanaticølly in Space program. This progam will involve mathemãtical
problem solving using a¡r interactive CD Rom/Computer progra:n. No
previous experience with either computers or CD. Rom is rèquired.

Interested teachers and are invited to be the dasses.
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CUIDII\G
THOUCHTS

Identification

Interpretation

Description

Exuapolation

Boy with
a Tire

ce: PICTURE THOUGHTS. Hamilton Åssociates, CoÌumbia, iVlarvland.

b^



CUIDII\G
THOUGHTS

Identification

Interpretation

Description

Extapolation

Poor
Manls Cotton

ce: PICTURE THOUGHTS, Hamilton Associates. Columbia. Marvland.



CUIDI]\G
THOUGHTS

Identification

Interpretation

Description

Extrapolation

Picture
with
White
Botder

L

:e: PICTURE THOUGHTS. Hamilron ¡\ssociares, Columbia, Maryland.



CUIDII\G
THOUGHTS

Identifrcation

Interpretation

Description

Extrapolation

1

ce: PICTURE THOUGHTS, Hamihon ¿\.ssociates. Columbia, Maryland.



CUIDII\G
THOUGHTS

Identiñcation

Interpretation

Description

ExEapolation

Voice
of Space

R

:e: PICTURE TH0UGHTS, Hamilron Åssociares, Columbia, Mari,land.



Boy rtiith Tyre by Hughie Lee-Smith

Words which describe the mood of this painting:

Words which extrapolate a story from the painting:

Student name:

6ì



Voice of Spøce by Rene Magritte

Words which describe the mood of this painting:

Words which extrapolate a story from the painting:

Student name:

l/)



Write down all of the words which come to mind when you look at the
painting:

Sketch for Pøìnting W¡th White Border by Wassily Kandinsky

After you have listed all of your words, draw a ring around the

ones which describe or identify and a box around the words

which interpret or extrapolate.

rl



Using only point and line, represent the following work of art:
Irisby Vincent Van Gogh

Compare your point and line representation with the one you did for
"Ertergy" and "Peacefulness". From these findings, what can you
extrøpolate about the artist's intention in painting this picture? How is
this painting different from a still life painting of flowers, e.g. Fantin-
Latour's Zinniqs ?

Student name:



Talkin 0 Michae elo

Title of painting:

Artist: ___
Reason for choice:

.Using only point and e (not colour), depict
fin whieedom now d th artwe kor theor scul ture chP

fibe t tss Sour tcke hv

t3.



Talki Michaeløn

Thinçs which I can lose:

Title of painting:

Artist:
Reason for choice:

Select a painting which represents somethi.g
now lost.
Write down your reasons for choosing the
painting and be prepared to talk to the class

o List

about

w you can

choice.

t r{-.



Tølkin Micha

Title of painting:

Artist:

rDo a point and line representation of energy. Select
which resentsa aln

Reason for choice:

ú



¡ Identify three of the art works in the gallery which
sustain life.

Michøelan

L.Title of painting

Artist: ___
Reason for choice:

2.Title of painting:

Artist:
Reason for choice:

3.Title of painting:

Artist:
Reason for choice:

i6.



Symbol

Talki o MichøeIan lo

Reason for choice

o In the Aboriginal art section of the gaILery,
identify the traditional aboriginal symbols
(e.g. Ll for women, and ,1" for kangaroo):
invent some new ones to represent important

in ur life.

t'l



Talking of Michaelangelo:

oFind a painti^g where you think the painter was sad.
Give a reason for your choice.

Title of painting:

Artist:
Reason for choice:

i$.



Talkin Michaeløn

Title of painting:

Artist:

the gallery which answers or asksgm
hen?the uestion, al

.Find a paintin

Reason for choice:

i1



Talkin o Michaelan

Title of painting:

Artist:

oFind a painting in the gallery which answers or asks
the uestion, wh ?

Reason for choice:



THE CANTEP.BUF.IY TALES

Frrtgtircnl I (rjroup A)

GEI.TERAL PROLOGUE

Fi¡.r.e ¡r'c:*Ì,¡NETr.r rHE BooK oF THE Tel¡s or
CeuNt¡R¡uRy

I

r. tnTt'i"r"'ther in this tale pace, uniíiîii[J!¿
lvfe thynketh it acordaunt to resóun

n

to go cantpaigníng
curteisie.

es \PerTe, wat
ferrg abo; fa¡thersê, heathendont

orthynesse.

Ful ofte r¡,me he hadde the b"åiii;H:'
Aboven aIle nacions in pruce; - p¡ussia
lg Lettow hadde he reysed ald in Ruce.

55 |.{o_Cristen man so oftê of his dec.ee.- '
I¡_Ggrna.de at the scege eek tra¿O? nè Ue
Of Algezir, and riden-i¡ Belmarye. -- --
z5 By chancc met f ogetbe¡,
u9 And s'e werc excclleDtly entertained.
34 To s,bere I tell you of.- - -.
92 It secms f o me [o be i¡ o¡der.
4! {nd \1'hat sort of mén the)' we¡e.
46 Trcuthe, fidelity, loyalty 1 fredon, liberality; curtclsîe, gracious andconsiderate coDdDcL

exand¡ia *'as taken by pierrc dc

t of honour zt t¿bl¿. '
Teuto¡jc knights agaínst tlc bar-

siege and capture of Lhe Moorish
41); Belmarte, Iìelmarirl a hloorish

2 THE CANTERBURY TALES

25

3o

35

al leasl

íntended to

@one) fo rest
each on¿

agreement

nevertlteless



GENERAL PROLOGUE

hs)
$gi
Þ5
I>-)
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¡>-)

HERE ¡EGINS THE BOoK OF THE TTTLES OF CAII]TEnBLIBÏ: \4¡hen
April s'ith its gende shorvers has pierced the l\,farch drought to ,

the root and bathed every plani in the moisture rvhich rvill lras-
ten the ßortering; rvhen Zephl,rus rvith his srçeet breath has
stirred the nerv shoots in ever¡' tl'ood and fielcl, and the young
su¡r has run its half-course Ín tl:e Rarn, and small l¡irds sing melo-
díousl,v, so touched in their hearts by Nature that they s)eep all
night r.ith.open e)'es-then folks long to go on piìgrimages, ancl

palmers to r.isit foreigr: sholes a¡rd distant shrines, linorvn in vari-
ous lands; ancì especially fron every shire's end o[ England they
tralel to Canterbur¡ to seeli the hol¡' blessed marr)'r tvho hdped
them lr'hen they rvere sicli.

One day in that season n'hen I sropped at tl¡e Tabard in South-
n'arli, ready to go on my pilgrimage to Canterbury rvith a' truly
devout heart, it happened that a group of trventl-nine péople
carne into that inn in the evening. They lvere peoplc of various
ranÌ¡s l'ho had come together by chance, anct ihey rvere all pil-
grims rvho pìannecl to ride to Canter.burl'. The rooms and stables

to be u'ell lodged, and, shortll'
had talliecl n'ith_each of these
lf one of their group. !\¡e ¡nade

r to'stcrt our tril:, rvhich I am
going to tell vou about. But, nevertheless, rvhile I have time and

account, ít seems reasonable to
lgrims, €s they appearecl to me;

, arrcì also rvllat sort of clothes
r a l(night.



?71*^, TLw.urt

Fern Hill
Now as I was young and easy under the apple boughs
About the lilting house and happy as rhe grass \ryas green,

The night above the dingle srarry,
Time let me hail and climb

Golden in the heydays of his eyes,
And honoured among \ryagons I was prince of the apple towns
And once below a time I lordly had the trees and leãves

Trail with daisies and barley
Down the rivers of the windfall light.

And as I was green and carefree, famous among the barns
ing as the farm was home,
only,

;l*"" and herdsman, rhe calves

And the sabbath rang slowtf 
hills barked clear and cold'

In the pebbles of the hõly srreams.

w-as lovely, the hay
s from the chimneys, it was air

ry

stars
e farm away,
stables, the nightjars

the farm, like a wanderer white
k, the cock on his shoulder; it was all
and maiden,

s J:fl.Íü;simprerishtIn spellbound hoir., ñdkirrg w"r_
table

Andh¡¡oured among foxes and- pheasants by the gay house
under Üre ne\l' made clouds and happy as thè hear-t was long,

In the sun born over and over,

high hay
ades, that time allows

such morning songs
den

ake me

Ohaslwa
Time cY of his means,

Though sea.

1945 1946



 

 

 

Loo-Wit, the Fire-Keeper (1988). In Caduto, M.J. and Bruchac, J. Keepers of the 

Earth: Native American Stories and Environmental Activities for Children. Golden, 

CO: Fulcrum Publishing.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

NOTE:  This publication is included in the print copy of the thesis 
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Some ideas to try

Build a structure
Build a s)¡mmetrical structure in the 3D Constructor space. Paste different views of it in
your joumal and use those pictures to help you write ãbout the s)¡mmetrical aspects of
your strucfure.

Design youf on¡n pattern
Design an interesting pattern of you¡ own in the 3D Constructor building space. It could
be.a repeating pattem.or a pattem that grows in a consistent way. WritðaËout your
pattem in your joumal.

Explore orthographic views

Pyil* uygty trypl_" structure in the 3D Constructor and then choose 'Orthographic
display'from the 'Yiew'menu. Try to work out what this shows. Record yoîrideas in
your joumal.

Here are two side views of a structure. What does it look like in 3D? Explore the
possibilities. Write about your discoveries (you could include pictures of the structure
from the 3D Constructor too).

side view 1 side view 2

Hiding cubes
B^$ild a simple shucture and then create a copy of it using 'Copy'from the 'Tools' menu.
,C\*gS the-colour of the second structure nã then try tõmoüe it so that it is hidden
behind the first one.

þ Iour journal.-describe how you hid the structure. Include pictures from the 3D
Constructor to heþ.wt_ft yorrt description. You could even iry constructing an animation
to show how you hid the structure.

Do you think there are any rules for hiding cubes in the 3D constructor?

Tower pattern
Design-and consfruct a pattem of towers based on the number pattem below. This could
be made up of separate structures or be presented as an animation.

stage 7 2 3 4 S ...
number of cubes 5 9 13 IZ 2L

In your journal describe how to continue the tower pattern. Is there a rule?
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Figures of Sound
An instrument designed to explore oísual thinkíng abíIity and creatíoity

Concept and design: Maria McCann
Artwork (after Wassily Kandinsky): Nigel Murray-Harvey

Instructions - In this booklet there are drawings and questions about the
drawings. You will be asked to look carefully at each drawing and then answer
the questiot fo-. it. There are no right or wrong answers. You are asked to just
respond to each drawing and question and give the response or answer which
you think fits best.

I will¡ead tfuough each question with you and tell you when to take up your
pencil and when to turn the pages.

o

o

o

The designs for this instrument are based largely on the artwork and

, 
,.achings of Wassily Kandinsky (L866 - 1944).



Question 1.
Here is a rectangle. There is nothing inside the rectangle.
Nowjmlging that-I want you to put a dot inside this rèctangle in a place where
you think it looks best.
Look at the rectangle and imagine where the dot would look best.
Nowjlkg yP ygur pencil and place a dot into the rectangle in a place where
you think it looks best.
Place only one dot inside the rectangle.



Question 2
Here are three shapes - a triangle, a square, and a circle
Each shape is inside a frame.

Now imagine that you have three coloured pencils -
Red(R)
Blue(B)
leltow(Y).

Look at each shape and imagine one colour to suit each shape.
Ask yourself: what colou¡ will best suit each shape? Which shape looks best as
Yellow? Which shape looks best as Blue? And which shape looks best as Red?

Now take up your pencil and write either Y,B, or R inside each shape to
indicate which colour best suits each shape.
Use only one colour for each shape and give each shape a different colour.



Question 3

Here are th¡ee lines.
Each line is inside a frame.
At the bottom of the page are tfuee words: cold, warm and hot.
Give each line a separate name or title by writing cold, warm or hot on the line
under it.

Look at the lines first and ask yourself: what line will be called, cold; what line
will be called wann; and what line will be called ftoú?

Now take up you¡ pencil and write one title on the line under each frame. Give
each line a different name or title.

cold

warln

hot



Question 4
Here is a drawing of some points. They are in a frame.

Look at these points and ask yourself: are they rising up, are they falling dowry
or are they still?
Take some time to look at the points.
Now take up your pencil and tick one box for your answer.

the points are rising

the points are falling

the points are still



Question 5
Here is a drawing of some more points. Th.y are also in a frame.
Look at these points and ask yourself:
Are these points still, or are they moving in towards the centre, or are they
moving out towards the edges?
Take some time to look at these points.
Now take up your pencil and tick one box for your answer.

still

moving in towards the centre

moving out towards the edges
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Question 6
Here is a drawing inside a frame.
Give this drawing a title by ticking one of the boxes below.
Look at the drawing and ask yourself: which name or title suits this drawing
best - running, swimming or jumping? choose only one of these names or
titles for this drawing.
Now take up your pencil and tick the box which gives the best title or name for
this drawing.

aa
¡l

a
tt a

a o
o.

a

a o

ruruung

swimming

jumping



Question 7
Here are three frames with different sets of lines inside them.
At the bottom of the page there are th¡ee names or titles: Iaughter (a), silence þ)
and scream (c).
Look at the drawings and ask yourself, which one should have the title,
Inughter, which one should have the title, silence and which one should have the
btle, scream?

N9* take up-your pencil and provide a title for each drawing by placing either
a,b, ot c on the line under it:

a. laughter

b. silence

c. scream



Question I

Here are some boxes. Th"y are different shapes and sizes.
Take a look at all of the boxes and put a cross inside the one which you think
looks the best.
Whichbox appeals most to you?



Questíon 9

Here is an empfy frame.
Now I want you to picture a scene in your mind.
Picture a sandy desert.
Think about this:

A desert is a sea of sand.
Each grain of sand is different.

Now take up yol¡r pencil and draw one grain of sand.



Question 1.0

Here is another empty frame.
Now take up your pencil and draw a desert.
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Appendix 6 - Glossary of statistical terms

Dist of Y: Test for Normality
The "Test Dist is Normal command" tests that the distribution is
normal. lf n <2000 a Shapiro-Wilk W test is given. lf n > 2000 a
KSL test is done. lf the p-value reported is less than .05 (or some
other alpha), then you conclude that the distribution is not normal.lf
you conclude from these tests that the distribution is not normal, it
is usefulto use the Normal Quantile command in the check border
menu to help assess the lack of normality in the distribution.

Nonparametric Tests
JMP offers three nonparametric tests for testing whether distributions across
factor levels are centered at the same location. All these tests are from the
rank-score family.

' wilcoxon rank scores are simply the ranks of the data, The wilcoxon test is
the most powerful rank test for errors with logistic distributions. (Also called
Mann-Whitney U.; called Kruskal-Wallis if more than 2 groups).
' Median rank scores are either 1 or 0 depending on whether a rank is above
or below the median rank. The Median test is the most powerful rank test for
errors with doubly exponential distributions.
' Van der waerden rank scores are the ranks of the data divided by one plus
the number of obseruations transformed to a normal score by applying the
inverse of the normal distribution function. The Van der waerden test is the
most powerful rank test for errors with normal distributions.
The repoft for each test is
(1) a summary of the rank scores for each level,
(2) if there are only two levels, a Normal or student's t approximate test, and
(3) a Chi-square approximation appropriate 'for 2 or more levels.
lf your sample size is not large, you should consult a table of critical values to
help judge the significance.



Appendix 6 - Glossary of støtisticnl terms

Distribution of Y: Test Mean=Value
The Test Mean=Value command prompts you for a test value for statistical comparison to the mean
After you click OK, the Test Mean=value report is appended to the bottom of the reports for that
variable.
t test is the Student's t test statistic and the p-values for the two-sided and one-sided
alternatives, The Student's t test assumes the data is distr¡buted normally.

z test tests a sample mean against a value using known population mean and standard deviation.

Signed-Rank the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic followed by the p-values for the two-sided and
one-sided alternatives, This test assumes only that the distribution is symmetric.This test uses
average ranks for ties, The p-values are exact for n < 20 where n is the number of values not equal
to the hypothesized value. For n > 20 a Student's t approximation due to lman and Conover is used.

Prob > ltl is the probability of obtaining a greater absolute t value by chance alone when the
sample mean is not different from the hypothesized value. This is the p-value for observed
significance of the two-tailed t test.

Prob > t is the probability of obtaining a t value greater than the computed sample t ratio by
chance alone when the sample mean is not the hypothesized value. This is the p-value for observed
significance of a one-tailed t test. The value of this probability is half of prob > ltl.

Prob < t is the probability of obtaining a t value less than the computed sample t ratio by chance
alone when the sample mean is not the hypothesized value. This is the p-value for observed
significance of a one-tailed t test. The value of this probability is 1-Prob > t.You can use the Test
Mean=Value command repeatedly to test different values..

50 70 1 10 130

ht

r1

150 170 190

shortest half
outlier

A B

interquartile range
25% 75%

The Outlier Box Plot is a
schematic that lets you see the
sample distribution and
identify points with efireme
values, or outliers. The ends of
the box are the 25th and 75th
quantiles, also called the
quartiles. The difference
between the quartiles is the
interquartile range. The line
across the middle identifies the
median sample value. The ends
of the whiskers, denoted A and
B, are the outer-most data
points from their respective

fallthat the distance 1quartiles AS 5 lecomputed The*(interquarti )range
dn ESentifi shortestthe half which theIS mostbracket along the edge of the box

dense 50o/" of the observations.
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NormalQuantile Plot

-3-2-10
NormalQuantile

The normal quantile plot is an
additional graph for each interval
variable which is useful for visualizing
the extent to which the variable is
normally distributed. lf a variable is
normal, the normal quantile plot is a
diagonal straight line. The normal
quantile plot has the Lillifors
confidence bounds, which surround
the area of normal distribution, and
reference lines, This plot is also
referred to as a theoretical
quantile-quantile plot or Q-Q plot.123

Appendix 6 - Glossøry of støtistical terms

Nonparametric Gorrelations
The Nonparametric Measures of Association table lists Spearman's
Rho (Spearman's rank<rder correlations) and Kendall's tau-b statistics
for each pair of variables. This report also shows signíficance probabilities
for all measures and compares the correlations with bar charts.
' spearman's Rho is a correlation coetficient computed on the ranks of the
data values instead of the values themselves.
' Kendall rau-b coefficients are based on the number of concordant and
discordant paris of observations, and uses a correction for tied pairs (pairs
of observations that have equal value of x or equal values of y).
. Hoeffding D scales ranges from -.5 to 1, with only large positive values
indicating dependence,

click on any measure for more ¡nfo

Spearman's Rho Coefficients
Spearman's Rho correlation coefficient is computed on the ranks
of the data using the formula for the Pearson's correlation.
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Means diamonds
are a schematic of the mean and standard error of the mean for
each sample group. The line across each diamond represents the
group mean. The height of each diamond represents the g5%
confidence intervalfor each group, and the diamond width
represents the group sample size,

total response
sample mean

95"/"
confidence

interval
group mean

<>t.e>i
group sample sizes

Means Gomparison Circles
When you click on a means circle, it highlights along with circles
for all means that are not significanfly different. The outside angle
of intersection tells you whether or not group means are
significantly different. Circles for means that are significanily
different either do not intersect or intersect slighily so that the
outside angle of intersection is less than g0 degrees. lf the circles
intersect by an angle of more than 90 degrees or if they are nested,
the means are not significantly different.

angle greater than angle equal to angle less than
90. 90" 90"

\

not significantly
different

border line
significantly

different

significantly
different
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Tests that the Variances are Equal
When the variances across groups are not equal, the usual analysis of variance assumptions are
not satisfied and the Anova F test is not valid. JMP gives four tests for equality of group
variances and an Anova that is valid when the group sample variances are unequal, The concept
behind the first three tests of equal variances is to perform an analysis of variance on a new
response variable constructed to measure the spread in each group, The fourth test is Baftlett's
test which is similar to the likelihood ratio test under normal distributions.

click on a test for more help
. O'Brien's test
. Brown-Forsythe test
. Levene's test
. Bañlett's test

lf the tests of equal variances reveal that the group variances are significantly different, the
Welch Anova for the means should be used in place of the usual Anova in the Fit Means report.
The Welch statistic is based on the usualAnova F test, however the means have been weighted by
the reciprocal of the sample variances of the group means . lf there are only two levels then the
Welch Anova is equivalent to an unequal variance t{est (the t value is the square root of the F).

Multiple Comparisons
These commands offer different ways of comparing means statistically.
Compare Each Pair command computes individual pairwise comparisons using Student's t test.
This test is sized for only an individual comparison. lf you make a number of pairwise tests,
there is no protection across the inferences, and thus the alpha-size [fype l) error rate across
the hypothesis tests is much higher than that for each individual test.
Compare All Pairs command gives a test that is sized for all differences among the means. This
is the Tukey or Tukey-Kramer HSD (honestly significant difference) test, (Tukey 1g50, Kramer
1956). This test is an exact alpha-level test if the sample sizes are the same, and conservative if
the sample sizes are different (Hayter 198a).
Compare w¡th Best command tests whether means are less than the unknown maximum (or
greater than the unknown minimum). This is the Hsu MCB test (Hsu 1 gg1 ),
Compare with Control command tests whether means are different from the mean of a control
group. This is Dunnett's test (Dunnett 1955),

click on a topic below for more help
. Multiple Comparison Reports
. Multiple Comparison Graphs
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A Mosaic Chart consists of side-by-side divided bars for each
level of the X variable, where each bar is divided into proportional
segments that represent each discrete Y value. The width of each
bar is proportionalto the sample size. When the lines dividing the
bars align, the response proportions are alike. When the lines are
far apart the response rates of the samples may be statistically
different.

0.75

marginal
proportion
Japanese
made cars

response
rates European

0.25
American

marginal
proportion

Married

Single

sample sizes

Crosstabs Table
when both the response and the factor are nominal or ordinal, the data
are summarized by frequency counts. These counts estimate the response
rates of the Y levels for each level of the X factor.

The Grosstabs table first appears as a two-way frequency table. There
is a row for each response level and a column for each factor (sample)
level. The borders of the table display the row, column and grand totals,
The pop-up menu next to the table name lets you request percents, and
expected cellfrequencies, cell deviations, and cell chi-square.

Click on the pop-up menu for more help
)

Count
TotalT"
Row%
Col%
Expected
Deviation
Cell ChiSq

Crosstabs

Cnrnl F M Total
12 5 3 8
13 3 4 7
14 5 7 12
15 2 5 7
16 2 1 3
17 1 2 3

18 22 40

sex

H,
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Test names the chi-square stat¡stical tests of the hypothesis that the
response rates are the same in each sample category.

GhiSquare lists the Chi-square statistics computed from the sample.

. The Likelihood Ratio chi-square test is computed as twice the
negative log likelihood for Model in the Tests table.
. Pearson is another chi-square test of the hypothesis that the
response rates are the same in each sample category. This is calculated
by summing the squares of the differences between obserued and
expected cell counts. The Pearson chi-square exploits the property of
frequency counts to tend to a normal distribution in very large samples.

. lf both variables have only 2 levels, Fisher's exact probabilitys for
the one-tailed tests and the two-tailed test also show,

Fit Y by X: Regression and Gurve Fitting
Regression analysis and curue fitting apply to continuous by
continuous Y by X combinations. This platform's initial stage is a
scatterplot of points for each X, Y pair. Using the Fitting pop-up
menu commands, you can superimpose straignt line, polynomial,
and spline fits on the points, which approximate or predict the y
variable as a function of the X variable.

Scatterplot cllck on any topic for more help

ffifi WinOow Options, titles and footnotes

E Fitting Commands [f] eacn individualfit
has its own options

. Show Points

. Confid Curves (Fit)

. Confid Curues (lndiv)

. Color

. Save Predicted

. Save Residuals

. Remove Fit

. Fit Mean

. Fit Line

. Fit Polynomial

. Fit Transformed...

. Fit Spline

. Density Ellipses

. Paired t-test

. Grouping Variable

. Nonpar Density
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m s y 132 thlsh thlo h¡gh h¡dr

y lrs 2âv9++ 2av9++ âvs htdì
m ô y 132 thlgh thlgh h¡O h¡dt

y 120 zavg++ 2av9++ avg hish
y 105 3avg savg avs avg

I € y 69W bk M tu
I 3 y 10s 3âvg 3avg avg avg

y 113 2avg++ 2avg++ avS hltt
m € y 1 32 thigh th¡gh hldr hldr

y 113 2avg++ zavg++ avg hìdt
I 6 y 111 3ãvg 3av9 avg avg
I ê y 99 3svg &v9 avS âv9
m e y 11Ezavg++ 2âvg++ avS hlsh

y ro3 3av9 3avg avs avs
y 1 20 2avg++ 2av9++ avS hish
y 96 3åvg 3avg avs âvg
y 111 gvg 3evg avg evg
y 108 3avg 3âv9 avs avg

m o y 104 3av9 gvg avs âvs
m o y 123 2avg++ 2avg++ avg hi$r

y 1 1 1 3åvg 3avg avg avs
f â y i32 ihtgñ ih¡gh htdt htgh

y 115 ãv9++ 2åv9++ avg hlgà
m 6 y 1o8 Savg 3avg avg evg

n 1OO 3evg 3avg evg avg
n 106 Savg savg avg avs

I n n 99 3av9 3âvg avS avS
f n n 92 Savg 3avg avg âvg

n 99 &vg 3av9 evg avS
f n n 92 gvg 3âvg avs âv9
f n n 90 3avg 3avg avs avg
I n n 100 3åvg sâvg avg avs
I n n 105 3avg 3avg avS âvg
I n n 103 &v9 3av9 evg avg
f n n 94 øvg 3av9 avg âv9

n 115 2âvg++ 2av9++ avg hÍSh
f n n 92 3avg 3âvg avg âvg
f n n so b.w bêbw avg w
I n n loo 3avg Sevg avg âvg

n 90 savg 3avg âvg avg
n 88 blw bN avg tu
n 1 1 1 Savg savg avs avg

f n n 1 20 2avg++ 2ãvg++ ãvS h¡dr
f n n 96 qvg såvg avg åv9
f n n 113 2avg++ 2avg++ avg htdl

n 100 3avg savg avS âvS
f n n 104 3avg Savg avg avg
n n n 131 thlgh thtgh h¡ó high
I n n 126 zavg++ 2av9++ avg hlgh

n 111 Svg evg avg avg
ñ 143 thlgh th€h hlsh hldì

f n n 113 2avg++ zsvg++ avg htdt
f n n 118 zâvg++ 2avg++ âvS hish
m n n loa 3avg qvg avg âv9
f n n 114 2av9++ 2avg++ avg hlsh
m n n 108 3avg 3âvg avs avs
h n n 1ls zâvg++ 2avg++ avg htsh
m D n €6b1il hlw avg M
I n n 111 svg gvg evg avg
f n n 131 thigh thrgh high hish
f n n 96 3av9 3avg avg avS
f n n alb€tu boM avS h
f n n 115 2avg++ 2avg++ evg hÌgh
f n n 103 3av9 3âvg avg evg
f n n 113 zavg++ 2åv9++ âvS high
m n n 131 thigh thigh hish htgh
f n n 89 bh bstd avS bw
I n n 1 23 zavg++ 2âvg++ avg htdt
f n n 83b€b bêh avS b
f n n 113 2avg++ zavg++ âvS high

n 100 3avg 3âvg avS avg
m c n 99 3avg Savg avg avg
f c n 100 3av9 3avg avS âvg
f c n 103 &v9 svg avS âv9
I c n 111 ævg gavg avg âvS
f c n 73M b€tu M tu
m o n s3bâw betu avg h
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:
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61 10
41 15 3r 40
52 16 3€ 50
29 10 26 30
29 15 25 36
25 15 25 34
33 13 30 34
36 13 33 36
70 12 27 63
47 16 20 30
34 16 27 37
42 14 30 46
33 17 25 41
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21 49
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32 16
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49 18
44 15
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42 1S
49 15
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72 16
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51 1{
61 15
51 I
30 t3
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30 tô
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2A 14
3i 14
65 1E
44 15
45 12
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36 16
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49 15
34 11

56 16
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56 18
47 12
50 18
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24 45 t3 1€ 50
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17 41 12 25 37
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9
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135 thigh
144 thigh
131 thlgh
119 2av9++
143 th¡gh
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to: ti*
143 thigh
1 43 thìgh
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100 3âv9
131 th¡gh
107 3avg
131 thigh
1 10 &vg
128 thlgh
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sl bk ble
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132 th¡gh thrdl
los sâvg 3avg
I 13 zâvg++ 2avg++
100 savg 3âv9
12e thlgh th¡gh
11€ zavg++ 2âvg++
1 29 th¡gh th€h
115 2av9++ 2âvg++
129 thlgh thlgh
115 2avg++ 2avg++
135 thigñ rh¡gh
138 thigh th¡gh
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115 2avg++ 2av9++

thigh thìgh
Savg
3avg
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3avg
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âvg hldt
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avg hiSh
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